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ateway 2203 Internationa! Lane 
« Madison, Wisconsin 53704 

travel SEPrViICE phone (608) 241-3878 

DAY TO DAY ITINERARY 

1934 
February 10 Leave Madison 7:10AM Northwest 151 
(Friday) Arr. Minneap. 7:57AM 

Lv. Minneapolis 11:00AM Northwest 7 
Arr. Tokyo 4:40PM 

(February 11) 

February ll Lv. Tokyo 6:00PM Northwest 1/7 

(Saturday) Arr. Hongkong 9:55PM 

HOTEL: Shangri La 

64 Mody Road 
Kowloon, Hong Kong Phone: 3-7212111 

February 17 Lv. Hongkong 4:00PM Singapore 7 
(Friday) Arr. Singapore 7:30PM 

HOTEL: Shangri La Singapore 
Orange Grove Road 
Singapore 1025 Phone: 7373644 

February 21 Lv. Singapore LO:15PM Qantas 6 
(Tuesday) Arr. Melbourne 8:30AM 

(February 22) 

February 22 HOTEL: Windsor Hotel 
(Wednesday) 103 Spring Street 

Melbourne, Victoria Phone: (03) 63 0261 

February 29 Lv. Melbourne 8:00AM Ansett 8 
(Wednesday) Arr. Sydney 9:10AM 

HOTEL: Hilton International Phone: 

259 Pitt Street 

Sydney, New Australia 2000 

March 4 Lv. Sydney by car, driving to Canberra 

(Sunday) 

HOTEL: Travel Lodge Parkroyal Phone: (062) 49 1411 

102 Northbourne Avenue 
Canberra 2601 (Arrive by 6PM or call ahead)
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March 6 Lv. Canberra 9:35AM Ansett 354 
(Tuesday) Arr. Sydney 10:10AM - 

Lv. Sydney 11:50AM Ansett 14 
Arr. Brisbane 1:05PM 

HOTEL: Parkroyal Motor Inn 

Alice & Albert Streets 

Brisbane 4000 Phone: (0772)21.3411 

March 9 Lv. Brisbane 5:35PM Ansett 54 
(Friday) Arr. Cairns 8:20PM 

HOTEL: (Not arranged by Gateway Travel) 
Cairns Holiday Inn 
Sheridan & Thomas Streets Phone: (070) 514611 

Cairns 48/70 

March 12 Lv. Cairns 5:00PM Ansett 1039 
(Monday) Arr. Brisbane 7:35PM 

HOTEL: Parkroyal Motor Inn 

(same as March 6-9 above) 

March 13 Lv. Brisbane 8:00AM Air New Zealand 142 
(Tuesday) Arr. Auckland 1:05PM | 

HOTEL: No hotel requested in Auckland 

(Traveling from Auckland to Wellington by surface) 

March 18 Lv. Wellington 4:45PM Qantas 65 
(Sunday) Arr. Sydney 6:00PM 

Lv. Sydney 6:50PM Ansett 254 
Arr. Adelaide 8:15PM 

HOTEL: Travel Lodge Park View 

208-223 S. Terrace Phone: 2234355 
(facing parklands) 

March 20 Lv. Adelaide 10:45AM Ansett 250 

(Tuesday) Arr. Perth 12:20PM 

HOTEL: No hotel requested in Perth
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March 23 Lv. Perth 12:00Noon Ansett 245 
(Friday) Arr. Sydney 5:55PM 

Lv. Sydney 8:30PM Qantas il 
Arr. Papeete 7:35AM 

(Arrival is still on March 23) 

HOTEL: Tahiti Beachcomber 

P. O. Box 6014 Phone: 25110 
Faaa Papeete 

March 26 Lv. Papeete 3:30PM S. Pac. Isl. 810 
(Monday ) Arr. Honolulu 8:45PM 

HOTEL: Hilton Hawaiian Village 
2005 Kalia Road 

Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii 96815 

March 27 Lv. Honolulu 4:50PM Northwest 22 
(Tuesday) Arr. Minneapolis 5:52AM 

(March 28) 

March 28 Lv. Minneapolis 10:35AM Ozark 621 
(Wednesday) Arr. Madison 11:20AM 

Remember to check in Minneapolis to see if 

Republic has changed equipment on their 

earlier flight to Madison.



FIRST CHICAGO One First National Plaza 
cy The First National Bank of Chicago Telonhone: (ota) eee o 000 

January 6, 1983 

Mr. James A. Graaskamp, Chairman 
Real Estate & Urban Land Economics 
University of Wisconsin School 

of Business 
1155 Observatory Drive 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Dear Jim: 

Just a note to let you know that I have rejoined First Chicago 
to establish a real estate lending capability for the bank in 
Asia. Joanna and I will be moving to Singapore as a base of 
operations and from there I will attempt to tackle such diverse 
markets as Australia, Indonesia, Hong Kong, the Philippines and 
China. 

My former days of travel in this country will look like short 
commuter hops, I suspect, and I will undoubtedly be cured of 
ever wanting to get on a plane again. 

We look forward to a challenging professional and cultural 
opportunity in the Pacific Basin, although we will miss the 
regular contact with friends in this country. 

[T hope that you will plan to visit us any time you find yourself 
in the Orient. After February 1, 1983, our address will be: 

The First National Bank of Chicago 
150 Cecil Street 
Singapore 1, Republic of Singapore 
Telephone: (direct dial from the U.S.) 

O11 65 2239933 

| Best personal regards, 

Charles B. Moffett 
Vice President 

CBM:gws
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16 Pre PALMERSTON NORTH, NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONES 69-099, 69-089 
i In reply please quote: 

14 February 1983 

Professor James Graaskamp, 
School of Business, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin 537061, 
‘U~LS.A. 

Dear Professor Graaskamp, 

I was delighted to see your letter of January 15th to Bob Reichert and 
read of your plans to visit New Zealand in February - March 1984. The 
day I spent with you in Madison three years ago was one of the 
highlights of my trip to the U.S. and a source of inspiration for my 
subsequent teaching and research. 

Bob Reichert will be writing to you shortly with some ideas about your 
visit to\Massey University and Palmergton North. You will gather that we 
are both very enthusiastic and I am sure there will be a lot of interest 
here in a\seminar series. Bob will algo be able to explain how we can 
take care of your travel and accommodation needs in this area. 

Kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

R.V. Hargreaves 
Snr. Lecturer in Valuation
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Abe, PALMERSTON NORTH, NEW ZEALAND TELEPHONES, 69-099, 69-089. 
= In reply please quote: RJR: PR 

14 March 1983 

Professor J A Graaskamp 
school of Business 
University of Wisconsin 
1155 Observatory Drive 
Madison 
Wisconsin 53706 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Dear Professor Graaskamp 

Thank you for your letter dated 15 January 1983. Your schedule 
seems to work in well with our seminar period. Particularly 
during the second half of February. I think that Bob H and I 
can set something up at Massey University (and with the 
Institute of Valuers) to take advantage of your stay in New 
Zealand. 

We could provide accomodation() and transportation during your 
stay in Palmerston North. In the past, we have had Paul Wendt, 
Mike Crean (University of Denver) and various other well known 
educators in real estate appraisal visit us. My home is 
always open to fellow appraisers, lecturers and students. At 
present we have a student from Arizona State staying a few days 
plus two graduates from the University of Denver. 

You mentioned Fraser, Squirrell and Milne. They have not been 
here yet but the Head of the Accountancy Department of RMIT 
stayed with us a few months ago. This is a small world 
(Australasia) at least in population so everyone tends to know 
everyone else in the real estate area. I know that you will 
have an impact on the academic scene. You will also enjoy 
New Zealand. 

Can you give us a package price for two days of seminar assuming 
that we will take care of the expenses such as food, accomodations, 
and transportation. We are currently in a budget "crunch", 
I feel that we can raise $1000 to $1200 thru the industry. With 
one seminar here in Palmerston North and the main one in 
Wellington (where we could invite the valuers as well as the 
members of the Property Management Institute). Our school 
year at Massey University will not start until March so there 
would be no teaching during February.
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I'm glad Janet Tandy suggested that you contact me. You and I 
met about ten years ago in Minnesota, when I was the president 
of that AIREA chapter. We have since had correspondence on 
your proposed EDUCARE course in Hawaii (which fell through) and 
now we are looking forward a your visit. Can you give us a 
firm committment for the 22~"and 23 Sof March 1984? 

Bob H and myself will make sure that you and Jean Davis feel 
right at home here in Palmerston North. In the meantime I 
propose to be in Minnesota on 1 August 1983. If you are 
available I will drive to Madison to discuss your impending 
visit. 

VLELE? 

R J Zijfc 
Senior Lecturer in Property Management



South Asia Area Headquarters 
irs CHICAGO 150 Cecil Street 

First National Bank of Chicago Singapore 0106 
Republic of Singapore 
Tel: 2239933/2245770 
Telex: RS 24630 CGOBANK 
Cable: FSTCHICAGO 

CHARLES 8. MOFFETT 
Vice President 

July 26, 1983 

Mr. James A. Graaskamp 

University of Wisconsin 

1155 Observatory Drive 

Madison 

Wisconsin 53706 
U.S.A- 

Dear Jim 

Many thanks for your note of July 7 and I will certainly look forward 

to seeing you and your colleagues when you are in Singapore next 
March. Hotel rooms will be no problem as there are a number of good 

quality hotels in Singapore that are suffering from low occupancy due 
to a combination of overbuilding and a recent downturn in tourist 
traffic. My recommendation would be the Shangri-La Hotel, a brochure 

of which I am arranging to send to you, or else the Hyatt, 

Intercontinental Pavilion, or Mandarin. 

My secretary, Sylvia Koh, has confirmed that each of them is 

wheelchair accessible and we will make a tentative reservation for you 
at the Shangri-La. My recommendation, however, would be that you plan 

to stay at whatever hotel the conference or lectures are to be given 

at. 

I note that you will be here over that weekend, so please plan to be 

our guest or lunch or dinner or whichever day fits best into your 

schedule as the time gets nearer. 

In any case, 1f 1t is of help, our telex number is RS24530 CGOBANK and 

Sylvia will be happy to pass on messages to any of your contacts here 

that you might need to contact from time to time. 

I will be in Miami October 26 to 29 for the ULI sessions and will look 
forward to visiting with you then if you are also planning to attend. 

Best Personal Regards 

Charles B. Moffett 

PS: If you have not already read about it, the Hong Kong Bank building 

might be of interest to you, in that their cost per square foot (not 
including land) appears to be coming in at around US$900 per square 

foot.



20/53 Pelham Street 
Carlton, VIC, 3053 

AUSTRALIA 

27 July 1983 

Dear Jim and Jean, 

Greetings from cold and wet Melbourne--July is the first month in 15 that 

the rainfall has been above normal--of course, I moved here. Perhaps I 

should sell myself as a rainmaker. Getting out of that cesspool at Hawkesbury 

improved my mental condition considerably--unfortunately, coming down for 

only a five-months contract at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 

probably has made it much worse--not the people but the damn politics of 

academia. Plus I spent nearly $2,000 that I do not have on the move and 

associated expenses. So the decision to leave Australia before 10 December 

1983 has become virtually final--under the taxation treaty I will collect 

all income tax paid in Australia and then pay about 55 percent of that in 

U.S. Income taxation. I am to present a paper at the Second South East 

Asia Survey Congress (Hong Kong group of Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors) during the week of 5 — 9 December and then to San Francisco 
for the AREUEA annual meeting. After that, who knows??? IL would not mind 

going back to New Zealand to the University of Auckland but the agreement on 

the new degree course there was NO additional faculty. You will find Ken 

Christiansen a most delightful person (so too his wife Betty). He is of 

Danish extraction, educated in France and went to university in England-—~he 

was the founding president of the Property Management Institute in New Zealand. 

Palmerston North is an excellent example of "Kiwi Town'--I will let Bob 

Reichert explain just what that means but Massey is in a lovely setting and 

you will be there in the equivalent of August so you will not freeze! 
No, I don't use paragraphs--it just flows and flows and flows. In @ydney, 

arrangements are being handled by Dr. R. T. M. Whipple of the Sydney University 

Land Economy Society--so much better than any association with Hawkesbury!. 

Tom you will think is English but fair dinkum he is an Australian but of 

interesting roots--the Whipples were from Boston, one signed the Declaration 

of Independence and there is some association with John Paul Jones and the 

U.S. Navy. Although the natives will not admit it, Australia and New Zealand 

are Third World countries where one can drink the water, the natives speak 

English (sorta) and the scenery is unbeliev_able. In both places my salary exr- 

pressed in U.S. dollars suffered a 20 percent or more devaluation so I ain't 

too impressed with the economic policies and gross mismanagement of the 

governments in either country. I am enclosing two brochures about accommodations 

in Melbourne--both are well-done restorations of 1880's structures and far more 

charming than the Regent or Hilton. Cathleen and I had a most delightful 

Sunday dinner (noon) in the Grand Dining Room--you must have a meal there, 

I know you will enjoy your trip and not to worry!!! I hope to see you in San 

Francisco. 

Best regards, 

ane



JURONG TOWN CORPORATION 
Jurong Town Hall @ Singapore 2260 @ Republic of Singapore 

Telephone 5600056 @ Cables: ‘““Jutown” @ Telex: RS 35733 

Our Rel’ october 21, 1983 
Your Ref: 

Professor James A. Graaskamp 
Chairman, Real Estate & Urban Land Economics 
Graduate School of Business 

University of Wisconsin 

1155 Observatory Drive 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

USA. 

Dear Professor Graaskamp 

I last wrote to you in February this year, offering to show you 
our industrial parks in Singapore and subsequently realised, 
from your letter to me dated February 25th, that your intended 
visit to Singapore is scheduled for the early part of next year. 
Well, I have not forgotten about this, and now that 1984 is 
drawing near, I thought it might be timely for me to write to 
you again to extend the same invitation to visit us should you 
be coming to Singapore. In other words, my offer to meet you 
and show you around Singapore, as stated in my letter of 
February 8th, still stands. 

I would suggest that a good time to come to Singapore would be 
sometime in January . The University examinations begin around 
the last week of February, lasting through the second week of 
March, after which the students have a 3-month vacation while 
the staff will be busy marking the exam papers. It may be a 
good idea to contact the following people to inform them of your 
intended visit so that some kind of program may be drawn up for 
you: 

* Professor Micheal Greaves, 

Head, Department of Building & Estate Management 
National University of Singapore, 

Kent Ridge 

Singapore Osii. 

t x Mr Lim Lan Yuan 

President, Singapore Institute of Surveyors & Valuers, 
Singapore Professional Centre 

Block 23, Outram Park #03-129 

Singapore O316.
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I*7m sure we will all look forward to your visit. 

oe oe 

I met Professor William Shenkel when he came to Singapore in 
July this year and told him of my interest in pursuing a Masters 

degree in real estate in the LGA. He encouraged me to apply to 
the University of Georgia and alsa mentioned that the University 

af Wisconsin, Madison, would also be a good place to consider. 

fo | | 
My GRE scores are 730, S50 and S0oO for the 

Quantitative, Verbal and Analytical tests,respectively. 

My GMAT score is 320. I shall. be taking the TOEFL test in 
November. I hope to be admitted to university in September 
(Fall Semester) 1984. TI would be more interested in pursuing 

the MA or M.Sc in Real Estate/Urban Land Economics. It is 
likely that the Jurong Town Corporation will sponsor me. My 

research interest is industrial development and the management 

of industrial parks. I would aiso be interested in advanced 

appraisal techniques and real estate finance. I would be most 
grateful if you could send me the brochures and application 

forms for the MA or M.Sc (Real Estate) course. Lf my GMAT score 

of 320 would permit me to be considered for the MBA program, I 

would also appreciate your sending me the application materials. 

Please feel free to contact me regarding any arrangements you 

wish to make for your visit to Singapore. I shall look forward 

to hearing from you. . 

With warmest regards, | 

mo | f , | \ 

HAROLD TAN ee 
Lands Officer (Valuation) ae 

Lands Department, oo 
JURONG TOWN CORPORATION. 7 | 

1 : _ - { 

7 as j
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SYDNEY UNIVERSITY LAND ECONOMY SOCIETY 
C/O DEPARTMENT OF TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING, 

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY, N.S.W., 2006 
TELEPHONE 692 2702 TELEX AA20056 

ond November, 19834, 

Dr. James A. Graaskamp, 

Professor of Real Estate & Urban Land Economics, 
University of Wisconsin, 
SOZA Breese Terrace, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin, 53700, 
U. Se A. 

Dear Dr. Graaskamp, 

I guess you've heard from Mr. Maurice Squirrell that I'm your 
contact man for the Sydney leg of your lecture tour of the 
Antipodes. Your Sydney presentations are being sponsored equally 
by the NSW Division of the Australian Institute of Valuers, the 
NSW Division of the Building Owners! and Managers’ Association and 

by this Society. 

My purpose in writing is to extend to you a warm welcome, to 

establish communication between us and to seek your confirmation of 

certain matters so detailed planning can proceed. Let me itemize 

the matters which I think should be cleared between us and the 

information we require. 

le Dates. We have a tentative booking at the Hilton Hotel in the 

Sydney CBD for March Ist and end, 1984, Would you please 

confirm these dates as soon as possible so0 we, in turn, can 
finalize arrangements with the Hilton ? It is a modern 

international-standard hotel with adequate capacity to hold 

the anticipated number of delegates seated “class-room" style - 

i,e., groups at desks. If numbers exceed expectation, we can 

expand into the ball room The hotel has basement car parking 
with elevator access from the car park to the lecture floor. 

Please let me know what you will need in the line of audio- 

visual facilities. 

2. Financial aspects. We are to meet your costs set at US#1,000 
per lecture day together with costs associated with: 

. local advertising and promotion 

» provision of xerox copies of seminar materials to 
participants (see 3b below) 

. catering. 

5. Given you have only two days in Sydney and can therefore present 

only four modules, we have to make a choice out of the set of 

seven. So we can make a more informed decision and firm up our 

budget, would you please forward me:



oO ~ 

a. some information on the scope and content of each and 

be the number of pages of materials associated with each 
module which are to be distributed to delegates. We need 
to estimate this fairly accurately as we are seeking a 
sponsor who will handle the xeroxing for us, 

4 This could be an opportune occasion to sell copies of 

&. The Appraisal of 25 N. Pinckney 

be «=Ratcliff Readings on Appraisal. 

If you could ship out 50 of each, what would be the total cost 
(purchase plus surface mail) ? I'll get back to you on this 
Just as soon as I hear from you so there will be adequate time 
if the idea is feasible. 

If there are any matters from your end relating to your stay 
in Sydney, please don't hesitate to write. I work at home a lot so 
it's best to use the following address: 

c4. Melaleuca Drive, 
St. Ives, 
Sydney, NSW, 2075, 
Australia. 

My telephone number at home is (02) 449 41929, 

I would like you to know how much we are all looking forward 
to your visit: our only regret is that it is too short. If there is 
anything I can do on the personal level to make your stay comfortable 
and enjoyable, you must not hesitate to let me know. 

Enclosed are some “touristy” ‘photos of Sydney which will give 
you an idea of what you're heading to. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

(Dr) R.T.M. Whipple, 
President.
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Pee Massey University DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND FARM MANAGEMENT 

a) Soe C, ae as EPO PALMERSTON NORTH, NEW ZEALAND heeriaranennrateniaald 
| reply please qu RVH : ROM 

17 November 1983 

Professor J.A. Graaskamp, | 

School of Business, 

1155 Observatory Drive, 

Madison, . 

Wisconsin 53706, ° 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

Dear Professor Graaskamp, | 

It is good to hear that your plans for a journey to the 
Antipodes next year are well under way... We will be very 

pleased to see you at Massey next year. Bob Reichert is 
working on this part of the schedule. 

I am leaving New Zealand in about a week for a period in the 
U.S. Our family will be based in Oakland, California through 

January 2list. While in the U.S. I plan to fly to Chicago. 
I would also very much like to visit with you at Madison. 

At this stage I plan to be in the Chicago area in the first 

week of January. I will contact you again when in the U.S. 
to arrange a convenient time for a visit to Madison. 

My contact address in Oakland is as follows: 

C/- E.H. Harris 
5919 Pinewood Road 
Oakland 
California 94611 phone (415)547-2115 

Kind regards, | 

BU thcsregaes 
R.V. Harpreaves, 

Senior Lecturer in Valuation.



THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
NORTH TERRACE, ADELAIDE, S.A. 5000. TELEPHONE. (08) 223-3966:TELEX 82565 

2280352 

25th November, 1983 
Professor J.A. Graaskamp, 
Chairman, 
Department of Real Estate 

and Urban Economics, 
School of Business, 
University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, Wisconsin, 53706, 
U.S.A. 

Dear Professor Graaskamp, 

Thank you for your phone call it was very much appreciated. 
Unfortunately there is only one flight time from Adelaide to Perth on 
Tuesday 20th March and it is at 10.50 a.m., which doesn't allow time 
for a third module. We can discuss how you would like to spend the 
Tuesday morning when you arrive in Australia. 

While in Adelaide we would like you to present module 4 Feasibility 
Analysis and Real Estate Consulting and Module 5 Real Estate Investment 
Analysis. 

I am enclosing Maurice Daly's ‘Sydney Boom Sydney Bust' which, 
although relates to Sydney, has parallels in other Australian cities 
over the same period. Also enclosed is Leonie Sandercock's ‘Cities 
for Sale’, which gives a general background to our major cities. 

Rost and Collins is included in the package, but please don't be too 
critical of Australian education following your reading of the book as it 
was developed from a correspondence course. 

A copy of the Jones Lang Wootton Australian Property Review, National 
Mutual Life Office and the A.M.P. our largest life office, annual reports 
may be of some assistance in gaining a background to the property market 
in Australia. 

Our course accreditation document is enclosed, as it may be helpful 
to have some knowledge of real estate and valuation courses. The levels 
of the courses range from Associate Diplomas at Departments of Further 
Education to Degrees at Colleges of Advanced Education. 

000d 

ALSO AT: THE LEVELS, POORAKA, P.O. BOX 1, INGLE FARM, 5098, TELEPHONE: 260 2055. TELEX 82565 
AND NICOLSON AVENUE, WHYALLA NORRIE, 5608. TELEPHONE: (086) 45 7744. TELEX 80268 |
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3. Paper on Tax: 

Bob Webster, one of my lecturers has put together the notes on 
the Australian Tax System. Dr. Wipple has been given a copy 
and may make some further observations. (Bob is the lecturer 
expecting to do your inter-session course next year). Paper is 
attachment 5. 

4. Seminar Topics: 

You will see from the draft advertisement for Australian Property 
News (attachment 3) that the topics in each location are almost 
settled, as follows: 

Melbourne Sydney Brisbane Adelaide Perth 

1 through 7 3, 4, 5, 6. 1, 2, 4, 7. 4, 5, 1, 4. 
(plus 1 for (tentative) 
Students only) 

Masters of your outlines for reproduction here are due ‘by the first 
of the year’. You can simply send them all to me for distribution, 
or separately to each location. 

5. R&R -- Let's get down to the critical activities 

Have you given any thought as to how you would like to spend your 
R&R. Some arrangements may need to be made by us and naturally 
I would only want to conform to your wishes. A few ideas with 
comments: 

a) Visit to Squirrell ranch. Whilst mandatory for Jean at some stage, 
we would be delighted to entertain you on either the Saturday or 
Sunday afternoon. Our place is ideally suited to an outdoor B.B.Q. 
(beer and steak) and could include just your party, or valuation 
lecturers and families, a larger grouping of lecturers, or a group 
of students. 

b) We also invite you to speak at a function (dinner) to launch our 
first graduate course in real estate, Bob Milne is handling this 
course. A grouping of the first set of students, industry leaders 
and the press with a 15 minute "Trends in Real Estate Education in 
the U.S.A." or something similar from you would be appropriate, timely, 
and an honour for us. Course brochure is attachment 4. 

c) Other activities might include all, some or none of the following: 

- lunch with staff of our Department (about 24 members, 5 valuers) 
- lunch with staff of Faculty of Business (up to 70 members though 

not all would attend) 
- meeting with RMIT management who are responsible for providing 

facilities for the handicapped. I have Wi Alumnus articles on 
McBurney Resource Centre and could ascertain interest in people 
here meeting with you. 

ree/2.
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1 don't know whether you have made any accommodation arrangements in 
Adelaide, but if not, I would suggest the Adelaide International Hilton, 
which has only recently been completed and has the full facilities that 
you would require. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please let me know. 

Yours sincerely, 

rome fo 

GRAEME J. MARTIN, 
Head of Valuation.



RMIT poyel Melbourne 
Technology 

GPO Box 2476V 
Melbourne Vic 3001 

Telephone 3452822 

Telegraphic Address 

‘Meltech’ Melbourne 

Telex AA36406 

30th November, 1983. 

Dr. James A. Graaskamp, 
Landmark Research Inc., 
4610 University Avenue, 
Suite 105, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 
U.S.A. 53705. 

Dear Jim, 

Good to hear your voice and enthusiasm last week. No snags at this 
end with good initial response. A number of items for review or 
interest: 

1. Schedule: 

a) Latest Australian leg schedule attached. - attachment 1. 

b) Travel from Brisbane to Cairns on Friday, 9th March, 1984, 
John McAuliff, the Queensland contact is happy for you to 
take the last flight that evening to Cairns. It may mean 
starting the day at 8.00 a.m. and/or you talking more quickly 
than usual, however, have your agent do the booking on this 
basis. 

2. Travel by Car: 

a) Toyota 4 W.D. Land Cruiser. 

I agree that it will maximize flexibility to hire this vehicle 
in all or most cities for the whole stay. However, in addition, 
we have made enquiries about the use of multi-purpose taxis in 
each city which may prove more efficient on seminar days to 
move you from hotel to venue. In some cases these are subsidized 
by government, at least to normal taxi fare, and in the case of 
sydney, the Government have indicated that they will offer you 
the service at their cost as a gesture to international goodwill. 
(after Grenada....?) 

The only form you have to feed the bureaucracy with is in Victoria 
and is attached. (attachment 2). Could you have it filled in 
and returned to me please. 

.../2.
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- Meeting with Victorian Valuer-General (responsible for Government 
valuations, including taxation valuations and leader in computer 
assisted mass valuations in Australia) to discuss MATCOMP. 

~ visit to Australian Wildlife Sanctuary. 
- visit to some vineyards and goldfield country a la Mothts Lode 

Country CA. 
- whatever has caught your eye in brochures. 

I will discuss this with you when next I call. 

In other States there is not quite the same urgency for arrangements 
except where people need to be invited. Are there any groupings 
you care to meet that I should suggest be organized? I understand 
a breakfast is being arranged in Adelaide for Tuesday, 20th March. 

6. Other enclosures. 

I also enclose some other materials of interest. 

Regards, 

M 2D. Squall. 

M.D, SQUIRRELL, 
Senior Lecturer in Valuations.
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SYDNEY UNIVERSITY LAND ECONOMY SOCIETY 
C/O DEPARTMENT OF TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING, 

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY, N.S.W., 2006 
TELEPHONE 692 2702 TELEX AA20056 

6th January, 1984, 

Dr. James A. Graaskamp, 

Professor of Real Estate & Urban Land Economics, 

University of Wisconsin, 

202A Breese Terrace, 

Madison, 

Wisconsin, 53705, 

yj s 5 e A e 

Dear Dr. Graaskamp, 

Thank you for telephoning me on 21st December last. I am glad 

that the details set out in my letter to you of 2nd November are correct. 

I should be grateful if you could kindly arrange to have sent to 

me at the above address 50 copies of each of the Ratcliff Readings 

and The Appraisal of 25 N. Pinckney provided the landed cost here 

Lo does not exceed $15.00 per volume. We are offering them for sale 

at a small profit to help defray the costs of the seminars. This 

Society will retain any unsold copies. Should demand exceed supply, 

I shall send you a cable. 

Everything is progressing well at this end. We are all looking 

forward to meeting you and trust your trip is a smooth one, 

Yours sincerely, 

(Dr) R.T.M. Whipple, 

President, 

fps bi. j Mc 9 Ve 
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| Jones Lang Wootton Realty Advisors 
499 Park Avenue New York, New York 10022 

Telephone: (212) 688-8181 

John A. Weisz 
President 

February 2, 1984 

Dr. James A. Graaskamp 
President 
Landmark Research, Inc. 

4610 University Avenue 
Suite 105 
Madison, Wisconsin 53705 

Dear Jim: 

I have received your letter with accompanying Far East 
itinerary and have telexed my Singapore office concerning your 
arrival and departure dates. I suggest that when you arrive in 
Singapore, or beforehand if you prefer, you contact our local 
managing partner, Chris Boyd, directly to arrange a meeting 
time. His telephone number, telex number and address are as 
follows: 

Telephone: 65-912244 

Telex: 23108 

Address: 39-03/08 0.C.B.C. Centre 
65 Chulia Street 
Singapore 0104 

With respect to your visits to Hong Kong and Melbourne, I would 
be pleased to arrange similar introductions. Please let me 
know if you would like our assistance. 

With respect to SIMCO, I had a pleasant telephone conversation 
with Charlie Rowe, who suggested that I spend some time with 
him on my mext visit to Chicago. I will certainly take him up 
on that invitation. As per your request, enclosed please find 
a copy of the announcement which I mentioned to you in last 
week's P&I relative to SIMCO, Graaskamp and Aldrich, Eastman. 

Jones Lang Wootton offices: New York Houston Chicago Los Angeles Washington, D.C. San Francisco



Dr. James A. Graaskamp 
President 
Landmark Research, Inc. 
Page 2 
February 2, 1984 

I certainly hope that we can get together in the near future to 
discuss the scope of JLWRA's pension investment program. In 
the interim, I thought you might like to review our services 
brochure which I have enclosed. 

Have a pleasant trip! 

Sincerely, 

fm A. Weisz { 

Enclosures 2
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NORTH TERRACE, ADELAIDE. S.A. 5000. TELEPHONE (08) 223 3866 TELEX 82565 

228 0352 

17th May, 1984 

Professor J. Graaskamp, 

4610 University Avenue, Suite 105, 

Madison, 

WISCONSIN 53705 

U.S.A. 

Dear Jim and Jean, 

Thank you again for visiting Adelaide during your Australian lecture 

tour. I hope you may be able to arrange a return visit in the next year or 

sO, Or a series of lectures via satellite. You will be pleased to know, 

that a study group has been formed in Sydney, to discuss the application of 

ycur teachings to the Sydney real estate market. 

With regard to the publication of an article on education, I would 

suggest that "The Valuer" would be the appropriate avenue for publication 

in Australia. Such an article as is suggested in your letter, would be 

very beneficial in the development of courses with a broader base emerging 

in Australia, and in particular feasibility studies, being taught from a 

real estate/valuation base rather than by architects and builders. The 

address of the editor of "The Valuer” is: 

Mr. H.O. Thomas, 

Hon. Editor, 

“The Valuer", 

G.P.O. Box 4159, 

SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2001. 

I have asked the General Registrar to place you on a free mailing list for 

"The Valuer". 

The sale of textbooks has not been as successful as was first envisaged, 

14 Ratcliff and 12 Larson books have been sold ~ as we discussed $20 for the 

Ratcliff and $15 for the Larson. I have arranged for a bank draft in $U.S. 

for these amounts, to be sent to Landmark Research i.e. 12 @ $15 = $180 and 

14 @ $20 = $280, total $460. Maurie has been a better salesman and has 

asked to buy the copies that haven't sold, so I will send them to him and 

he will make payment direct to you. 

es 68#« @ @68 6 & 2



2. 

Judi and I have been to Perth for ten days to attend the Institute of 

Valuers General Council meeting. The Western Australians had very positive 

comments about your seminar in Perth. We were able to spend some time with 

Bob and Glenys Fraser. Bob is currently in Papua New Guinea for a 

fortnight advising on computer application at the Department of Lands. 

We also took the children to Sydney for the Easter/Anzac break with 

another family and hired a bus over there and had a most enjoyable time 

driving about the city. 

My sincere apdlogies for the delay in writing. 

With kind regards, 

GRAEME J. MARTIN, 

Head of Property Resource 

Management.



PHONE 714-8322 P.O. BOX 60. 
WHITTLESEA. 

VICTORIA. 3757 

23rd May, 1984. 

Dear Jim & Jean, 

Thank you for a wonderful experience. It seems 

that the lectures went very well over-all. I have had a very 

pleasant letter from G. Martin expressing thanks at having you 

stop in Adelaide and have spoken to a very pleased Bob Fraser. 

Also comment in Melbourne is good and we have a srall financial 

surplus which keeps everyone happy. 

One of the highlights for me started when the 

plane took off for Sydney. Now I could listen to the lectures 

without distraction and enjoy the company that yowand the 

boys so easily shared. After seeing you off at Cairns I spent 

the next four days travelling south with a one-day stop-—over 

for another look at the Barrier Reef. This time it was in the 

premier location for the reef which is in the Whitsunday Group 

off Proserpine. Flying boat to Hardy Reef and then two hours 

spent walking on the reef at low tide and snorkeling beside 

it. According to the pilot the weather for the day was the best for 

four months and the reef was the fairyland of the brochures, 

quite different to the Cairns cay. I suspect it was similar 

to the area Gerry saw when scuba diving except I just floated 

along in the warm, calm, boyant water. 

The Graduate Diploma seems to be going well. Bob 

Milne usually is exhausted when he leaves them after two hours 

of finance and’ I take over for an hour on valuations. I've



PHONE 714-8322 P.O. BOX 60. 
WHITTLESEA. 
VICTORIA. 3757 

tried to combine the best features of the WI approach to a 

review subject by answering the questions: what valuations are, 

and, what clients can expect from a valuer. It is liberally 

sprinkled with contemporary material, which the non-valuers 

struggle and squirm with. This quote from John Higginbotham's 

first test is relevent, ‘As a practising valuer I often feel 

compromised by the need to adhere to Spencer type concepts, when 

I was a Real Estate Agent, I know in my heart that a range of 

values will always exist ....' 

I have enclosed a number of items and refer as follows: 

le Photos, a mixed bunch, but some very good of you both, and 

copies of all I took are enclosed. The boys get their own 

copies. Some photos double up because of the price /marketing 

war raging here on colour prints. 

2. Map of Great Barrier Reef is to answer some of Jean's 

| questions. 

3. Tom Wolfe thoroughly enjoyed, thank you. 

4. Gamma Distribution. This seems to be real enough however as 

a mathmatical moron I need the intuitive approach before the 

symbolic form. I rely on you Jean to interpret to me on my 

next visit to WI. 

5. Accounting Standards from Webster. Note, not his fault that 

it comes so late. 

6. Newspapers, another Property News, but this time with photos. 

Also Melbourne Herald -—-- have you seen this before --—- must 

have been shamed into this as it appeared four weeks after



PHONE 714-8322 P.O. BOX 60. 
WHITTLESEA. 
VICTORIA. 3757 

you left Melbourne. I think it's a great photo and captures 

s0 well the joy of presentation. JI also fall off the back of 

chair laughing because the real estate editor of the Herald 

called on the day of the Graduate YViploma dinner and asked if 

he could bring his girl friend. Joan told him where to go 

and it was not to the zoo and he didn't. 

7. The Cassette. I thought we should send you a copy and regret 

that we did not shoot more while you were here. It seemed 

a waste not to fill it up with some family material plus the 

'forgotten' story which is one of my favourites. My aim was 

to show the children around the farm and playing at sport 

plus kangaroos and a kookaburra as they are prominent here. 

For two weeks I have waited in vain for the animals and 

yesterday I got the tape copied and decided to enclose a 

booklet on the animals. This morning Jane and I lay in our 

bed and watched a kookaburra feeding on worms from our lawn 

and eight large kangaroos hop across the paddock. We decided 

to send the tape anyway and perhaps take our time over a 

new one. Attached is a list of some of our other Madison 

friends who might like to view the tape but please treat it 

as yours. | 

The Alumni Bulletin contained no news. It is still 

difficult for me to comment usefully because the tenure system, 

the politics, the rigid academic requirements and the mobility 

of Americans makes the play much different. Our problems and 

goals are similar but solving for achievement is different. 

Cricket and baseball are both bat and ball games played in summer 

between two teams but the ground and the rules are different.



PHONE 714-8322 P.O. BOX 60. 

VICTORIA. 3737 
My experience is as follows. 

After two years as a lecturer, the control of the valuations 

course passed to me in 1970 and I resolved at that time to be a 

faculty and department man. I cultivated friendship with key people 

in the central administration both senior and junior, and with 

the leaders in the professional institutes. I always let demand 

for the course outstrip my demands for resources. I concentrated 

all my energies on the course and then my personal academic 

development. I did no outside work but happily convened /chaired 

this and that group when asked, acted as Head of Department (lots 

of $) and was lucky to get three of my better students back as 

staff. Some of my other course leader collegues may pay the 

supreme penalty for not being so diligent and careful. A 

high-powered committee of the Institute has just slashed through 

the majority of course@ leaving only accountancy, transport and 

property untouched in our Faculty. For us this is great news 

about our reputation and I can now do some outside work knowing 

I have a secure base. 

But how can this help you, particularly as the leaving of 

your Dean produces a vacuum until another is settled in. Well you 

are young enough to give it at least five years before it may be 

too late to leave, and, using my first principles, try and 

appoint young people who will want to still grow, who have 

energy and who are a little hungry. I cannot see any sense in 

appointing a competitor to you. 

If you follow Ratcliff and move north-west, now or later, 

‘the program' will go with you for none of the staff I knew,



PHONE, 714-8322 P.O. BOX 60. 
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appeared to have the qualities that are required to gain a 

high reputation. The current reputation seems to come from two 

sources; 1. Hatcliff and Graaskamp and, 2. Uni of Wi-Madison 

(see page 435, Apraisal Journal, July, 1982). Such a move may 

do some harm to your reputation for you would lose the 

historical base afforded by WI and you know who will he blamed 

for breaking up ‘the program’ at WI. The facts will be 

irrelevant. 

Given the praise in the letters that are attached to the 

bulletin and which seek graduates, the whole thing seems incom— 

prehensible to me. In my ignorance, I suggest; 

a. Try and move yourself closer to the Alumni executive 

and industry leaders. 

be Stay and fight perhaps by shaming those with the resources 

into giving the Department a better deal. 

ce Don't move when your house and personal life is going 

through significant change. 

d. If it works stay, if it doesn't look for a new set of 

linkages. 

Well enough from me. Sorry to hear about the bad moments 

in New Zealand though something to laugh about in old age. 

I guess the new Davis generation has or is about to arrive and 

I hope all goes well. Also the house extension should be well 

advanced or finished, and with the warm weather arriving for you 

not all is doom and gloom. In fact I trust that yourrelationship 

continues to flourish as it did here. 

Much love and regards,
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ALTERNATIVE SEMINAR TOPIC MODULES 
FOR 1984 AUSTRALIAN LECTURE SERIES 

BASIC ORGANIZATION OF MODULES 

1/2 day = four, 50-minute sessions. 

Each 50 minute session will have five, 10-minute modules. 

Each 50-minute session will have three to ten pages of 
xeroxed outlines and case material. 

Will bring masters for each module with us and manufacture 
copies in Australia to fit attendance at each seminar.



FIRST MODULE 

IHE_NEW URBAN LAND ECONOMICS 

I. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS 

A. Real Estate Defined 

B. Real Estate Project Defined 

C. Real Estate Enterprise Defined 

D. Basic Real Estate Process 

E. Collective Decision Making 

II. REAL ESTATE MARKETING REDEFINED 

‘A. User Market Segmentation 

B. Collective User Political Aggregation 

C. Future User Anticipation 

D. Real Estate as a Subsystem Within a Larger System 

E. Monopolistic Sequestering of Product 

FF, Marketing Motivation and Methods 

Tift. REAL ESTATE PRODUCT AND PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE 

A. Consumer as a Continuum Over Time from 
Project to Public Services 

B. Fiscal Impact Analysis of Alternative 
Land Use Plans 

C. Efforts at Measuring Cost Benefits 

D. Controlling Political Risk by Means of 
Public/Private Consortiums 

E. Public Infrastructure Purchase of Future Income



IV. LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS 

A. Physical Attributes 

B. Legal/Political Attributes 

C. Linkage Attributes 

D. Dynamic Attributes 

E. Environmental Attributes 

Ve. BASIC FINANCIAL CONCEPTS 

A. Time Line 

B. Revenues and Expenses 

C. Capital Sources and Applications 

D. Concepts of Risk Management 

E. Concepts of Measuring Yield



SECOND MODULE 

CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL CONCEPTS 

I. PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL 

A. Defining the Decision Requiring Appraisal 
as a Benchmark 

B. Defining the Interests to be Appraised 

C. Selecting the Definition of Value to be Applied 

D. Identifying the Procedural Problems 

E. Specification of Key Assumptions in Value 
Concept and Client Instruction 

II. SELECTION OF APPRAISAL METHODS 

A. Comparison of Traditional and Contemporary 
Appraisal Processes 

B. Three Methods of Contemporary Appraisal 

C. Selection of Preferred Method 

D. The Appraisal/Social Statistics Interface 

E. Methods Compatible with Courtroom Presentation 

IIIT. THE MARKET COMPARISON OR INFERENCE APPROACH 

A. Definition of Physical Comparability 

B. Definition of Buyer Comparability 

C. Selecting a Unit of Comparison 

D. Selecting a Measure of Difference 

E. Integration of Sales Data into 
Subject Pricing Formula



IV. COMPARISON USING PRICE/POINT/UNIT 

A. Inference from Single Unit of Correlation 

B. Point Scores to Explain Residual Error 

C. Determination of Raw Point Scores 

D. Determination of Relative Weights Assigned 
Each Score 

E. Establishing the Most Probable Price and Range 

V. SELECTION OF MARKET COMPS USING EUCLIDIAN DISTANCE 

A. Regression and Euclidian Distance Compared 

B. Selection Variables for a Data Management System 

C. Adjustment Variables 

D. Ex-Post Selection of Comparables 

E. Defensibility and Credibility



THIRD MODULE 

CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL AND THE INCOME APPROACH 

I. INCREASING RELIANCE ON DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW 

A. Demise of Market and Income Approaches 

B. Accounting/Appraisal Interface 

C. Cataloguing Leases | 

D. Documentation of Expenses and Allocations 
for Pass-Throughs 

Ee Converting Net Income to Value 

II, DEVELOPMENT OF THE REVENUE STREAM 

A. American and British Income Methods Compared 

B. Projecting and Adjusting Base Rents 

C. Projecting and Adjusting Base Expenses 

1. Utilities 
2. Real Estate Taxes 
3. Common Area Maintenance 
hk. General Operations 

D. Analysis of Leases to Identify Revenues 
Contributable to Tenant Improvements, Franchises, 
sales Taxes, and Other Collections 

E. Timing of Revenue Receipts



III. PROJECTION OF EXPENSES 

A. Analysis of General Accounts to Rebuild Income 
statement to Make Compatible with Best Use Scenario 

B. Project Expenses into the Future 

C. Relationship of Expenses to Program for Renovation | 

D. Lagged Receipts of Reimbursements 

E. Consolidation of Expense Factors 

IV. ROLE OF FINANCING 

A. Basic Ratios to Structure Financing 

B. Treatment of Variable Rate Mortgages 

C. Treatment of Participatory Mortgages 

D. Cash Equivalency or Investment Value 

E. Strategic Concepts of Debt for the Borrower 

1. Value in Use 
2. Hedging 
3. Investment Value 

Ve. CONVERTING INCOME TO VALUE 

A. Diversion by Means of Financial Ratios | 

B. Discounted Cash Flow Methods 

C. Profiling Most Probable Buyer Criteria 

D. Testing Values for Compatibility with 
Investor Objectives 

E. Establishing a Range of Values with 
sensitivity Analysis



FOURTH MODULE 

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS AND REAL ESTATE. CONSULTING 

I. BASIC CONCEPTS | 

A. Definition of the Enterprise and Risk Management 

B. Classification of Three Classic Problems 

C. Moving from the Problem Perceived to the 
Problem Understood 

D. Literature of Creative Thinking 

E. Defining and Contracting for the Assignment 

II. MODELING THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

A. Basic Elements of Analytical Modeling 

B. Graphic Representations of the Process 

C. Tabular Systems of Data Organization 

D. Mathematical Algorithm of Relationship 

E. Analytical Models and Communication Models Compared 

III. MARKET RESEARCH ASSIGNMENTS 

A. Aggregate Data Sources and Editing Models 

B. Disaggregation Models 

C. Scaling Project Size and Pace 

D. Estimating Absorption Rates 

E. Identification and Positioning of Opportunity Areas



IV. MERCHANDISING RESEARCH 

A, Segmentation for Monopoly 

B. Competitive Standard Definition 

C. Consumer Survey Research 

1. Telephone 
2. Mail Survey 
3. Consumer Plan 

D, Literature of Consumer 

BE. Elements of Final Merchandising Report 

V. SUMMARY OUTLINE OF THREE ASSIGNMENT FORMATS 

A. Site in Search of a Use 

B. Use in Search of a Site 

C. Money in Search of a Real Estate Investment 

D. Mistaken Identification of Problem with Real Estate 

E. Pricing Consultant Services ~ Professional Time or 
Value Added



FIFTH MODULE 

REAL _ ESTATE INVESTMENT. ANALYSIS 

I, STRATEGIC PARAMETERS ON INVESTMENT SELECTION 

A. Level of Political Exposure 

B. Degree of Control of Market 

C. Degree of Acceptable Management Intensiveness 

D. Financial Parameters and Scale 

E. .- Tax Strategies 

F. Individual or Corporate Mortality 

II, FINANCIAL PARAMETERS AND ANALYSIS | 

A. Front Door ~ Back Door Pro Forma Analysis 

B. Projecting Pro Forma Income Statements Over Time 

C. Critical Financial Ratios 

D. Sensitivity Analysis 

E. Project Efficiency Analysis 

III. TAX STRATEGIES 

A. Desire to Postpone Income Taxes | 

B. Desire to Reduce Progressive Rate 

C. Desire to Convert Income Potential to Capital Gain 

D. Desire to Avoid Taxes 

E. Desire to Reduce Estate Taxes or Tax on 
Corporate Liquidation



IV. STRUCTURING THE OWNERSHIP ENTITY 

A. Issues of Control, Risk Sharing, and 
Benefits Sought 

B. Alternative Single Entity Ownership Forms 

C. Alternative Double Entity Ownership Forms 

D, Finite Ownership Strategies 

E. Long Term Multi-Generation Strategies 

Ve. RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

A. Systematic and Non-Systematic Risks 

B. Shifting Risk by Contract 

C. Controlling Variance by Incentive 

DD. Limiting Loss per.Investment 

E. Hedging with Puts and Calls



SIXTH MODULE 

BEAL ESTATE. INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 

I, DEFINING OBJECTIVES OF A REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO 

A. Objectives of Portfolio Managers 

B. Objectives of Unit Investors 

C. Objectives of Public Regulators 

D. Objectives of Investment Bankers 

II. ELEMENTS OF A REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO AND 
INVESTMENT POLICY 

A. Selection Guidelines 

B. The Core Portfolio 

C. The Appraisal/Accounting Interface 

D. Strategic versus Tactical Responsibilities 

E. Conflicts of Interest 

III. ENGAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

A. Marketing of Investment Fund Units 

B. Engagement of Appraisal Services 

C. Selection of Property Management Services 

D. Fiduciary Exposure to Oversight 

E. Relationship with Accounting Services



IV. PROBLEMS IN MEASURING AND COMPARING PERFORMANCE 

A, Definition of Unit Value 

B. Definition of Unit Share of Return 

C. Element of Indices for Benchmark Comparison



«EGISTRATION REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Please complete and return: SEMINAR DATES 

Seminar Co-Ordinator Module 1 :; 20 February 1984 
Module 2. : 21 February 1984 

Seminar Co-ordinator 

Academic Associates Pte Ltd REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 
17B Mayo Street PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 
Singapore 0820 VENUE 
Tel: 2939622 
Telex: RS 34032 ACADEM Garden Hotel 20 February 1984 

Balmoral Road 

Singapore 1025 

; Telephone : 2353344 

: 09 E 
Please register me for (tick where appropriate) Telex No RS 30999 A/B GARTEL 

Module]  Module2 0 
SCHEDULE 

Registration : From 8.30am REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 
| Seminar Starts: 9.00 am ANALYSIS 

N Coffee Break : 10.30 am 
AME ————_______ Lunch Break : 12.45 pm 

Seminar Ends : 2,00 pm 21 February 1984 
DESIGNATION;_EEee 

NAME & ADDRESS OF COMPANY 
FEE 

The fee for each half-day seminar is $$225,00 per 
participant which includes seminar documentation, 

ae lunch and refreshments. 

TEL: UTELEX: For the combined 2 seminars, the fee is $$425.00 per 
participant which includes seminar documentation, 

DATE: SIGNATURE: lunch and refreshments. 

Enclosed cheque/bankdraft for the amount of 

S$_. fcr the above CANCELLATIONS Speaker : Prof James A Graaskamp 
seminar/s,made payable to ACADEMIC ASSOCIATES 
PTE. LTD. The organiser will allow registered participants to 7. oo 

nominate alternatives if they are unable to attend the Venue; Garden Hotel Singapore 
seminar, However, notification of such change must 
be made at least one week before the seminar. For 

those who are unable to nominate an alternative, full 

refund will be made if cancellations are received in 
writing or telex before 6 February 1984, Cancellations 
made between 6 to 12 February 1984 will be allowed ACADEMIC ASSOCIATES PTE LTD 

-__ ——__—_--_- a 30% refund. Refunds will not be entertained after | 
Signature Date the dateline.



MODULE |! MODULE 2 

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS SPEAKER 
ANALYSIS 

20 FEBRUARY 1984 21 FEBRUARY 1984 

FEE: $225.00 FEE: $$225.00 Professor James A Graaskamp, aptly described as a 
“teacher and master of real estate’s bottom line” and 
“one of the most brilliant academics” is Chairman of 

HIGHLIGHTS HIGHLIGHTS the Real Estate and Urban Land Economic Depart- 
ment of the University of Wisconsin -— Madison 

I. DEFINING OBJECTIVES OF A_ REAL I. STRATEGIC PARAMETERS ON _INVEST.- School of Business. 
ESTATE PORTFOLIO MENT SELECTION 

* Objectives of Portfolio Managers * Level of Political Exposure 
* Objectives of Unit Investors * Degree of Control of Market P sent . of Graaskamp, who holds a MBA degree from the * Objectives of Public Regulators * Degree of Acceptable Management Intensive- : o + Objectives of Investment Bankers nese Marquette University and a Ph. D degree from the 

* Financial Parameters and Scales University of Wisconsin, is also President and co- 
Il. ELEMENTS OF A REAL ESTATE PORT- : Tax Strategies owner of a real estate consulting firm, Landmark 

FOLIO AND INVESTMENT POLICY * Individual or Corporate Mortality Research, Inc; a trustee of the Urban Land Institute 
and member of the Board of First Asset Realty 

* Selection Guidelines ll. FINANCIAL PARAMETERS AND ANALYSIS Advisors, a subsidiary of First Minneapolis Bank. 
* The Core Portfolio 

* The Appraisal/Accounting Interface _ * Front Door — Back Door Pro Forma Analysis 
* Strategic versus Tactical Responsibilities * Projecting Pro Forma Income Statements 
* Conflicts of Interest Over Time sc ye , , : Critical Financial Ratios A “dynamo” with extensive business expertise, Prof 

Ill, ENGAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL .SER- * Sensitivity Analysis Graaskamp helped to create CREF, a US$10 million 
VICES * Project Efficiency Analysis common-unit equity real estate fund which allows for 

; investments in smaller units. He is acknowledged and 
* Marketing of Investment Fund Units Wi, TAX STRATEGIES openly admired as a leader in the real estate industry. 
* Engagement of Appraisal Services , 
* Selection of Property Management Services IV. STRUCTURING THE OWNERSHIP ENTITY 
* Fiduciary Exposure to Oversight 

" Relationship with Accounting Services Snce of Control, Risk Sharing and Benefits From his wheelchair, Prof Graaskamp, a quadriplegic 
Sought ‘Idi IV. PROBLEMS IN MEASURING AND COMPAR. » ‘Alternative Single Entity Ownership Forms has run home building, farm investment and real estate 

ING PERFORMANCE : y Pp consulting firms. Currently, his work includes sub- 
. Finite Ownership Strateree Forms stantial and varied consulting and valuation assign- 

° Definition of Unit Value - Long Term Multi-Generation Strategies ments, investment counseling to insurance companies 
* Definition of Unit Share of Return and banks, court testimony as expert witness and 
* Element of Indices for Benchmark Com- V. RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES market/financial analysis of various projects, for 

parison private and corporate industries and municipalities. 

* Systematic and Non-Systematic Risks 
* Shifting Risk by Contract 
* Controlling Variance by Incentive 
* Limiting Loss Per Investment 
* Hedging with Puts and Calls 

VI. FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN US REAL 
ESTATE — OPPORTUNITIES & RESTRIC. 
TIONS
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Melbourne Seminars Sponsored by: 

Australian Institute of Valuers (Inc.) 
Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria 
Robert A. Milne and Associates 
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Ltd. 
Technisearch Limited. 

The Sponsors of this program are pleased to provide the opportunity for) 
those in the real estate industry to attend a stimulating lecture series 
personally conducted by a renowned leader in the property field. 

The lecture series has particular relevance to practitioners concerned 
with professionalism in real estate and their personal professional 
development.
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 

The series covers a wide range of topical real estate issues, providing 
an opportunity to upgrade and gain insights into modern methods and 
techniques of real estate valuation and investment analysis. Participants 

will come from a variety of backgrounds in the real estate valuations, 
consultancy, marketing, financing and investment sectors. 

SEMINAR LEADER 

Dr. Graaskamp is Chairman, Department of Real Estate and Urban Land 
Economics School of Business, University of Wisconsin. His professional 
designations include Senior Real Estate Analyst, Society of Real Estate 
Appraisers, and Counsellor of Real Estate, American Society of Real 
Estate Councellors. 

Dr. Graaskamp is acknowledged for his expertise in leading courses 
that are amongst the most creative and practical academic programmes 
of any university in the U.S.A. | 

As an educational consultant, he has few peers and in the USA his 
seminar presentations are in constant demand coast to coast. Under 
the sponsorship of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, 
Society of Real Estate Appraisers and American Society of Real 
Estate Councellors, Dr. Graaskamp developed the EDUCARE programme of 

computer applications for real estate appraisers and investment analysts. 

Dr. Graaskamp is also active in private practice. He is President and 
founder of Landmark Research Inc., which was established in 1968 as a 
consulting business and now has seven full-time employees. The firm 
undertakes substantial and varied consulting and valuation assignments. 

Dr. Graaskamp is a trustee of the Urban Land Institute, and a member 
of the board of First Asset Realty Advisors, a subsidiary of First 

Minneapolis Bank. 

Dr. Graaskamp's reputation is built not only on his technical expertise 
but on very high professional standards. This is well illustrated by 
his use of a consulting editor in his lectures for students and for his 
own writings, even though his undergraduate major was in English. 

SEMINAR TOPICS 

Seven different lectures are offeredin half day modules. Each module 
consists of 4 x 50 minute sessions and each session is covered in 
three to ten pages of outlines and case material.
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NO. 1/84 The New Urban Land Economics 

This lecture defines real estate and its attributes in its 
context of physical, social, economic and legal environments, 

and the major influences that affect its marketing, use and 
measurements. 

This introductory session will set :the context of real. 
estate for the remaining lectures, and is highly recommended 
to all participants. 

NO. 2/84 Contemporary Appraisal Concepts 

This lecture commences by reviewing the traditional 
principles and practice of valuation and then moves to a 
more pragmatic approach of inferring value from sales. 

_ In addition, the continuing evolution of theory and 
practice 1s explored. | | 

This lecture will stimulate all practising valuers and | 
Will cover material first expounded by the late Richard U. 
Ratcliff and refined and put into practice by Dr. Graaskamp. 

NO. 3/84 Contemporary Appraisal and the Income Approaches 

This lecture examines the shift towards Discounted Cash 
Flow techniques and meaSures, and will consider the components 
of income and expenditure and financing aspects. 

This lecture will be of particular interest to practitioners 
concerned with investment properties and their value analysis. 

NO. 4/84 Feasibility Analysis and Real Estate Consulting 

In this lecture, the major determinants of the feasibility 
of a real estate investment are considered. Given client 
criteria for selection and the solution sought, a model 
of feasibility analysis is presented. : 

This lecture will be ideal for practitioners providing clients 
with advice regarding the use of a particular site or finding 
a site for a particular use, for finding both a site and a-use 
for an investor. 

NO. 5/84 Real Estate Investment Analysis 

This lecture focuses on the important elements that need to 
be addressed before making any substantial real estate 
investment.
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This lecture will be of interest to those concerned 
with investing in real estate or providing advice to 
investors. 

NO. 6/84 Real Estate Investment Portfolio Analysis 

This topical lecture deals with the control and management 
decisions associated with real estate investment portfolios. 

This lecture will be relevant to managers responsible for 
real estate investment portfolios and to those private 
consultants advising investors. 

NO. 7/84 Current Mini Computer Applications in Real Estate 

This lecture covers the spectrum of real estate computer 
applicatior ranging from lease rolls to sophisticated 
D.C.F. and portfolio analysis potential. 

This lecture will deal with the state of the art in — 

computer uses and potential for all valuers, agents and 
consultants concerned with the real estate and property 
field. 

TIMES §& DATES ~- MELBOURNE PRESENTATIONS 

Course no. 1/84 The New Urban Land Economics 

1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Thursday 23rd February, 1984. 

Course no. 2/84 Contemporary Appraisal Concepts 
8.30 am - 12.30 pm Friday 24th February, 1984. 

Course no. 3/84 Contemporary Appraisal and the Income Approaches 
1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Friday 24th February, 1984. 

Course no. 4/84 Feasibility Analysis and Real Estate Consultancy 
8.30 am - 12.30 pm Monday 27th February, 1984. 

Course no. 5/84 Real Estate Investment Analysis 
1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Monday 27th February, 1984. 

Course no. 6/84 Real Estate Portfolio Analysis 
8.30 am - 12.30 pm Tuesday 28th February, 1984. 

Course no. 7/84 Current Minicomputer Applications in Real Estate 
1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Tuesday 28th February, 1984.
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SEMINAR FEE $140 : 

This fee entitles each participant to attend four (4) half day 
modules of their choice. This fee includes provision of morning 
and afternoon refreshments, light lunch and printed course outlines 
and case studies. 

EXTRA MODULE/S FEE $30 per Module 

This fee applies only to participants who wish to attend more than four 
modules. 

VENUE 

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, 124 La Trobe Street, 
Melbourne, 3000. 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Application for admission is to be made on the form attached to this 
notice. The course fee is to accompany the application. 

Notification of acceptance will be made in writing or by telephone 
as soon as sufficient enrolments are received. 

The company reserves the right to cancel any course which does 
not have the required enrolment. It also reserves the right to 
amend commencement date or session times if necessary. 

CANCELLATIONS 

Cancellations may be accepted up to ten days before each course. 
After this a cancellation fee of 50% of the course fee will be 
charged. No refunds will be made after Seminar commencement. 

in the event of failure to attend the Seminar without prior 
notice the full course fee will be charged. | 

ENQUIRIES 

Please contact: 

* For technical information about Seminar content 

Mr.Geoff Lambe - Australian Institute of Valuers(Inc.) 
Telephone 560-0355 

Mr. John Higginbottom - Real Estate §& Stock Institute of 
Victoria, Telephone 379-3333 

Mr. Maurice Squirrell-Department of Applied Economics, 
RMIT. Telephone 341-2432 or 341-2735
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* For general information about Seminars and 
additional registration forms: 

Sue McGibbony or Glenda Hannan, 
Continuing Education Unit, 
Technisearch Ltd., 
RMIT. . 

Telephone: 341-2532 or 341-2533
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ANNOUNCING 

THE 1954 AUSTRALIA LECTURES SERIES 

I” 

REAL ESTATE VALUATION AND INVESTMENT AMALYSIS 

presented by 

Dr. James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., SREA, CRE, 

Chad-rman 

Dapartment—of-_Real ENCEtCS AIM Urban Eoondmics 

Bchool of Business 

Prater Pha of WisconssD - me ay 

edoranl ' harulrnnnth / . . 
. a UAngur 

Members of the real estate industry in Australia will have the opportunity 

in February/March 1984 to attend seminars conducted by a renowned MEEK ab feeb 

Leader in the property field. Th series covers a wide range of reht tatate 

topica, giving the attendees insights into modern methods of real estate 

valuation and investment analysis. 

The seminar topics will be offered in half day modules and cover: 

1. The New Urban Land Eoconcaics 

2. Contemporary Appraisal Concepts 

3. Contemporary Appraisal and the Income Approach 

4. Feasibility Analysis and Real Estate Consulting 

5. Real Estate Investment Analysis 

6&6. Real Estate Investment Portfolio Analysis 

7. Current Minicomputer Applications in Real Estate 

PLACE DATE (S) ENQUIRIES . SEMINARS 

Melbourne 23, 24 wreck oe 7 1 through 7 
27, 28 Techisearch, Ltd. 
February Royal Melbourne Institute of Téchnology 

(03) 341 

Sydney 1, 2 Dx. R. TawM. Whipple 3, 4, 5, 6 

March Department of Town & Country Planning (tentative) 

University of Sydney 

(02) 692-2702 - 

Brisbane 8, 9 Mr. K. V. Campbell C | 

March Australian Institute of Valuers (Qld. Div.) aa 

(07) 221 1405 4,2, 47,



Adelaide 19 March R. J. Taylor 4 andi § 

Techsearch, Inc. 

South Australian Institute of Technology 
(0%) 228 0257 or 228 0258 

Perth 21 March Ma. Robyn Scott 1 amd 4 

Centre for Business Research & 

Development 

Western Australia Institute of Technology 

(09) 350 7717
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MEMO TO: Students involved in Associate Diploma in Valuations 
and Certificate of Business in Real Estate. 

SEMINAR SERIES BY DR. JAMES A. GRAASKAMP 

23rd - 28th February, 1984. | 

Special arrangements for RMIT students. 

Dr. James A. Graaskamp will be visiting Melbourne during February, 1984, 
presenting seven seminars (based on half day modules - see main brochure 
for details). Special enrolment and fee arrangements have been made for 
undergraduate valuation and real estate students. 

1. Seminar "The New Urban Land Economics" 

Fee: $10 (inc. morning tea) 
Place: Glasshouse Theatre, Level two, RMIT Union Building, 

| 360 Swanston Street, 
Melbourne, 3000. 

Time: 8.30 am - 12.30 pm, Thursday, 23rd February, 1984. 

a) This session is for RMIT students only. 

b) All valuation diploma students are required to attend 
this session. 

c) Real estate certificate students are invited to attend this session. 

2. Seminars 2 - 7 

Students are invited to attend the remaining six sessions. Final 
year valuation diploma students are strongly advised to attend these 
sessions and should note that much of the material to be covered 
- particularly msessions 2 and 3 ~ ~ will be studied, applied in 
assignments and examined during the year. 

Fee: (a) $55 (inc. morning and afternoon teas) or 
(b) $80 (inc. lunch plus teas on 24, 27 and 28 Feb.) 

Place: Glasshouse Theatre, Level two, RMIT Union Building, 
360 Swanston Street, 

Melbourne, 3000. 
Times: Course No. 2/84 Contemporary Appraisal Concepts 

8.30 am - 12.30 pm Friday 24th February, 1984. 

Course No. 3/84 Contemporary Appraisal and the Income Approaches 
1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Friday 24th February, 1984. 

Course No. 4/84 Feasibility Analysis and Real Estate Consultancy 
8.30 am ~ 12.30 pm Monday 27th February, 1984.
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Course No. 5/84 Real Estate Investment Analysis 
1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Monday 27th February, 1984. 

Course No. 6/84 Real Estate Portfolio Analysis 
8.30 am - 12.30 pm Tuesday 28th February, 1984. 

Course No. 7/84 Current Minicomputer Applications in Real Estate 
- 1.30 pm - 5.30 pm Tuesday 28th February, 1984.
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RMIT STUDENT ENROLMENT FORM 

Seminar Series Presented by Dr. J.A. Graaskamp 

February, 1984. 

Personal Details 

Other 
SURNAME : - Name(s) | _ 

ADDRESS 
FOR MAIL: | 

| | Oo | | Post Code: . 

TELEPHONE NOS: Business: _ _ Home: | 

COURSE NAME: | RMIT COLLEGE AC/TC 

STATUS: FT/PT, STAGE (1984) STUDENT NO. | 

Fee Structure: 1) New Urban Land Economics Seminar (Students only) = $10.00 

2) Seminars 2 - 7 a) without lunch © t $55.00 
b}) with lunch on 24, 27, & 28 Feb. = $80.00 | 

Enrolment Details 

(Place (WM) in appropriate box) 

1. Student session "The New Urban Land Economics" 
8.30 am - 12.30 pm 23rd February, 1984.) p10 

Z. Sessions 2 - 7 a) with morning/afternoon teas only pf $55 

- | | ar b) with lunches on 24, 27 and 28 Feb 

TOTAL FEE: - 

I enclose a cheque covering enrolment fee of $ 

Please make out cheques to "TECHNISEARCH LIMITED" and cross "A/C Payee only". 

Return to: Mr. E.W. White, 

Technisearch Limited, 
RMIT, Building 5, 
124 La Trobe Street, 

MELBOURNE, 3000.
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se contact: February 23 — 28, 1984 
e For hnical 1 : or technical information about Seminar content | Meibourne Seminars Sponsored by: 

Mr. Geoff Lambe — Australian Institute of Valuers (inc.) Telephone 560 0355 Australian Institute of Val (Inc 
. a aluers (Inc. 

Mr. John Higginbotham — Real Estate & Stock Institute of Victoria Telephone: ; . 
379 3333 Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria 

Robert A. Milne and Associates 
Mr. Maurice Squirrel! — Dept of Applied Economics. RMIT. Telephone 341 2432 ; 
or 341 2735 i. PP P Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Ltd. 

Technisearch Limited. 

* For general information about Seminars and additional registration forms The Sponsors of this program are pleased to provide the opportunity for those in the real estate : industry to attend a stimulating lecture series personally conducted by a renowned leader in Sue McGibbony or Glenda Hannan, the property field 
Continuing Education Unit. T 
Technisearch Ltd he lecture series has particular relevance to practitioners concerned with professionalism in 
RMIT real estate and their personal professional development It provides an opportunity to upgrade 

and gain insights tato modern methods and techniques of rea! estate valuation and investment Telephone: 341 2532 or 341 2533 analysis 

Participants will come from a variety of backgrounds inthe real estate valuations. consultancy, 
marketing, financing and investment sectors



SEMINAR TOPICS 

Seven different lectures are offered in half day modules. Each module consists of 4x 50 minute This lecture will be of interest to those concerned with investing in real estate or providing advice to 

sessions and each session is covered in three to ten pages of outlines and case material. investors. 

NO. 1 /84 The New Urban Land Economics 
| 

1.30 p.m. — 5.30 p.m. Thursday 23rd February, 1984. NO. 6 /84 Real Estate Portfolio Analysis. 

This lecture defines real estate and its attributes in its context of physical, 8.30 a.m. — 12.30 p.m. Tuesday 28th February, 1984. 

social and legal environments, and the major influences that affect its This topical lecture deals with the contro! and management decisions associated 

marketing, use and measurements. with real estate investment portfolios. 

This introductory session will set the context of real estate for the remaining This lecture will be relevant to managers responsible for real estate investment 

lectures and is highly recommended to all participants. portfolios and to those private consultants advising investors. 

NO. 2 /84 Contemporary Appraisal Concepts NO. 7 /84 Current Minicomputer Applications in Real Estate. 

8.30 a.m. — 12.30 p.m. Friday 24th February, 1984. 1.30 p.m. — 5.30 p.m. Tuesday 28th February, 1984 

Commences by reviewing the traditional principles and practice of valuation This lecture covers the spectrum of real estate computer applications ranging from 

and then moves to a more pragmatic approach of inferring value from sales. lease rolls to sophisticated D.C.F. and portfolio analysis potential. 

In addition, the continuing evolution of theory and practice is explored. This lecture will deal with the state of the art in computer uses and potential for all 

This lecture will stimulate all practising valuers and will cover material first valuers, agents and consultants concerned with the real estate and property field. 

expounded by the late Richard U. Ratcliff and refined and put into practice by 

Dr. Graaskamp. 

NO. 3 /84 Contemporary Appraisal and the Income Approaches 

1.30 p.m. — 5.30 p.m. Friday 24th February, 1984. SEMINAR LEADER 

Examines the shift towards Discounted Cash Flow techniques and measures, Dr. Graaskamp is Chairman, Department of Real Estate and Urban Land Economics School of 

and will consider the compc2nts of income and expenditure and financing Business, University of Wisconsin. His professional designations include Senior Real Estate Analyst, 

aspects. Society of Real Estate Appraisers, and Counsellor of Real Estate,in the U.S.A. | 

This lecture will be of particular interest to practitioners concerned with As an educational consultant, he has few peers and in the USA his seminar presentations are in 

investment properties and their value analysis. constant demand coast to coast. Under the sponsorship of the American Institute of Real Estate 

Appraisers, Society of Real Estate Appraisers and American Society of Rea! Estate Counsellors, Dr. 

Graaskamp developed the EDUCARE programme of cormiputer applications for real estate appraisers 

NO. 4 /84 Feasibility Analysis and Real Estate Consultancy and investment analysts. 

8.30 a.m. — 12.30 p.m. Monday 27th February, 1984. Dr. Graaskamp is also active in private practice. He is President and founder of Landmark Research 

In this lecture, the major determinants of the feasibility of a real estate Inc., which was established in 1968 as a consulting business and now has seven full-time employees. 

investment are considered. Given client criteria for selection and the solution Assisting Dr. Graaskamp will be his associate in Landmark Research inc., Jean B. Davies. 

sought, a model of feasibility analysis is presented. 

This lecture will be idea! for practioners providing clients with advice 

regarding the use of a particular site or finding a site for a particular use, or 

finding both a site and a use for an investor. 

NO. 5 /84 Real Estate Investment Analysis 

1.30 p.m. — 5.30 p.m. Monday 27th February, 1984. 

Focuses on the important elements that need to be addressed before making 

any substantial real estate investment.
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PARTICIPANTS - PROF J A GRAASKAMP'S SEMINAR 

ADENAN Willy Student 
ANGUS Jonn JH Angus & Co 
ARCHIBALD Tan R & I Bank of WA 
BATTERSBY Steve Student - Woolley & Associates 
BECK Richard Colliers Internationai 
BERRY Paul Student — 
BOMBARA Hugo Student | 
BRACEWELL Bob | R J Bracewell & Co 
BURBAGE Roger L J Hooker (WA) Lta 
CALDERWOOD Steve Selwest Real Estate P/L 
CAMERON Ross Stan Perron Pty Ltd 
CHRISTIE Mark Brendon Hubble P/L 
COCKLE Derek Hodd Wilkins’ Pty Lta 
COLLINS Keith Student 
CONTI Paul Conti Sheffield Real Estate Agencies 
CRANNEY C Student 
CROUDACE Michael Parry & Rosenthal Pty Ltd 
DAVIES Gwyn Justin Seward Pty Lta 
DAVIES Mary-Louise Dept of Administrative Services 
DAVIS Jean Landmark Research 
DAVIS Steve Dept of Administrative Services 
DEMPSEY Mal Student 
EDWARDS Phil Hillier Parker May & Rowden 
FAIR Lyn Parry & Rosenthal Pty Ltd 
FAIRCLOUGH Geoff Geoff Fairclough Real Estate 
FIELD Carolyn St Martins Properties (Aust) P/L 
FINI Adrian Fini Homes 
FRASER Bob Lecturer, Schooi of Economics & Finance 
FREARSON Don Head, School of Economics & Finance 
GAUNTLETT Gerry Justin Seward Pty Ltd 
GRIFFIN Paul Patalon Pty Ltd 
HALL Ross Student 
HALL Ken Associate Director, Business & 

Administration, WAIT 
HAND Basil University of WA (Estates Office) 
HUNT David Baillieu Milner Real Estate P/L 
HUTCHINSON Bruce John Garland & Co 
JACKSON Norm Dept of Administrative Services 
JONES Brett Colliers International Property Consultants 
JONES Allan Justin Seward & Co 
KENNEDY Graham Jones Lang Wootton 
KEOWN Rod Baillieu Milner Real Estate P/L 
KING Chris Watson & Capararo 
KRANTZ David Krantz & Sheldon Arnat Silbert & West 
LENNON Tony Tony Lennon & Associates 
LESTER Richard Growth Equities Mutual Lta 
LESTER Adrian Student 

| LEWIS J Student 
LOF THOUSE Jeff National Mutual Life Association 
MAJOR Gerald P C Kerr & Associates 
MARTIN John Justin Seward Pty Ltd
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MC EWAN Ross Student 
MC NAMARA John Baillieu Milner Real Estate P/L 
MERCER John Growth Equities Mutual Ltd 
MEYER Kiaus 
MILLER Glen Student 
MOFFAT Brad AMP Society 
MOLONY Damian Kevin Sullivan & Associates 
MOPPE TT Ivan John Garland & Co 
MOR COMBE Alan Justin Seward Pty Ltoa 
MORRIS Geoff Student 
MOYLAN Joe J J Moylan & Co 
NEELY Warick Selwest Real Estate P/L 
NOONAN Barbara Dept of Administrative Services 
OLDERSHAW Phitip St Martins Properties (Aust) P/L 
PALMER Ian Ian Palmer & Co 
PARKER Charles Student 
PEACOCK Ivan University of WA (Estates Office) 
PINKUS Geoff Colliers International Property Consultants 
PRICE Stuart Australasian Shopping Centres P/L 
RANKIN Tann St Martins Properties (Aust) P/L 
REESON Martin Richards & Co 
RICHARDS Eric Richards & Co 
RICHMOND Bob Kevin Sullivan & Associates 
ROUSSET Maurice Colliers International Property Consultants 
RYAN Gary Richard Ellis 
SANDERSON Tan P C Kerr & Associates 
SANDS Tony John Garland & Co | 
SCARFUNE ROSS Richards & Co 
SECRETT John Dept of Administrative Services 
SENEQUE Steve Student 
SEWARD Stephen Justin Seward & Co 
SIMPSON Phil Jones Lang Wootton 
SMITH Geoff John Garland & Co 
SOLOMON Grant Jones Lang Wootton 
STANNARD Philip Student 
STAWELL Julian Keith Mitchell & Associates P/L 
STOCKTON Barry Armstrong Jones Property Group 
TAYLOR Terry Tony Lennon & Associates 
TOWNSEND Ross Armstrong Jones Property Group 
WALTER Mike Jonn Garland & Co 
WATSON Tan Justin Seward Pty Lta 
WATTS Don Director, WAIT 

WHITLEY Graham Parry & Rosenthal Pty Ltd 
WILKINSON Eric BOMA 

WILSON Jenny J J Wilson & Assoc 
WILSON Keith PC Kerr & Associates 
WORTHINGTON John Senior Lecturer, School of Economics & 

Finance 
WRIGHT Warren Dept of Administrative Services 
WULFF Kevin Student 
ZEKAS Louie Lant Pty Ltd



FIRST MODULE 

THE NEW URBAN LAND ECONOMICS 

| Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

FIRST HOUR | 

I. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

A. Real estate is a tangible product - defined as 
artificially delineated space with a fourth | 
dimension of time referenced to a fixed point on 
the face of the earth. 

1. Real estate is a space-time unit, room per 
night, apartment per month, square foot per. 
year, tennis court hours, or a condominium for 
two weeks in January at a ski slope. 

2. To the space-time abstraction can be added 
special attributes to house and contribute 
some form of activity. Contribution is 
efficiency, security, comfort, or well-being. 

3. Improvements from survey market to city layouts 
to structures define space. 

4. Legal contracts and precedents define time. 

5. Rights of use are defined by public values, 
court opinions. 

6. Private rights to use are those which remain 
after the public has exercised its rights to 
control, to tax, or to condemn. 

Be. A real estate project is a cash cycle business 
enterprise which combines a space-time product with 
certain types of management services to meet the 

needs of a specific user. It is the process of 
converting space-time needs to money-time 
dimensions in a cash economy.
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1. An enterprise is an organized undertaking whose 
form and behavior at any point in time is a 
concensus or synthesis of forces outside the 
enterprise attempting to determine its form and 
behavior and focus within the organization 
which can affect form, behavior, and sustaining 
energy over time. 

2. A_real_ estate business is any business which 
provides expertise necessary to relate space- 
time need to money-time requirements and 
jncludes architects, brokers, city planners, 
mortgage bankers, and all other special skills. 

3. The true profit centers in real estate are in 
the delivery of services and cash capital. 

4. Equity ownership is the degree to which one 

enterprise controls or diverts cash from 
another real estate enterprise. 

5. Public ownership exists to the degree real 
estate taxes, user fees, and other charges take 
a percentage of gross revenue in excess of 

service cost. 

6. A consumer must view space as one part of a 
total consumption system involving direct cost, 
surface cost, transportation cost and negative 
income of risk. 

| C. The real estate process is the dynamic interaction 

of three groups, space users (consumers), space 
producers, and the various public agencies 
(infrastructures) which provide services and 
capital to support the consumer needs. (See 

Exhibit 1.) 

1. Each of these three decision groups represent 
an enterprise, an organized undertaking. All 
are cash cycle enterprises constrained by a 
need for cash solvency, both short and long 
term.
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2. A desirable real estate solution occurs when 
the process permits maximum satisfaction to the 
consumer at a price that he can afford within 
the environmental limits of land while 
permitting the consumer, producer, and the 
government cash cycle to achieve solvency - 
cash breakeven at a minimum, after full payment 
for services rendered. 

3. polvency of the total process, not value, is 

fhe critical issue. 

4. Land is an environmental constraint and not a 
profit cener. 

5. Land provides access to a real estate business 
opportunity and is not the opportunity itself. 
Real estate business wants to control land to 
create a captive market for services. 

D. The consumer group requires three levels of 
marketing sensitivity. 

1. The collective consumer operating through the 
political process must be convinced that it 
Should provide permits, zoning, or other 
approvals which franchise project. 

2. Ihe individual consumer who rents or buys must 
be convinced he will improve the activity 
housed in terms of convenience, efficiency, 
security, and well-being at a periodic cash 
cost which is affordable. 

3. Future users consist of undefined future 
tenants representing a change in use which 
requires flexibility of site, structure, or 
services to maintain market edge, and therefore 
presumed resale liquidity. 

E. Recognition of the fact that profit maximization 
must be limited by concerns for physical 
environment and community priorities for land use 
has resulted in redefinition of the most basic 
concept in appraisal; i.e. highest and best use, in 
the authorized terminology handbook sponsored by 
the American Insitute of Real Estate Appraisers and
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the Society of Real Estate Appraisers. Compare the 
1971 definition with that for 1975: 

Highest and best use concept - 
A valuation concept that can be applied to either 
the land or improvements. It normally is used to 
mean that use of a parcel of land (without regard 
to any improvements upon it) that will maximize the 
owner's wealth by being the most profitable use of 
the land. The concept of highest and best use can 
also be applied to a property which has some 
improvements upon it that have a remaining economic 
life. In this context, highest and best use can 
refer to that use of the existing improvements 
which is not profitable to the owner. It is 
possible to have two different highest and best 
uses for the same property: one for the land 
ignoring the improvements; and another that 
recognizes the presence of the improvements. 

p. 57, Real_Estate ApDdraisal_Principles_and 
Terminology, Second Edition, Society of Real Estate 

"Highest and best use: That reasonable and 
probable use that will support the highest present 
value, as defined, as of the effective date of the 
appraisal. Alternatively, that use, from among 
reasonably probable and legal alternative uses, 
found to be physically possible, appropriately 
supported, financially feasible, and which results 
in highest land value. The definition immediately 
above applies specifically to the highest and best 
use of land. It is to be recognized that in cases 

where a site has existing improvements on it, the 
highest and best use may very well be determined to 
be different from the existing use. The existing 
use Will continue, however, unless and until land 
value in its highest and best usSe exceeds the total 

value of the property in its existing use. Implied 

within_these definitions _is_recognition of the 
contribution of that specific use_to community 
environment. or to conmunity development goals_in 
addition to wealth maximization of individual 
property owners. Also implied is that the 
determination of highest and best use results from 
the appraiser's judgment and analytical skill, 
i.e., that the use determined from analysis 
represents an opinion, not a fact to be found. In 
appraisal practice, the concept of highest and best
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use represents the premise upon which value is 
based. In the context of most probable selling price 
(market value) another appropriate term to reflect 
highest and best use would be most probable use. In 
the context of investment value an alternative term 
would be most profitable use. 

Real_Estate Appraisal Terminology, Edited by Byrl 
N. Boyce, Ph.D., SRPA, Ballinger Publishing Co., 
Cambridge, Mass., 1975. (Emphasis added.) 

G. The purchase of a piece of real estate today 
involves the acceptance of a great many assumptions 
about the future. Those who take care to validate 
these assumptions in a period of transition as to 
public land use control tend to have the most 
Successful investment. 

1. Business decisions today make explicit 
recognition of their assumptions and the need 
to act under conditions of uncertainty. 

2. Business risk is the difference between 
assumptions about the future and realizations, 
and the proforma budget and the end of the year 

income statement. 

3. Risk management is the control of variance 
between key assumptions and realizations. 

4, An appraisal is a set of assumptions about the 
future productivity of a property under 
selected conditions of certainty. 

5. A feasibility study is a test of a particular 
proposal under alternative sets of assumptions 
about the future and its tolerance for 
Variance or priority for certainty. 

H. The concept of highest and best use of land was a 
commodity concept which did not consider 

. externalities adequately. It is being replaced by 
concepts of most. fitting_use and the concept of 
most probable use. 

1. The most fitting use is that use which is the 
optimal reconciliation of effective consumer 
demand, the cost of production, and the fiscal 
and environmental impact on third parties.
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2. Reconciliation involves financial impact 
analysis on "who pays" and "who benefits"-- 
thus the rash of debate on how to do impact 
studies. 

3. The most provable use will be something less 
than the most fitting use depending upon topical 
constraints imposed by current political 
factors, the state of real estate technology, 

| and short-term solvency pressures on consumer, 
producer, or public agency. 

4H. Most probable use means that an appraisal is 
first a feasibility study of alternative uses 
for a site in search of a user, an investor, 
and in need of public consent. 

IT. In seeking the most fitting and most probable use, 
the inner city planner and private property 
appraiser must interact to determine how community 
objectives and consumer and production sector 
solvency can be achieved simultaneously. 

1. A real estate decision has only two basic 
forms. Either a site is in search of a use and 
consumer with the ability to pay, or a 
consumer, need or use with a defined ability to 
pay is seeking some combination of space-time 
attributes he can afford. 

2. The individual consumer with needs and a budget 
. is the drive wheel. 

3. The public sector represents the community 
owned consumer service delivery system, seeking 
to minimize marginal cost to the consumer and 
average cost to the community at large. 

4. The production sector responds to a derivative 
demand for engineering and management 
expertise. 

5. Real estate is a collective decision and a 
product of the political process.
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J. Critiquing the form and adequacy of a real estate 
solution is analogous to the artistic concept of 
judging the success of an art object by relating 
form of the solution to the context to which it was 
created. 

1. Context includes those elements which are 
fixed, given, or objective and to which any 
solution must adapt. 

2. Form-giving elements are those variables within 
Che artist's control, i.e. options or 
alternatives at a particular time. 

3. <A solution is judged for its correctness or 
Success in terms of the degree of fit of the 
form proposed to the context. 

4. Feasibility analysis is concerned with the 
degree of fit or the extent of misfit between a 
proposed course of action and the context | 
within which it must operate or fit. 

5. Success therefore depends on how appropriately 
the problem is defined; testing feasibility 

depends primarily upon accurate and 
comprehensive definition of the context. 

K. Ultimately there are only three major decision 
formats for real estate and land economics. 

1. A location (and related improvements) in search 
of a justified use. 

2. A justified use in search of the best fitting 
location (and related improvements). 

3. Money in search of an investment in location 
and related improvements--the conversion of 
space-time needs to money invested over time.
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THE NEW URBAN LAND ECONOMICS 

Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

SECOND HOUR 

ANALYSIS OF LAND AND IMPROVEMENTS 

I. BASIC CONCEPTS 

site analysis begins with a specific site and structures 
or stems from the market revenue approach as a set of 
site specifications which will control the search for 
alternatives. Today there is no such thing as raw land 
or a vacant lot. A site suitability study recognizes 
every site as having: 

A. Static attributes--physical characteristics of size, 
shape, topography, soils, etc. 

B. Legal attributes--public controls, private 
: agreements, and potential legislation defining use. 

C, Linkage attributes--relationships to other sites 
which may tend to generate movements of goods and 
people to the subject site. 

D. Dynamic attributes~--characteristics which affect 
behavior such as visability, prestige, or feeling of 
fear or anxiety. 

E. Environmental impact attributes on physical, social, 
or economic factors both on and off the site. 

II. PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES 

Static site attributes which begin to narrow the 
potential market alternative uses should include both 

the facts and their implications for productive use in 
such topic areas as:
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A. Size, shape, and lot area 

B. Topography, soils, geology, slope stability, bearing 
capacity, septic suitability, potential for 
subsidance, etc. 

C. Water table, wells, streams, ponds, storm water 
Swales, shoreland edges, bulkhead lines, flood 
plain designations, etc. 

D. Flora and fauna which enhance marketability or which 
might cause environmental impact litigation. 

E. Concealed utility easements, old foundations, etc. 

F., Existing on-site utility services and capacity. 

G. Access points to public thoroughfares or private 
right-of-ways. 

H,. Site improvements such as paving, retaining walls, 
pedestrian paths, culverts, etc. 

Le. Landmark attributes or historical site features 

J. Define physical system sub-systems 

1. Foundation system 
2. oastructural system 
3. Floor system 
4, Ceiling system 

5. Roof system 
6. Exterior wall system 
7. Interior wall system 
8. Horizontal circulation system 
9. Vertical circulation system 

10. Life-~safety system 
11. HVAC system 
12. site circulation system 
13. Social control system
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III. LEGAL ATTRIBUTES 

Legal attributes should move from specific limitations 
on the site imposed by rights of others to private © 
covenants, private controls, etc. It is important to 
recognize not only the black letter law but the 
composition of those authorities who have discretionary 
responsibility for interpretation, enforcement, or 
amendment of these controls relative to future uses of 
the site. 

A. Legal interests, vested or continued of other 
persons in the site. 

B. Legal description, its accuracy, and implied 
transfers. 

C. All local ordinances defining alternative setback 
lines and height limitations in order to identify 
alternative building envelopes permissable on the 
site. 

D. Private covenants limiting use, reuse, or 
modification of the property (urban renewal 
covenants, landmark building facade bequests, etc.) 

E. Applicable zoning and building code limitations on 
use and the critical constraints of each relative to 
floor area ratio (FAR) bulk, parking requirements, 
dwelling units (DU), etc. 

F. Special zoning options which may be available at 
owner's option such as rezoning, down-zoning, PUD 
zoning, etc. 

G. Special controls imposed by other communities 
through extra-territorial zoning, tax conservancy 
commitments, urban renewal districts, tax increment 
districts, county regulation of subdivision, and 
overlapping jurisdiction. 

H. Special state constraints on uses affecting 
Sshorelands, state highways, state airports, etc., 
including state industrial building codes.
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le. Special federal constraints such as airport 
approach zone districts, harbor and river 
commissions, office of environmental protection, 
Department of Housing and Development (HUD), 
provisions for the handicapped (HEW), and many more. 

J. Since the building process takes time, impending 
legislation is important, and regulations require 
interpretation or public hearings so that public 
attitudes and expectations may modify black letter 
law. 

K. A hidden source of regulation are the rules which 
control the lending institutions which lend the 
money. For example, they cannot lend on any 
properties located in a designated flood plain 
except under certain conditions which include 
community participation in flood prevention 
programs. 

L. Attitudes of sewer, water, and highway commissions. 

M. Planner'ts views of physical barriers to restrict 
"sprawl", 

N. Following the legal attribute inventory, an analysis 
of the static and legal attributes should be 
summarized in terms of competitive advantages and 
disadvantages for costs, pricing, and marketing. 

1. Some attributes lead to higher cost which the 
front door approach may reveal as leading to 
excessive rents or prices. 

2. some static or legal attributes can provide 
monopoly advantages because its suitability is 

unique relative to lands all around it, because 
of exemption from certain regulations, or 
existing approvals of development plans, 
including licenses for dredging, building code 
variances, etc. 

3. Static attributes will also help identify "best 
use" or the most probable buyer. 

4. Lack of fit between static site attributes and 
merchandising data is a basic cause of 
unsuccessful projects. |
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IV. LINKAGES 

Linkage attributes have to do with functional network 
relationships or points of interaction with activity 
centers which may generate users or provide the 
infrastructure which support the site. 

A. Streets, sidewalks, rail, and transit systems 
serving the site. 

B. Access points. 

C. Utility services are linkages, too. 

D. Capacity of existing systems to absorb unit volume 
generated on site and implications for off-site 
improvements budgets. 

Ee Relationship of subject site to generators of 
potential needs and uses for the subject site. 

F. Neighborhood demographics (population, age, 
employment, income, etc.) 

G. Relationship to competitive alternatives and | 
projects and exposure to interception of linkages. 

V. DYNAMIC ATTRIBUTES 

Dynamic attributes have to do with the mental or 
emotional responses which a site or project stimulates 
as it affects decision-making behavior. These decision 
makers may be property buyer, regulators of site use, 
customers of establishments located on the site, or peer 
groups which set community attributes or make decisions 
for others by proxy (Board of Elderly Care Organization). 

A. Image conditioning of the approach zone. 

B. Visual factors in terms of prominence of the site, 
views from the site, potential for controlled sight 
lines, etc. 

C. Anxiety factors of access and security.
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D. Noise as a function of traffic count or of nearby 
land uses. | 

E. Prevailing air currents and airborne pollution 

(phosphate plants or sulphite paper mills, for 
example). 

F. Political images established for a site by the 
public positions of local politicians or vested 
interest groups. 

G. Historical community reputation and values attached 
fo the project site and structures. 

1. Recycling of old buildings within existing urban 
areas is fashionable among architects and the 
upper class. 

2. Recycling may establish historical roots and 
images. 

H. Perceived supply and demand factors. 

VI. OFF-SITE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The real estate product today must respond not only to 
the needs of the individual consumer in the market place 

but to the collective community of consumers which 
represent the community political environment. The 
landscape builds like a reef, the cumulative bones of 
thousands of individual decisions. This decade will 
witness a final transition from relative laissez faire 
attitudes of land as a commodity to highly democratic 

regulation of land.as_a public. resource and land use as 
a privilege granted by the public. If the proposal 
won't sell at City Hall, there will be no opportunity to 
market the product to individuals. Therefore, the 
project must consider in its feasibility procedures and 
in constraints imposed by pre-architectural programs the 
impact on the environment of: 

A. Physical factors of the environment. 

1. Soil stability and water tables beyond the site 
boundaries. 

2. Eutrophication of lakes and streams.
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3. Disruption of environmental edges, plant, and 
wildlife areas. 

i. Impact on energy resources, 

5. Contribution to social disintegration. 

6. Aesthetic and urban design. 

B. Social factors of the environment. 

1. Displacement of existing residents and 
neighborhood units. 

2. Contribution to social integration or mobility 
barriers. 

3. Contribution to land use heterogeneity. 

4. Contribution to regional and community master 
plans. 

C. Economic factors of the environment. 

1. Direct impact on real estate tax revenues. 

eo. Direct impact on other governmental revenue, 

3. Direct impact on incremental government. 

u. Secondary contributions to local government 
revenues. 

5. secondary cost burdens created for local 
communities. 

D. Real estate business ethic environment. 

1. Impact on supply equilibrium. 

2. Impact on associated contractors. 

3. Impact on families of project sponsor. 

4. Ligitimacy of financing structure.
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KE. Silhouette of proposed project in terms of public 
perception of impact. | 

F,. Relationship of impact assessment to: 

1. Seale of project. 

2. Vulnerability of project sponsor to secondary 
consequences of political discretion. 

3- Stamina of project sponsor in the face of public 
pressure. 

Vil, MOST PROBABLE USE MATRIX 

Definition of the site attributes permits the appraiser 
or the planner to hypothesize some alternative uses for 
the site. (Exhibit I-2.) The appraiser should be able 
to set up a series of back door, revenue to justified 
budget parameters for these uses to suggest the 
parameters within which cash flows might crunch. 

This technique is not unlike the residual approach, it 
has the same potential for misleading, but when combined 
with a sensitivity approach, does identify the 
conditions critical for financial solvency.



FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE USES 

Scenario 1 Sonnario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario § Soanario 5 Scanario 6 
Conversion to Conversion to 

Purchase by Welfare Conversion to Apartmenta with Apartments with Demolition and 

Foanibility Factor Return fo Former Une _... Agenay Class A/C Office Office on tat Floor —Aeisting Bar ~palsof Site 

Market Demand Risks Demand very elastia Welfare agencies Office market Strong demand far Though there ia a Soft market for 
relative to price lack capital becoming more price apacious two bedroom strong demand for vacant sites which 
unless room rates resources to sensitive; would not units in CBD area affordable downtown cannot be assenbled 
subsidized by purchase and remodel accept neighborhood housing, oonsuser into larger plot- 
welfare agencies facilities, given and lack of parking survey shows tenant tage; parking 

the absence of unless rents were reluctance to live revenues from 20 
government funding lower than necessary above noisy/poten- spaces inadequate 

to support remodeling tially malodorous to carry clearance 
bar-restaurant costs 

Legal/Political Inconsistent with Mixed acceptability Neighborhood Preferred use, given Preferred use for Inconsistent with 
Acceptability long term City goals as i{nterin use aa resistance to need for downtown housing is compro~ oonstituenoy 

for Olin Place housing for inoreased demand for housing and politi~ mised by existing favoring landmark 
transient males by atreet parking cal statements by bar mana goment designation 

some groups; favored alderpersons for agreement mn 
by welfare advocates reduction of bar Tr 
and disfavored by business in reaiden- —_ 
local residents tial neighborhoods @ 

| 
Technical Failure to repair Capital costs of Variance needed for Spacious apartments Apartaent mix Kone 
Construction within one year may renovation to state parking requirement with views provide aheapened by re- N 
Problems and have jeopardized standards excessive of 1 atall per 300 favorable rent/ooat taining existing bar 
Capital Cost Riaka grandfathered non for short term use SF to 1 atall per per SF ratio--= operation=-~ smaller 

conforming building 2,500 SF of office housing oode creates units require more 
conditiona. Other~ space more remodeling risk plumbing and bring 

wise this use has than commercial code leas favorable rent/ 
loweat construction cost per SF ratio 
risks of Scenarios 1 

through 5 

Relative Investment 

Power Based Upon | 
Revenue Generation 

Potential $192,765 $120,380 $80 ,331 $103,220 ($10,513) $13,778 

Special Income Tax None Kone Rehabilitation tax Possible historic Possible historic Kone 

Advantages or Public credit of 20% for landmark status for landmark status for 
Subsidies Available older comercial 25% rehabilitation 25% rehabilitation 

building oonversion tax credit plus tax tax credit. TIF 

plus possible incremental leas likely because 
induatrial bond financing (TIF) increase in tax is 
financing assistance sueller 

Real Estate Tax Modest increase in Loss of $19%,300 tax Real ostate tax base eal estate tax base Real estate tax base Loss of 
Consequences to assessed value base with tax-exempt would be multiplied would be multiplied would be multiplied approximately 
City agency as owner approximately 3 approximately 3 1/2 approximately 2 1/2 $140,000 of tax base a 

times the present timen the present times the present 

assessment assessment assesouent
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Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
Wisconsin School of Business 

THIRD HOUR 

REAL ESTATE MARKETING REDEFINED 

I. BASIC CONCEPTS AND MODELS 

A. In a price economy cash solvency begins with cash 
revenue which in turn requires a consumer willing to 
spend in his own self-interest. Real estate project 
cash flows, growth in investment value, and all 
related premises of leverage, arbitrage, etc., 
presume some level of monopoly to avoid competition 
and exploit spatial inertia. 

B. Free enterprise is the art of creating your own 
monopoly at appropriate points in time. 

1. For products, monopoly requires control of raw 
material, design, services, and marketing 
channels. 

2. For services, monopoly requires behavioral 
conditioning of consumer, 

3. Real estate is both product and service. 

| 4. Timing is concerned with a supply cycle and 
behavioral and demographic evolution. 

5. Complexities require reduction of marketing 
perspective to very selected segments and time 
frames (market gaps and windows) which can be 
modeled. 

C. Segmentation in both market research and 
merchandising to achieve monopoly reflect the 
following concepts: 

1. Market studies are of the aggregate, 
uncontrollable variables and forces in longer 
time series within which the real estate 
enterprise must find opportunities for 
customers.
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2. Merchandising studies are primary research of 
controllable variables in abbreviated time 
series with which the real estate enterprise can 
best operate within the sea of uncontrollable 
variables to capture opportunities. 

3. Market research is a process of disaggregation 
from secondary data to refined segments which 
scale a subset of the population who may 
represent a merchandising opportunity. 
Merchandising research is concerned with how to 
capture some part of that opportunity with a 
buy/sell transaction. 

4. Positioning is the strategic selection and 
tactical implementation of controllable 
variables to achieve enterprise goals within 
uncontrollable market trends. Positioning 
starts with a "P" because the ultimate research 
product is concerned with: 

a. Premise for monopoly at the margin 
b. Profile of prospect and supply segments 

within population (absorption rate) 
ec. Profile of political power segments within 

permit process 
d. Psychology of the transactional decision to 

spend or vote 
e. Product and service standards 
f. Product and service differentiation 
g. Product and service pricing 

| h. Penetration into prospect profiles (capture 
rate 

i. Pace and phasing of production 
j. Promotional and motivational channels 

5. Positioning at the strategic level is the sum 
total of decisions made to exploit aggregate 
opportunities and to avoid aggregate adverse 
factors or potentials indicated by data on 
effective demand and categories of supply. The 
subject areas of analysis are listed in number 4 
but the abstraction level of data is not 
malleable by the decision maker. His enterprise 
can be maneuvered within these larger force 
fields.
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6. Positioning at the tactical level is concerned 
with all the detail of controllable variables 
within the subject areas listed in number 4, but 
the decision maker can specify the exact form 
these elements will play in his enterprise. In 
Short, positioning is the objective of decisions 
made and the questions addressed in market and 
merchandising research. 

7. Thus the concept of segmentation also operates 
on two levels, the disaggregation of aggregate 
data, and the differentiation of product mix and 
promotion codes of merchandising. 

8. Because the research objectives listed in number 
i require integration of market data and 
merchandising data within models which share 
certain premises and hypotheses, it follows that 
the seminar must also recognize and maintain 
these links to the final questions or decisions 
to be resolved in a land use decision. 

D. Collective users operate politically to protect 
their perception of a real estate decision impact on 
their cash revenues, expenses, and future net worth. 
For purposes of favorably influencing the voting 
transaction (which can occur explicitly or 
implicitly) it is necessary to understand the 
political options available to various segments of 
collective consumers with a presumed vested interest 
in an enterprise decision. 

1. Contiguous property owners 
2. Organized neighborhood - tenant associations 
3. Constituencies sharing common interests, such as 

age, school children, religion, professions, 
etc. 

4. Community power structure and media bias. 
5. Formal political district boards and councils 
6. Public agencies regulating community 

infrastructure 
7. Public agencies regulating financial 

institutions 

E. Most feasibility cases require the analyst to create 
his own models with which to structure the data 
available and the data which must be researched.
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1. Remember, models organize the analyst, the 
report, and the client. | 

a. Models explain what you are going to do. 
be. Models make relationships and key 

assumptions explicit. 
ec. Models permit clients to understand logic 

of conclusions and to test their own set of 
assumptions. 

2. A market research model should be careful to 
recognize: 

a. What are the questions? 
b. What data is available - which is relevant? 
ec. What theory is available to focus data on 

the questions? 
d. How will the results be communicated? 
e. What are the abilities of the analyst? 
f. What is the cost/benefit ratio between the 

model method and the question? 

3. Market. data models use aggregate data, secondary 

information, the easy to acquire data from 
census tracts, traffic counts, building permits, 
and so on. It is useful to scale the size of 
the market potential of the opportunity area, 
but by itself aggregate market data is 
relatively unimportant to the success of most 
projects. 

a. Absorption rates apply to aggregate market 
data to determine the total size or amount 
of market activity in terms of how many lots 
were sold, how many apartments in a rental 
rage were newly rented, or how many square 
feet of leased office space were occupied. 

4. Merchandising data models are generally primary 
information generated by the analyst about 
specific competitive projects and specific user 
groups which will permit an estimate of what 
percentage of the opportunity group can be 
captured for a specifie project.
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a. Capture rates are the product of merchandise 
research and are the ratio of the total 
opportunity potential which might be secured 
for a project or must be secured to achieve 
financial goals. The capture rate will 
reflect a careful judgment of product mix, 
amenities, pricing, and timing. 

F, Alternative purposes of primary market research 

1. To establish ratios for disaggregation of 
secondary data to focus on specific subsets or 
segments of the market (to scale market 
opportunity). 

2. To profile consumer demographics, motivations, 
and dissatisfactions in comparable projects. 

3. To profile fears of segments of collective users 
within a political coalition. 

4. To survey professionals who serve ultimate 
: consumers to identify trends in terms of office 

layouts, technical support systems required, 
financing, or motivations for future use 
conversions. 

5. To generate a definition of the competitive 
standard for comparable projects. 

6. To discover the competitive edge in terms of 
site/product/service/advertising to insulate 
project from direct price comparison shopping 
and competition. 

G. Recognition of real estate as a subcomponent within 
a larger physical and behavioral system. 

1. To contribute to the efficiency of the activity 
housed. 

2. To contribute to the security of the 
establishment housed. 

3. To reduce anxiety and stress of occupants 
housed.
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i. To enhance the public and self-image of the 
occupant. . 

H. Focusing on monopolistic merchandising targets. 

1. Correctly recognizing the space-time product. 

2. Correctly identifying who signs the check, 

3. Correctly discovering what motivates the 
Signature, 

4. Providing acceptable justification for signing 
the check. 

5. Phasing the project to fit the pace of the 
target group. 

I. Combination of all elements relating to a site, in 
search of a use can then be integrated with 
financial analysis in a logic to screen alternative 
uses as suggested in Exhibit 36
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THE NEW URBAN LAND ECONOMICS 

Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

FOURTH HOUR 

I. BASIC ELEMENTS OF FINANCIAL PLANNING 

Every real estate project is an individual business 
enterprise which must be planned so that cash receipts 
are available in a timely manner to meet all required 
cash outlays. This planning proceeds from generalized 
proforma budgets for a normal year of operations toward 
detailed budgets integrated with the construction, 
marketing, and operational phases of the project. 

A. Financial Planning for future receipts and outlays 
requires extensive assumptions organized among the 
following categories. 

1. The time line for segment of the real estate 
process to be considered from a particular 
viewpoint. 

2. The profit centers available to be retained or 
traded for financing. 

3. The expected pattern of operating revenues and 
expenses. : 

4, The expected pattern of capital sources and 
applications. | 

5. The expected pattern of real estate, income, or 
estate taxes along the time line. 

6. Strategic and tactical financial plans for 
control of variance (risk management). 

Te Concepts for measuring financial yield and 
risks. 

B. Every real estate project has a life line from 
concept to eventual demolition, within which the 
investor is choosing a specific time-line segment 
for planning. At any particular point on the line, 
only certain profit centers remain. |
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1. Security of financial sources requires matching 
of profit centers along the line to repayment 
schedules on the debt. 

2. Equity is the degree to which profit centers can 
be diverted to the investor's benefit and yield 
will be some relationship of receipts to outlays 
over time. 

3. The time line of the project must be 
synchronized to the longer term cycles of the 
market and the short cash cycles of the tenants. 

4, Development analysis begins with a normalized 
set of operating revenue and expense assumptions 
and then works forward to cash flow over n 
periods and then backward over the construction 
period prior to normalized operations. 

C. The preferred method of financial planning is to 
select a market target in terms of rent levels and 
services and solve for the capital budget justified 
by revenues. 

1. The traditional method is to convert net income 
available for debt service by a required debt 
coverage ratio characteristic of financing for 
that type of real estate. (Consider Exhibit 
I-3.) 

2. The contemporary method is to view a real estate 
project like any other enterprise by 
establishing a critical cash break even point 
for planning purposes (sometimes called the 
default point) as demonstrated in Exhibit I-4. 

3. Where the architectural budget or acquisition 
price is already known, the financial planner 
begins by solving for the rent required by the 
capital budget desired (Exhibit I-5). 

D. A required capital structure to finance the real 
estate project will represent a negotiated 
compromise between multiple cash cycle enterprises 
including tenants, investors, public infrastructure, 
land owner, and developer. The elements of 
negotiation will represent arbitraging among the
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EXHIBIT 5 
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EXHIBIT 6 
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comparative advantages of each party and the risk 
level acceptable to the decision makers in each 
party at interest. 

1. Owner-lender 

2. Land owner, building owner, lender, tenant 

3. City, land owner, building owner, lender, 
tenant, limited partner, preferred partner, 

general partner 

i, The arbitrage trade offs reflects the present 
value over time of each participant's 
comparative advantage in terms of payment for 
services, opportunity cost of money, tax 
advantages, ability to control and fund 
Variance, and psychic income. 

E. Financial risk management is the control of variance 
between expectations and realizations, between 
proformas and actual profit and loss statements, or 
balancing of receipts and outlays over time. Risk 
management methods include: 

1. Improving forecasts through statistical research 
of the critical facts. | 

2. Combining risks by pooling resources, by 
diversifying investments, and by improving 
forecasting through scale of operations. 

3. Shifting risks by insurance contract, accepting 
the small certain loss of an insurance premium 
rather than the unpredictable loss of unknown 
frequency and severity of some insurable 
catastrophe like fire, collapse, death, or 
disability. 

4. Shifting the risk by two-party contract. 

5. Limiting liability for losses through the form 
of ownership as a corporation or limited 
partnership or esculpatory clauses (which says 
the lender can only take the property in case of 
foreclosure) with which one party releases a 
second from an obligation to perform or for 
damages as a result of failure to perform.
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6. Hedging is a term which covers a wide variety of 
devices for protecting oneself against future 
price fluctuations or other future 
contingencies. A mortgage is a straddle in 
future space markets, aS a call on appreciation 
and a put to the lender if market declines. 

F. Concepts of measuring yield are all variations on 
the objective that receipts to the investor should 
exceed outlays over time to a degree sufficient to 
compensate for risk of loss and deferral of 
consumption. 

1. The very simplest measure of yield is, more is 
better than less, sooner is better than later, 
and spendable is better than accruing. 

2. Overall rate of return on capital to measure 
positive leverage. 

3. Spendable cash on cash after taxes. 

4, Change in net worth after taxes. 

5. Change in purchasing power of spendable cash and 
liquidating value of net worth. 

6. Degree of variance in portfolio return. 

7. Degree of improvements in liquidity and mobility 
of portfolio capital.
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THE NEW URBAN LAND ECONOMICS 

Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

FIFTH HOUR 

I. REAL ESTATE PRODUCT AND PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE 

The buyer or tenant of real estate space instantly 
becomes an ongoing customer for an infinite array of 
public services provided to support that particular. 
project. Therefore the real estate project is only a 
Short segment of a long time line continuum of cash 
outlays and service benefits. The question is who 
benefits and who pays--the fiscal impact of the 
incremental real estate project. 

A. The public revenue from a real estate project takes 
many forms and generally is poorly timed relative to 
the cost outlay for such services, so that the 
public must bridge the gap between revenues and cost 
With public debt, taxes, user fees, and exactions on 
the developer. 

1. The real estate taxes on new improvements 

2. Real estate taxes on enhanced adjacent 
properties 

3. Third level multipliers on community income and 
capital investment 

4. User fees and development permits 

5. Development dedications and negotiated 
contributions 

6. Sales and income taxes attributable to community 
growth 

7. Recapture of district and federal tax payments 
in the form of project subsidies and 
governmental financing 

B. The collective consumer is now aware of the 
consequences to each of them implied by the fiscal 
impact of alternative land use plans and therefore 
the politics of real estate must arbitrage among the 
comparative advantages to be enjoyed by each set of 
actors in the development process and the public
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financing arena. Each party attempts to retain the 
benefits while shifting the cost, by redefinition 
of: 

1. Percent share from special assessment versus 
general assessment 

2. Time lagged collection of costs relative to 
benefits 

3. Broader definition of geographic fiscal base 
than actual benefit area 

4. Broader definition of economic benefits than can 
be measured or expected 

5. Coalitions of beneficiaries to achieve omnibus 
legislation incorporating specific benefits and 
generalized taxation 

6. Deliberate fragmentation of systems so that down 
stream adverse effects are not considered 

C. Real estate development plans requiring public 
approval are now advocated on the basis of cash. 
benefits to off-site beneficiaries, or at least the 
cash solvency guaranty of the collective consumer. 

| 1. The land planner justifies apartment/townhouse/ 
single family mix of the residential development 
fin terms of tax base per child as well as 
environmental loads in terms of gallons of 
sewage, acre feet of storm water, or vehicles 
per hour generated and burdening public 

infrastructure. 

2. New office buildings or industrial parks create 
more tax revenue than service costs so these 
surplus revenue land uses become the objects of 
competition among various communities who are 
willing to buy future surpluses at some present 
value of the expected future cash flow. 

3. Federal or district expropriation of land for 
parks, military bases, or other large scale uses 
must provide compensation to communities for 

lost tax base revenues.
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D. The public is willing to purchase future benefits 
with such devices as; 

1. Tax incremental financing which permits 
definition of a special district, a freeze on 
assessment base, and funding of a bond issue 
amortized from increased tax revenue, to the 
exclusion of all other overlapping tax 
districts. These bond proceeds can be used to 
finance public improvements, land writedowns, or 
financing of tenants and buyers if the "but for® 
criteria applies. 

2. Industrial revenue bonds permit financing of 
private endeavors with tax exempt public funds 
if it creates jobs and tax base for the 
community. 

3. Urban development action grants are federal 
grants to communities who in turn make low 
interest loans to selected developers to achieve 
lower opportunity cost of funds. 

4, Special tax offset subsidies of up to 25 percent 
of capital cost are available as investment tax 
credits for remodeling landmark buildings, 
updating old commercial buildings, or installing 
energy efficiency features. 

Ee. In short, urban economics is the study of local 
governments and service utilities as cash cycle 
enterprises which are first attempting to maintain 
cash solvency, secondly create short term surpluses 

(the profits of non-profits) for credibility with 
various constituencies and ultimately increase stock 
of public capital infrastructure for the delivery of 
services to residents at the expense of 
non-residents. 

1. Palo Alto example 

2. Comparative advantage in the development of 
economic base 

3. Risk management by means of public/private joint 
venture or consortiums



SECOND MODULE 

CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL - MARKET COMPARISON APPROACH 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

FIRST HOUR 

I. Basic Concepts of Contemporary Appraisal 

The basic premises of the contemporary approach stem from the 

fundamental belief that pricing is a behavioral science, that 

analysis should be inductive rather than deductive wherever 

possible, and that appraised values are intended to serve as 

a benchmark for some decision process. 

A. A price is a social transaction and the behavior of the 

parties and configuration of the transaction reflects a 

consensus at some point in time between external market 

forces sufficiently strong to impose on the outcome, and 

internal forces on the supply side, sufficiently strong 

to pursue their own self-perceived interests. 

1. Notice that the above does not presume the conditions 

of fair market value. CSee Exhibit 1.) 

ae Both demand and supply forces to have 

alternatives of equal indifference 

b. Negotiation abilities of equal force, or 

Ce Cash maximization as their sole criteria ~ all of 

which characterize the traditional approach. 

2. Contemporary appraisal does presume that price must 

always be conditioned by the property rights, 

financing terms and conditions of sale required by 

the issue for which appraisal is sought as a 

benchmark. | 

3. Contemporary appraisal may therefore apply different 

definitions of value depending on the problem 

including fair market value, cost to replace, 

investment value or most probable price at which it 

will sell. 

B. Value is a conditional price described as the most 

probabie price at which a property will sell if exposed 

to the market for a reasonable period of time and sold 

subject to financing and transaction terms considered 

typical at that point in time and place. (See Exhibit 2.)
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EXHIBIT 1 

FAIR MARKET VALUE - The highest price in terms of money (*The 

Most Probable Price, Eighth Edition 1983, AIREA) which a property 

will bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions 

requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting 

prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected 

by undue stimulus. 

Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a 

specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer 

under conditions whereby: 

1. buyer and seller are typically motivated 

26 both parties are well informed or well advised, and each 

acting in what he considers his own best interest 

3. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market 

4. payment is made in cash or its equivalent 

3 - financing, if any, is on terms generally available in the 

community at the specified date and typical for the property 

type in its locale 

6. the price represents a normal consideration for the property 

sold unaffected by special financing amounts and/or terms, 

services, fees, costs, or credits incurred in the transaction 

Source: P. 4137, Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, Editor Byrl 
Boyce 

*Not to be confused with most probable price in contemporary 

appraisal, which does not reflect an assumption of a competitive 

market with alternative, does not require ignoring of public 

bargaining position of the party, and which does not require cash 

to the seller if the market cannot have a transaction without 

seller financing. 

EXHIBIT 2 

The most probable price is that selling price which is most 

likely to emerge from a transaction involving the subject 

property if it were to be exposed for sale in the current market 

for @&@ reasonable time at terms of sale which are currently 

predominant for properties of the subject type. 

Source: P. 8, The Appraisal of 25 N.- Pinckney, by James A. 
Graaskamp
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C. The contemporary view sees appraisal asa limited and 

fictional case of feasibility analysis which, in turn, is 

a limited case in problem solving which, in turn, is part 

of a larger planning framework. 

D. Appraisal as a fictional feasibility study is a model of 

a decision process and, therefore, Like all models is 

constrained by the following elements: 

l. What is the nature of the question? 

2- What quantity and quality of data may be available? 

3- What theory or hypothesis may edit and focus the 

available data as a tentative answer to the question? 

4. What techniques and data management can be used 

reliably by the analysts? 

35- What techniques and data management have credibility 

with the ultimate decision maker hiring the analyst? 

6. What techniques and data management are cost 

effective in terms of the dollar consequences of the 

decision? 

E. In that light, the sequence of steps required of the 

contemporary appraisal process, referred to by Wisconsin 

Students as RATGRAM, is as follows: 

Ll. What is the issue for which the appraisal is sought 

as a benchmark? CExhibit 3) 

2- What are the attributes of the property in terms of 

alternative courses of action for their productive 

use? CExhibit 4) 

3. Given the alternatives, what is the most probable use? 

4. Given the most probable use, who is the most probable 

buyer in terms of class, motivation profile, or 

market position? 

5- Given the most probable use and most probable buyer 

assumptions, there are three approaches to predicting 

most probable price: 

a. Inference from past transactions involving 

properties of Similiar potential and buyers of 

similar motivation. 

bd. Failing adequate transaction data, it is then 

acceptable to simulate the pricing methods 

prototypes. 

Ce Failing to find either similar properties or 

articulate buyers, the appraiser is then 

permitted to use normative methods which indicate 

what might happen if buyer and seller were as 

smart as the appraiser.
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PROBLEM SITUATIONS AND VALUE REQUIREMENTS 

aE eS 

Transaction Type Decision Parameters Environment of Analysis Value Needs 
a 

1. Sale How much can | sell it for? Concern with what will happen Most probable selling 

-asking price Vo under real conditions, not price (Vo) 

-Vs to seller idealized conditions -the most likely, not 

-V+ as the final acceptance -analyze market the highest nor lowest, 

price “rate of turnover but in statistical terms 

-marketing time (velocity) -price trends the central tendency 
-finance terms -comparable sales under a given set of 

“measure of central tendency conditions 
by way of average sales 

-change in conditions will 
change most probable 
selling price 

2. Purchase What should | reasonably Same conditions as a sale -Average or range of 

pay? What will it sell transaction comparables 

for? -Replacement cost new 

-of fer not too high/low -Compares existing proper ty 

-highest price willing under current market 

to pay (buyer's Vs) conditions 
-if income is known and -Present worth, future 

gives a desired rate of income 

return, can a value be -Market capitalization 

simulated? rates: a) market update 
b) agent's subjective rate 

-Most probable selling 
price (Vp) 
a) current conditions 
b) future pattern 

>



EXHIBIT 3 (continued) 

Transaction Type Decision Parameters Environment of Analysis Value Needs 

3, Trade Value of both or all - Short-term cycle can necessi- V,, but more emphasis on 
properties in trade are tate adjustment due to v. of parties involved 
analyzed on same basis submarkets than market conditions 

4, Extension of Can it carry the debt Subject to money markets -Loan to value ratio: 
credit burden given the and general social and debt to collateral value 

objectives of investor policy constraints -Future selling price (Vp) 
“Vy considers pattern of 
future debt, based on 
mortgage contract 

S. Eminent What is the legal To achieve value definition Fair market value (Ve) 
domain definition of value to must eliminate market value required by law; however, 

be used? if inherent worth measured law tends to favor reli- 
“not just present value by a perfect transaction ance on direct sales 
of market recognized between all wise persons which Vp best illustrates; 
benefits, but all future -actual sales used as guide ethical portion subject 
benefits--i.e., to hypothetical value to appraiser's judgment 
commodity vs. resource points 

-imperfect market vs. legal 
definition of value | 

6. Insurance What is legal definition? ~Contractual agreements -Actual cash value (ACV) 
What is real loss of -Standard of indemnity -Reproduction cost less 
hazard? -Changing concepts: real depreciation--amount to 
-replacement cost vs. estate vs. property indemnify 
reproduction cost -Legal definition vs. needs -Replacement cost new 

“actual cash value (ACV) of parties involved -All the above are applied 
vs. replacement cost to total property and 

portion lost 

Wi



EXHIBIT 3 (continued) 

ee 

Transaction Type Decision Parameters Environment of Analysis Value Needs 

Fair market value (Ve) 

7. Property tax What is a fair tax basis “Mass appraisal basis; Vp altered by 

assessment per site? What Is the -Legal/political influence mass appraisal format 

land and building -Only need challenge on ~assessed value ratio 

contribution? basis of equal treatment applied to Ve 

-~equal treatment on a of sites -equity only on spatial 

mass basis relation and property 

-legally/politically type basis; equity not 

determined ratio of based on ability to pay 

assessed to market value 

8. Depreciation What is value at beginning? Dynamic institutional -Cost new on new buildings 

base What is value at end? constraints fluctuate with (book value or most 

What is the duration of tax reform and rulings probable cost, V<-) 
productive life? -arbitrary methods due to “Need consider marginal 

tax administration productivity of 
-tax allowance on deductions improvements 
-recapture of wasting asset -Land vs. improvement 
via income stream a dichotomy for existing 
-productive life (arbitrary)? properties 

“Vo if value by légal 
requirements for inheri- 
tance or estate tax 

-Cost of reproduction less 
arbitrary depreciation 
(arbitrary on part of IRS) 

-Capital gains and ordinary 
income tax, allocation of 
depreciation 

-PV of entire property in- 
come over holding period 
and land value at end of 

economic life of present 
building (property oO 
residual) | 
“Vo] and Von necessary?



EXHIBIT 3 (continued) 

A 

Transaction Type Decision Parameters Environment of Analysis Value Needs 
eee eee 

9. Inheritance Ves Vo: or Va7-which 1s -Disposition of estate and Ve or Vp--Vp short run, 

tax best for depreciation taxing authorities' Ve long run 
basis? standards -Ve preferred as base for 

“goal: to tax wealth “Ve or Vp, the basis changes capital gains during a 

received based on ability with real estate cycle: slump 

to pay boom, then Ve lower than Vy -Vp) better for inheri tance 

-basis for capital gains during slump 
-both figures useful if 
need decision to keep or 
sel] 

-if assessment lower than 
Vo» sell, then reinvest 
in like property and keep 
depreciation basis for 
future--capital gain 
determination 

10. Utilization What is preferred use? ~Static attributes “Vp 

What is price as it ~Legal/political constraints <-Investment value V.; 
relates to productivity? -Financial constraints -Most probable use (MPU) 
What are taxes? What is ~Economic Constraints -Most fitting use (MFU) 

appreciation and capital -Environmental constraints -Capitalization rate--based 

gains potential? -Not just single value on market or Investor-owner 

~price given use estimate, but address objectives 
-tax level problem in range 
-cost of improvements 
-amount of financing 
-income and expense forecast 

ms



EXHIBIT 4 

Critical !ssues Which Define Appraisal Process 

Function of the Property Rights Relevant Definition Allocation of Buyer Motivation 
Appraisal of Value Productivity Presumed 

rights unencumbered land & structures only | productivity 

Mortgage loan Encumbered fee simple |Regulations - fair Fixed income pledged Share of economic 
(non-participating) private rights plus market value from all sources less productivity contributed 

additional rights Underwriting - solvency costs of creative by capital 
p ledged price or liquidating management 

value 

Mortgage loan Encumbered title plus |Present value of al] Vartable income pledged |Share of economic produc- 
(participatory) non-vested interest in | future cash flows plus share of reversion-|tivity contributed by 

| selected future ary interest capital plus share in 
revenues selected management 

returns plus positioning 
against devaluation due 
to changing condi tions 

Sale of an Encumbered title plus |Most probable price Return from land, struc-|!ncrease in spendable cash 
investment vested entitlements above minimum accept- | tures, personalty, and |!ncrease in liquidity value 

plus going concern able alternative selected entitlements of estate , 
profit center opportuni ty Positioning to maximize 

| oppor tunities probability of survival 
of benefits despite changing 
conditions | 

Purchase of Encumbered title plus | Most probable price Land, structure, Increase in spendable cash 
investments positioning for access | within perceived peril| personalty, and intan~ | !ncrease in liquidity 

to entitlements point limit gible assets less profit Fae or oe to maximize 
centers for management ae . 

probability of survival 
of benefits despite 
changing conditions 

Going concern Encumbered title plus | Most probable price Land, structure, increase In spendable cash 
purchase of a positioning for access | within perceived costs | personalty, and intan- |!ncrease in liquidity 
business to entitlements plus | of alternatives gible assets and good |Value of estate 0 

reduction in risk for will plus profit Positioning to maximize 
business start-up plus centers for management probability of survival 

monopolistic market of benefits despite 
controls changing condi tions
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6. With an initial estimate of value, it may then be 

modified for external condittons unique to the 

parties, the place or the time. 

7 The adjusted value must then be tested to demonstrate 

that results at that price would be consistent with 

the minimum goals of all major parties to the 

transaction. 

8. Since the appraiser is predicting price under 

conditions of uncertainty and many different market 

terms, the appraisal conclusion must be expressed as 

a@ central tendency within a transaction zone which is 

qualified by financial terms and/or critical 

assumptions about unknowable facts. 

a Although the American Institute of Real Estate 

Appraisers uses fair market value and most 

probable price interchangeably, that is a 

travesty on the work of modern theorists and a 

deliberate attempt to confuse or negate the 

implied criticism of traditional ways by 

contemporary analysts. 

b. Contemporary theory recognizes explicitly the 

errors in forecasting, the role of financial 

terms, and the reality of bargaining position.
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CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL -~- MARKET COMPARISON APPROACH 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

SECOND HOUR 

I. Concept of Most Probable Buyer Type/Most Probable Price 

Ratcliff Theory would place as much emphasis on behavior of 

prospective buyers or investors as on the operating behavior 

and characteristics of a property. Appraisal is trying to 

predict how people, buyer and seller, will behave in the 

future, converting a decision to a mutually acceptable price. 

A. Each party is operating under certain assumptions and 

constraints: 

i. Buyers assume they will have to pay no less than some 

specific price, that others are bidding for the 

property, that they cannot afford to pay more than a 

certain amount of income for shelter or business 

location, or that a desired use requires a specific 

set of attributes. 

2. Sellers assume buyers see the property in the same 

way they do, that the property has some inherent 

value and utility, and that it's just a matter of 

time before some buyer can be found to pay the asking 

price. 

B. A transaction matches motivation of buyer and sgseller 

imperfectly and mismatches increase as the appraiser 

selects additional comparable sales. 

1. Developer seeks financial efficiency in the building 

while insurance company seeks financial efficiency in 

terms of operations including visibility. 

2. Seller of an old house is irritated with its 

deficiencies while a young couple buys with 

excitement about remodeling opportunities. 

3. Seller sells to improve liquidity with leaseback 

while buyer purchases to avoid devaluation of liquid 

resources. 

4. One man's floor is another man's ceiling.
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Je Therefore, the eventual sales price at which two 

parties will agree is arranged within a zone of 

expectations and requirements reflecting the 

assumptions of each party. Indeed, some transactions 

are designed so that the final price is determined 

late based upon whose assumptions prove to be more 

correct in a speculative situation. 

Cc. Ratcliff tdentified the significant set of alternative 

values or perspectives of value, including: 

l. Vs - value to the owner or user. 

2 Ve - cost of constructing a substitute property. 

3. Vp - a probabilistic prediction of what the property 

will sell for 

4. Vo - price at which the property is offered for sale. 

5. Vb - bid price by a prospective purchaser 

6. Vt - the price at which the property is actually 

sold, as a historic fact. 

D. Both buyer and seller enter negotiations with a 

subjective value expectation (Vs) which is a constraint 

in bargaining for the property. 

1. "The actual selling price will usually represent a 

compromise between what the buyer would have paid if 

necessary and what the seller would have taken as a 

last resort." p. 13, Ratcliff, Valuation for Real 

Estate Decisions. 
2. Therefore, the appraisal must take more than just 

the buyer viewpoint of the transaction or the 

appraisal will not be of a@ value that reaches the 

minimum the seller can or would accept. 

E. This leads then to the concept of a transaction zone 

around a point which is the central tendency of 

bargaining, &@a point we call most probable price. Notice 

the assumptions of most probable price may be somewhat 

more acceptable in terms of pragmatic realism than those 

of fair market value. 

1. Subjective value (Vs) is a figure with which buyers 

and sellers enter the market as a constraint in the 

bargaining. The actual selling price will represent 

& compromise between what the buyer would have paid 

if necessary and what the seller would have taken as 

a last resort. 

2 - In residential work, where there are many sales, the 

transaction zone may be defined statistically as the 

atandard deviation of the estimate.
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3. The possible variance or error in the estimate of 

probable sales price may be intuitive by the 

appraiser. : 

4. The zone may be defined by the logic of bargaining 

positions. The seller wants to cover his debt and 

broker fees; the buyer assumes a certain value ina 

new use less remodeling costs, less a cushion for 

unexpected costs and profit. 

3 In the cast of investment properties, sensitivity 

analysis may define the range of alternative 

outcomes. 

6. There may be certain conditions which cannot be known 

by the appraiser but which would change his estimate 

as to what the buyer or geller would accept; the 

appraiser may define the transaction zone as the 

range between optimistic and pessimistic impacts of 

external events. 

F. The important function of the transaction zone is to 

alert the reader of the report: 

1. To the fact that an appraisal value is not a 

certainty but a prediction of a future hypothetical 

business event. 

2. Present value is the purchase of a set of assumptions 

about the future and therefore value depends on 

which set of assumptions the buyer and seller "buy." 
3. The reliability of a prediction is important in using 

probable price as a benchmark for a decision; 

reliability is less important in assessment than in 

investment, conservatism more important in lending 

than in equity investment, etc. 

G. The Ratcliff viewpoint is just plain common sense. On 

page 14 of his text he states his premise: 

"The fundamental concepts of value and price which are 

central to appraisal are at the heart of the social 

science of economics. Economic goods are valuable 

because of their utility (productivity) and scarcity. 

Thus in analyzing the value of a parcel of real 

estate, the starting point is with its inherene 

utility —- the characteristics and qualities which can 

make it productive and desirable, and for which people 

are willing to pay.
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"But price is set in the market place. To serve his 

client's needs, the appraiser seeks to predict the 

price at which the subject property will probably 

sell. Viewing the property as a package of 

potentially productive qualities, the appraiser must 

predict the outcome of the interaction of the market 

forces of demand and supply to which the property 

might be exposed and which could trigger a transaction 

from which market price will emerge. 

"Economics is a behavioral science, descriptive of the 

economic behavior of people under various conditions. 

It is the appraiser's task to predict how people, both 

buyers and sellers, will behave with respect to the 

subject property when it is exposed for sale. People 

make values and determine prices." 

H. Most probable selling price is a derivative of the 
theoretical work of Prof. Richard U. Ratcliff, William 

Kinnard, Paul Wendt, and others. 

l. The quotable definition: "The most probable price is 

that selling price which is most likely to emerge 

from a transaction involving the subject property if 

it were to be exposed for sale in the current market 

for a reasonable time at terms of sale which are 

currently predominant for properties of the subject 

type.” 

2 This approach makes the point concliusion explicitly a 

statement oof the central tendency (mode, mean, or 

median) around which a transaction price is likely to 

fail. Thus it generally supplies a valuation as a 

range of prices within which a transaction would 

most likely occur, similar to but not necessarily a 

concept of statistical standard error. This range 

will be called a transaction zone. 

I. General format of RATGRAM Appraisal follows common sense 

logic: 

i. Define the issue for which the appraisal is sought in 

order to select the appropriate definition of value. 

2. Analyze alternative uses of property to select most 

probable use as of date of appraisal. 

3 Infer from probable use the most probable buyer-type, 

financial motivations, and negotiation position.
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4. Define comparability and test applicability of 

three alternative approaches. 

a. Preferred method is to infer buyer behavior 

from completed market transactions. 

b. In the absence of sales, simulate buyer 

estimation methods and constraints. 

Ce Knowing nothing of buyers' methods, fall back 

to normative approaches. 

J. In the contemporary approach, note: 

1. Any method is judged on the reliability with 

which it predicts transaction price - not on 

intellectual elegance-robustnegss. 

2. Buyer-type is generally a class, but it could be 

a single buyer. The statistical marketplace 

assumption does not control. 

3. There is no need that buyers be fully informed as 

the market may provide evidence that prices are 

being set by ignorance; there is no need that 

buyers have reasonable choices if the seller is 

enjoying a monopoly position. 

4. Finally, it should be noted that the logical 

development from productivity analysis to 

selection of the appraisal report structures the 

form of the report. 

K. Since appraisal starts from what is known about a 

specific piece of property (Productivity Analysis, 

Chapter 2 in Ratcliff),it is similar to a feasibility 

report until one has determined the probable use and 

the probable buyer. (See Exhibit 5.) 

l. The traditional appraisal report always moves 

from the general to the specific, subject to a 

series of limiting conditions. Many of these 

special conditions are professional courtesy to 

avoid competition with other professions at the 

same time that one avoids paying the other 

professions and continues as a lone wolf in 

appraisal, controlling the customer, a 

psychological hang-up of real estate brokerage.



Thus the appraiser avoids: 3 

a. Engineering factors 

b. Finance and taxation matters 

ce. Title issues, surveys, etc. 

d. Legal character of leases, permits, and other 

contracts 

2. At the same time the element of uncertainty, left 

implicit by a single number conclusion, is hedged 

by additional limiting conditions including the 

appraisal practice of ignoring politics, land use 

administration, and personalities. 

a. The practice of using Limiting conditions has 

moved to the point where the appraiser 

supports consistency based on faulty premises 

rather than honesty as the reliability of a 

prediction. 

b. Nevertheless, all an investor buys is a set 

of assumptions about the future. 

Ce Since risk is the variance between 

assumptions and realizations, how can the 

appraiser evaluate the probable productivity 

of the property without evaluating all the 

assumptions which can be made explicit. 

d. Thus the transaction zone of range of 

estimates together with other report writing 

techniques are intended to provide better 

methods of recognizing the need for tolerance 

in the decision process for the conditions of 

uncertainty which surround the appraisal 

estimate.
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EXHIBIT 5 

CONTEMPORARY REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL REPORT OUTLINE 

Letter of Transmittal 

l. Brief statement of appraisal issue 

2. Definition of value applied 

3. Value conclusion (qualified by financing, terms of sale, 

and range of probable transaction zone as appropriate) 

4&. Sensitivity of conclusion to critical assumptions 

3 Property observations or recommendations 

6. Incorporation by reference of limiting assumptions and 

conditions 

Table of Contents 

List of Exhibits 

Digest of Facts, Assumptions, and Conclusions 

i. Property type 

2 Property location 

3. Property ownership 

4. Determinant physical attributes 

3. Controlling legal-political attributes 

6. Pivotal linkage attributes 

7. Marketable dynamic attributes 

8. Most probable use conclusion 

9. Most probable buyer profile assumed 

10. Initial probable price prediction and central tendency 

Ll. Adjustment oof preliminary value estimate for external 

factors or market position of parties 

i2. Testing of corrected probable price for consistency with 

most probable buyer objectives 

13. Final value conclusion and range of error estimate as 

appropriate 

I. Appraisal Problem Assignment 

A. Statement of issue or circumstances for which 

appraisal is intended to serve as a decision benchmark 

and date of valuation 

B. Special problems implicit in property type or issue 

that affect appraisal methodology and definition of 

value
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EXHIBIT 5 Ccontinued) 

C. Special assumptions or instructions that are provided 

by others 

D. Definition of value, which is the objective of 

appraisal analysis and disciplines appraisal process 

1. Selected definition and source 

2. Implicit conditions of the definition 

3. Assumptions required by relevant legal rulings 

E. Definition of legal interests to be appraised 

1. Legal description and source 

2. Permits, political approvais, and other public use 

entitlements 

3. Fixtures or personalty to be included with sale 

4. Specific assets or liabilities excluded as 

inconsistent with issue or premise of appraisal 

II. Property Analysis to Determine Alternative Uses 

A. Site Analysis 

il. Physical (static) site attributes (size, shape, 

geology, slope, soil hydrology, etc.) 

2. Special site improvements (wells, bulkheads, 

irrigation systems, parking surfaces with unique 

salvage or re-use characteristics, etc.) 

3. Legal-political attributes (applicable federal, 

state and local zoning, convenants, easements, 

special assessments, or other land use codes and 

ordinances, etc.) 

4. Linkages of site (key relationships to networks, 

populations, or activity centers that might 

generate need for subject property) 

5 Dynamic attributes of site (perceptual responses 

of people to site in terms of anxiety, visibility, 

prestige, aesthetics, etc.) 

6. Environmental attributes of site as related to 

off-site systems or impact areas. 

B. Improvement Analysis 

Ll. Physical (static) attributes of improvements, 

cataloged by type, construction, layout, 

condition, structural flaws, etc. 

2. Mechanical attributes (brief sttement of heating, 

ventilating, air conditioning, electrical, 

plumbing, and fire or safety systems in terms of 

Limitations on use or efficiency)
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EXHIBIT 5 (continued) 

3. In short, it is useful to subdivide improvements 

into subsystems: 

a. Foundation system 

6b. Structural system 

Ce Vertical circulation 

d. Horizontal circulation 

e@. Floor system 

f. Ceiling system 

Ze Roof system 

h. Internal wall system 

i. External wall system 

j- HVAC system 

ke. Communications system 

l. Traffic separation system 

™ Security system 

n. Life safety system 

O- Waste removal system 

4. Special structural linkages to off-site elements 

(tunnels, bridges, adjoining structures, etc.) 

de Legal-political constraints on use of existing 

improvements (federal, state and local building 

codes, fire codes, conditional use procedures, 

neighborhood associations, and inspection liens of 

record for violations). 

6. Dynamic attributes of existing improvements 

Cimpressions created by type, bulk, texture, 

previous uses, past history, or Functional 

efficiency) 

7. Current uses and tenancies of improvements, if any 

8. Environmental impact attributes of improvements on 

environs 

C. Identification of Alternative Use Scenarios for 

Subject Property 

1. Marketing existing uses of property as is 

2. Renovation of existing property and marketing 

improved space 

3. Redirection of existing property to alternaitve 

tenancies and uses 

4. Replacement of existing improvements or program 

with new uses
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EXHIBIT 5 Ccontinued ) 

Tit. Selection of Most Probable Use 

A. Comparative Analysis of Alternative Uses 

1. Testing and ranking alternative use strategies for 

legai-political compatibility 

2. Testing alternative use scenarios for fit to 

physical property attributes within reasonable 

cost to cure 

3. Selection of scenarios that justsify market 

research 

B. Analysis of Effective Demand for Selected Uses 

1. Search for rents and income potentials of scenario 

space-time products 

2. Screen and rank market targets 

3. Apply income-justified residual investment 

approach to rank economic power of alternative 

market scenarios 

4. Evaluate marginal revenue, marginal investment 

risk trade-offs 

C. Summary Matrix for Selection of Most Probable Use 

Scenario 

l. Physical fit 

2. Legal-political risk 

3. Strength of market demand 

4. Adequacy of available financing 

5. Revenue and cost assumptions risk 

IV. Prediction of Price for Subject Property 

A. Specification of Most Probable Buyer Type Implied by 

Most Probable Use 

Ll. Criteria motivations of alternative buyer types 

2. Selection of most probable buyer type as basis for 

prediction 

3. Specification of essential site, improvement, 

financial, or key decision criteria of principal 

alternative buyer types 

B. Explanation of Appraisal Methodology for Prediction 

of Probable Purchase Price 

1. Preferred method: to infer buyer behavior from 

actual market transaction and market data 

available from sales by comparable buyers of 

acceptable alternative properties
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EXHIBIT 5 Ccontinued) 

2. In the absence of adequate market sales data, the 

alternative method selected for simulation of 

probable buyer decision process 

3. Lf market influence of simulation is impossible, 

select normative model such as investment value, 

or cost to replace 

C. Search for Comparable Market Sales Transactions 

1. Unit of comparison 

2 Method of comparison 

4. Investigation of sale transaction circumstances 

5 « Evaluation for comparability 

6. Definition of predominant terms of sale 

7 Source of comparative adjustments 

D. Determination of Suitability of Existing Market Data 

for Inference of Value for Subject Property 

1. Where data is adequate, selection of Market 

comparison method to estimate value 

2- Where data is lacking or misleading, selection of 

method leads to simulation in E or normative 

methods in F
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COMTEMPORARY APPRAISAL - MARKET COMPARISON APPROACH 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

THIRD HOUR 

I. Basic Concepts and Definitions to Define Most Probable Use 

A. Real estate is a tangible product ~ defined as 

artificially delineated space with a fourth dimension 

of time referenced to a fixed point on the face of the 

earth. 

1. Real estate is a space-time unit, room per night, 

apartment per month, square foot per year, tennis 

court hours, or a condominium for two weeks in 

January at 4@ ski slope. 

2. To the space-time abstraction can be added special 

attributes to house some form of activity. 

3. Improvements from survey market to city layouts to 

structures define space. 

4. Legal contracts and precedents define time. 

> Rights of use are defined by public value, court 

opinions. 

6. Private rights to use are those which remain after 

the public has exercised its rights to control, to 

tax, or to condemn. 

Be. A real estate project is a cash-cycle business 

enterprise which combines a space-time product with 

certain types of management services to meet the needs 

of a specific user. It is the process of converting 

Space-time needs to money-time dimensions in a cash 

economy. 

1. A real estate business is any business which 

provides expertise necessary to relate space-time 

need to money-time requirements and includes 

architects, brokers, city planners, mortgage 

bankers, and all other special skills. 

2. The true profit centers in real estate are in the 

delivery of services and cash capital. 

3. Equity ownership is the degree to which one 

enterprise controls or diverts cash from another 

real estate enterprise. . 

4. Public has direct ownership to the degree real 

estate taxes take a&@ percentage of tenant income in 

excess of service cost.
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d« Consumer must view space as a total consumption 

system involving direct cost, surface cost, 

transportation cost and negative income of risk. 

6. The best real estate project is the one which has 

the lowest net present value of cost as the sum of 

cost to the consumer production sector and public 

sector. 

C. The real estate process is the dynamic interaction of 

three groups, space users (consumers), space producers, 

and the various public agencies (infrastructures) which 

provide services and capital to support the consumer 

needs. (See Exhibit 6.) 

1. Each of these three decision groups represent an 

enterprise, an organized undertaking. All are cash 

cycle enterprises constrained by a need for cash 

solvency, both short and long term. 

2. A destrable real estate solution occurs when the 

process permits Maximum satisfaction to the 

consumer at a price that he can afford within the 

environmental limits of land while permitting the 

consumer, producer, and the government cash cycle 

to achieve solvency ~ cash breakeven at a minimum, 

after full payment for services rendered. 

3- Solvency of the total process, not value, is the 

critical issue. 

4. Land is an environmental constraint and not a profit 

center. 

> Land provides access to a real estate business 

opportunity and is not the opportunity itself. 

Real estate business wants to control land to 

create a captive market for services. 

D. Land is the point where demand and supply forces find 

cash solvency. Location is a manufactured attribute. 

Site attributes are exploited to create location by 

analyzing: 

1. Static attributes 

2. Legal-political attributes 

3. Linkage attributes 

4. Dynamic attributes 

Ee Recognition oof the fact that profit maximization must 

be limited by concerns for physical environment and 

community priorites for land use has resulted in 

redefinition of the most basic concept in appraisal; 

if.ee., highest and best use, in the authorized 

terminology handbook sponsored by the American 

Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and the Society of 

Real Estate Appraisers. Compare the 1971 definition 

with that for 1975:
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Highest and best use concept - “A valuation 

concept that can be applied to either the land or 

improvements. It normally is used to mean that 

use of a parcel of land (without regard to any 
improvements upon it} that will maximize the 

owner's wealth by being the most profitable use 

of the land. The concept of highest and best use 

can also be applied to a property which has some 

improvements upon it that have a remaining 

economic life. In this context, highest and best 

use can refer to that use of the existing 

improvements which is most profitable to the 

owner. It is possible to have two 

different highest and best uses for the same 

property: one for the land ignoring the 

improvements; and another that recognizes the 

presence of the improvements." 

Pe. 37, Real Estate Appraisal Principles and 
Terminology, Second Edition, Society of Real 

Estate Appraisers 1971. 

"Highest and Best Use: That reasonable and 

probable use that will support the highest 

present value, as defined, as of the effective 

date of the appraisal. Alternatively, that use, 

from among reasonably probable and legal 

alternative uses, found to be physically 

possible, appropriately supported, financially 

feasible, and which results in highest land 
value. The definition immediately above applies 

specifically to the highest and best use of land. 

It is to be recognized that in cases where a site 

has existing improvements on it, the highest and 

best use may very well be determined to be 

different from the existing use. The existing 

use will continue, however, unless and until land 

value in its highest and best use exceeds the 

total value of the property in its existing use. 

Implied within these definitions is recognition 
of the contribution of that specific use to 
community environment or to community development 

goals in addition to wealth maximization of 
individual property owners. Also implied is that 
the determination of highest and best use results 

from the appraiser's judgment and analytical 

skill, i.e@., that the use determined from 

analysis represents an opinion, not a fact to be 

found. In appraisal practice, the concept of 

highest and best use represents the premise upon 

which value is based. In the context of most 

probable selling price (market value) another
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appropriate term to reflect highest and best use 

would be most probable use. In the context of 

investment value an alternative term would be 

most profitable use.! 

Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, Edited by Byrl 
Boyce, Ph.D, SRPA, Ballinger Publishing Co., 

Cambridge, Mass. 1975. CEmphasis added.) 

F. The purchase of a piece of real estate today involves 

the acceptance of a great many assumptions about the 

future. Those who take care to validate these 

assumptions in a period of transition as to public land 

use control tend to have the most successful investment. 

l. Business decisions today make explicit recognition 

of their assumptions and the need to act under 

conditions of uncertainty. 

2 Business risk is the difference between assumptions 

about the future and realizations, the proforma 

budget and the end of the year income statement. 

3. Risk management is the control of variance between 

key assumptions and realizations. 

4. An appraisal is & set of assumptions about the 

future productivity of a property under conditions 
of uncertainty. 

G. The concept of highest and best use of land was a 

commodity concept which did not consider externalities 

adequately. it is being replaced by concept of most 

fitting use and the concept of most probable use. 

i. The most fitting use is that use which is the 

optimal reconciliation of effective consumer demand, 

the cost of production, and the fiscal and 

environmental impact on third parties. 

2. Reconciliation involves financial impact analysis 

on “who pays" and “who benefits" - thus the rash of 

debate on how to do impact studies. 

3. The most probable use will be something less than 

the most fitting use depending on topical 

constraints imposed by current political factors, 

the state of real estate technology, and short term 

solvency pressures on consumer, producer, or public 

agency. 

4. Most probable use means that an appraisal is first a 

feasibility study of alternative uses for a site in 

search of a user, an investor, and public consent.
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H. In seeking the most fitting and most probable use, the 

inner city planner and private property appraiser must 

interact to determine how community objectives and 

consumer production sector solvency can be achieved 
simultaneously. 

1. A real estate decision has only two basic forms. 

Either a site is in search of a use and consumer 

“with the ability to pay, or a consumer, need or use 

with a defined ability to pay is seeking some 

combination of space-time attributes he can afford. 

2 The individual consumer with needs and a budget is 

the drive wheel. 

3. The public sector represents the community owned 

consumer service delivery system, seeking to 

minimize marginal cost to the consumer and average 

cost to the community at large. 

4. The production sector responds to a derivative 

demand for engineering and management expertise. 

I. Critiquing the form and adequacy of a real estate 

solution is analogous to the artistic concept of judging 

the success of an art object by relating form of the 

solution to the context to which it was created. 

1. Context includes those elements which are fixed, 

given, or objective and to which any solution must 

adapt. 

2. Form giving elements are those variables within the 

artists control, L.e., options or alternatives at a 

particular time. 

3 A solution is judged for its correctness or success 

in terms of the degree of fit of the form proposed 
to the context. 

4. Feasibility analysis is concerned with the degree of 

fit or the extent of misfit between a proposed 

course of action and the context within which it 

must operate or fit. 

5. Success therefore depends on how appropriately the 

problem is defined; testing feasibility depends 

primarily upon accurate and comprehensive definition 

of the context.
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J. An enterprise is any organized undertaking, and a4 real 

estate problem or project always begins from the 

viewpoint of some enterprise relative to its 

environment. 

1. The systems engineer sees the eventual form of an 

enterprise, in terms of both its configuration and 

behavior, as representing a negotiated consensus 

between two general sources of power--the power of 

the environment to dictate form and behavior of the 

organization on the one hand and the power of the 

organization to decide for itself what its 

characteristics and behavior will be on the other. 

2. The systems engineer uses “power of the environment" 

as a dynamic alternative to the static implications 

of context and adds dynamic element of behavior to 

the elective responses of the form giver.
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CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL - MARKET COMPARISON APPROACH 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

FOURTH HOUR 

IT. Inference From Weighted Point System Comparisons 

Application from Market Comparison Approach requires correct 

definition of a common denominator to be used as a unit of 

comparison to establish degree of sameness bdefore adjusting 

for less significant differences. 

A. Selection of a comparable unit as the basis for 

comparison; should reflect user or investor viewpoint as 

to source of productivity. 

LT. Conventionai physical units should be tested or 

compared Lo see which one explains the greatest 

percentage of variance. 

2. Adjusted prices should be tested to see if variance 

is greater or less on the average per unit after 

adjustments. 

B. 25 N.~j Pinckney sales demonstrated that shop keepers 

purchased per unit of first floor space while real estate 

developers purchased per unit of gross fioor area. 

C. The computer makes it possible to test a single linear 

regression comparing adjusted sales price to a number of 

alternative independent variables to select the one unit 

which reduces the variance between sales the most. (See 

Exhibit 7.) 

D. Linear regression has more everyday application to 

appraisal than multiple regression. In the U.S. 

regression is used for intermediate analysis rather than 

for setting price as the dependent variable. It has 

limited use for pricing because:
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$i #5 #19 SUBJECT = 

WEPCO KENOSHA CAMPS ELL #32 (COMMERCIAL/ a 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT (EMY 50) INDUSTRIAL PARK (IWY G) SHOPKO RETAIL) c 

Or 

Pavaioal Attributes {1] 
zPpm 
nw 

Size of Site 20g 1/220 1/ +20 5/100 3/ .60 1/ .20 rm un 

Site Topography 10% 3/ 430 3 .30 3/ 230 1/ .10 5/ 50 ars 
— ™ m 

ame & 
Linkages 

a = = 

Wighway Frontage 30% 5/1.50 5/1250 1/ .30 5/1.50 5/150 ve x 2 
+4 O- —f 

Availability of Reil 10% 5/ .50 S/ .50 1/ .10 1/ .10 1/ .10 — a6 
<= 2 “J 

Availability of Utilities 20% / 220 —-5/1..00 1/ .20 5/100 1/20 mo 
PmD oS 

Lae 1% AL o10 42.10 51.50 32.30 34230 7’ a 9 

TOTAL POINT SCORE 100% 2.80 3.60 2.40 3.60 2.80 a 2 2 et 
wwnyD =" 
cmp 2 

-~ - - = = - - - -= ™ = = - -= - -= -= - = - = -= = =” = - = — = - = - | ty 

ri > 

Bale Price $700,475 $696 ,920 $188,375 $415 , 800 won | ny ® a 

Date of Sale 12/76 6/79 11/77 6/76 ome m 

Time Adjustment [2] + 2 » 2% 0s + af wo 

Adjusted Sale Price $609,413 [3] $648,136 [4] $188,373 $432 ,432 1,655,260 

Adjuated Price per Acre $3,915 | $4,873 $3,500 $5,720 wom 

Total Point Score 2.80 3.60 2.40 3.60 2-80 

Price per Acre Point Score $1,398 $1,354 $1,458 $1,589 ~-= 

lw 
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EXHIBIT 7 (Continued) 31 

POINT SCORE ADJUSTMENT PROCESS - 
LARGE SITE LAND SALES 

MOST PROBABLE PRICE COMPUTATION USING MEAN PRICE PER POINT EQUATION METHOD 

Number of sales =s 4 
Subject Size = 154.5 

SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALES e= POINT SCORES 

sessres SRT BSLTSERSTRETELSSSTERSSSSLSLELIIE 

5 5 19 32 
& PRICE/ACRE ---> 3915.00 8873.00 3500.00 5720.00 

FACTORS WEIGHTS | 
careers ceseses 

1 UTILITIES oe 1 1 5 1 5 

2 FRONTAGE 3 5 5 | 5 1 5 

3 SIZE 2 1 1 1 5 3 

4 RAIL 1 1 5 5 1 ' 
5 ToPOG at 5 3 3 3 1 
6 USE el 3 1 1 5 3 

7 
8 
9 

10 

ne 

FACTORS x WEIGHTS SUBJECT COMPARABLE SALES 

BSassSTSesssersrscezzFz Z2s=2z5E=z BESET SESHSTEESTESSESTFESCTEPTLTSLTFTZTIE=S 

4 5 19 32 

1 UTILITIES 4 4 1 2 1 

2 FRONTAGE 1.5 1.5 1.5 23 1.5 

3 SIZE ee ee 02 1 6 

& RAIL ot 5 ee) | o 

§ TOPOG 5 3 03 03 ot 

6 USE °3 et o1 5 | 

T 0 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 . 0 

) 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL SCORE 2.8 2.8 3.6 2.4 3.6
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EXHIBIT 7 (Continued) 

CALCULATION OF MOST PROBABLE PRICE 
USING MEAN PRICE PER POINT EQUATION METHOD 

PRICE PER 
ADJUSTED ACRE PER 

COMPARABLE SELLING WEIGHTED WEIGHTED 
SALE PRICE PER POINT POINT 

NUMBER ACRE SCORE SCORE 

1 3915 2.8 1398.21 
2 4873 3.6 1353.61 
3 3500 2.4 1458.33 
4 5720 3.6 1588.89 
5 0 ~-O00001 -00 
6 0 -00001 ~00 
T 0 -O0001 -00 
8 0 -00001 -00 
9 0 -O00001 ~00 

10 0 -00001 -00 

5799.05 

Central Tendency (Mean): 
5799.048 

The mean price per acre per point (x). = woamntanne = 1449.762 

Where: 
| ~ _ . 2 

x x (x-x) (x=-x) n n=1 

1398.218 1449.762 —-51.5476 2657 .157 & 3 
1353 .61T 1449.762 -96.1508 9248.975 
1458. 333 1449.762 8.571429 73.46939 
1588.889 1449.762 139.1270 19356.32 

0 1449. 762 0 0 
0 1449.762 0 0 
0 1449.762 0 0 
0 1449.762 0 0 
0 1449.762 0 0 
0 1449.762 0 0 

31331.92



(x-x )" 
Dispersion about the mean = the square root of neennes = 102.1958 

Therefore, 

Tne Value Range is ; 1449.762 +/= 102.1958 

or 1347.566 to 1551-958 > 

Since the subject's point score is: 2.8 - 

score x Value = $/ACRE ~ 

2.8 1347 .566 3773.19 = 

2.8 1449.762 4059. 33 ; 

2.8 1551.958 4345.48 ~ 

Since the acreage of the subject is: 154.5 

It follows that: 

$/ACRE x ACRES = Estimated Value 

Low Estimate 3773.19 x 154.5 = 58295729 or 583000 

Central Tendency 4059, 33 x 154.5 = 627166.5 or 627000 

High Estimate 4345.48 x 154.5 = | 671376.7 or 671000 . 

Ww
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EXHIBIT 7 (Continued) 

Comput ation of Least Squares Fit of Sales Price and Property Score 

{STEP 1] 
2 2 

Sale Y x Y X XY 

1 3915 2.8 15327225 7.840000 10962 
2 4373 3.6 23746129 12.96000 17542.8 
3 3500 2.4 12250000 5.760000 8400 
4 5720 3.6 32718400 12.96000 20592 
5 0 0 0 6) 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 6) 0 0 0 
9g 0 0 0 O.. 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 

18008 12.4 84041754 39.52000 57496.8 

[STEP 2] 

_ The sum of Y's 
) eee ee ee 4502 

n 

_ The sum of X's 
) eee 3.1 

n 

[STEP 3] 
2 2 _2 

The sum of y 's = (The sum of Y 's) = n(¥) 

2 2 _2 
The sum of x 's' = (The sum of X 's) = n(X) 

= 1.080000 

The sum of xy = (The sum of XY) - n(XY) 

. = 1672
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EXHIBIT 7 (Continued) 

[STEP 4] 

b = slope of price point relationship 

The sum of xy 
S ewe ewe ewe ewnree= = 1548.148 

2 
The sum of x 

[STEP 5] 

a = intercept 

= Y¥- bX = ~297.259 

[STEP 6] 
2 

(The sum of y 's) = b(The sum of xy) 
Syx = The square root Of «<-<<-22-2--2 2-22-3232 n een eee eee 

ne-2 

= 1524.011 

CSTEP 7] 

The sum of xy 
r = > ame Gee oe Gee OD oe O88 OD ee cee ee ee eo 8 oe ee ee ee es es es ss es es es ss ss es 

The square root of 
2 2 

(The sum of x ‘s) x (The sum of y '‘'s) 

r= ~8716270
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EXHIBIT 7 (Continued) 

[STEP 8} 

Subject | 
Value = 3988.67 Estimated by Regression Equation: y = a + bX 

ESTIMATED ACTUAL 
COMPARABLE WEIGHTED PRICE PRICE RESIDUAL 

NUMBER POINT SCORE PER ACRE PER ACRE ERROR 

4 2.8 3988.67 3915 73.67 

5 3.6 5064.22 4873 191.22 

32 3.6 5068.22 5280 ~215.78 

0 -00 0 -00 

0 «00 0 .00 

0 00 0 ~00 

0 «00 0 -00 

0 | -00 0 -00 

0 .00 0 .00 

NET ERROR .00
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1. Theory: 

A. Violation of data requirements of independence, 

normally distributed error, degrees of freedom, 

etc. 

b. Comparison of subject to mean of set 

Ce Where market comparison is sameness or set set 

theory, not statistical variance within a 

heterogeneous group 

d. Responsibility of appraiser to select comps and 

make specific adjustments 

2. Practice: 

Ae Lack of adequate comparables 

b. Failure of appraiser to view ail properties and 

set adjustments 

Ce Inability to communicate with credibility to 

property owner or jury 

E. Basic steps for market comparison approach using price 

per point per unit | 

1. Define the unit of comparison 

2. Set up an ordinal scale for property variables of 

importance to the buyer 

3. Convert ordinal scale for each variable to a cardinal 

scale, using common denominator of 100% to determine 

weighted point score for property. 

a. Establish weighted price per point per unit for each 

comparable and the subject 

de Divide dollars per unit by point score 

6. Determine mean price per point per unit using linear 

and straight averaging techniques 

FE. some case examples: 

1. Burned-out hotel (See Exhibit 8.) 

2. Industrial site (See Exhibit 9.) 

3. Dilmore method to reduce implied weight of points 

(See Exhibit 10)



FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE USES 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 soenario. 3 Scenario & Scanario 5 Scenario 6 
Conversion to Conversion to 

Purchase by Welfare Conversion to Apartaents with Apartuents with Demolition and 

Feasibility Factor Return to Former Une __.Aganay .__ Clasa B/C Offios Offios on ist Bloor kxLating Bar Sale of Site 

Market Demand Risks Demand very elastic Welfare agencies Office market Strong demand for Though there is a Soft sgarket for 

relative to price lack capital becoming more price spacious two bedroom strong demand for yacant sites which 

unless roog rates resources to sensitive; would not units in CBD area affordable downtown cannot be assembled 

subsidized by purchase and remodel accept neighborhood housing, consumer into larger plot~ 

welfare agencies facilities, given and lack of parking survey shows tenant tage; parking 

the absence of unless rents were reluotance to live revenues from 20 

government funding lower than necessary above noisy/poten~ spaces inadequate 

to support remodeling tially malodorous to carry clearance 

bar-restaurant coats 

Legal/Political Inconsistent with Mixed acceptability Neighborhood Preferred use, given Preferred use for Inconsistent with 

Aoceptability long term City goals as interim use as resistance to need for downtown housing ia compro= constituency 

for Olin Place housing for inoreased demand for housing and politi- mised by existing favoring landmark 

transient males by atreet parking cal statements by bar management designation 

some groups; favored alderpersonsa for agreement OS 

by welfare advocates reduction of bar Tr 

and disfavored by business in reaiden- — 

local residents tial neighborhoods ~ 
—| 

Technical Failure to repair Capital costa of Variance needed for Spacious apartaents Apartwent mix None 

Construction within one year may renovation to atate parking requiresent with views provide cheapened by re- 09 

Problems and have jeopardized standards excessive of 1 stall per 300 favorable rent/oost taining existing bar 

Capital Cost Riaks grandfathered non~ for short term use SF to 1 stall per per SF ratio-w- operation-~amaller 

conforming buiiding 2,500 SF of office housing code creates unita require more 

conditions. Other~ space more renodeling risk plumbing and bring 

wise thia use has than commercial code less favorable rent/ 

lowest construction 
cost per SF ratio 

rlaka of Scenarios | 

through 5 

Relative Investment 
Power Based Upon 
Revenue Generation 

Potential $192,765 $120,380 $80 ,331 $103,220 ($10,513) $13,778 

Special Inoocme Tax None Hone Rehabilitation tax Possible historic Posgible historic None 

Advantages or Public credit of 20% for landmark status for landmark statua for 

Subsidies Available older commercial 25% rehabilitation 25% rehabilitation 

building conversion tax credit plus tax tax credit. TIF 

plus possible incremental less likely because 

industrial bond finanoing (TIF) inorease in tax ia 

financing assistance amaller 

Real Estate Tax Modest increase in Loss of $194,300 tax Real estate tax base Real estate tax base Real estate tax base Loss of 

Consequenoes to assessed value base with tax-exempt would be multiplied would be multiplied would be multiplied approximately 

City agenoy as owner approximately 3 approximately 3 1/2 approximately 2 1/2 $140,000 of tax base w 

. 
times the present times the present times the present CO 

assessment assessment assessment
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EXHIBIT 8 (Continued) 

SCALE FOR SCORING COMPARABLE SALE ATTRIBUTES 

Location 5 = Corner lot with high visibility on 
15% major traffic artery | 

3 = Inside lot with low visibility on 
major traffic artery 

1 = Inside lot with low visibility on 
secondary street 

Investor Perception of 5 = Strong identification with Square 
Neighborhood Image (within 1 block) or established 

15% commercial or residential area 
3 = Neutral investor attitude 
1 = General identification with 

deteriorated neighborhood 

Structural Condition 5 = Fire-resistant construction, well 
of Improvements maintained, operational, 

25% marketable | 
3 = Ordinary mill construction (brick 

bearing walls-wood beams), poorly 
maintained, needs mechanical work 

1 = Boarded up and/or partially 
damaged or vandalized 

Reuse Potential 5 = Dominant commercial/retail reuse 
30% potential with anticipation of 

Landmark designation with 1981 tax 
laws applied 

4 = Dominant commercial/retail reuse 
potential with anticipation of 
Landmark designation prior to 
1981 tax law 

3 = Residential reuse potential with 
1981 tax laws applied 

2 = Residential reuse potential prior 
to 1981 tax law | 

1 = Warehouse 
O = Improvements demolished leaving 

land only
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EXHIBIT 8 (Continued) 

Bargaining Position 5 = Income adequate to carry property 
of Seller or seller with strong asset 

15% position 
3 = Little or no steady income but 

seller not known to be under 
financial pressures 

1 = Building owner known to have 
financial pressures or multiple 
liens on property



WEIGHTED MATRIX FOR COMPARABLE PROPERTIES 

Rating/Weighted Rating 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 
Frautachi Sutherland Elec. Fess Hotel Miller Horne Miller Horne Atriun Old Sorority Cardinal Hotel 

FEATURE WEIGHT 215-219 King _.323 E. Wilson 123 £, Doty Zi Wilijagaon 722 Williamson 25M. Pincknosy i0 Langdon _.. SUBJECT 

Location 15% 2/4 45 5/ 75 5/ .75 3/ 645 BR 45 W245 3/ 45 5/ .75 

Investor Perception 
of Neighborhood . 

Image 15% WV 45 3/ 4S 5/ .75 VW 15 1/7 445 5/ «75 5/ .75 / 15 

Structural Condition | 
of Improvements at rey 

— 

Bargaining Position = 
of Seller 15% 54475, 32.445 1L15 aL 458 AL 15. Af15 L214, ALAS CO 

Total Point Soore 3.6 3.2 361 29 3.2 3.0 2.8 3.1 Ss 

S 
ct 

3 
c 
fa") 

& 

—



#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 $7 
Frautsohi Sutherland Elec. Feas Hotel Miller Horne Miller Horne Atriua Old Sorority 

215-219 King aes Se Wilsen 123. Ks Doty 214 Williamson lee Wi asso 25h. Pinoknay 10 Langdon. 

Nominal Sale Price $320,000 $165,000 $120,000 $148,000 $300,000 $150,000 $91,000 

Date of Sale Noveaber 1976 duly 1979 January 1975 Jamary 1979 Woveaber 1981 April 1977 July 1981 

Teras of Sale Land contract Cash to seller Land contract Land contract Land contract $100,000 cash Caah to seller 

$50,000 - down $23,000 down 50,000 seller 
270,000 = 2 yra 125,000 @ 9 3/4% 2nd subordinated 

10% Year 1 » 5 years to construction 
6% Year 2 loan 

Adjuatweant for: | . 

Terma of Sale Diacount 10% Wo adjustaent 5% Finder's fee Reduce to $140,000 Discount 20% Discount 2nd-20% None 
for $320,000 ' for creative 

oonatruction loan financing m 

~< 

Time of Sale <= 
(5$/year from w 
1/1/79 on) Appreciate 17.5% Appreciate 15% Appreciate 17.5% Appreciate 17.5% Appreciate 2.5% Appreciate 17.5% Appreciate 5% = 

Adjusted Price for Go 

Terma and Tine $338,400 $189,750 $121,500 $164,500 $246 ,000 $164,500 $95,550 

Land Area 21,728 SF 8,221 SF 8,712 SF 8,712 SF 17,424 SF 8,712 SF 6,720 SF 2 

Adjustment for Land | + 
Area Differences 5 
@ $5.00/SF ($108,640) ($41,105) ($43,560) ($43 ,560) ($87, 120) ( $43 560) ($33,600) c 

. (D 

Adjusted Prine lesa & 
Allowance for Land : 
Value $229,760 $148,645 . $77,940 $120,940 $158, 880 $120,940 $61,950 

Gross Building Area 
(GBA) (Square Feet) 21,000 SF 17,790 SF 9,330 SF 28,000 SF 30,000 SF 16,060 SF 10,500 SF 

Adjusted Price per | 

Square Foot of GBA $10.94/SF of GBA $8.36/SF of GBA $8.35/SF of GBA $4.32/SF of GBA $5.30/SF of GBA $7.53/SF of GBA $5.90/3F of GBA 

Total Point Score 3.6 3.2 3.1 2.9 302 3.0 2.8 

Price per Square 
Foot/Point Soore $3.04 $2.61 $2.69 $1.49 $1.66 $2.51 $2.11 

= 
N
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EXHIBIT 8 (Continued) 

CALCULATION OF MOST PROBABLE PRICE USING 
MEAN PRICE PER POINT EQUATION METHOD 

Adjusted Weighted 
Comparable Selling Price Point Price per SF... ss (x) 
Property per SF of GBA score Weighted Point Score 

1 $10.94 3.6 $3.04 

2 8.36 3.2 2.61 

3 8.35 3.1 2.69 

4 4.32 2.9 1.49 

5 5.30 3.2 1.66 

6 7-53 3.0 62651 

T 5.90 2.8 2,11 

TOTAL $16.11 

Central Tendency = $x = 416,11 = 2.30 
n T 

Dispersion = | [&6xa8Y = /1.gui7_ = .569 
n= 

wheres 

- - ~ 2 | 
x x f(x-3)/ (x-x) 3 nonel 

2.651 - 2.30 ~ o3t 0961 

2.69 - 2.30 = 39 01521 
1-49 - 2.30 = ol -6561 

1.66 - 2-30 = -O4 4096 

2.51 - 2.30 = 21 ORNL 
2.1t ad 2.230 =_ 7°19 20361 

$(x-x) — 1.9417
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EXHIBIT 8 (Continued) 

Value range: x + dispersion = 2.30 + .57 

Gross Weighted 
Building x Point x (Central Tendency + Dispersion) = 

Area score 

17,900 SF x 3.1 x (2.30 + .57) = 

High Estimate of $159,256 or $160,000 

Central Tendency of $127,627 or $130,000 

Low Estimate of $95,998 or $100,000 

All value estimates are rounded |
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EXHIBIT 9 

approximately seven miles from the subject site and 1/4 mile 

from Highway 51. 

Comparable Sale 6, located on the corner of Pflaum Road and 

Advance Road, has been used for an office/warehouse for the 

Harvest Day Wholesalers. Similar one story steel buildings 

have been built on the other three corners of the intersection. 

All of the platted sites have the full complement of utilities 

available with curb and gutter installed. These improved 

properties in the East Addition of Glendale Industrial Park 

have been well maintained. This site is approximately 9 miles 

from the subject and 1/4 mile from Highway 51. 

C. Adjustments_for Differences to Relate the 
Comparables to the Subject Property 

To estimate the fair market value of the subject property, 

based upon the sale prices of the comparables, adjustments are 

made to account for the differences in the price sensitive 

attributes of the comparables and the subject property. The 

comparable properties and the subject property are scored 

according to the scale detailed in Exhibit 9. 

The subject site, which contains 2.5 acres, receives a 

score of 3 because it is an average sized lot. Since it does 

not command a more highly visible corner location, a score of 1 

is given.
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EXHIBIT 9 (Contfnued) 

SCALE FOR SCORING COMPARABLE SALES 
BASED UPON PRICE SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTES 

PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES = 35% 

size 5 = Less than 1 acre 
20% 3 = 1 to 4 acres 

1 = Greater than 4 acres 

Corner Location 5 = Yes 
15% 3 = Next to corner on a major road 

1 = No 

LINKAGES = 50% 

Proximity to Major 5 = Near a shopping center 
Retail Area 3 = Near strip retail area 
20% 1 = No retail uses in sight 

Access to Major 5 = On a major boulevard or highway 
Highways 3 = On a traffic collector 
15% 1 = On a side street 

Availability of 5 = On a bus line 
Madison Metro 3 = Within 2-3 blocks of bus line 
5% 1 = None 

Availability of 5 = Water, sewer, gas, curb, 
Utilities and gutter 
10% 3 = Water, sewer, gas 

1 = None
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EXHIBIT 9 (Continued) 

DYNAMIC ATTRIBUTES = 15% 

Positive Public 5 = High visibility or recognition 
Recognition of of location 
Street/Location 3 = Average 

' 5% 1 = Relatively unknown 

Perceived Adverse 5 = None 
Influences 3 = Noise/Odor/Visual Problems 
5% 1 = Physically threatening 

Immediate View 5 = Well-landscaped office, 
from Property shops, and residential 
Frontage 3 = Office/warehouses well-screened 

5% and partially landscaped 
1 = Assortment of office/warehouse 

. uses with inadequate screening 
and/or poorly maintained or 
vacant
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Linkages are extremely sensitive to price. Sites located 

in major retail areas command higher prices than do warehouses 

and light manufacturing sites. No retail uses are in sight of 

the subject so ae score of 1 is given. International Lane, a 

traffic collector, feeds into Packers Avenue, a major arterial, 

so the subject receives a score of 3. A bus’ line on 

Packers Avenue is within two to three blocks of the subject to 

yield a score of 3. Electricity, telephone, and natural gas 

lines are available in the general area, but there are no 

curbs, gutters, or sidewalks. A score of 3 is given the subject 

for the availability of utilities. 

Dynamic attributes, (the public's perceptions of the 

property's attributes) contribute to value. Since 

International Lane is a well-known location with positive 

public recognition, the subject is given a score of 5. Since 

the noise from planes landing and taking off could be 

disruptive, the subject receives a 3. The view from the 

Subject is marred by old barracks converted to offices and 

warehouse buildings that would no longer meet’ the more 

Stringent architectural controls now in existence in Truax Air 

Park West, so the subject receives a score of 1.
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Each comparable is scored in a similar manner; the weighted 

point score matrix which details the calculation of ae total 

point score for both the comparable and the subject is found in 

Exhibit 10. 

.The price per square foot for each comparable is divided by 

its point score and the results are also found in Exhibit 10. 

The mean point score per square foot is applied to the 

point score of the subject to indicate a central tendency value 

of $111,000, or $1.01 per square foot. These calculations are 

detailed in Exhibit 11. 

The range of estimates yields a high of $123,500, or $1.13 

per square foot and a low of $98,000, or $0.90 per square foot. 

As a check on the appropriateness of the appraiser's 

selection and weighing of price sensitive factors, the point 

scores calculated for each comparable is multiplied by the mean 

price per square foot per point score to predict or estimate 

the actual selling price of each comparable. The results are 

as follows: | 

COMPARABLE WEIGHTED ESTIMATED ACTUAL RESIDUAL 
NUMBER POLNT SCORE PRICE/SF PRICE/SF ERROR 

1 3.30 1.45 1.50 -.05 

2 2.20 0.96 1.03 ~.07 

3 3.80 1.67 1.55 +.12 
Cadj.) 

4 3.40 1.50 1.55 -.05 

5 2.10 0.92 0.96 ~.04 

6 3.20 1.41 1.32 +.09 

T 2.50 1.10 0.91 +.19 

8 2.50 1.10 1.28 -.18 

9 2.10 0.92 1.00 +.08 

NET RESIDUAL ERRORS +.09
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EmrsitT 9 (Continued) 

WEIGHTED PCINT SCORE MATRIX FOR COMPARABLE SALES 

BASED UPON PRICE SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTES 

#1 #2 
ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT 1905 ABERG AVENUE 1801 COMMERCIAL AVENUE 

Physical Attributes C1] 

Size of Site 20% 3/ .60 1/ .20 

Corner Location 15% 4 .i§ 1/ .15 

Linkages 

Proximity to Retail 20% 3 .60 tf .20 

Access to Major Roads 15% 5/ .75 3/ 45 

Availability of City Bus 5% 3 .25 5/ .25 

Availability of Utilities 10% 5/ .50 5/ .50 

Dynamic Attributes 

Public Recognition 5% 5/ .25 3 215 

Perceived Adverse Factors 5% 15 S/ .25 

View from Site —ok 14.05, 12.05 
100% 

TOTAL POINT SCORE 3.30 2.20 

Sale Price $80 ,000 $181,150 

Date of Sale 8/ & 10/ 80 

Land Area (SF) 53,426 (1.23 A) 175,587 (%.03 A) 

Price per Square Foot $1.50 $1.03 

Total Point Soore 3.3060 2.20 

Price per SF/Point Score $0.45 $0.47 

{1} Explanation of weighted score: point score/score x weight 
Bn
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#4 #5 #6 | #7 

#3 614 ATLAS AVENUE LOT 1, BLK. 7, MADISON 2447 ADVANCE LOT 6, BLK. 3, MADISON 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT 3520 PACKERS AVENUE (Backs on to INDUSTRIAL SUB., #1 (a.k.a. 4701 INDUSTRIAL SUB., #1 

Cottage Grove Rd.) Pflaum Road) 

tN 

Physical Attributes [1] 

Size of Site 20% 5/1.00 3/ .60 3/ .60 3/ .60 5/1.00 

Corner Location 15% 5/ 5 4 215 1/ 15 5/ 75 t/ 215 

Linkagea 

Proximity to Retail 20% 3 .60 3/ .60 1/ .20 1/ .20 1/ .20 

Access to Major Roads 15% V 45 5/ .75 1/7 215 VW AS / .15 

Availability of City Bus 54 5/ 25 5/ 25 1/4 .05 1/ .05 1/7 .05 

Availability of Utilities 10% 5/ .50 5/ 50 5/ 50 5/ 50 5/ .50 

Dynamic Attributes 

Public Reoognition 5% 1/ .05 3/ 15 1/ .05 5/ .25 1/ .05 

Perceived Adverse Faotors 5% 3/ 15 5/ 25 5/ 25 5/ .25 5/ 225 

View from Site 2h, 4105 3414, 34.15 34415 34.15, 

TOTAL FOINT SCORE 008 3.80 3.40 2.10 3.20 2.50 

Sale Price $30,000 $125,000 $70 ,000 $60 ,000 $20,900 

Date of Sale 2/79 6/83 9/82 9/82 9/82 

Land Area (SF) 21,747 (0.50) 80,613 (1.85 A) 73,109 (1.68 A) 45,472 (1.04 A) 22,997 (0.53 A) 

Price per Square Foot $1.55 [2] $1.55 $0.96 $1.32 $0.91 

Total Point Score 3.8 3.40 2.10 3.20 2.50 

Price per SF/Foint Score $0.41 $0.46 $0.46 $0.41 $0.36 

[1] Explanation of weighted score: point score/score x weignt 
[2] This older sale is adjuated upward 12 percent for time. (1.12 x $1.38 x $1.55) 

v
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#8 #9 
LOT 2, BLK. 6. MADISON 848s ROBERTSON ROAD SUBJECT 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT INDUSTRIAL SUB., #1 MADISON IND. SUB., #1 LOT 2, CSM 928 

et 

Physical Attributes C1] 

Size of Site 20% 5/1.00 3/ .60 3/ .60 

Corner Location 15% 1/ .15 1/ 15 1/ .15 

Linkages 

Proximity to Retail 20% 1/ .20 1/ .20 1/ 20 

Access to Major Roads 15% 1/ .15 1/4 .15 3/ 45 

Availability of City Bus 5% 1/ .05 1/ .05 3/ .15 

Availability of Utilities 10% 5/ .50 5/ .50 3/ 30 

Dynamic Attributes 

Public Recognition 5% 1/ .05 1/ .05 5/ .25 

Perceived Adverse Factors | 5% 5/ 25 5/ .25 3/ 15 

View from Site — As 34215 3415 LL 

TOTAL POINT SCORE N08 2.50 2.10 2.30 

Sale Price $32,000 $98,600 N/A 

Date of Sale 2/82 1/82 N/A 

Land Area (SF) 24,975 (0.57) 98,600 (2.26 A) 109,493 (2.51 A) 

Price per Square Foot $1.28 $1.00 N/A 

Total Point Score 2.50 2.10 2.30 

Price per SF/Point Score $0.51 $0.48 N/A 

{1] Explanation of weighted score: point score/score x weight 
RR 

N
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EXHIBIT 9 (Continued) 

CALCULATION OF MOST PROBABLE PRICE USING 
MEAN PRICE PER POINT EQUATION METHOD 

Adjusted Weighted 
Comparable Selling Price Point ____Prrice per SF 
Property per SF score Weighted Point Score 

1 $1.50 3.30 $0.45 

2 1.03 2.20 0.47 

3 1.55 3.80 0.41 

4 1.55 3.40 0.46 

5 0.96 2.10 0.46 

6 1.32 3.20 0.41 | 

T 0.91 2.50 0.36 

8 1.28 2.50 0.51 

9 1.00 2.10 0.48 

TOTAL $4.01 

Central Tendency [1] = £=x = 4,01 = .44 
n 9 

Dispersion = _€ (x~-x)* = 20168 = .05 
(n-1) 8 

C1] x = Sum of ____Price_ per_sSF.___ 
Weighted Point Score 

n = Number of Observations 

xX = Average ___Price per SF_____ 
Weighted Point Score
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EXHIBIT 9 (Continued) 

where: 

_ . ~~. & 
X _X— LC x-x)Z (x=-x) _-n. asl 

42 744 02 0004 9 8 
AT oAY 03 0009 
41 44 03 0009 
~ 46 44 02 0004 
46 Ad 02 0004 

2 AT 44 03 0009 
° 36 AY 08 -0064 
251 AY 07 0049 
48 44 04 20016 

Z(x - x)” = .0168 

Value range for subject property: 

X + dispersion = $0.44 + .05 

Square 
Footage of x Weighted x (Central Tendency + Dispersion) = 
Subject Point Score 

109,493 x 2.30 x ($0.44 + .05) = 

High Estimate of $123,500 or $1.13 per square foot 

Central Tendency of $111,000 or $1.01 per square foot 

Low Estimate of $98,000 or $0.90 per square foot
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There appears to be a tight fit between the estimated and 

the actual price; so it can be concluded that the selection and 

weighing of the price sensitive factors successfully reflected 

buyer behavior. 

' The market comparable approach is sensitive to the 

appraiser's ability to predict buyer perceptions ina changing 

market. The weighted point scores are an attempt to capture 

these perceptions. Consequently, this calculated value is only 

the initial step in determining the final price estimate. This 

initial transaction zone must be adjusted in light of certain 

external factors such as the buyer's alternative option to 

lease surrounding land from Dane County instead of buying in 

fee which, in turn, will be affected by the current cost of 

financing land purchases, the income tax consequences of buy 

vs. lease decision, and the effect of the Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) escalator upon rental rates for leased land. Other 

external factors include the effect of the Truax Air Park 

covenants upon the quality of future development in the area, 

and the future expansion of the Dane County Regional Airport. 

D. Ibe Effect_of Dane County Leased Lands Upon the 
Fair Market Value of the Subject 

Dane County purchased the Truax Airport and surrounding 

lands from the City of Madison in 1974. A map of the area is 

shown previously in Exhibit 7. Dane County has platted 160
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CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL - MARKET COMPARISON APPROACH 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

FIFTH HOUR 

rT. Automated Market Comparison Using Euclidian Distance 

University of Wisconsin Real Estate program with H. Robert 

Knitter, Director of School of Business Computer Center has 

developed a semi-automatic market comparison system for 

appraisal of class properties which simulates the traditional 

market comparison approach. 

A. The system is called MKT COMP and it combines a data base 
on comparable sales with euclidian distance in order to 

match comparables to subject property ex-anti, adjust for 

differences, and discard outliers ex-post before 

estimating probable price as the mean or weighted mean of 

the adjusted comparables. | 

B. Common requirements of any market comparison system are: 

Ll. Sales comparables available for analysis 

2. Variables to inventory 

3. Variables on which to adjust because of correlation 

with price 

4. Rates of adjustment for differences in useful 

variables 

De Selection of comparable sales most like subject 

property 

Cc. Concept of most like is critical in choosing best subset 

of comparables. Euclidian distance measures sameness of 

observations within a set in order to rank degree of 

sameness in order to bracket subject property with 

comparables. Advantages include: 

lL. Explainable ordinal ranking 

2 - Comparison to subject property for purposes of 

ranking 

3. High tolerance for error in selection of adjustment 

factors 

4. Adjustment factors can be in dollars per unit, 
dollars per unit of difference or dollars per special 

transformation unit to permit curvelinear 

relationships
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FEASIBILITY STUDIES EXHIBIT 10 MARKET ANALYSES 
INVESTMENT COUNSELING APPRAISALS 

REALTY RESEARCHERS 
REALTY RESEARCHERS BUILDING © 

886 SHADES CREST ROAD 

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35226 
(208) 623-8479 . 

GENE DILMORE, SREA-MAI-ASA 

GARY DILMORE,. SRA 

APPRAISAL REPORT 

THE PROPERTY 

Two lots containing a total of 31,361 square feet, improved 

with a l1-Story medical office building containing 8,878 sq. 

ft. gross building area and approximately 7,185 sq. ft. net 

rentable area. 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION | 

Property identified as Tax Assessor's Parcel No. 23-1-1-6-6 

and Parcel No. 23-1-2-1-12, legally described as all of Lots 

3 and 8 and Lot 4 except SE 15 f£t., survey of J. Ne 

Easterwood First Addition, as recorded in-Map Book 22 Page 

49, Probate Office of Jefferson County, Alabama. 

PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL 

To estimate the market value of the unencumbered fee simple 

interest in the above-described property, as of March ll, 

1983. Market value is defined as: the most probable selling 

price of the property, if properly exposed to the market for 

a reasonable period of time, with both seller and purchaser 

being reasonably well-informed, and neither acting under 

compulsion.
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LOCATION 

The property is located in the Roebuck—Center Point area of 

Birmingham, in a commercially- developed neighborhood. It is 

accessible to a densely populated residential area. The 

trend of the area is toward continued enhancing values, and 

continued desirability of location. 

ZONING & BEST USE 

The property is zoned for commercial use. Its present use,as 

a medical office with parking area, is in conformity with the 

zoning, and is considered to be the highest and bet use for 

the site. 

STREETS & UTILITIES 

Subject 1S on a paved street, with all utilities available. 

LOT 

Lots 3 contains 9,358 square feet, Lot 4 11,651 square feet, 

and Lot 8 (the parking area) contains approximately 19,388 

Square feet, with a total area of 31,381 square feet. Lot 8 

1s accessible via a drive adjoining Lot 4, and is separated 

by Lot 7. The land is level. 

IMPROVEMENTS 

A one-story medical office building, containing 8,876 square 

feet gross building area, and approximately 7,185 sq. ft. net 

rentable area, built 1963 with remodeling in 1965, in average 

condition.
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Exterior is 76% brick over block, 39% block, with concrete 

Slab floor structure, built-up roof, ge i, gutters and 

downspouts. Floor cover is approximately 95% vinyl asbestos 

and 5% carpeted. Interior finish is sheetrock, panel, and 

vinyl paper. Ceilings are suspended acoustical tile, with 

part Eluorescent and part incandescent lighting. 

Heating and cooling is by electric heat pumps. The dialysis 

area has additional plumbing, and some walls have leaded X~ 

ray areas. There is a covered walkway around most of the 

structure. Site improvements include approximately 7,908 sq. 

ft. of asphalt paving. 

VALUATION 

Market Data--Land 

The first step in the valuation consists of estimation of the 

land value. On the following two pages will be found computer 

printouts of 6 commercial lot sales in the area. Following 

the sales, is the printout of a program which applies the 

Dilmore Size Adjustment curves to the sales, after they are 

adjusted for items other than size. This program tests the 

data for fit to seven curves, and selects the best fit, 

indicating the proper adjustment to be applied for 

differentials in size between the sold properties and 

Subject.
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RECORD 5 

STREET HW 11 
ADDRESS NW COR BROOKHURST DR 
‘DATE 89.1931 
SIZE 28818 
PRICE/SF 3.84 
ID# Q 
SELLER ROEBUCK CREST BLDG LTD 
PURCHASER BEN L CHENAULT ET EL : 
DB 1516/465 

PRICE 880GB | | 
DESCR B/ROEBUCK CRST ADD TO BROOKHURST 
REM OFF BLT 

RECORD 2 

STREET 1 AVN 
ADDRESS 8324 
DATE 78.1226 

SIZE 19698 
PRICE/SEF 3.89 
ID# g 

SELLER JESSIE MAE STEGER 
‘PURCHASER EAST LAKE AUTO PARTS INC 
DB 1794/663 
PRICE 38996 
DESCR 58 X 208 IN 12/15A RUGBY 2ND 
REM OLD HSE-USED FOR OFF 

RECORD 6 

STREET HW 11 
ADDRESS NE COR BROOKHURST DR 
DATE 89.9321 
SIZE 453624 
PRICE/SF 99 
ID# 23-1-1-1-2-9 
SELLER BROOKHURST PARTNERSHIP 
PURCHASER E M CORP 
DB 1894/387 
PRICE 450090 
DESCR PT NE/NE 1-17-2W | . 
REM 19.4 AC @ 3269 JUST E OF BRUNO SHP CTR
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RECORD 9 

STREET 1 AV N 
ADDRESS 83298 
DATE 81.9825 
SIZE 8675 
PRICE/SF 4.44 
ID# 23-11-2-12-16 
SELLER MAURINE B NELSON | 
PURCHASER EAST LAKE AUTO PTS INC 
DB 2898/9790 

PRICE 38596 
DESCR 18/15-A RUGBY LD & IMP CO 2ND. ADD 
REM ADJ EL AUTO PTS EXIST SITE 

RECORD 8 

STREET CP RD 
ADDRESS E/S 1509 BLK 
DATE 81.8528 
SIZE 16669 

PRICE/SF 3.96 
ID# 12-4-19-3-1-4 

SELLER LANNY VINES ET AL 

PURCHASER SOUTHEASTERN MEATS INC 
DB 2864/7286 
PRICE 66096 
DESCR 116.31/111.14 X 158/158.79 LEV DTCH ACRS SOU PT 
REM IN NE/SW 19-16-1W 

RECORD 12 

STREET ORCHARD RD 
ADDRESS S/S 124' E OF PKWY 
DATE 88.9124 
SIZE 54398 

PRICE/SF 2.95 
ID* 13-1-36-4~15-5 
SELLER ROEBUCK PROF BLDG LTD 

PURCHASER STEAK & ALE OF AL INC 

DB 1872/539 
PRICE 168898 
DESCR 189.2/262.9 X 286.7/273.8 
REM STEAK & ALE
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ADJ FACTORS FOR 75% 77.5% 88% 82.5% 85% 87.5% 94% 

# G.84 $9.86 6.88 8.89 9.91 G.92 G.94 
— G.62 8.66 9.69 0.73. 8.76 G.8¢0 6.84 
# = 3 3.83 2.67 2.36 2.198 1.87 1.67 1.598 
#4 8.59 6.62 6.66 G.7G 9.74 9.78 @.82 

f 6G 1.26 1.22 1.19 1.17 1.14 1.11 1.99 

MEAN OF PRICES= 4.455 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF PRICES = 1.68498 
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION = .378919 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 75% CURVE = 3.99556 
STD DEV = .523886 
COEFF OF VAR = .131117 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 77.5% CURVE = 3.99545 
STD DEV = .449433 
COEFF OF VAR = .112486 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 88% CURVE = 4.08967 
STD DEV = .499363 | 
COEFF OF VAR = .12454 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 82.5% CURVE = 4.93624 
STD DEV = .622586 
COEFF OF VAR = .154249 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 85% CURVE = 4.97281 
STD DEV = .778282 _ 
COEFF OF VAR = .189128 | 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 87.5% CURVE = 4.11963 
STD DEV = .928646 
COEFF OF VAR = .22542 

MEAN OF PRICES ADJ'D W/ 98% CURVE = 4.17396 _ 
STD DEV = 1.98489 . 
COEFF OF VAR = .259918 

RECAP OF SIZES & PRICES 

SALE# SIZE PRICE 

1 20,818 $5.60 
2 18,089 $5.94 
3 453,054 $1.35 
4 8,675 $5.67 
5 16,660 $4.9] 
6 54,388 $3.86 

SUB 31,3@1
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The land valuation may be summarized as follows: 

Land Sales Adjustment Chart 

Sale Price Time Location = | Size Adjusted Ind. 

l $3.84 1.24 1.85 $5.96 .86 $4.39 

2 $3.86 1.42 1.10 $5.94 .66 $3.92 

3 $9.99 1.38 1.985 $1.35 2.67 $3.6¢ 

4 $4.44 1.16 1.19 $5.67 162 $3.52 

5 $3.96 1.18 1.05 $4.91 -79 | $3.88 

6 $2.95 1.31 1.82 $3.86 1.22 $4.71 

Land Value Indication for Subject: 

31,301 sq. ft. @ $4.08 sq. ft., or: (R) $125,988 

COST APPROACH TO VALUE 

In applying the cost approach for a preliminary value 

indication, we have: used the Marshall & Swift cost service. 

We have tested their costs against numerous’ known local 

contract costs, and found them to be quite reliable. | 

The building was classified as Class C construction, medical 

office, low cost to average quality. On the following page 

wlll be found the printout from the Marshall and Swift 

computerized cost service. 

Preliminary value indication from the Cost Approach to value 

is: (R) $377,582
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COST ESTIMATE FOR: CARRAWAY MEDICAL CENTER  - 

PROPERTY OWNER: DR'S COLLINS & BURNETT . 
ADDRESS: 9228 PARKWAY EAST, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 

SURVEYED BY: GD 
DATE OF SURVEY: 3/11/83 

DESCRIPTION: 

OCCUPANCY: MEDICAL OFFICE 
FLOOR AREA: 8,878 Square Feet AVERAGE STORY HEIGHT: 12.8 Feet 
CLASS: C Masonry : EFFECTIVE AGE::-29 Years 
COST RANK: 1.5 Low/Average CONDITION: 3.98 Average 
NUMBER OF STORIES: 1.8 COST AS OF:. 93/83 

EXTERIOR WALL: | 
Brick,Block Back-Up.....cccceoee 190% 

HEATING AND COOLING: 
Heat PUMP ecccccccccensccccceee LEGS 

UNITS COST - TOTAL 

BASIC STRUCTURE COST: 8,878 39.81 353,155 

EXTRAS: | | 
Site ImprovementS.....ccceceees 1,58¢ 
Paving ,ASphalt...... cc ccccacce 7,886 8.87 6,699 

REPLACEMENT COST NEW....esecece 368,745 

LESS DEPRECIATION: 

Physical and Functional....... | <39.9%> <158,224> 
DEPRECIATED COST... cvccccvceee 252,521 

Estimated Land Value.......... 125,093 

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH: 377,521 

Cost Data by MARSHALL and SWIFT
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SALE COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE 

Among sales of small office buildings which were investigated 

and analyzed in estimating value of subject were the 

following: 

(1) Crenshaw Bldg, 1916 S 18th St. Sold 7/17/82, Deed Book 

2217 Page 128, for $868,008. 2 sty, blt 1965, 29,480 sq.ft. 

lot, 17,117 sq.ft. bldg. At estimated $7.56 rt, indicated 

gross annual multiplier is 6.23. Assigning 5% vacancy and $3 

expenses gives an indicated overall rate of return of 9.21%. 

(2) 3708 S. Ath Ave. Sold 6/38/82, DB 2218 P 794, for 

$256,000. 21,179 sq.ft. lot, 7,800 sq.ft. NRA. Blt 1972. 

At estimated rent of $6.58, gross income multiplier is 5.49. 

Assigning 5% vacancy & $2.75 exp, indicates overall rate of 

9.59%. 

(3) 1732 Oxmoor Road. Sold 4/15/82, MLS, for $195,080. 

18,888 sq.ft. lot, 1996 sq.ft. bldg, 25 yrs old. | 

(4) 1210 S. 20th. st. Sold 8/24/81, DB 2099 P 692, for 

$680,008. 31,866 sq.ft. lot, 11,968 sq.ft. bldg., built 

1956. Rt. 9.83. GAM was 5.79. AsSigning 5% vac and $3.58 

expenses indicates an overall rate of 19.27%. | 

(5) 1763-B Center Point Hwy. Sold 8/21/79, DB 1883 P 811, 

for $198,889. 8,883 sq.ft. lot, 2,496 sq.ft. bldg GBA, est 

NRA of 2,258 sq.ft. Bit 1977, Texcote and asbestos exterior.
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(6) 1985 Oxmoor Road. Sold 16/8/79, DB 1833 P 98, for 

$198,880. 8,958 sq.ft. lot, 3,582 sq.ft. bldg, bit 78. 

Gross annual multiplier was 5.78, indicated overall rate 

11.85%. 

(7) 31808 Independence Ave. Sold 1/4/82, DB 2149 P 315, for 

$368,600. A 15,008 sq.ft. lot, 4,738 sq.ft. bldg. Indicated 

GAM was 8.46; indicated overall rate 7%. . 

(8) 2717 S. 19th Pl. Sold 6/1/82, DB 22@1 P 481, for 

$191,750. A 7,888 sq.ft. lot, approx. 2,508 sq.ft. NRA in 

bldg. Bit 1972. 

(9) ll Office Park Circle. Sold 7/1/81, DB 2878 P 345, for 

$265,008. A 49,968 sq.ft. lot, bldg approx 3,688 sq.ft. NRA. 

Built 1965. Indicated GAM was 8.41; indicated overall rate 

7.22%. 

The sales were analyzed, using a procedure'proposed by Dr. 

Richard U. Ratcliff, elaborated and implemented by Dr. James 

A. Graaskamp, with modifications by Gene Dilmore. 

The comparison procedure is basically as’ follows: First, 

land value is calculated as of the sale date for each 

comparable property. The indicated land value is’ then 

deducted from the sale price, eliminating this major element 

from the price differentials. Then the remainder price, for 

improvements only, is reduced to price per square foot of net 

rentable area.
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Next, the properties are assigned comparative quality points 

for the major property attributes. Points are in accordance 

with qualitative ratings, as follows: 

Rating Points 

Excellent 26 

Good 208 

Average 15 

Fair 13 

Poor | 168 

The major categories of property attributes considered, and 

the relative weights assigned to each were as follows: 

Effective Age | 30% 

Space Quality (Construction, Design, Finish) 58% 

Marketability (Accessibility, linkages to | 

clients & customers, amenities) __ 28% 

188% 

Each assignment of quality points is given its appropriate 

weight, and the weighted quality points totaled. For 

example, a rating of Fair in regard to Age (13 points, x 39% 

weight); a rating of Average in regard to Space quality (15 

points, x 58% weight); and a rating of Good in regard to 

Marketability Pactors (28 points, x 28% weight) gives, for 

Sale #1, a total of 15.48 quality points.
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Next, we divide the “Price Per Square Foot for Improvements" 

by the number of quality points, in order to reduce the 

comparisons to a common denominator. In the case of Sale Hl, 

the price of improvements of $27.87 per square foot, divided 

by 15.48 quality points, yields an indicator of a price of 

$1.81 per square foot/per quality point. Note that these 

comparative ratings are thus independent of subject ‘property, 

which is then assigned quality ratings in the same manner. 

Finally, we examine the central tendency of these nine 

indicators, for a value indication for subject improvements, 

and add subject land value €or a total market value 

_ indication. | 

The analysis is summarized in the following matrix: 

Comparable Sales Analysis Matrix 

Sale # Ident. Price Land Improvements Imps sq Ft 

1 Crnshw 886,892 323,099 477,598 $27.87 

2 3768 4 Av 258,006 74,8698 176,808 $25.14 

3 L732 Ox 195,068 49,888 65,8998 $32.57 

4 1218 S 28 689,990 318,896 °378,880 $39.94 

5 1783-B 198,989 33,989 67,888 $29.78 

6 1985 Oxm 198,989 36,888 154,986 $43.97 

7 3168 Ind 368,000 75,009 285,008 $68.25 

8 2717 19 Pl 161,75¢ 28,888 73,758 $29.5¢ 

9 11 Of€ Pk | 265,806 147,666 118,655 $32.78
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Comparable Sales Analysis Matrix--Cont'd | 

Sale # Age Sp Qual Mktbity Quality Price Per 

Rating Rating Rating Points Point/SF | 

1 13/.3 15/.5 29/.2 15.49 $1.81 

2 13/23 13/.5 15/.2 13.46 $1.88 

3 18/.3 15/.5 20/.2 14.50 - $2.25 

4 18/.3 28/.5 26/22 17.69 $1.82 

5 28/.3 13/.5 13/.2 15.19 $1.97 

6 26/.3- 29/.5 26/.2 21.89 $2.82 

7 28/.3 23/.5 23/.2 22.19 $2.73 

8 15/.3 13/.5, 15/.2 14.98 $2.11 

9 13/.3 20/.5 28/.2 17.99 $1.83 

Mean 3 $2.05 

Standard Deviation $9.3¢ 

Subject 13/.3 28/.5 15/.2 16.99 

Value for subject from this approach is indicated as follows: 

16.98 quality points for subject x $2.85 per point per square 

foot = $34.65 per square foot. 7,185 sq. €t. @ $34.65 = 

indicated value for improvements (R) $249,009 

Adding back the land: Land 125,998 

Preliminary Value Indication $374,608 

Applying the standard deviation gives a confidence interval 

of plus or minus one standard deviation, of: $348,889 to 

$498,908, with most probable Eigure of $374,660.
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(Standard deviation of $8.38 x 15.6@ points = $4.77 x 7,185 

sq. ft. = a standard deviation, in dollars, of plus or minus 

(R) $34,009.) 

Preliminary Value Indication from Sale Comparison Approach: 

$374,898 

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE 

The building is currently leased, as follows: 

Offices 1 & 2: Community Dialysis Center, 2,489 sq. ft., rent 

| $1,188 per month;.5 year lease through 5/85. Office 2: 

Douglas Collins, M.D., 1,188 sq. ft., rent $475 per month. 

Office 4: Je Ippolito, M.D., 1,858, rent $688 per month; 

month-to-month lease, Office 5: James Burnett, M.D., 2,635 © 

Sq. ft., rent $1,388 per month. 

Since only a portion of the building is leased to unrelated 

parties, and the lease on Offices 1 and 2 expires in 2 years, 

market rental was projected by comparison with other office 

rentals in the general area. Among rent comparables 

considered were the ‘following: 

(1) Brookhurst Office Bldg, 266 Gadsden Hwy. Built 1978, 2 

sty, 7,300 sq. ft. Rent $8.66. 

(2) Corporate East Bldg, 213 Gadsden. Hwy. Built 1977, 2 

Sty, 28,898 sq. ft. ‘Rent $9.5¢@. 

(3) Plaza Courtyard, 9229 Todd Drive. Built 1988, 2 sty, 

9,496 sq. ft. Rent $8.99.
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(4) Social Security Bldg East, 9217 Todd Drive. Built 1975, 

2 sty, 13,889. Rent $9.89. 

Comparison with these and other rent comparables indicated 

for subject a market rental value of approximately: $8.59 

per sq. ft. 

A vacancy allowance of 5% was assigned. Operating expenses 

were deducted in accordance with expense data on numerous 

office buildings in'our files. 

In the preceding comparable sale data, it will be noted that 

a number of the sales have indicated overall net rates of 

return calculated. From these sales, we derived an overall 

capitalization rate for subject of 19%. The income approach 

to value may be summarized as follows:
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Income Approach Summary 

Gross Potential Rental 

7,185 sq.ft. NRA @ $8.5¢ $61,872 | 

Less Vacancy Allowance 5% 3,054 

E€€ective Gross Rental $58,618 

Less Operating Expenses: _ 

Taxes (.68) © : $4,335 

Insurance (.13) 935 

Utilities (1.5@) 16,775 

Janitorial (.45) 3,262 

Repairs & Maint. (.25) 1,899 

Pest Control, Waste Disp 599 

Management (5%) 2,981 

Misc 258 © 24,696 (3.44) 

Net Rental $33,322 

Capitalized @ 196% = 

Preliminary value Indication $333,889 

VALUE CONCLUSION 

A preliminary value indication was derived from the cost 

approach at $377,508, from the income approach at $333,086, 

and from the. sale comparison approach at $374,088. =The 

concept of "most probable purchaser" is quite relevant for 

this type of small office: although there iS some investor- 

market, the market for this type of property is made up more 

of purchasers for owner-occupancy. For this reason, the sale 

comparison approach is more heavily weighted than it would be 

for a primarily investment property.
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The preliminary value indications may be weighted for a 

correlated value conclusion, as follows: 

Cost Approach $377,593 x 15% = $56,625 

Income Approach $333,888 x 25% = $83,259 

Sale Comparison $374,088 x 65% =3224,4998 | 

189% = $364,275 (R) $364,909 

FINAL ESTIMATE OF MARKET VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY AS _ OF 

MARCH ll, 1983: 

$364,899 

Respectfully submitted, 

Gene Dilmore 

Gary Dilmore
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EXHIBIT 11 . 

Demonstration of Euclidian Distance 
For Selection of Best Comparable 

Comparable 1 = 2,000 sq. ft. and quality 7 sold for $80,000 
Comparable 2 = 3,000 sq. ft. and quality 3 sold for $110,000 
Adjustment for difference in size fs $20 per sq. ft. 
Adjustment for difference in quality is 2% of sales price 

9 
subject is 2,700 sq. ft. 

8 within quality rating of 4 

Cy, 7 
f ON 
i‘. 6 
j . 

0 500 1000 1500 2000 | 2500. 3000 3500 4000 
\ 

4 x 

\ 

4" = 500 sq. ft. 3|- - -[} 

2 

1 

quality 

Comp. 1 Euclidian distance dollars = [{2,709-2, 000) $20]? + £(5-7).02 x 80,000)2 
= 14,0002 + 32002 or 196,000 + 1,024,000 = 

1,220,000 

Comp. 2 Euclidian distance in dollars = [(2, 700-3,000) $26]2+ [(5-3) .02x110,006]2 

= 300 x 20 or 60002 + 44002 
= 360,000 + 193,600 = 553,600 

Therefore, Comparable 2 is most comparable to the subject property, 

because hypotenuse $553,600 is shorter than hypotenuse “V1 ,220,000.
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D. Consider that the market comparison method typically 

involves comparison of selected comparables with a 

subject property in terms of certain differences with a 

dollar adjustment made to actual sales price for the 

extent of the differences. The process might be 

represented as: | | 

Vk = Al (Xs - Xk), + A2 x (X82 - Xk2) | 
Vp = average of Vk 

Refer to diagram of Euclidian Distance (See Exhibit 11.) 

If. One application of the system isa for residential assessment 

in the upper income community of Maple Bluff, Wisconsin. 

There is a wide variance in size of residential units €900 

Sq. ft. to 9,000 sq. ft.), lot size (5,000 sq. ft. to 53 

acres), and locational factors including lake views, a 

country club, anda railroad. All the details of the 

system are provided in Exhibit 12.
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AUTOMATED MKT COMP ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 

For Maple Bluff 
Dane County, Wisconsin 

Implemented By 

Jean B. Davis
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Date of Inspection__ _ | 

Name of Inspector | 

VILLAGE OF MAPLE BLUFF 
DANE COUNTY 

WISCONSIN 

SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL INFORMATION FORM 

1. Tax Parcel Number 

ee TL CProoperty Owner 

3. — ti (ité«S HCE Number 

4H, 60 ti‘ ‘iéONCOSUreet: Name 

LAND DATA 

5. Lti‘“‘CsCs‘“‘C(C(. CPreviouss Lot Sale Price 

6. .____——r_i_di(. Previous Lot Sale Date 

Te X Geocode 

8. Y Geocode 

9. ss CN ee ghbOorhhood Number 
(01-18) 

10. Lot Square Feet 
(rounded to nearest 500 ft.) 

11. Lot Front Feet 
 Crounded to nearest foot) 

12. _ :C*@iL OUsdDT PD 
(rounded to nearest foot)
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13... Lot Subdividable 
(smaller of A, B, 
A & B apply only to unplatted-uncertified lots) 

CONDITIONS WHICH MUST 
0 = No BE MET: 

1. All lots must have 
Lot area - no less than 40! of 

A = Unplatted = 4O,000 sq.ft. street frontage or 
Gross Lots 25,000 sq.ft. a Single driveway 

(round down to next (apron) easement. 
integer value) 

Lake 2. Platted vacant lots 
B = Net = frontage -1 (within a parcel) 

Additional 100 ft. will be treated as 
Lots (round down to next © buildable if, 

integer value) separately or in 
combination, the 
total area is ¢ 
14,000 SF, and 
conforms to 
condition #1. 

14. _ Cd Oversized (but not subdividable) 
O = under 65,000 sq.ft.; 
1 = oversize lot 

15. —  _._——_—s«<i“<saw.s Lake Access Easement 
O = No; 1 = Yes 

16. Shore Quality 
3 = inaccessible bluff/Dengel Bay 

2 = shallow 
1 = mud; O = no dominant problem 

17. Water Quality 
3 = odor; 2 = flotsam; 1 = weeds; 
QO = no dominant problem 

18. Lake Front Feet 
(rounded to nearest foot) 

19. Lot on Corner 
0 = No; 1 = Yes
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20. Lot on Cul-de-sac 
O = No; 1 = Yes 

21. —_..ss———i“s‘(é(w.... dct nSide Lot 
0 = No; 1 = Yes 

22-6 _.... Lot Wooded 
O = Below average (0 to 3 major trees) 
1 = Average wooded lot (4 to 7 major trees) 
2 = Above average lot (more than 7 major trees) 

23. . ___—ars——ai—_—sasid—sé<a<tsti‘(itié‘ié~wdL Es ive 
QO = Commercial lot or railroad lot 
1 = Average view 
2 = Golf course or park view 
3 = Water average (non-State Capitol view) 
4 = Water superior (State Capitol view) 

ou, Lot Topography 
OQ = Severe, non-usable slope 
1 = Wet pockets 
2 = Downsloping lot, 
3 = Level contour 
4 = Upward sloping lot 

25. Adverse Influence 
O = None 5 = Public property 
1 = Contiguous lake easement or exposure 
2 = Joint driveway > 6 = Railroad 
3 = Other (high lines, etc.) 7 = High traffic 
4 = Commercial property 9 = Combination 

If lot suffers from two adverse influences, enter the 
higher value. 

SITE IMPROVEMENT DATA 

26. _ ssi i C*rT'@nnki'8S Cool 

27. —_.... r——C—r—Ss—ias«C UL EdCOOr Pool 

28. sisi iwttttti‘(‘(N.C#éPPabtsio 

29. ti‘ ‘(‘N™éSO#COéSSHUOrage Shed 

30. _:C«éwiBOR HUL'|UW?
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| EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

31. Seawall 

32. Indoor Pool 

33. .—..—C—C“>. Elevator 

34, Other Structure Name 

356. LO COther Structure Value 

36. sss —i——idriwtCCsC*COHHlerr Sttrrucctturre Name 

3T. Other Structure Value 

38. Special Structures Total 
(Sum of columns 26 - 37) 

39. _ ss sé ri Veway | 
(score = style, material) 

STYLE | MATERIAL 

1 = Linear into garage- Ff = Dirt 
back into street 2 = Gravel 

2 = Linear with turn-e 3 = Asphalt 
around space i = Concrete/Brick 

3 = Circular 
%# = Large with parking 

Space and turnaround 
space 

5 = Circular with parking 
Space 

HO, ss :CNeGL ghhbDOrhood Foliage 
1 = New and raw 
e = Some mature trees 
3 = Shady 

41. i tti“‘éWL aN SSCA iT! 
1 = Little or none 
2 = Average | 
3 = Above average 

42, Screening of Back 
0 = Little or none 
1 = Yes
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43... Screening of Front | 
O = Little or none 
1 - Yes 

yy, Curb and Gutter 
O = No; 1 = Yes 

HO. i istsi—‘COéOCOCSCOSAdeWall'k 
°-0 = No; 1 = Yes 

JMPROVEMENT DATA 

HO. ._ _—s—d<—sd—ci=—sr=—sr<—stéi“i( “#‘#NNNN Previcuss Sale Price 

UT. Previous Sale Date 

48. Year Built 

HQ. —  ti—i‘”CéE'A 
O = Pre-1910 : 3 = 1950-1969 

1 = 1910-1929 # = 1970 to present 

2 = 1930-1949 

50. Square Feet Living Space 

51. —  __s—sii—r——sr—ari—r“— si i(‘(aewW. ONumber Of Stories 
0 = Vacant Lot 1.6 = Miltilevel 
1 = 1 Story 2 = 2 Stories 
1.3 = 1-1/2 Stories 2.3 = 2-V/e2 Stories 

52. _  _—s—_—drd—scv i‘(. OROOL 
(score = style, material) 

SIibLE MATERIAL . 

1 = Gable 1 = Gravel 
2 =: Hip 2 = Asphalt shingles 
3 = Mansard 3 = Wood shake/shingle 
4 = Gambrel i = Slate shingles 
5 = Flat 5 = Tile 

6 = Single pitch 6 = Metal
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B36. tO C«dEXECCrior 
OQ = Concrete block 6 = Part masonry/ 
1 = Wood siding/frame stained boards 
2 = Stucco 7 = Part masonry/aluminum 
3 = Stained boards/shingles 8 = Predominantly brick 
h = Aluminum siding veneer 
S = Part masonry/frame 9 = Predominantly stone 

Sa. Garage Type 
C0 = None 5 = 2-3 car detached 
1 = Carport 6 = 2~3 car basement 
2 = 1 ear detached 7 = 2 car attached, small 
3 = 1 car basement 8 = 2 car attached, large 
4 = 1 car attached 9 = 3 car attached 

55. LLLULULLLUsCéiBL ne Style 
1 = Cottage 6 = Good builder's 
2 = Pre-1940 suburban/mansion 
3 = Standard builder's 7 = Architectural 

suburban (Owner custom contemporary 
obsolescence) 8 = Architectural 

4 = Architectural modern traditional 
| 5 = Pre-1940 remodeled 9 = Architectural colonial 

56. Basement Type 
0 = Slab 4 = Partially exposed (opening on 
1 = Crawl grade at least one side) 
2 = Partial 5 = Exposed (raised ranch/bilevel- 
3 = Full English basement- window sill at grade) 

57. ss L:Cé@iBAOMENE Condition 
O = No problem 
2 = Mild problem due to seepage/aging 
5 = Poor condition or no basement 

58. Appearance to Neighbors 
1 = Less attractive 
2 = Equally attractive 
3 = More attractive 

59. __ tt tséC« Qs A EY 
O = Uninhabitable 5 = Well-maintained 
1 = Major mechanical or 6 = Maintained like new 

structural problems T = New--standard 
2 = Interior damage 8 = New--custom 
3 = Exterior maintenance 9 = New--deluxe 

required 
4 = Average condition
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60, Enclosed Porch 
O = None 5 = Average glass 
1 = Small screen 6 = Large glass 
2 = Average screen 7 = Small glass, heated 
3 = Large screen 8 = Average glass, heated 
4% = Small glass 9 = Large glass, heated 

61. Total Number of Rooms 

62. _ ss tti“‘é«érTCOOHAL « NNumberr Of Bedrooms 

63. | Total Number of Bathrooms 
(sum of bathroom scores) 

64, _ ss Cd ad 
(Score = .5 for each) 

65. Three-quarter 
(Score = .75 for each) 

66. Full 
(Score = 1 for each) 

67. Bathroom on First Floor 
0 = No 
1 = Yes 

68. Total Number of Fireplaces 

69. — ss—_—irdi“‘cw..UL,Cd@@L ing Room 
(score = size, layout) 

nLZE LAYOUT 
1 = Small 1 = Poor 
2 = Moderate 2 = Indifferent 
3 = Large 3 = Good 

TO. Oo :C<C@inngg Room 
O = None 

SIYLE 
1 = At end of living room 
2 = Dining L | 
3 = Full dining area 
4 = Separate room
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

T1. Den/Library/ Study 
O = None 2 = Average 
4 = Small 3 = Large 

Tee __. CK AUtchen Score 
Seore = (Size * Type * Work area) + Eating space 

T3. et tsC‘dWK ECHHEN Size 
1 = Small 

2c = Average 
3 = Large 

TH. «CK Atchen Type 
1 = Single wall i = U-shaped 
2 = Pullman 5 = L= or U-shaped with island 
3 = Leshaped | 

75. _.. sit CK ittechern Work Area 
To calculate kitchen score use: | 

O = Obsolete ( .5) 
: 1 = Dated (.75) 

2 = Modern (1.00) 

76. Kitchen Eating Space 
To calculate kitchen score use; 

O = None 0 
1 = Counter/Stools ee 
2 = Space for table/chairs .4 
3 = Breakfast nook 6 

TT. Family Room 
(Score = location, size) 

O = None 
LOCATION SIZE 

1 = Poor 1 = Small 
2 = Adjoining kitchen 2 = Average 
3 = Fully separate and 3 = Large 

well located 

78. ._........s—i“(iétwtéC«@RR retin ROOM 
O = None 
1 = Yes (Must have fully finished floor, 

ceiling, and walls) 

79. Laundry Area Score 

(Score = location *® type)
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

80... Laundry Area Location 

LOCATION 
1 = Basement 
2 = At grade 
3 = Second floor 

81. Laundry Area Type 
°“O = None 

IYPE | 
1 = Exposed 
¢ = Enclosed closet 
3 = Separate room 

82. _ sss i LtsC*WK@eAHing Sy Stem Score 
(Score = Fuel #* Tepe) 

83. sss iC ating Fuel 
FUEL 

1 = Electricity 
e = Oil | 

3 = Gas 

Sy. tr itttsti‘(‘:‘C«HW et thine TTyrple’ 
TYPE 

1 = Old hot water - radiators 
2 = Old low pressure steam - radiators 
3 = Old hot water integrated with water heater 
Rh = Gravity hot air grills on floor 
5 = Hot water-baseboards 
6 = Forced hot air 
7 = Forced hot air-zoned 
8 = Multiple forced hot air units 

85. sii COELlecOUrical Service 
AMPERAGE 

1 = 30 amp. 

2: 60 amp. 
3 = 100 ampDe 

4 = 125 amp. 
5 = 150 amp. 
6 = > 150 amp. ,
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. EXHIBIT 12 (Cont!nued) 

86. . Water Heater 
Score = (Capacity, Fuel) 

QO = With hot water heat system. 

CAPACITY OF UNIT FUEL 
1 = 20 gal. 5 = 75 gal. 1 = Electric 
2 = 30 gal. 6 = 100 gal. 2 = Solar 
3 = 40 gal. 7 = 100+ gal. 3 = Oil 
hH = 50 gal. i = Gas 

87. Interior Circulation (Traffic pattern) 
QO = Poor 

1] = Moderately good 
2 = Good 
3 = Excellent 

88. Total Special Features Score 
(Sum of all special features points)
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

1. Front Exterior Entry 
(Score = Sum of style and function) 

- wIYLE FUNCT TION 
0 = Single door -1 = Unprotected 
1 = Double door 2 = Protected 

2. Front Interior Entry 
(Score = Sum of points) 

-3 = Entrance direct to living room 
O = Vestibule (hall entry) 
1 = Foyer (enclosed entry) 
e@ = Spacious vestibule 
3 = Spacious foyer 

3. CMa sere Bedroom Suite 
(Score = Sum of points) 

1 = Extra closet space 
2 = Dressing area 
3 = Sitting area 

Ao UCL ving Room Extras 
(Score = Sum of points) 

-~3 = Classical cathedral ceiling 
QO = None 
1 = Contemporary sloped ceiling, 

| built-in cabinets 
e = Sunken multi-level, special natural . 

illumination, deluxe woodwork 

5. Dining Room Extras 
(Score = Sum of points) 

O = None 

1 = Built-in china cabinet, break front/buffet 
2 = Wet bar 
3 = Deluxe built-ins 

6. Den/Library/Study Extras 
(Score = Sum of points) 

QO = None 
1 = Builtein cabinets 
2 = Deluxe woodwork
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

SPECIAL FEATURES (Continued) 

Te ss CK ittchen Extras 
(Score = Sum of Points) 

O = None 
1 = Each built-in appliance, serving pantry/bar, direct 

access to outside, grill/BBQ, more than one sink area 
-3 = No window 
-~2 = Below average window area 

O = Average window area 
1 = Above average window area 

8. CF amily Room Extras 
(Score = Sum of points) 

O = None 
1 = Built-in cabinets, deluxe flooring, 

deluxe paneling, sloped ceiling 
2c = Wet bar 

5 = Kitchen facilities 

GS. sc «CNumberr of Special Spaces 
(Score = Sum of points) 

0 = None 
1 = Special woodwork/craft area 
2 = Dark room 
3 = Sewing, sitting, office areas, partially 

finished recreation room 

10. Recreation Room Extras 
(Score = Sum of ponits) 

O = None 
1 = Builtein cabinets 
2 = Wet bar 

5S = Kitchen facilities 

11. _ s—tt—sCHWO GEHL A EX'S 
(Score = Sum of points) 

0 = None 
1 = Greenhouse —- attached at window, special 

indirect lighting 
2 = Security system 
3 = Greenhouse - attached and walk-in, sauna 
5 = Central air conditioning, grand spiral staircase
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VILLAGE OF MAPLE BLUFF, DANE COUNTY 

SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL TAX INFORMATION FORM 

AS OF JANUARY 1, 1980 

1 Tax Parcel Number , 
2 Property Owner aS De 
3 Street Number Oe eee eee... ] 
4 Street Name EE EE EE EE Ee EEO... 

5 Previous Lot Sale Price | pLspRice 
6 Previous Lot Sale Date PLSDATE 49 Era ERA 
7? Geocode X GEO xX 50 Sq. Ft. Living Space SQFILS 

8 Geocode Y 3£0 St) Number of Stories _STORIES 

9 Neighborhood Number NBRHO 52 Roof ROOF 
a 23 Exterior _EXTER 

10 tot Square Feet TSQ 
11 Lot Front Feet -—LIFET__ S4 Garage Type CARACG 

13 Lot. Subd vidable -Lorspiy 53 Bui Iding Style 
1h . Lr oTovszp | S56 Basement Type BSMTYP 

Lot Oversized BIO 26U 57 Basement Condition __ BSMTCND _ 
15 Lake Access Easement 58 Appearance to Neighbors __ APPEARS 

16 Shore Quality 59 Quality QUALTY 
‘a Waker Quality 60 Enclosed Porch 
19 ake rront treet | LKFFT 61 Total Number Rooms ROOMS 

Lot on Corner | LTCNR 62 Total Number Bedrooms BDRMS 

20 Lot on Cul de Sac 63 Total Number Bathrooms BATHS 
21 {inside Lot 64 Half HFBTH 

22 Lot Wooded 65 Three Quarters __THQBTH | 
23 Lot View 66 Full ~ FULLBTH 
24 Lot Topo 67 On First Floor ~ BTHIST — 

25. Adverse Influence : 
26 Tennis Court | TENCT of e9 euing Room rireplaces TURN - 27 outdoor Poo! PToureoon fC Giving Room Sweat 
28 Patio | paTio =f 71 Den/Library/Study DEN 
29 Storage Shed | sTsHD fT | 

50 Boathouse arse | |B. Kitchen Score regen 31 Seawall - [“seawit ft tCt«*S;SCO chen Size RT CHTY 32 cawWa EN a 74 Kitchen Type KTCHTYPE 
32 Indoor Pool | inpoon =| 75 Kitchen Work Area ~_KTCHWRK 

Flevator | nn an 76 Kitchen Eating Space KTCHEAT 

34 Other Structure Name 

35 Other Structure Value | VALUEL of 77 Family Room FMLYRM 
36 Other Structure Name | ostct2 | ss 78 Recreation Room 
37. Other Structure Value HALE? 79 Laundry Area Score 
38 Special Structures Total SPCTOT po 80 Laundry Area Location 

Sy 81 Laundry Area Type 
39 Driveway ORV‘ | urescr | 
40 Neighborhood Foliage 82 Heating System Score HTGSCR 

41 Landscaping LNDSCP 83 Heating Fuel 
42 Screening of Back 84 Heating Type 
43 Screening of Front SCRFET 85 Electrical Service 

86 Water Heater 
KL Curb Gutter 87 tnterior Circulation 

46 Previous Sale Price 88 Special Features Score SPFTSCR 

47 Previous Sale Date pepe — 
48° vear Built ‘RE
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VILLAGE OF MAPLE BLUFF, DANE COUNTY 
PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT 

CHANGE IN ASSESSMENT DATA 

Tax Parcel Number Date 

Name of Property Owner 

Address of Property Owner | 

Description of Changes: 

Data Base Changes: 

Data Item Column Number Previous Entry Updated Entry 

Signature of Reviewer 

Date Entered in Data Base | Initials 

Blue Copy: Assessor Green Copy: Property File
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MARKET COMP OUTPUT 7 

FACTOR FILE 

SET widTh 132 

Ready 

RUN £156. 5% MKTAS 
ENTER FACTOR FILENAME 
*LAKE 2C oF AC 

ENTER COMPARABLE FILENAME 
*LAKEXXK.COM 

ENTER SUBJECT FILENAME 
PLAKE.SUS 

c 0 0 c 0.00092 
Z 4 0.COCCG 
2 .2 e3.occce 

¢ 4 Gtaoece — Adsusiinent Selechen 
0 0 O.CCcce “ Type Factor 

2 PSPR 0. 2: 1r.ace0s ‘af “oe. 286093 
2 Ppspatte Ze Co O.0COCO 2. Te 
3 NBRHD le Ceo 2900.00090 1. Ce (5090.0020)) 
% LISart 1. fC. Ge44C090 Le Co 0244959 

5 LOTSOIY le Cao 155CC0.0CO30 ie Co 15500.00303 
G& SHORE Ze Ce —-8.02653 2. Ce t =-6.0239586 

@® LKFFT te &. O-0CCIS le Ce 0.009399 

9 EFFLKFT a. UC. 350.0C000 1. C. 
1G &TCNR 2. OD. -75C0.00090 ££. Oo ~75C0.0C020 

ZL 2tTcuL le UC. $00.00009 &. Ce §0C.00900 

iz w7Twooo Ze te H.02000 2. Le 0.023956 
23 LIVIEW 2. %. C.02009 2. Ce 0.02026 
1@ «sTrToPo 2. Ce -0203C00 2. C. C.C3C30 
15 ADIME 2e Ce #801599 2e Ceo —-0.C1590 
ie SsPctorT le OD. 2.0C099 3. Ce 2.00093 
17. YRBLT le. Co 0.0Ccn00 Ce 0.009909 
18 €FFAGE 3e T. 0.50009 G> t. 
19 SQETLS 1. Co O.0CQ00 Ae De C.CChlO 
20 EFFSOFT 1. Ce 20.0C0CO ke Co 

22 EXTER Ze Ue 0.00670 2. Cs C.530699 
23 GARAGE 2. Ce. 0.01000 2. Ce C.01930 

24 STYLE 2. Ce C.061009 2. Ca C.9L900 

25 eBsmTre 2. Ct. 0.01500 2. Ce 0.01599 
26 BSATCNC le 3. -750.0C0703 Le Co -75C.09923 
27 gQuatty Ze Co 0.02C99 2. Te 0.C2699 
28 PORCH 1 t. 6CC.0CcO9 Le Co 6CC.C0930 

29 BORMS ke ISCCLCCTOD be Co 
3C «BATHS 1. OC. 40CG.0COC3 le Of &00C.CODIG 
31 FPL AC Le re FHT-OGCO3L ie Ce 790.000 v 

32 OINR| Ze te 0.020990 de Ce C.G62055 

33 DEN ie Ce 16cc.9CCI3 ie Ce aocetce 300009 

3% «aTCHSCR le Ce 8SC.0COID ae Co €59.9C030 

35 FARRA le Ce 100.0C203 2. Co 16C.C00I923 

| 36 RECRA ie Ce. zoos.cccced) ae Ceo 2026.906399 

37 Launsce le t. 30¢6.0£90998 le Ce : 305.CG6993 

39 INTCIR Ze OC. G.01C0C 2e Ce €.01622 

4C SPETSCR he (Co 350.0C0009 Be Te 35C.06230 

ENTER SUMMARY FILENAME ~ 

SJL AN.BAS °



EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

MARKET COMPARISON ADJUSTMENT GRID 
LAKE FRONT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

PRURrYERITY ®CPURT Oa 

9 4601108 45 Camper roc . 229 4p0LlO® 45 CAmeakIOce ad 

FACTOR TYP ate KD ayes esr nenT * 3212 4602110 33 CAMBRIDCE RU 

e S~UEVe 12:5le 4601462 1177 FARWELL tue 

LLtSAL €601457 ADLI FARWELL OF 

FACTOR SUB SECT 2—-ant = Ad WANT = ADA i2z-ant = ada hl-ant = ald 

PSPR 06 1.00 2067275. Csose. Pee TOR 5090.00 2456C0,00225000. 217900.002179004 215400. 00215400. LAGOIO~ Os LAOOD 

PSDATE Ze 0.90 Os a #SBat€ 82.06 "$2.08 OQ. 0.33 O. 62.50 O. 62.17 De 

MBRHO Le 1505200 3000. 3404 MORHD 17.00 17.00 . Qe 17200 Ge 13.00 #000. 13000 GO0D2. 

LoOTSDIV 1. 15569.00 ° 4386 LOtsDiv D000 0eC0 O. 0.00 Qe 0.90... Oe 0.040 0. 

SHORE 2. . Ce 0. SHORE @.00 - B.00 0. 0.00 Qe 0200 Oe 2.00 7200.6 

° “0202 1800. 3000. water. 2,00 2.00 Os 2200 O. 0.00 bie. 2020 Ge 

WATER Ze =-9.02 2154. 6398. LEFFT @0.00 80.00 D. 77.00 0-6 60.00 Qo 70.00 De 

LaFET le 0.00 Qe .. EF FLEET 86.00 60.00 Oe 72.06 1050. 275200 750- 7400G 175060 

EFFL KET le 350.00 1136. 627 LTCoR 0.09 b.00 Oo 9.00 Oe 0.00 0. 0.00 Os 

LICWR le ~753.90 
C . 

TC. 9.00 6.00 Oa 0.00 O. * 0,00 Qe 0.00 Oe 

LIcuL ' 500,09 ° Oo LTwOod 1.00 1.00 0. 1,00 Oe 2200 ~0308. 1.00 be 

40 ° . Ce 0. cTview 4.00 4,00 Oo 4.00 0. 3000 4308. 3004 3ob96 

tc - O60e ~1077. 2154, A. T3ORO 3200 3.00 06 3200 0. 2000 benz. 2000 $4006 

_ &e ° 1977. 230 AO] ME 0.00 0.00 Oe 0.00 O. 0,00 Qe 0.00 Oe 

LTTOPuU Le 0.03 2906. 5a52. 
secrToTt @.00 0-00 0. 206.00 =2006 0.00 0. ~16C60,06 Led0. 

AO! MF Ze “3.01 Le 4 
vract 4930.00 1930.00 Oe 8925.00 Oe 1939.00 De 1947.00 Oo. 

secyot Lo 1.00 350 , 83 ° 
CFFAGE 04.77 A077 Oe 2.40 2029-0 69.39 7171. TVIVPLIZLSe 

yrRauT le G.00 ° ‘Je SOF ILS 3060.00 3€00,00 O. 3000-00 Ue 2460400 Oe 2900.06 we 

EEF AGEL 3 ° Ce 0. EFF SOFT 2750000 «2784.00 720. «2714-00 Fe 06 2228220 Gale 2388.0 Perdue © 

° 0.50 35869. 687d $TORILS 2.00 2.00 0. 2200 D6 2200 O. 2.06 OQ. 

SQFTLS le 0.00 0. 0. EXTER " 50 5.00 0. 5,00 QO. 8.90 -3877. %.u0 Oe 

EFFSQFT he 20-00 4530. £4900 HAR AGE 7.00 7.006 0. 7200 Qe 5.00 430M 7.00 Oe 

STORIES 2.6 6.CO0 O. 0. STYLE @.00 @.00 0. 5.00 64376 5.00 e402. 0% 3H00. 

EXTER 
= 

esate 3.00 3.00 Qe 3.060 0. 4.00 ~3231. 3200 Oe 

CARAGE ee ont 90s 1939. BSHICKO 2.09 2200 0. 2.00 Q. 2200 Ue 2.04 0. 

STYLE 2 0.9 Ve 2154.6 
Qua Ty @.00 5.60 4300. 6.00 4358. 00 4308-4 5.00 3600. 

* 01 4150. 30 bbe. poRrcn 8.00 8.00 Oe @.00 Os $200 1806 b.0U LbOU. 

bSAT YP 20 0.01 -605. 1616. BORMS 4.09 4.00 0. 500 “15006 4.00 On 3266 Wd. 

BSMTCHU =o. @750.00 C. Oe BATHS 2025 2.2 Oo 2.50 1000. 3425 “4006. 2e2> Oe 

QUALTY Ze 4.02 41426 Jo2 F PLAC 2200 2200 Qo 2.00 Oe 2.00 Qe 2006 750 

PORCH le 600.00 900 10396 
Cinta 3200 3.00 De 4.00 4158. 4.00 —43048. 1.00 2ebue 

BORMS Le 1500.00 ® * 
GEN 22690 2200 Oe 0.00 2000. 0.00 2000.4 2.00 ida 

bates i ‘000. O» 12256 KTCHSCR 15.40 0.50 12eb5e 0.50 i2ebS~ be 50 11815. 2.44 Fee 

FRLAC * -* CO -1250. 1893. 
f AMRA 0.00 0.06 Oe 0.00 Ge 0.00 Oe - 460 Oe 

Le 7§6220C ~147. 375. RECRN 0.00 0.00 Oo 0.00 Oe 2e00 ~2000, 1.00 -20006 

DINKA Ze 8292 ~367. 5442 
 RPAUMSCR 1200 1200 Qe 4200 Oe 1220 Oe 3.40 =—@00 « 

DEM he 1905.09 125¢ 9576 HICSCR 3-00 3200 O. 2.00 2006 1a.00 ~2000- 3.00 de 

KATCHSCA le 95°.05 11199. 240 . 
AmTCER 2290 2-00 Oe 42 20 2179.4 1.00 2154. £o00 LOUU6 

EC ANKA ane. . Ve SPFTSCR 7200 4.00 1050. 4000 1050. 12.00 -1750. 14.00 ~24506 

Le 1959.CC Oe Oe 

RECRA le 2000.00 1000, h1556 AD UUSTED SnOUNT 2337356 2445700 229506. 22126. 

vaeecn te 303.90 “15C. 309. SELECTION MDEX 10959. 347056 @1335-6 3548.6 

© 200.00 600. 1337. | 
IMTCIR 26 0.01 1533. 1037-6 
SPFTSCR le 355.00 -52%. L641. 

AVE ADSUSTLD AMT ' 231224 
WEIGHTED AVE. 233500. 

‘SD 

VO 
NO



EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

PROPERTY CARD 

LAKE FRONT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

1983 PKOPERTY CARD — PARCEL- 4001108 . 
IMPROVEMENT DATA 

Quen a ewree wp eecn an qeenuneney maeren 

45 CAMBKIUGL RKO 
MADISUM, wi 53704 PKEVIOUS SALE PRICE 215000 

(PREVIOUS SALE DATE 202 

LAMD DATA 

wee we nee een a VEAR BUILT 19:30 

PREVIOUS LUT SALE PRICE c tA 1930-1949 

PREVIOUS LUT SALE BATE 0 Sue FT. CIVIMG SPACE 3060 
MmumBEk OF STORIES 2 Stories 

GVEQCUODE 77e BUILUIMG STYLE Architectural Teaaitianal 

METGHBQRHOVO MUMGER 17 RUUF Gable,asphalt shangies 
EXTERIOR Pact masonry/t(rame 

LOT SQ. FI.® 18069 GARAGE 2 Cas attached, small 
LUT FRuUMT FTL? 60 BASEMENT TYPE Fuld 

LOT UCPTHe 223 BASEMENT COmMODITI OM Mila seepage/ayinyg 

LOT subdlVIOAaLe Mo QUALITY Maintained Jike new 

Lut GwiesiZeéo ta APPEARANCE TO ME IGHEORS Equadly atteaclive 

LAKE ACCESS EASEMEMT Ho CMCLUSED PORCH Avercaye glass» Neated 

SHURE QUALITY MO Gaminant problems MUM k OF RUOMS Al 

WATER GUALITY Fictsam NMNUABER OF BEURUUAS 4 

LAKE FRUMT FT, eo NUMBER OF BATHKUUNS 2025 

LOT Om CORMER Ne HALF pATHS ] 
Lor Gm Cut OE Sal Ha THREE QUARTER BATHS 1 

mSloOE LOT Mo . FULL BATHS 1 

LUT wuGDEO 4 to 7 major trees 84TH OM FIRST FL UUK Ves 

LOY wit w Mate eCapitoal muUMtik OF FIREPLACES 2 
LUT TOPOGRAPHY Level cantout Livinw KOUN Modurate Sizes average layaut 

ALYE PSE IMFL UENCE Rone OlmlinG k0UN Full aganing area 
DEM/LIBRARY/STUDY Average size 

SPCCIAL STRUCTURES AMO SITE EMPROVEMENTS FAMILY &OURM Mane 
eee ee oe ee ee ee we eres cen nt ne rn eres npn ene 2 KITCHEN SCURE 15.40 

Temnrs Court c SIZE Larye 

OuTOOUR POUL 0 TvPt kas U with «stand 

PATIO 0 MORK AREA Madera 

STOXAGE SnHntD © EATING SPACE Space tor table/chairs 
BOATHOUSE c RECKEATIOmM ROOM Mone 
Ct AMALG 0 LAUNDKY AREA SCORE l 

INOUOK POUL C LOCATION Sasement 
CLE VATUR C TYPE faacsed 

Ce C HEATING SYSTEM SCURE 3 
0, Q Fuér Cas 

SPECIAL STMUCTURCS FOAL Q TYPE Ola hot wmalet-radiatars 
ELECTRICAL SERVICE 60 ape 

LDR EVE WAY Lineare gravel WATER HEATER 40 yudles ehectrac 

NETGHBURHOOD FOLIAGL sn ady TRAFFIC PATTERN Geoa 

LANDSCAPING Averaje SPECIAL FEATURES SCOKE 7 

SCkKEI MING GF Back Lidtie ofr none 

SCPEEMING JF FRONT Ves Land 64,000 
CUuRb ANL GUTITER Mo IMPKOVEMENTS 148,500 

SLOE WALA No LY8o ASSESSMENT 2149500 

CAPPRIUX. USIMG VILLAGE map & AND 64,000 LO 

{mPRKOVE Mo MTS Lo9sSuu Vad 

Loe: ASSEVUMENT 2332509



EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

MARKET COMPARISON ADJUSTMENT GRID 

NON-LAKE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

PROPERTY REPORT la 

2 465116 37 OLD SHORE RE ADGUSTHEAT == ea eeeizec 20e LAKE MODO aL¥ 
FACTOR Tye RATE AVE. S-DEV. £52139 4601212 236 Lakewood BY 

3332 46CL232 159 LAKEWOOD a1 vO , 
FACTOR SuUuJECT SANT ADJd 17-ant Apd L5-AMT add ' 3-aatl 40d 

SPR 0. 1.00 LLB50U. CED PSPR 5 B9OGO.00 LACOCOSO110000~ 106000.0010—000. 125000.001 250006 133000.00133004. 

PSDATE 2 3.60 Ce PsDare 7.82 eee oo a “loo o. “$200 0. "3 00 0. 
NERO be 1500,0C 7i 4. naRHO 5.00 7200 =30006 $200 0. 5.00 0. 5.00 0. 

1 . c.f W560 15C%, LISQFT 13560.00 23560200 ~4400. 15000.00 ed. 17500200 -17@0. 18560.00 ~2200. 

LTSsFT Le 4.44 “2255. L576 LOTSOLY 9.00 . 9,00 “Da 0.01 0. 0,00 0. 6.00 Oo 

LOTSOIl¥ be 15597.52 Oe O. SHORE 0.00 0.00 0. 0.00 O. 0.09 0. 0.00 Oe 

SHORE Le -0,.C2 C. Ce MATER , 0.00 0,900 Oe. 0.00 O. 0.08 Ge 0.00 Ge 

WATER 2. 0.02 Ce Oe LKEFT C.00 0.00 De 0.900 De 6.009 0. 0.00 De 

LKEET Le 9.0% Oe 0 EFF LKET 0.00 c.Co Oe 6.00 De 0.00 O« 0.00 Oe 

EFFLKFT 2 395.00 ° LTCHR 1.60 G00 -75% 1.00 Q. 0.00 750. 0.00 ~750.6 

e weVe Ce C. LICL. 0.00 0.90 De 0.00 Ge 0.00 Oe Q.00a 0. 

iL YCNF he =759.CC ~5 626 3756 ui Fwood 1.00 2.00 22006 C.00 2120-6 1-06 Oe 0.00 2660. 

L YCUL le 5c09,¢0 ie Cy LIVIEW 1.69 1.00 0» 4206 Oe 1.00 Qe 1.60 Oe 

LYHOOU 2s 1.02 1745. 1187. LTTOPU 3400 3200 0. 3000 oe 50 5. 3.60 5. 
tTvicw 26 eC2 Ce Ce ADI MF 5.00 £.00 ~8252. 3eC0 ~3180. 0,00 9375. 0060 -9975. 

LTTuPo 2. 3.03 . 0 sPCtut 0.00 0.00 de 200.00 ~—Z006 200000 =200. 0.00 Ue 

LT Tar é are vege a yReuT 1928.CO 1917-00 De £949.00 Oe 2928.90 Oe 1948.00 Ge 

° 790] pe 3° 94. EFFAGE 63.82 59.bb 4332.4 75022 “80326 63.82 Ge 742600 -9OL0. 

SPCTUY Le leit LCC. 115. SQFILS 308C.00 2660,00 Oe 2860.00 Ue 2500.00 OQ. 3080.66 0. 

YPBLT le 5 ne Oe Ge EFESOFT 2763000 8496000 $340. 2626.00 2740. 2388-00 7500. 2763.00 Oe 

EFF AGL 36 0.50 -3327. bt1l7. STORIES 2.00 2.30 Oe b.00 oe oo 00 °. S00 2. SUF ILS i. ola O. 0. EXTER 8.00 2.00 3960. §.00 2908. 3200 3750, #000 3192-6 

EFF SUET le 20.0¢ 3895. 3245.6 GARAGE oe errs ago baad. 9.00 9200 0% eral i oe 0e > ° STYLE 6.00 5.00 4400. &eQ0 S226 9.60 O- 9.00 06 
|! Oe - BSMTYe 3.00 3.00 Oe 0.00 @770. 2290 148756 3200 ve 

ExTe 2. 0.61 3203. 922-6 BSMTCMD $.00 0600 <3750. 5.00 O-. 2200 ~22506 0.00 73738. 

GAPAGL Ze Seok 2628.6 1792. QUALTY 5.00 2000 6600. 5.00 Qe 5.00 oO. 7200 -53206 

STYLE 2. O01 24256 2824.6 PURCH 3200 2000 4006 Oe eo S00 1590. 
BSMIYP 26 X.CL = NOble «= 225 Be BORMS 3-00 800 ee. 195 3000, oso 3125 1000. 
BSMICNL le “757000 -2438, 1772 perme oo ooo 7100-750. iloa 2100-750. 
QUALTY 2 0.02 320 4 : Dimae 00 3200 Oe Sie 2129. 4200 0. grag 5320: e . “0 06 58C, Oilman 4,00 3200 2200. 3400 21296 4200 Oe 2e0G 53206 

PURCH Le 6°0.0¢ 12C%. 692. OC M 0.60 0.00 O« 1.00 ~1000. 0.00 0. 2200 ~2000. 

BOF MS he 1902,%7 L125. 7556 KTCHSCR 5.10 bebC 1275. 6260 “12756 6660 ~1275. 3.0O 278%. 

BATHS Le 4nce.ce 6 2544, FARR 22.00 a2000 100". 316000 77008 eee totoo 
FPLAC Le 750090 39-375. 433s RECRM oe Oye Sod =900. 2100 3006 loo 
DINKA 2.0 2 hae =o 194 tae et soe 3200-1800. 9100 1200. ey 2. DIN ieee on int HIGSCR 4.00 3.00 260. 12.00 ~1000. 10.00. +1200, £6.00 ~2800. 

; ° "0.049 ~7506 G47. ImTcin 2-C0 1.900 11¢9. 2.200 Oe 2209 Oe 2000 De 

KTCHLCH le ase.oc ~51C. 153¢. SPFISCR 7200 11-00 ~1400. 8.00 350. 5.00 700. 12.00 ~1L7506 

FAMRA le 1¢G,.60 ~S00. 935. ° 

KE CRM Le 2004400 0. 0. ADGUSTED AMOUNT b1TaCT. tigen sarzen Perron 
LAUNSCR Le 300.00 -300, 424. SELECTION LMDEX 39069. 207. ane Mea 
HIGSCK l. 200,00 -~135C. 237. 

IMTCIE 2. 0.01 275. s5¢f, 
SPE TSCK le 359.6€ mF. LIo?. 

AVc aDJUSTiO AMT L17174. 
WEIGHTLD AVE. 117500. 

Lo 
i



EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

PROPERTY CARD 

NON-LAKE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

1983 PROPERTY CARD =- PARCEL 460110 
, LAMPROVEMEMT DATA 

PT, ee ere eee omen 
37 ULD SHORE R&0 

MADISON, WI 53704 PREWIQUS SALE PRICE 89000 
PRKEVIUUS SALE DATE 7606. 

LanD DATA 
nee VEAR BUILT 1928 

PREVIOUS LUT SALE PRICE 0 £RA 1910-1929 
Pre viugus LOT SALE OATE 0 SQ. FT. LIVING SPACE 30a0 

NUMBER GF STORIES 2 Steries 

GcOcaor 93. BUILOIMG STYLE Architectural Coianial 

MEI CHBORHOUD WUMBLE 5 ROLF Gablesasphalt shingles 

EXTERIOR Poedome. OFiCK veneer 

LOT Su. FI.# 213560 GAKAGE 2 Car attachneds tar ge 
LOT FkUNT FI.¢ 107 BASEMENT TYPE Futt 

LOT DEPTHS 160 GaASEMEMT COmMDITION Poes conditiaan ef ao aasenent 
Lary susdlivloawece NO Quality Meti-mainiaiaed 
pOT avckeSi2ep " Wo APPEARANCE TO ME IGHSORS tqualiy attr active 

wake ACCESS EFEASEMEMT Ma ENCLOSED PORCH Lacge screen 
MUMNBEx OF & 0085S Ai 

MUMBER OF Bf ORODHMS 5 

tant FrOwT FT, O MUMBEK UF BATHROOMS 2250 

LOT Um CUMS ® Yes HALE BATHS l 

cOt om Cur Of SAC No THREE QUARTER BATHS 0 

ImSTbE LUT Mu FULL BATHS 2 

LOT wOudEo 4 ta 7 mayor trees BATH Ow FIRST Figur | Ves 
LOT wikw Average vigew MUABER OF FIREPLACES 1 
LOT TOPOGRAPHY level cantour KRIVING KUOK Moderate si2@— average layout 
ADVEKSE IMPLUEMCE Public property of Cnposule DinlnG RGOUN separate feom 

OE asLLBRARYSSTUOY None 

SPECTaAL STRUCTURES AND SITE EMPROVEME MTS FAMILY ROOM Adjoining RIRGCHEeN, ave Size 
ds wesw wen on eee we ee or ee en np er ener em en meee ee an coun oo ar ew neneeet cas on KITCHEN SCURE §$.10 

TEmmis CuuRT o $12é Large 

VUTUUUR POOL 0 TYPE Puliman 
PaTlu Q WORK AREA Dated 

STORAGE SHED 0 CATING SPaCE Aseakf{ast maok 

BOATHOUSTL ] RECKEATION R004 tene 

St AWALL Q LAUNDRY AREA SCORE A 

PelLuuR POOL Cc LUCATI Om Basement 
ELE VA TUK Cc TYPE Exposed 

C, 0 MEATIMNG SYSTEM SCURE 4 

Oe 0 Fure. Od 

SPECTAC STRUCTURES TOTAL c TveNe Gia tau pressure stean 
ELECTRICAL SERVICE 125 ampe 

URI VE WAY Linear wth turn spales concrete MATER HEATER 40 gales gas 
Mi [GreukKHOOD FOL LAGE Shady THAFEILC PATICRN Ceca 
LAMUSTAPING Above averaye SPELTAL FEATURES SCORE ? 

SCPEENMING UF BACK Little of nane 

SCRrininG OF FRONT Littie or none Land 30,200 

Cukis AMO GUITER Neo LMPROVE ME MTS 89,400 

SELL WALK No 1982 ASSESSMENT 119,500 

CAPPRUX. USIMG VILLAGE MaP LAMU 3€,10C 

IMPRUVE MENTS 892400 
1963 ASSESSMENT 119656¢ we :
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

October 27, 1983 

Addendum - Market Comp Lecture - Maple Bluff Valuation 

Transformation of the Yariable_for_Age 

A. Discovery of Need to Transform Variable 
for Age of House 

1. Had used variable #49 ERA (See Maple Bluff Single 
Family Residential Information Form) which grouped 20 
years of age into a single variable. | 

Graph of the relationship of value and age variable: | 

Lig (77D 
New 

Z 1969 19730 

Vo/ | | Q ue | 1949 19730 

| SFL 1900 

f-ow fre fsa 

4 3 2. Oo 
| EKA 

2. Adjustments were based upon the difference in variable 
value for the subject and the comparable, multiplied by 
-O2 of the comparable sale price. 

3. Example: 
Year : selling 
Built ERA Age/Years Price 

Subject 1910 1 73 ? 

Comp. A 1949 2 34 $100,000 

Comp. B 1930 2 53 $ 95,000



EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 97 

Using ERA variable, the adjustments would be as follows: 

EBA 

SUBJECT 1 Adjustment Calculation 

COMP. A 2 [¢.02 x $100,000) x (1-2)] = $2,000 

COMP. B 2 [(.02 x $95,000) x (1-2)] = $1,900 

Thus, the $ adjustments differ by only $100 even though the 
two comps vary in age by 19 years and both are much newer than 
the subject. 

B. Transformation of Age Variable to Better Reflect 
Relationship Between Value and Age of House 

1. Graph of Relationship Desired 

Jotfy 

Soe) ~ 

gy 
Value 

50 ) 
eo 

of% | __ 
‘SS AS’ IS as 

| Age - Years 

e. Use regression to determine points on the curve which 
represent value of the age variable called effective 
age. The larger the variable, the newer the house. 
The resulting equation solves for the effective age of 
any house. | 

3. Because of the nature of this variable, a type 3 
adjustment is used to translate the variable into a 

dollar adjustment. In MKTCOMP a type 1 adjustment uses 
a dollar amount, and a type 2 adjustment is a
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percentage of the selling price. A type 3 adjustment 
allows for the use of a separate calculation to solve 
for the percent of sale price to be used. In this case 
the equation is: | | 

[(Vs/Ve - 1) x .50] x Selling Price = $ adjustment 

where Vs = effective age of subject 
Ve = effective age of comparable 

4. Example: 

Year Effective selling 
Built Age/Years Age Variable Price | 

Subject 1910 73 56.65 2 

Comp A. 1949 34 75.22 $100,000 

Comp B. 1930 53 64.77 $ 95,000 

Using the Effective Age variable, the $ adjustments would 
be as follows: 

Effective 

EBA ___Age.__ 

SUBJECT 1 56.65 Adjustment Calculation 
[(Vs/Ve - 1) x .50] x Selling Price 

| = Adjustment 

COMP. A 2 - 75.22 [(56.65/75.22 ~- 1) x .50] x $100,000 
= $12,300 

COMP, B 2 64.77 [(56.65/64.77 - 1) x .50] x $95,000 
= $6,000 

Thus, the $ adjustments are more realistic with the 
Spread and magnitude of dollar adjustments more representative 
of the differences in ages among the houses,
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

A Composite Variable - Kitchen Score 

MKTCOMP — Maple Bluff 

To capture the several price-sensitive factors in a 
kitchen, a composite variable is created. (See Variables 72 to 
76 on Maple Bluff Residential Form). Upon inspection, the 
several attributes described in Variables 73 to 76 are scored 
and the equation shown in the description of Variable 72 is 
used to calculate the Kitchen score. 

Example: | | 

The least desirable kitchen would be scored as follows: 

Attribute Description | Score 

Size small - 1.0 
Type Single wall 1.0 
Work Area Obsolete 05 
Eating Space None | 0 

Kitchen Score = (1 x 1 x .5) + 0 = .50 

The most desirable kitchen would be scored as follows: 

Attribute Description score 

size Large 3.0 
Type L-shaped with island 5.0 
Work Area Modern 1.0 
Eating Space Breakfast nook 6 

Kitchen Score = (3 x 5 x 1.00) + .6 = 15.6 

The difference in kitchen scores between the subject and 
its comparables are adjusted at $850 per point score. The 
maximum adjustment is $12,835, or 15.1 x $850.



THIRD MODULE 

CONTEMPORARY APPRAISAL THEORY AND THE INCOME APPROACH 

Presented By 

James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

FIRST HOUR 

I. The basic premises of the contemporary approach stem 
from the fundamental belief that pricing is a 
behavioral science, that analysis should be inductive 
rather than deductive wherever possible, and that. 
appraised values are intended to serve as a benchmark 
for some decision process. 

A. A price is a social transaction and the behavior 
of the parties and configuration of the 
transaction reflects a consensus at some point in 
time between external market forces sufficiently 
strong to impose on the outcome and internat 
forces on the supply side sufficiently strong to 
pursue their own self-perceived interests. 

Notice that the above does not presume: 

1. Both demand and supply forces to have 
alternatives of equal indifference. 

2. Negotiation abilities of equal force, or 

3. Cash maximization as their sole criteria - all 
of which characterize the traditional 
approach. 

B. The contemporary view sees appraisal as a limited 
and fictional case of feasibility analysis which, 
in turn, is a limited case in problem solving 
which, in turn, is part of a larger planning 
framework. 

C. Appraisal as a fictional feasibility study is a 
model of a decision process and, therefore, like 
all models is constrainea by the following 
elements:
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1. What is the nature of the question’ 

2. What quantity and quality of data may be 
available? 

3. What theory or hypothesis may edit and focus 
the available data as a tentative answer to 
the question? 

4. What techniques and data management can be 
used reliably by the analysts? 

5. What techniques and data management have 
credibility with the ultimate decision maker 
hiring the analyst? 

6. What techniques and uata management are cost 
effective in terms of the dollar consequences 
of the decision? | 

| D. Functions of appraisal differ dramatically and 
lead to multiple definitions or value. 

1. Validation (mortgage loans) 

2. Benchmarking performance (pension funds) 

3. Confrontation (legal cases) 

4. Counseling (investment decisions) 

Ii. In that light, the sequence of steps required of the 
contemporary/appraisal process referred to by 
Wisconsin students as RATGRAM is as follows: 

A. What is the issue for which the appraisal is 
sought as a benchmark? | 

B. What are the attributes of the property in terms 
of alternative courses of action for their 
productive use? 

C. Given the alternatives, what is the most probable 
use?
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D. Given the most probable use, who is the most 
probable buyer in terms of class, motivation 

profile, or market position? (See Exhibit 1.) 

E. Given the most probable use and most probable 
buyer assumptions, there are three approaches to 
predicting most probable price: 

1. Inference from past transactions involving 
properties of similar potential and buyers of 
similar motivation. | 

2. Failing adequate transaction data, it is then 
acceptable to simulate the pricing methods of 
the most probable buyer. 

3. Failing to find either similar properties or 
articulate buyers, the appraiser is then 
permitted to use normative methods which 
indicate what might happen if buyer and seller 
were as smart as the appraiser. 

F, With an initial estimate of value, it may then be 
modified for external conditions unique to the 
parties, the place, or the time. | 

G. The adjusted value must then be tested to 
demonstrate that results at that price would be 
consistent with the minimum goals of all major 
parties to the transaction. 

| H. Since the appraiser is predicting price under 
conditions of uncertainty and many different 
market terms, the appraisal conclusion must be 
expressed as a central tendency within a 
transaction zone which is qualified by financial 
terms and/or critical assumptions about unknowable 
facts. 

1. Although the Institute uses fair market value 
and most probable price interchangeably, that 
is a travesty on the work of modern theorists 
and a deliberate attempt to confuse or negate 
the implied criticism of traditional ways by 
contemporary analysts.



Critical Issues That Define Apprafisal Process 

Functlon of the Property Rights Relevant Definition Allocation of Buyer Motivation 

Appraljsal of Value Productivity Presumed 

Cash market present Present value : 
Tax assessment Fee simple private rights} value (As opposed to income attributable to Purchase of economic 

unencumbered most probable selling land and structures only productivity 

Mortgage loan Encumbered fee simple Requlatlons - Fixed Income pledged Share of economic 

(nonpar ticipattng) private rights plus market value from all sources less productivity contributed 

additional rights Underwriting - solvency | costs of creative by capital 

pledged price or liquidating - | management 
value 

Mortgage loan Encumbered title plus Present value of al] Varlable Income pledged Share of economic produc 

(partictpatory) nonvested Interest In future cash flows plus share of reverslionary| tivity contributed by 

selected future revenues [Interest capital plus share in 

selected management returns m 
plus positioning against a x 
devaluation due to — 
changing conditions “ 

, — 

Sale of an Investment] Encumbered title plus Most probable price Returns from tand, struc~ | Increase in spendable cash _ 

vested entitlements plus above minimum acceptable | tures, personalty, and Increase In liquidity 
going concern profit alternatlve opportunity | selected entitlements value of estate 
center opportunities ; Positioning to maximize 

probabillty of survival of 
benefits despite changing 
conditions 

Purchase of Encumbered title plus Most probable price Land, structure, increase in spendable cash 
Investments positioning for access within percelved perl personalty, and Intanglble] Increase [tn liquidity 

to entitlements pofnt limit assets less proflt centers} value of estate 
for management Positioning to maximize 

probability of survival 
of benefits despite 
changing conditions 

Golng concern Encumbered title plus Most probable sales . Land, structure, Increase in spendable cash 
purchase of a positioning for access to } price within perceived personalty, and Intangible} Increase in Liquidity 
business entitlements plus costs of creating an assets and good will plus {| value of estate 

reduction in risk for alternative artifactual profit centers} Positioning to maximize 
business start-up plus for management probabil{fty of survival 
contro] of monopolistic of benefits despite —_ 

market position controls changing conditions
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2. Contemporary theory recognizes explicitly the 
errors in forecasting, the role of financial 
terms, and the reality of bargaining position. 

I. These general precepts are then expanded into an 
appraisal report outline of the general type 
f{neluded in Exhibit 2. 

J. Upon review of the more detailed outline and the 
limited time that we have, I would like to 
demonstrate a manual market inference system, an 
automated market comparison system, an income 
Simulation method, and a computer test model. 

III. Three Basic Methods of Appraisal 

As you know, Ratcliff concludes that most appraisals 
are concerned with prediction of a future event, a 
transaction price. Since an appraisal method is a 
forecasting tool, forecasting is best done with some 
past experience. Failing that, the best method is 

| simulation of the real estate market process. 

A. Given reliable information on past market 
behavior, the preferred method of appraisal is to 
process the data, statistically if possible, to 
derive a prediction of future price behavior under 
given conditions and with means for estimating the 

reliability of the prediction. | 

| 1. Statistical prediction if possible. 

2. Statistical rules for defintiion of a data set 
at the least. 

B. Should market data be unavailable or inconclusive, 
the appraiser is forced to resort to the second 
method of appraisal, namely the construction of a 
real estate market model of factors which reflect 
his understanding of how buyers and sellers might 
behave. 

1. The income approach and the cost approach are 
‘submodels of how an investor is supposed to 
behave.



EXHIBIT 2 6 

CONTEMPORARY REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL REPORT 

Letter of Transmi teal 

1. Srief statement ef aporaisal issue 
2. Definition of value apeolied 
3. Value conclusion (qualified by financing, tarms of sale, and rance 

of prcbable transaction zene as aporcpriats) 
&. «Sensitivity of conclusion ta erftical assumptions 
5. Property observations or recommendations 
§. Inesrporation by rsfarance of limiting assumptions and canditicons 

Table at Contants 

List of Exhibics 

Digest of Facts, Assumptions, and Conclusions 

Il. Property tyre 

2. Praperty location 
3. Property ownership 
&, Oeterminant ohysical attributes 
§. Contralling legal-solitical attributes 
6. Pivetal linkage attributes © 
7. Marketable dynamic attributes 
8. Most probable use conclusion 
9. Most erchable buyer profile assumed 

10. initial orcbable prica oradiction and central tendency 
Tl. Adjustment of preliminary value estimate for external factors or 

markat position of parties . 
12. Testing of corrected probable prices for consistency with most parcbacle 

buyer objectives — 
13. Final vaiue conclusion and range of error estimate as appropriate 

T. Appraisal Problem Assignment 

A. Statement of Issue cr circumstances for which appraisal is intanded 
ta serve as a decision benchmark and date of valuation 

8 Spectal problems implicic In property type or issue that affect 
agpraisal methodalegy and definitian of value 

C. Special assumptions or instructions that are provided by others 

B. Definition of value,which Is the objective of appraisal analysis 
and disciplines appraisal process 

f.. Selected definition and source 
Z.. (implicit -canditions of the definition 
3. Assumptions required by relevant legal] rulings 

E. Definition of Tegal Interests to Se appraised. 

1. tegal description and source 
2. Permies, political approvals,and ether public use entitlements 

: : Fixtures or personality to be included with sale. 
- Specific assets or liabilities exciuded as Inconsistent with 

. {ssue or premise of asopraisal



EXHIBIT 2 (Continued) 7 

ff. Property Analysis te Setemnine Altarnative Uses 

A. Sits Analysis . , 

I. Physical (static) sfte attributes (size, shape, geclogy, slope, 
soll hydralagy, etc.) 

2. Special site imcravements (wells, bulkheads, irrigation systens, 
parking surfaces with unique salvage or re-use characteristics, etz.) 

3. Legal-poiitical atcribuces (asplicanlea federal, state and local 
. zoning, esnvenants, easements, special assessments, or cther 

land use codes and ordinances, etc.) 
&. Linkages of sice (key relacionshics ta networks, poculations, 

or activity cantars that might generata nead for subiect arcsercty) 
5. Oynamic attributes cf sita (sercascual resnonses af sessla 29 

site In terms of anxiety, visibility, prestige, aesthetics, e272.) 
6 Envirocmental atztrisuceas of site as relacad ta off-site systams 

_ ge impact areas. 

B. Improvement Analysis. 

1. Physical (static) aceribuces of impravements, cataloged sy tyze, 
construction, iaveut, canditian, struccurat flaws, etc. 

2. Mechanical accribuces (brief sctatamenc of heating, ventilating, 
air conditioning, elecerical, alunbing, and fire or safecy 
systems in terms of lTimications on use or efficiency) 

3. Special structural linkages to off-site elements (tunnels, 
Sridgeas, adjoining structures, etc.) 

&. Legal-salicical constraincs on use of existing Imprevements 
(federal, state and !ccal building cades, fire esdes, candicional 
use procedures, neighsSorhcad axsociations, and [fnssection 
liens of recerd for violations). 

5. Oynamic accribuces af existing imorovemencs (impressions created 
by type, Sulk, texture, previous uses, past history, or 
functional efficiency) 

6. Currenc uses and canancies cf [tmorovements, if any 
7. Environmental impace actriguces of improvements on environs 

E. Identification af Alternative Use Scanarfas for Subjece Propercy 

¥. Marketing existing uses af sroserty as [s 
Zz Renovation of axisting praserty and marketing improved ssace 
3. Redirection of existing. property to alternative tanancies 

and uses 
bh. Raplacemenet of existing Improvements or program with new uses 

ttt. Selection af Mast Protadble Usa 

A. Comparative Analysis of Altarnative Uses 

T. Testing and ranking alternative-use strategies far legal- 
potitical compacibilicy " 

Z. Testing alternativecuse scenarios for fir to shysica} orcperty 
attribuces within reasonable cost ta cure 

3. Selection of scenarios that Justify market research



EXHIBIT 2 (Continued) 
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B. Analysis of Effective Oemand for Selected Uses 

I. Search for rants and incane potentials af scenarfo space-time 
products os 

2. Sereen and rank market targets 
3. Apply tncome-justified residual Investment approach ts rank 

economic power of alternative market scenarios 
&k, Evaluate marginal ravenue, marginal Invescnent risk trade-cffs 

C. Summary Matrix for Selection of Mast Probable Usa Scenario — 

1. Physical fft | 
2. Legal-solitical risk | 
3. Strangth of market demand 

&. Adequacy af avaiiasle financing 
5. Ravenue and cost assumotions risk 

[Vo Prediction of Prica for Subject Property 

A. Specification af Most Probable Juyer Type Implied by Most Probable Use 

- Te. Cerfterfa motivations of alternative buyer types | 
Z. Selection of most protable Suyer type as Sasis for pradicticn 

of a sales transaction with legic for ranking of altarnatives 
3. Specification of essential site, improvement, financial, or kay 

dacision erfteria cof principal alternative buyer tyses 

B. Explanation of Appraisal Methedology for Prediction af Prababla. 
Purchase Price | 

1. Preferred methed: ta infer buyer behavior from actual market 
transaction and market data available from sales Sy comparatbie 

buyers of accaotable alternative properties 
Z In the absence of adequate market sales data, the alternative 

method selectad for simulation af probable buyer decisicn process 
3. %$«f market Influence of simulation is impossible, salect normative 

medel such as investment valua, or cast to reslace 

C. Search for Comparable Market Sales Transactions 

| te Unte of comparison | | | 
2. Method af comparison | 
3. Explanation of search parameters 

' & favestigation of sale transaction circumstances 
5. Evaluation for caomearabilicy 
6. Oefinition of sredominane terms of sale 
7. Source of comparative adjustments 

o. Determination of Suftabi tity of Existing Market Data for Inference 

of Value for Subject Property . 

1. Where data Is adequate, selection of market comparison method 
to estimate value . 

Z. Where data is lacking or misleading, selection of alternative 
valuation methad and reasoning . 

3. Canclusion leads ta E or F:



EXHIBIT 2 (Continued) 

. | | 7 9g 

E. Simulation of Probable Buyer Secision Process !f Market Canparison 
Approach Is Inesnclusive ar impossible 

1. Scurca and explanation of simulatica model 
2. Schedules af simulation assumptions 
3. Range of altarnative simulation value predictions (sensitivity analysis) 

{OR) F. Seleesion af Normative Mode! of Juyer Sahavior | 

¥.. Invesmment mode! | 

Z. Cost-to-reslace model 
3. Noncuantitative decision models 

G. Camsucation of Mast Probable Price and Standard Error of Prediction 

H. Correction ef Preliminary Value Estimaca fer External Factors 

. 1. Identiffeation of conditions relative to date of aporaisal 
met prasent in market comparison assumptions 

Z. Specification of nolitical esnctingaencias that might upset 
normal appraisal assumotians of substituticn 

3. (tdencificatian of any violation of conditicns in the definition 
of value by the acpraisal mathodalagv 

kh. Indication of adjuscment necessary to sreliminary prebable price 
estimate or 

§. Explicit statement that no adjustment [s necessary 

t. Test of Mase Probable Price or Value Conclusion by Means of: 

T. Cansarisen ta values derived fran selected alternative acoraisal 
- methodology 

Z. Semonstration of achievenent af objectives af most srobabie 
buyer minimum selection criteria 

3. Measuresent of fit of financial cash requirements to market 
rents, tender ratices, or other relevant constraints 

&. Comparison to decision criteria aopropriace to Issue (financial 
ratios required by mortsage lender, conoarative assessments cf 
simtiar preperty far the cax acpeal board, rates of return in 
alternative invessnents, construction pricas for similar sraperty, 
or whatever demonstrates consistency with statement of the issue) 

WV. Aopraisal Canelusion and Limiting Conditions | 

Aw Oefiniticn ef Value and Value Canclusion of the Resort 

SB. Certificacian of Indepandent Aspraisal Judgment 
GC. Seatement of Limiting Conditions Thac Establish: 

t. Coneribuctians of orker professionals on which resort relies 
2. Facts and forecasting under esnditiens of uncertainty 
3. Critical assunpticons provided by the appraiser 
kh. Assumptions provided by the client 
5. Controls an use of apsraisal imposed by the appraiser 

Aspend ices 

._ Maps, data sets, only If referred to In the text. These data collections 
would slow down the reader ff Included as an exhibic and are secondary 

to the argument in the body of the resort.
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2. After-tax investment models are another 
submodel of market behavior, but while these 
may measure demand from the buyer's viewpoint, 
it may not measure the minimum price expected 
by the seller who also has a tax model to 
consider. In using the second approach, the 
appraiser must be very careful to indicate 
price on the supply side representing minimum 
expections (Vs) of the seller. 

C. Should there be no sales and no way to verify how 
buyers would review the specific property (utility 
case - rate base or kilowatt production?), then 
the appraiser falls back to normative methods. 

1. Normative means what the buyer would do if he 
were aS smart as the appraiser and motivated 
only by a desire to maximize wealth. 

2. The traditional income approach or the cost 
approach are normative models unless it can be 
proven buyers behave accordingly. 

3. After-tax cash flow models are normative 
models until it can be shown how these models 
value property. 

D. Highest and best use or most probable use in order 
to identify most probable user and buyer, requires 
analysis and explicit recognition of possible uses 
Which are: 

1. Legal/political acceptability 

2. Physical/technical feasibility 

3. Effective demand and marketability 

4. Financial viability 

5. Community compatibility 

(See Exhibit 5.)
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IV. New Issues and New Appraisal Techniques 

It is generally recognized that the real estate market 
is dependent upon substantial amounts of credit to 
support effective demand so that real estate prices 
and perhaps values vary with the terms and supply of 
credit generally available in the marketplace. Indeed 
the old timers have seen the definition of fair market 
value gradually move away from the firm premise of 
cash to the seller to a somewhat more subjective 
condition of terms generally available in the market. 

A. The pressure of double digit inflation is eroding 
many of the appraisers! favorite simplifications 

of the market model: | 

1. The long-term fixed interest mortgage, 
amortized from property productivity is gone. 

2. The simple division of income between the 
mortgage and the equity component is smothered 
in participating mortgages, limited 
partnerships, convertible mortgages and seller 
financing. 

3. As the government had removed general 
subsidies to real estate finance such as 
regulation Q, it has made greater use of 
specific interest subsidies to selected 
Special groups. 

4. Real estate markets must be defined not only 
in terms of use, age, income, but also access 
to capital. 

5. Moreover, most properties exist in a 3-tier 
| market, utility to house to activity, 

commodity and money speculation, and as part 
of a going concern. 

6. The 3-tier market can be further subdivided by 
the nature of permits or other entitlements 
that are site specific and define risk of a 
vested or non-vested opportunity.
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B. Volatile money market conditions and the 
Widespread use of creative financing leave the 
appraiser in considerable difficulty in defining 
typical market terms, cash equivalent prices or 
the relationship of fair market value to 
transaction price. Does the client want fair 
market price, most probable price, going concern 
value, contributory value, investment value, or 
liquidating value in event of delinquency and 
foreclosure? 

C. The impact of these elements is significantly 
different for problems involving: 

1. Income investment properties 

2. Economic development properties 

3. Multi-family residential properties 

4. ©6Single family residential properties 

D. The impact of financing in each situation requires 
that we go back to basics. The appraiser or his 
client must define: 

1. What is the function of the appraisal? 

2. Which rights are to be appraised? (Those that 
run with the establishment on the site, with 
the ownership position, or with fee simple 
title.) 

3. Which definition of value is appropriate? 

4h. How is productivity allocated to the agents of 
production? 

E. Reference to Exhibit 2 

F. Reference to definition of fair market value in 
Exhibit 3 and compare to most probable price in 
Exhibit 4.
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EXHIBIT 3 

(* The most probable price - new edition, Institute) 

FAIR MARKET VALUE - The highest price in terms of money which a 
property will bring in a competitive and open market under 
all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and 
seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming 
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. 

Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as 
of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to 
buyer under conditions whereby: | 

1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated. 
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and each 

| acting in what he considers his own best interest. 
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open 

market. . 
4. Payment is made in cash or its equivalent. 
5. Financing, if any, is on terms generally available in 

the community at the specified date and typical for the 
property type in its locale. 

6. The price represents a normal consideration for the 
property sold unaffected by special financing amounts 
and/or terms, services, fees, costs, or credits incurred 
in the transaction. 

source: P. 137, Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, 
Editor Byrl Boyce, 

* Not to be confused with most probable price in contemporary 
appraisal, which does not reflect an assumption of a 
competitive market with alternative, which does not require 
ignoring of public bargaining position of the party, and 
which does not require cash to the seller if the market 
cannot have a transaction without seller financing.
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EXHIBIT 4 

The most probable price is that selling price which 
is most likely to emerge from a transaction involving 

the subject property if it were to be exposed for 
Sale in the current market for a reasonable time at 
terms of sale which are currently predominant for 
properties of the subject type. 

Source: P. 8, The Appraisal_of 25_N. Pinckney, Editor 
James A. Graaskamp.



FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE USES 

Scenario 1 Sconario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario § Scanario 5 Soanario 6. 
Conversion to Conversion to 

Purchase by Welfare Conversion to Apartments with Apartments with Demolition and 

Feasibility Faotor Return to Former Une Agency. Slass B/C Offioe Office on lat Floor —Hhikiating Bar Sala of Site 

Market Demand Risks Demand very elastic Welfare agencies Office market Strong demand for Though there is a Soft market for 
relative to price lack capital becoming more price spacious two bedroom atrong demand for vacant sites whioh 
unless roca rates resources to sensitive; would not units in CBD area affordable downtown cannot be assenbled 
subsidized by purchase and resodel accept neighborhood housing, oonsumer into larger plot-~ 
welfare agencies facilities, given arid laok of parking aurvey shows tenant tage; parking 

the absence of unless rents were reluctance to live revenues from 20 
goverment funding lower than necessary above noisy/poten~ spaces inadequate 

to support remodeling tially malodorous to oarry clearance 
ber-restaurant costs 

Legal/Political Inconsistent with Mixed acceptability Neighborhood Preferred use, given Preferred use for Inoonaistent with 
Acceptability long term City goals as interim use as resistance to need for downtown housing ia ocompro= constituenoy 

for Olin Place housing for inoreased demand for housing and politi-~ mised by existing favoring landmark 
transient males by atreet parking Gal statements by bar management designation 
some groups; favored alderpersonsa for agreement a. 
by welfare advocates reduction of bar “r 
and disfavored by business in reaiden- ~~ 
local residents tial neighborhoods @ 

=| 

Technical Failure to repair Capital costa of Variance needed for Spacious apartments Apartment mix None 

Construction within one year say renovation to state parking requirement with views provide cheapened by re- . WI 
Problems and have jeopardized standards excessive of 1 stall per 300 favorable rent/oost taining existing ber 

Capital Cost Risks grandfathered non- for short term use SF to 1 stall per per SF ratio operation-~smaller 
conforming building 2,500 SF of office housing oode creates unita require more 
conditions. Other space more remodeling risk plumbing and bring 

wise this use has than commercial code less favorable rent/ 
lowest oonstruction cost per SF ratio 

. plaks of Soenarios 1 

through 5 

Relative Investment 
Power Based Upon 
Revenue Oeneration 
Potential $192 ,765 $120, 380 $60 ,331 $103,220 ($10,513) $13,778 

Speoial Income Tax None None Rehabilitation tax Possible historic Poasible historic None 

Advantages or Public oredit of 20% for landmark status for landmark status for 

Subsidies Available clder commeroial 25% rehabilitation 25% rehabilitation 

building conversion tax credit plus tax tax credit. TIF 

plus possible incremental less likely because 

industrial bond financing (TIF) _ dnereanse in tax ia | 
financing assistance smaller 

Real Estate Tax Modest inorease in Loss of $194,300 tax Real estate tax base Real estate tax base Real estate tax bese Loss of 

Consequences to assessed value base with tax-exempt would be multiplied would be multiplied would be multiplied approximately 

City agency as owner approximately 3 approximately 3 1/2 approximately 2 1/2 $140,000 of tax base -_ 

times the present times the present times the present WI 

assessment aseacssnent aspessuent
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Ve. Traditional techniques of market comparison and 
capitalized income lack reliable data or fail to 
represent market behavior, leading to greater reliance 
on discounted cash flows for large income properties. 

A. Sales prices are engineered by accountants to some 
degree to shift asset values among various 
classifications for land, structure, personalty, 
intangibles, capital gains and losses and ordinary 
gains and losses, making market comparison 
anything but objective (not to mention adjustments 
for non-market financing discussed in second day). 

B. Similarly, the income approach has great 
difficulty in applying the truism that income 
value is the present value of income plus the 
present value of reversion. 

1. There is the problem of defining net operating 
income in terms of what is attributable to the 
real estate (aside from financing effect on 
cash throw off). . 

2. There is the problem of defining the net 
reversion to equity in an uncertain future 
(aside from financing effect on mortgage 
balance). 

3. There is the problem of selecting a conversion 
process which reduces income cash flows and 
reversionary cash flows to a single present 
value. 

C. Neither revenue, nor expenses, nor debt service 
are constant over time anymore, so that NOI/OAR is 
no longer a useful valuation model. Instead rents, 
vacancies, expenses, and financing must be staged 
using a spread sheet for both income and the 
reversion. Lenders may share in appreciation and 
owner and lender may share the risk of variable 
{jnterest and the first principal payment. 

D. The problem of defining real property as tangible 
or intangible. 

1. Property refers to things and objects capable 
7 of ownership.
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2. Real property refers to the legal rights, 
interests, and benefits inherent in the 
ownership of real estate. 

3. What is inherent? 

i. Is the residual claim the right to receive 
cash flow from income property subject to any 
prior claims? 

5. How is cash flow allocated among land, labor, 
capital, and management...and public licenses? 

E. The definition of economic rent attributable to 
the real estate: 

1. Is income attributable to entitlements that gO 
with fee simple title to the land and are 
point specific or to transportable permits? 

a. For example--does liquor license go with 
the building? Is permit to build or 
maintain a dam assignable? Does right to 
management fee and brokerage fee go with 
general partnership or property? 

2. Is the real estate income from retailing of 
space or from wholesaling of space? 

a. Parking ramp lease versus parking space by 
the hour, observation deck versus ticket, 

| condominium conversion fee versus 
apartment project investment. 

3. Is the income for extraordinary services or 
intangible assets rather than customary? 

a. Maid service versus janitorial, shopping 
center premium for proximity or for joint 
merchandising and risk management. 

4. Ancillary to rather than integral with the 
project. 

a. Can services be acquired off premises such 
as janitorial or utilities?
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5. IRS classification as 1250 property (real) or 
1231 property (personalty) and Section 453, 
453A and B, or Section 38 (tangible) or 
Section 45 (intangible). 

6. Is income attributable to governmental 
agencies in exchange for contractual 
entitlements of control or use to the public 
interest for the term of the contract? 

Ee. Problem of defining or forecasting a reversion: 

1. Pricing real estate for utilitarian purpose, 
to buy access to service sales, or speculate 

in long term demand/supply commodity 
relationships or long term commodity/money 
ratios. 

2. Can the appraiser prove presence of necessary 
conditions for appreciation and amount of 
deprectation? 

ae Rising net income 
b. Falling interest rates 
c. Falling investor expectations 

3. When is appreciation speculative, non-vested, 
and excluded from fair market value? 

i. Can the appraiser simulate alternative 
speculative gains for most probable price? 

5. When a premium is paid anticipating 
syndication of condominium conversion, should 
there be an adjustment for purchase of a 
business opportunity? Does fair market value 
include management fees for conversion? 

F. Referring back to functions and the accounting/ 
appraisal interface, consider that accounting 
theory distinguishes values according to the 
following in order to fit the function of the 
accounting task: 

1. Exit value assuming completion of normal 
business cycle in an orderly fashion 
(benchmarking).
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2. Exit value assuming abrupt liquidation 
(construction loan validation). 

3. Replacement value with asset of current 
technology. 

4. Reproduction value of asset at original state 
of technology. 

5S. Market value in an organized market for 
tangible goods. 

6. Current value as original cost indexed for 
dollar devaluation. | 

T.- Discounted value of future receipts at 
interest factor. 

8. Value of asset not yet charged to consumption 
or production, 

VI. Case Study of an appraisal of a 50-year old high 
rise office building in the CBD with vacancy 
problems, utility problems, and management 
problems. (See Exhibits 6 through 21.) 

A. Revenues reflected loss of a major tenant 
(State of Wisconsin), lack of demand for 
retail space on the first floor, a soft market 
for B-class space, and a reluctance of 
management and tenants to use pass-throughs 
for operating costs. 

B. it was necessary to do a spread sheet 
indicating a gradual reduction of vacancy 
loss, a gradual updating of existing leases 
with pass-through clauses, and investment in 
critical energy conservation. | 

C. Resale price is tied to projected net income 
and gross with a debt cover ratio and a 
cash-on-cash yield. Loan-to-value ratio is 
irrelevant. (See The Appraisal Journal, 
January 1981, "DCR/RE Cap Rate Tables for 
Today's Financing," p. 15.)



EXHIBIT 6 | 
CASE STUDY - EXHIBITS 6-21- SEMINAR 

- 20 
LIST OF EXHIBITS 

| Page 

1 Location of Subject Site Relative to the Capitol Sguara. . 2. 2. 2 we we. 

2 Subject Site in Original “Madisen Piat. 2. . 2. 2. 2 ew we ew ee ee ee ee 

3. Sita Plan of SuBject Prepercty. 2. 2. 2. 2 6 6 eee we we we we te tl tt 

4+ Proposed Capitol Concourse Plan. . . 2. 2. 6 0 ee we ew we we ee ew oe 

5 Proposed Parking for Concscurse Plan. . . 6 © 6 6 © ee ee we we et 

G6 Traffic Patterns and Public Parking Upon Comoletion of 
Capital Concourse. 2. 2. 2. 6 © © © ee et et we we ee we ew ek ee 

7 ‘iew from the East Main Office Entrance cf the Subject 
Property «© 2 «© © © © © © © ee ee ee eee ee ww we ee et ee ee 

3 Photograohs of Subject Proverty. 2. 2 2 6 6 ee ee ee ee ee ee 

9 Lecaticn of First Floor Retail Vacancies cn the Capnitoi | 

SQUAT] 6 6 ew ee ee ee we ee ee ee ee 

10 First Floor Retail Vacancies on the Square Existing or Knewn 

to be Available as of January 1, i980... . 2. 2. 2 2 2 2 ew ew ew we ew ee 

11 Madison Downtewn Offica Space as of January 1, 1980. ...-....+..424.-.- 

12 Expression of State's Interast in Post Office Building-- | 
Wisconsin Stata Journal Article. 2. 2. 2. 2 6 ee we ee we ew et tt lt 

13 Leecation of Comparable Sales on or Near Capitol Square .....+..-..-. 

(14 Comparable #1 - 30 West Mifflin. Ci 

15 Comparable #2 - SO East Mifflin. . 2. 2. 6 0 0 ee ee ee we we we ee 

16 Comparable #3 ~ 16 North Carroll . . . 6 6 6 2 0 ee ee ee ew ee ee 

17 Comparable #4 - 123 West Washington. ©... ee ee ee ee ee ee 

18 Comparable #5 - 102 and 110 North Hamilton .... . a 

19 Comparable #6 - 212 East Washington-. - - © © © 6 6 6 © ee ew ee ee ee 

2Q Comparable #7 ~- 2 West Mifflin -« 2 2 6 6 © 6 0 we ee ee ee ee we ws 

21 Seale for Scoring Comparables cn Imoortant Investor 
Considerations «© . + + 6 6 6 © © ee ee ew ee et ew wee ew ee ee 9 

22 Weighted Matrix for Comparable Preperties. . - -.- - np 

23. Calculation of Most Probable Price Using Mean Price 
Per Point Equation Methed. ~. 2. 2. 2 2 6 6 ee ew ee we ee ee ee eh el eh ehUdL 

II-7
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EXHIBIT 6 (Continued) 

SCALE FOR SCGRING COMPARASLES ON IMPORTANT INVESTOR CONSIDERATIONS 

FOR OFFICE/RETAIL SPACE {N MADISON C-4& ZONE 

5 = Ample private parking on site or 
available on contract within the 

Parking same block. 
25% 3 = Limited parking on premises 

0 = Little or no surface parking on 
premises. 

5 = In the blocks of East and West 
Mifflin St. or North and South 
Carroll St., across from the 

Capito! Square 

Location 3 = In the blaoks of North and South 
20% Pinckney St., across from the Capitol 

Square, or in the 1690 block of West 
Washinaton, or adjacent to General 
Executive Facilities. 

} = Off of the Capitol Square 

First Floor Retail 5 = Strong lease in place. 

Lease in Place at 3 = Strong lease in place for part of 
Time of PUrchase first floor. 

15% 0 = Lease expires in less than 6 months 
or vacant. 

Need for Renovation 5 = No renovation required. 
of Office Space at 3 = Modest renovation required. 
Time of Purchase 1 = {ntensive renovation required. 

15% 

5 = Excellent design and location. 

Visual Quality of 3 = Indifferent design and/or location. 
Office Entrance 1 = Poorly defined and/or adjacent to 

10% incompatible uses. 

Vacancies in Existing 5 = Less than 10% of net rentable area (NRA). 
Office Space at Time 3 = More than 10% of NRA. 
of Purchase QO = Vacant 

1S%



WEIGHTED MATRIX FOR COMPARABLE PROPERTIES 

Rat Ing/Welghted Rating 

FEATURE/ A #2 a3 th m5 M6 Subject 
WEIGHT JO W. NIFFlIn 50 €. MIFFLIN l6 N. Carroll 123 HW. Washington 102 NW. Hamltton 212 £. Washington 110 &. Hala 

Parking 
25% §/1.25 3/.75 0/0 0/0 3/.75 3/.75 3/.75 

Location 
20% §/1.00 5/1.00 5/1,00 37.60 1/.20 3/.60 3/.60 

First Floor 
Retali Lease 

In Place 5/.75 5/.75 0/0 37.45 34.45 0/0 17.05 

1$% 

Heed for 

Renovatlon 
1S% 5/.75 17.15 37.45 5/.75 7.95 17.15 3/.45 

vr 

Visual Quality >< 

of Office = 
Entrance 5/.50 3/.30 3/.30 5/.50 3/.0 3/.30 1/.40 oo 

10% 4 

Vacancles In ~ 

Existing 
Office Space 5/.75 0/0 5/.75 5/.75 0/0 0/0 1/.15 

15% 

tee erga ggg mm coi dig a a Adept PPP Te AI SSS OE a TT 

Total Weighted 
Score 5.00 2.95 2.50 3.05 1.85 1.80 2.20 

pn ne etn ponent eet tt eR te A A 

nn errr mame 
inp pcg A tc a PP Pir re PSA Padi PS MS PPPS a A LT a 

Selling Price $2,555,500 $850,000 - $615,270 $2,896,000 $330 ,000 $472,000 x 

Total Het 65,000 38, 500 35,725 138,000 28,000 38,000 74,000 

Rentable Area sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. Ft. sy. ft. sy. ft. sq. ft. 

(NAA) 

Price Per 
Square Foot $3930 $22.10 $17.20 $21.00 $11.80 $12.40 
(NRA) 

Price Per 

Square Foot 68 

of HRA , AQ 6,88 6,89 6.38 89 
Total Welghted 7.86 T.n9 

Score NO 
N
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' EXHIBIT 8 

CALCULATION GF MOST PROBABLE PRICE USING 
MEAN PRICE PER POINT EQUATION METHOO 

(Wich Standardized Weighted Point Scores) | 

Comparable Selling Price Weighted | Price ser NRA (x) 

Property per NRA Point Score Weighted Point Score ° 

1 $39.30 5.00 7.36 

2 22.10 3.45 7.49 

3 17.20 2.50 6.88 

4 21.00 3.95 &.893 

5 11.860 4.85 6.38 

6 12.40 1.80 | 6.89 

TOTAL 42.39 

Central Tencency _ = x _ 42.39 . 7.07 
(Hean = x) n o 

Dispersion . S (x-x5¢ of 1.33 _ 525 
(Standard deviation = s) n-1 5 : 

where: 

x RB POR Sl)? on net 

7.86 - 7.07 = -73 62 6 5 
7.89 - 7.07 = .42 .18 
6.88 - 7.07 = 19 O04 

6.89 - 7.07 =  .18 03 
6.38 - 7.07 = -69 a4 
6.89 - 7.07 = 18 03 

1.38 

Value Range: Rts 2 7.07 ¢ .53 

Estimate of Value of Subject Property = 

NRA of subject «*« Weighted point score of subject * 

(74,000 S.F.) (2.2) 

[Sample mean of price per NRA per total 
weighted score t (Dispersion + t vatue)} 

{7.07 = (.53 « t value)] 

Confidence Leve! 

@n-i = 5; 
68% (c = 1.000) g0% (t = 2.015} 

High Estimate: $7,240 ,000 $1,320,000 

Central Tendency: 1,350,000 1,150,000 

Low Estimate: | 1,060,000 980 ,000 

i 

‘Ant value estimates are rounded.



Schedule of Rental Revenues! for the Perlod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual Annualized Gross Rental Revenues, 

Occupancy as of Space Rent per Lease Taras 3 h730/80- 5730/81 - 4730/82- 4730783- h/30/84- 

April 30, 1980 Sy. Ft. Sq. Ft.? as of 4/30/80 h/29/B1 4/29/82 4/29/83 k /29/84 4/29/85 

lower level & Roof 

B level! Vault-Vacant 700 3.00 no § 2,100 $ 2,100 § 2,270 $ 2,270 $ 2,450 

@ level-Showroom & Office kOOO 3.00 -- 12,000 12,000 42,960 12,960 14 000 

A Level -Starage hoo 4.00 6/30/80 1,600 2,400 2,600 2,800 3,000 

lloneywull Phone Box -- -- “- 600 600 600 650 650 

Total-Lower Level | 5100 — $16,300 $17,100 $15,430 $18 680 $20, (00 

First Floor 
Chez Vous-tt2 454 4, 80 10/1/76 - 9/30/81 $ 2,180 § 2,290 $ 2,360 § 2,360 $ 2,360 rm 

Chez Vous-114 1000 4. 60 10/1/76 - 9/30/81 4 810 §,030 5,200 § 200 §,200 28 

North Entry 1 Fy 2000 9,00 n/a = Bh $8,000 '9,5u00 21,000 22,500 24 ,000 = 

South Entry-leaf & Ladle 3500 9.00 1/1/80 - 12/30 31,500 3,130 33,950 j 0 49,600 = 

Total-Flrst Floor 6954 | $64, 4950 s63°360 583 Fi $8940 $71,160 —4 

Second Floor to 
201 Vacant 150 6.50 “= $ 970 $ 970 $ 1,050 9 1,050 $ 4,140 

202 States, 600 6.70 7/1/79 - 6/30/80 4 020 & 320 4,320 4,670 4 670 

203-4 Vacant 543 6.20 9/1/78 - 8/31/79 3,370 3,640 3,640 3,640 3,930 

205-6 State 506 7.00 3/1/78 - 5/31/80 3,540 3,820 3,820 420 4 120 

207-8 lhomecrafts 386 7.20 U/1/79 ~ 12/31/81 2,780 2,850 3,000 3,000 3,080 
209-10 Stated 451 6.25 11/1/79 - 5/31/80 2,820 3,040 3,040 3,280 3,280 

211 Or. Reyez 219 7.00 -- 1,600 1,730 1,730 1,870 | 870 

242-14 Dr. Wierwill 700 6.50 h/1/78 - 3/31/81 4,570 4 900 4,900 4,900 5,210 

215 Vacant his 6.75 7/1/78 - 6/30/79 2,800 3,020 3,020 3,270 3,270 

216 urs 500 7.50 5/1/80 - 4/30/85 3,750 4 050 4,050 4 370 4,370 

218-19 Rape Crisis Center 816 7.00 1/1/80 - 12/31/81 5,840 6,120 6,260 6 530 6 690 
220-21 State? 1400 6.25 12/1/79 - 5/31/80 1830 9,450 9,450 10,200 10, 200 

Total -Second Floor 6686 $4 Bio $47,910 $48 280 $50 , 900 $51,830 

NM 
mad



Schedule of Rental Revenues’ for the Perlod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual _. Annuablzed Gross Rental Revenucs ; 

Occupancy as of Space Rent pes Lease Terms j 4730/8o- 47}60761- k/30/82- 4 73076)3- 4730 784- 

April 30, 1980_ Sq.Ft. Sq. Ft.? as of 4/30/80 h/29/B1 h/29/82 4/29/8) 4/29/84 4/29/85 

Third Floor 
301 Vacant 150 5.75 -- $ 660 $ 6860 $ 930 $ 930 $ 1,000 

J02-} State 079 5.75 “- 6,780 7,320 7,320 7,400 7,900 

jo State? 230 6.70 on 1,540 | ,660 1,660 |, 600 i 800 

305-8 State? gh2 6.70 -- 6.00 6, dv0 6, 800 1,360 7.360 om 

309s The Journal Co. 232 7.20 9/1/79 - 8/31/80 1,810 1,880 19/0 2,030 2,120 3 

JIO-00 State? 456 6.70 2° 3,050 3, 10 3, 300 3,560 3,560 = 

342 Vacant 234 5.75 “- 1,340 1,440 1,450 1,570 1,570 — 

313-04 Or. A. Mang 482 7.20 6/1/79 - 5/31/80 3,490 3,730 3,750 hoo hoojo 

345 Vac ane 731 6.70 10/1/79 - 9/30/40 5 000 § ou 5,310 § 480 §,630 o 

316-19 Wisc. Bullders Assoc. 1091 ).00 1/1/80 ~ 12/31/80 7,810 8, 18u 8,360 & 730 8,940 

320-24 Vacant 136) }.00 * 3,240 40, 300 {0,300 Tttja 41,1390 & 

Total-thied Floor 7050 : $47,520 $50 ,560 $51,150 s54, 450 $55,0h0 5 

Fourth Floor 
Ss 

hol Vacant 150 6.40 ~~ $ 960 $ 960 $ },040 $ 9,040 $9,120 c 

4Q2 Furst, Carbson inc. 648 6.40 5/1/79 - 4/30/80 4,350 43/0 4,700 4,730 5,00 @ 

hOJ-10 State 20h) 6.75 1/9/80 - 12/31/85 14,500 14,840 15,670 16,100 16,9%0 — 

hi2 = Vacant 202 6.ho ee 1,290 1,290 1,400 1,400 1,500 

413-04 Wisconsin Alilance of Citles 679 6.80 “- 4 480 § 020 5,420 § 420 5,850 

15 State, 259 7.00 3/1/79 - 2/28/81 1,830 1,940 1,970 2,100 2,130 

4ib-19 State, 1370 6.00 vacated 6/30/80 8 ,22u 8,600 8,880 9,590 9,590 

420-Mla State 560 6.70 vacated 6/30/80 3,750 3,750 4,050 4,050 4,370 

421-22 State 300 6.70 vacated 6/30/80 2,010 2,010 2,170 2,170 2,340 

423-24 Ed Konkol 340 6.60 9/1/79 - 8/34/80 2,240 2,240 2,420 2,420 2,620 

Tatal-Fourth Floor 6655 $hh 130 ghd, 340 $h7,720 $49,020 $51,570 

ND 
Wh



Schedule of Rental Revenues! for the Perlod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual Annualized Gross Rental Revenues 

Occupancy as of Space Rent pes lease Terms , 4730/80- «4473078 1- 5 /30/82- 4730783- 4730784- 

April 30, 1980 Sq. Ft. Su. Ft. as of 4/30/80 4/29/81 = 4/29/82 4/29/83 4/29/84 4/29/85 

Fifth Floor 
501 E. C. Barton 150 7.60 -- $ 1,240 $ 1,270 $ 1,270 $ 1,380 $ 1,380 

502 Vacant 842 7.50 ~- 6,310 6,820 6,820 7,360 7,360 

603-5 Vacant 810 7.50 “- 6,070 6,070 6,440 6 ,800 6,800 =n 

506-19 State 3922 6.25 11/1/79 ~ 10/31/83 24,500 24,500 24,500 30 ,590 31,770 25 
520 State-8d. of Aging 555 6.70 7/41/79 ~- 6/30/81 - 3,950 4,000 4,270 4,330 4,940 — 

521-22 Or. Coryell 339 7-20 we - oa ae 20 2 2,780 2,370 2 4380 ” 

523-24 Green Bay Press Gazette 337 7.60 9/1/79 - 8/31/82 2,560 2,640 2,760 2,760 2,760 

Total-Flfth Floor 6955 | $k7,070 © §4B.oko $48 B00 s56, tha $5460 bo 

Sixth Floor 
— 

601 Vacant 150 6.70 -- $ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 1,080 5 1,080 $4,170 & 
602-4 State 1473 6.00 vacated 6/30/80 8 840 9,540 9,540 10,300 10,300 = 

605 Vacant 204 6.40 -- 1,300 (, 300 1,410 1,410 1,520 ~ 

to 6/30/80 = 
606-10 State 1000 6.70 then mo. - mo. 7,370 7,500 7,500 8,100 8,100 «© 

641 The Evjue Foundat ton 286 7.00 vacated 11/30/80 2,000 2,000 2,160 2,160 2,330 <— 
612-th State 647 7.50 11/1/79 ~ 10/31/83 h 850 4 850 h 850 5 080 5,240 
615 Tennay Bldg. 344 7.00 -- 2,400 2,400 2,600 2,600 2,800 
616 Joln Barsness 850 6.00 3/1/79 ~ 2/28/81 5,170 5 520 5,590 5,950 6 020 
617 BI1) Ward 250 6.70 vacated 5/31/80 1,940 2,120 2,120 2,300 2,300 
618-13 State 3 5.00 vacated 5/31/79 3.258 3,950 4 270 4,270 4 6140 
20-24 Vacant 1262 - 70 . ~~ | 8.450 9,130 9,130 _ 9,860 _9, 860 

Total-Sixth Floor 6560 $47,270 $49,310 «= $50,250 «= $53,110 «= §5K, 250 
Seventh Floor | 

701 Lawton 6 Cates 150 5.75 6/1/79 - 5/31/83 $ 930 $ 970 $ 1,100 $ 1,050 $ 1,090 

Ocak Lawton & Cates ae 5.75 6/1/79 ~ 5/31/83 3 35,100 36,450 37 ,850 39,160 
20-24 Vacant 1106 7.00 ~~ 7,740 740 8, 360 8 360 9,030 

Total -Seventh Floor 6673 $42,270 owe hia $45,910 $7,260 $h9,280 

NO 

CN



Schedule of Rental Revenues! for the Perlod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annua | - ___ Annualized Gross Rental Revenues | _ 

Occupancy as of Space Rent per lease Terms. 4/30780- 473076i- k730/82- ———«4A 730783 - kh] jo/8k- 

April 30, 1980 Sq. Ft, Sy. FL.? as of 4/30/80 4/29/01 = 4/29/82 _ 4/29/83 _ 4/29/84 4/29/85 

Eighth Floor 
Bol Wisconsin Radlo Mews 150 7.00 to 6/30/80 $ 1,050 § 1,040 $ 1,130 $ 1,130 $ 1,220 

602-5 State 1536 7.55 to 10/31/83 11,600 1), 400 11,600 12,060 12,520 

806-7 Or. Hannls 470 7.50 9/1/79 - 8/31/80 3,840 k 000 & 000 4210 h 320 

88-22 State 4580 6.00 7/1/79 ~ 6/30/50 27,480 36 620 3/7, 100 37,100 39,540 

@23-24 Or. Bayle 319 7.60 9/1/79 - 8/31/80 2, /80 2,480 3,040 3, b20 _j,t2a 

Tutal-Elyhth Floor 7075 ghé 750 $56,150 $56 870 $57,620 $60, 760 

Kiuth Floor 

m 

90! Hillman & Robertson 150 8.00 1/1/80 ~ 12/31/80 $§ 1,230 § 1,300 $ 1,340 $ 1,400 $1,400 =x 

902 Wisc. Ins. Alllance 664 }.00 6/1/79 ~ 5/31/80 6 ,400 6 , 48a 6,910 7,000 7,000 ow 

903-6 Mulcahy 6 Wherry 990 8.00 W/t/79 ~ $2/30/41 8,070 8,530 8,750 4210 9,210 = 

907 Robert Uelling 225 8.00 4/1/80 ~ 3/31/81 1,810 1,60 | 1,980 2,110 2,110 

909-10 Larry Hall 700 6.00 6/1/79 - 5/31/80 h 520 4 550 4 870 4 900 4500 

91 Or. Schmitz 248 7.75 1/1/79 ~ 12/51/80 1,920 1,970 2,060 2,140 2,230 — 

912-49 Devine Insurance 2560 7.00 &/t/BO - 3/31/83 18,060 18,060 18,180 19,350 19,350 © 

921 State $75 7.00 vacated 7/1/80 4 020 4 , 350 4,350 4,700 joo 3 

922-23 Judicial Commlisston 355 6.50 5/1779 = 4/30/81 2,300 2,500 2,500 2,)00 2,700 — 

924-25 Or. Rundal 339 ).20 6/1/79 - 5/31/80 2,650 2,680 2,860 2,480 2,800 2 

fotal-Winth Floor 7016 $50,980 $52, 380 $57,800 $56, 340 $56, 480 © 

Tenth Floor 
: “ 

1001 Victor Lind 150 «6, 80 b1/1/79 - 10/31/80 $ 1,050 $1,200 $ 1,250 § 1,400 $ 1,350 

1002 Misc. Assoc, of Indep. Colleges 864 6.50 1/1/80 ~- 12/31/80 5,760 6,040 6,190 6, 44a & ,650 

(00j-4 Wise. Conners 6 Freazers 156 §.00 5/1/79 - 4/30/80 6,050 6,050 6,530 6,530 7,050 

1005-8 Woelter Co. Qi 6.80 12/5/79 - 14/30/80 6,370 6,650 6 ,BBo /,200 7,400 

1009-10 Vacant 455 6.50 “* 2,950 3,190 3, 10 3,450 3,450 

1Ott-13) De. Doll 72) 6.65 6/1/79 - 5/31/80 5,230 5,270 6 640 65 670 6,100 

1014 Vacant 229 6.25 -- 1,430 1,430 1,540 1,Sho 1,670 

1095-18 Siate 1616 7.50 91/8/79 - 10/31/83 $2,120 12,120 12,120 12,600 13,090 

1019-21 Vacant 680 6.70 vacated 2/29/80 §, 300 6,440 5,870 5,410 6,350 

1022 ler Walsh ut 8.00 12/1/79 - 01/30/80 §,420 1,490 1,450 1,540 ) ,600 

1023-24 Vane Cu. Advocate far 

Battered Wumen I3t 7.20 8/1/79 - 7/31/80 2,610 2,60 _2,B4o _ 2,900 Atle 

Total-Tenth Fluor 8890 | $50,370 651,570 $53,540 $55,120 $57,780 

Annual Totals for 74,054 sq. Ft. $493,960 $522,120 $537,260 $565,460 $586 210° 

INO 

~~]



Notes to Schedule of Rental Revenues for the 
Period of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

"The annualized gross rental revenue for the perlod From April 30, 1980 through April 29, 1981 Is consistent with the m 

actual lease terms, If at market rents, as of April 30, 1980. Increases In rents are assumed to take place according sa 

ta lease terms and conditions; an Increase of 8 percent is used at lease renewal dates. This factor was taken froma = 

survey of of fice rent Increases In Class 8 buildings onand near the Capitol Square in Madison and Is the current rate —: 

used by the Tenney Bullding manager. ° 

athe annua) rental market rate is gtven as of April 30, 1980, Only one tenant In Rooms 909-10 Is considered ta be belaw = <> 

market rent al $4.73/square foot; therefore the rent for this space Is calculated at a market rate of $6.00/square foot, 9 

Market rents are also lmputed ta spaces used by the building owner. : aa 
— 

Ine the 87 rental space units In the Tenney Bullding as of April 30, 1980, there are 62 leases In place, but 54 of those a 

terminate between 1980 and 1982. Only eight have leases that extend beayoud April 30, 1982.  & 

‘The Leaf and Ladle Restaurant began Its lease of 3500 sq. ft. of the First floor retail space on January I, 1980. The 

restaurant had closed Its door by October 1, 1980, and the remodeled space Is ance agaln on the warket, The rental rate 

of $9.00 with an annual escalator of 8% per year camnencing In the second year [s considered camarable for the area. 

A most probable investor might cansider an escalator basdd upon a percentage of grass sales to encourage rental of this. 

space If restaurant use Is most likely; the projected revenues probably would not Increase as rapidly as forecast. 

“The state has glven notice that It will vacate these spaces by June 30, 1980. 

IO 
o



Schedule of Vacancles by Floor and by lease Terms for 
the Perflod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual fof _. ___ Projection Perlod 
Space Rental Rate Honehs 4/30780- 4730781- ~h/30782- 4730783- SON 30784 - 

$y. Fe. % Vacant Per. Sq. Ft. Vacant 4/29/61 4/29/82 4/29/8) 4/29/84 - 4/29/85 

lower Level & Roof 
B level - Vault 700 400 3.00 12 $ 2,100 

700 100 3.00 12 $ 2,100 
740 100 3.25 \2 $ 2,270 
700 ‘0 3.25 6 $1,040 
700 50 3.50 6 $ 1,140 

@ Level 
Showroom and Office 4,000 100 3.00 12 12,000 

h oon a0 3.00 6 6,000 a 
4 000 50 3.25 6 3,250 = 
4 000 50 3.25 6 3,250 w 
4 000 50 3.50 ) 1,750 = 

A Level - Storage hoo 100 2,00 6 1,400 a 
4OO 100 7.50 9 2,250 

Total = Lower level $14, 100 $ 8,100 $ 5,520 $ 5,790 § 6, 1h0 

First floor 
112 East Haln 4S 100 5.20 8 $ 1,570 

45h j00 §.20 12 $ 2,360 
: 454 100 5.20 h $ 78a 

bt& East Haln 1,000 100 5.20 8 3,480 
{ ,000 50 5.20 (2 2,600 
1,000 50 5.20 4 860 

Leal ¢ Ladle 3,500 100 5.00 7 18,370 
3,500 (00 9.50 j 8 340 
3,500 100 10.50 j 9,190 
3,500 100 61.30 j $ 9,690 

1 

Korth Entry 2,000 100 9.00 9 44,500 

Total - First Floor $31,870 $13,360 $ 4,960 $10,830 $ 9,890 

Ns 

LO



Schedule of Vacancles by Floor and by Lease Terms for 
the Period of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

. Annual # of Projectlon Perlod 

Space Rental Rate Honths 4730/80- 4730 /81-  /30/82- 4/30/83- k730/84- 

| Sq. Fe.? 3 Vacant Per Sq. Ft. Vacant 4/29/81 4/29/82 4/29/83 4 /29/B4 4/29/85 

Second Floor? 

20) 150 100 6.50 }2 $ 900 

150 100 6.50 $2 $ 900 

150 100 7.00 12 $ 1,050 
150 100 7.00 12 $ 1,050 

150 100 7.60 {2 $ 1,940 

202 600 (00 6.70 6 2,010 

600 50 7.20 12 2, 160 m 
600 50 7.20 12 | 2,160 x= 

600 50 7.80 6 , 1,170 wy 

600 50 7.80 3 580 = 

203-4 543 100 6.20 12 3,370 "Ss 
544 50 6.70 12 1,820 
543 50 6.70 12 1,820 Oo 

543 50 6.70 9 1,360 © 
: 

cr 

205-6 506 100 7.00 6 1,770 >. 
506 50 7.50 12 1,900 & 

606 50 7.50 12 1,900 a. 

506 50 Q.15 9 1,550 ~™ 
506 50 8.15 6 1,030 

209-10 51 100 6.25 6 1,410 

ASI 50 6.75 12 (,520 

Ast 50 6.75 12 1,520 

451 50 7.30 3 1,230 

215 bis 100 6.75 12 2,800 
his 100 7.30 6 1,510 
415 100 7.30 3 760 

218-39 816 100 8.00 4 4 370 

Bi6 100 8.20 12 6,690 

220-21 1,400 100 6.25 6 4,370 
1,400 50 6.75 12 4 720 
{400 50 6.75 6 2,360 
1,400 50 7.30 6 2,560 o 

Total - Second Floor | $16,630 $14,530 sii 570 $13,290 > 9, bho 0



Schedule of Vacancles by Floor and by Lease Terms for 
the Perlod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual dof _ ; ___ Projection Perlod _ 

Space Renta} Rate Honths 4730/80- 4730/85- 4/30/782- 4730/8)- 4730 705- 
Sq. Ft.* % Vacant Per Sq. Fl. Vacant 4/29/85 4/29/82 4/29/83 4/29/84 4/29/85 

Thicd Floor 
301 150 100 §.75 [2 $ 6860 

150 100 §.75 12 $ 860 
isa 100 6.20 12 $ 930 
150 100 6.20 12 $ 9, rm 
150 100 6.70 12 $1,000 2 

302-} 1,179 100 5.95 6 3,390 = 
1,179 50 6.20 12 3,650 > 

1,179 50 6.70 6 3,950 oe 

zo4 230 100 ' 6.70 4 770 } & 
230 100 7.20 12 1,660 | 3 

230 100 7.60 6 x0 = 

305-8 942 100 6.70 4 3, ¢50 © 

942 50 7.20 12 3,390 & 
942 50 7.20 42 3,390 | 
942 50 7.80 3 1,830 

310-11 456 100 6.70 6 1,530 | 
56 40 7.20 \2 1,640 | 

hS6 50 7.20 12 1,640 

312 234 100 5.75 12 1,340 | : 
234 100 6.20 12 1,450 
254 100 6.20 12 (,450 
234 100 6.0 12 1,570 

| 234 100 6.70 \2 1,570 

315 731 106 6.76 4 (,6i0 oo 

320-24 1,363 100 7.00 12 9,540 
1,363 100 7.60 6 24.150 —_——— —_—— a 

Total - Third Flour $22,190 $17,800 $11,060 $ 6,450 $5,300 Ww



Schedule of Vacancies by Floor and by Lease Terms for 
the Period of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual f of Projection Period | 
Space Rental Rate Honths 4/30/80- 4730761- L730782- 4730/63- 4730/84 - 

Sq. Fr.? % Vacant Per Sq. Ft. Vacant 4/29/81 4/29/82 4/29/83 4/29/84 4/29/85 

Fourth Floor 
hot 150 100 6.40 12 $ 960 

150 100 6.40 42 $ 960 
150 100 6.90 {2 $ 1,040 
150 100 6.90 12 $ 1,040 m 
150 100 7.45 42 | $4,120 = 

412 202 oo 6.40 12 1,290 = 
202 , 00 6.40 12 1,290 a 

| 202 100 6.90 12 1,400 = 
202 100 6.90 12 1,400 
202 100 7.40 12 1,500 > 

© 

h16-19 1,370 100 6.00 6 4,910 = 
1,370 50 6.50 42 4 ASO = 
1,370 50 6.50 12 450 c 
1,370 50 7.00 12 4 ,800 Q 
1,370 50 7.00 6 2,400 eat 

h20-20a 560 100 6.70 6 1,880 
660 50 6.70 12 1,870 
560 5G 7.20 5 i ,520 

Total - Fourth Floor | § 8,240 $ 8,570 $ 8,410 $ 7,240 § 5,020 

Fifth Floor 
502 B42 100 7.50 12 -§ 6,310 

842 50 8.00 12 $ 3,410 
842 50 8.00 12 $ 3,410 
642 50 4.75 6 $ 3,410 

520 555 100 7.70 6 2,130 
555 50 7.60 12 2,160 
555 60 8.90 9 $ 1,850 

Total - Flfth Floor § 6,310 $ 3,440 $ §,540 - § 5,570 $1,850 
No



Schedule of Vacancles by Floor and by Lease Terms for 
the Perlod of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual I of _ ree Farlod 

Space Rental Rate Honits 4730/B0- —«*430, \- 730762- ———«S4A 0783-907 BA - 

Sq. Ft.? UVacant = Per Sy. Ft, = Wacant = A/29/84 4/29/82 4/29/8) h/29/84 4/29/85 

Sixth Floor 
601 150 100 6.70 12 $ 1,000 

150 a0 6.70 12 $ 1,000 

150 100 7.20 9 $ 6810 m 
a 

602-4 1,473 100 6.00 6 4 420 = 

$473 50 6.50 2 4,770 5 

1,473 50 6.50 12 4,770 

1,473 50 7.00 9 $ 3,870 3 

1,473. §0 7.00 6 $ 2,580 

605 204 100 - 6,40 12 1,300 6 
204 100 6.40 12 1,300 = 

204 100 6.90 12 1,410 3 

204 100 6.50 9 1,060 c 

Ou. 

61) 250 100 7.75 4 640 — 

620-24 1,262 100 6.70 12 & 450 
1,262 100 7.20 6 & 540 | 

1,262 100 7.20 6 h 540 

1,262 50 7.80 9 1,690 

Total - Slath Floor $15,810 $11,610 $41,530 $ 6,620 $ 2,560 

Seventh Floor 
No Vacancles Projected 

Eighth Floor 
Bo} 150 100 7.00 10 $ 680 

150 100 7.60 {2 $ 1,050 

150 (0d 7.50 6 : 560 

Total - Efgbth Floor | $ 840 $ #,050 $ 560 0 Q 

Vad 
loo



Schedule of Vacancles by Floor and by Lease Terms for 
the Perlod of Apri} 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

Annual I of Projection Per lod 

Space , Rental Rate Honths 4730/780- 4730/81- 47 30/82- h/30/83- 4730/B4- 

Sq. Ft. % Vacant Per Sq. Ft. Vacant h/29/81 4/29/82 4/29/83 4/29/84 4/29/85 2s 

Ninth Floor 
= 

909-10 700 100 6.50 6 $ 2,260 = 

700 100 7.00 6 § 2,440 — 

922-23 355 100 7.00 12 2,500 ° 
355 100 7.60 6 __ Leen — 91,330 —- o 

Total - Ninth Floor : 0 $ 2,280 $ 4,940 $ 1,350 0 co 

Tenth Floor C 

1009-10 455 100 6.50 12 § 2,950 O 

455 100 7.00 12 § 3,190 | — 

hS5 100 7.00 9 $ 2,390 

1044 229 100 6.25 12 1,430 | 
229 100 6.25 12 1,430 
229 100 6.70 6 770 

1019-20 680 100 6.70 \ 360 

Total ~ Tenth Floor : | $4,760 5 4,620 $2,390  $§ 770 0 

TENNEY BUILDING TOTALS" $120,790 $85,330 $66 ,480 $59,910 $39,220 

La 
_



Notes to Schedule of Vacancles by Floor and by lease Terms 

For the Period of April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

"The lower level space has a continued record of vacancy; ft Is assumed that until the space is made mare marketable by m 

remodeling, rents will not keep pace with the market. Uses other than a showroom for the 4000 sq. Ft. will need to be x 

explored; subdividing the larger space for office space and/or storage space are possibilities. = 

ait Is asstused that the smaller office spaces from 200-500 square feet will experience less avarall vacancy than the 4 

larger spaces. There appears ta be a trend toward several small Independent businessmen sharing a common secretarial o 

staff; sone of the larger vacant sultes could be remodeled for this type of use. en 
> 

Ihe second and third floors have the greatest amount of vacancy die to the exodus of State tenants. By the end of S 

June, $980, the State's move alone will cause hU% of the second Floor vacancies; the thled Floor will experlence a <. 

vacancy rate of 39.5% due to loss of State tenants; the State related vacancy rates on the fourth and sixth floors = 

will be 29% and 21% respectively.. A most probable buyer will have to anticlpate a large capltal Investount In 1980 o 

to remodel and refurbish the Bullding to make ft competitive In the Class B affice warket that already has a ~- 

large supply of space avallable on and near the Square. 

‘Vacancles are assumed to gradually decrease between 1981 and 1983; a most probable buyer will Institute a vigorous 

marketing program which will invalve research of space needs In the area and rewodellnay which will be targeted to 

those needs. 

LA 
un



Schedule of Projected Revenues and Expeases From 

Apri) 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

4 /30/80- b/30/8)- 4 /30/82- 4 /30/83- h/30/84- 

Revenues: 4/29/83 h/29/82 _ 4/29/83 4/29/84 4/29/85 

Grass income $493, 960 $522,120 $537,260 $565 ,460 $586,210 

less: Vacancles (120, 790) (24.5%) {85 1330) (16.33) —{66.,80) (12.4%) _ (59,910) (10.6%) _ (39,220) (6.7%) 

Effective Gross 373,170 30, 790 70, 780 505 ,550 546,990 

Parking Rentals 12,960 12,960 12,960 __ 14,000 14,000 
Mm 

Total Revenues $386 , 130 $449,750 $483,740 $519,550 $560 , 990 = 
w 

Expenses: 
7 

Accounting 6 Legal 4,200 4640 5,120 5 650 6,240 ° 

Building Security 21,640 24, 100 | 26,620 29,390 32,440 a 

Insurance , 7,000 7,730 8,530 9,420 10,400 o 

Halnienance 28,850 31,850 35,460 38 ,820 | 42,860 ct 

Wage & Salarles 60 ,000 66 ,240 73,130 Gy , 730 89,130 > 

Payroll Taxes 11,500 42,700 14,020 15,470 . $7,080 5 

Repairs 14,880 16,430 18,130 20,020 22,100 a | 

Telephone, 1,600 ae 4,950 2,150 2, 380 : 

Utilitles s 90 ,600 101,470 107,560 Vth, 380 122,020 

Office Expenses 7,040 7,420 — 8,250 8 B40 | 9,690 

Management 22,390 26,320 27,540 40,280 32 ,570 

Concourse Speclal Assessment 2,360 2,410 2,630 2 550 2,480 

Total Operating Expenses | 

Before R.E. Taxes ($272,260) ($303,180) ($328 ,640) ($357, 700) ($389, 390) 

Het Qperating Income 
Before R.E. Taxes $413,870 $146 570 $155,100 $161,850 $171,600 

Real Estate Taxes? (26 ,680) (28 000) (23,400) (30 ,880) (32,420) 

Het Operating Income § 87,190 $118,570 9125, /00 $130,970 $139, 180 

Lad 

On



Notes to Schedule of Projected Revenues and Expenses 
From April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

4 
Expenses 

In general, expenses are projected to increase according to the averaye annual change of 10.45% In the All ftem Consunser 
Price Index over the past Five years. (See amended Exhiblt 27). 

*hullding Securlty _— 

Security personnel is hired From 10 P.H. to 6 A.W. on weekdays with 24 hour coveraye on the weekends. Tha bullding Is open <= 
to the public from 6 AH. to 6 P.M. each weekday. The continulny problems created by the presence of bars and adult wo 
entertainment places across the street make this securlty protection mandatory. : ~ 

‘Maintenance c 
a 

This account Includes an elevator maintenance contract at $9,060 a year. © 

h | cr 
Webbithes >" 

© 
At present the Tenney Bullding consumes approximately 55,000 to 70,000 gallons of Wo. 2 fuel oll per year depending upon the & 
weather. The cost of fuel has Increased as follows: | 

January 12, 1979 ~43/gallan 
October 1, 1979 ~77/gallon 

| February §, 1980 -95/yallon | 

in thirteen months the cost has rlsen 121%. Thouyh the Tenney Bullding is converting to natural gas on Its primary boller, 
the cost of natural gas Is also volatile. Over the past Five years natural gas has had an average annual Increase of 17.6% 
for the comercial time-of-use consumer, according lo Milton Spiros, Hadison Gas &€ Electric Cu. 

The Installation of cowbinatlon storm windows throughout the bullding should help ¢a conserve fuel costs. To stabilize utility 
costs Jt Is assumed management will place energy cost escalators In renewed leases; therefore In the pro forma Income statement 

utility costs are escalated at {2 percent annually with 50 percent of the Increase passed through to the tenant after year 2. 

OF fice expenses Include rental of space dn the Tenney Bulldlag for management operations. 

Shanayement costs are computed as 6% of effective gross of fice revenue with 4% allowed for management and 2% for leasing 
commissftons for space turnover. ws



Notes to Schedule of Projected Revenues and Expenses 
From April 30, 1980 Through April 29, 1985 

‘otal aperating expenses are calculated before Including real estate taxes for ease In using the HRCAP discounted cash 
flow program. = - a 

i 
Baeal estate taxes are calculated as 5.4% of gross revenues In the first year and Increased at 5% per annum thereafter. @ 
These calculations are based on the following fact and assunptlons; + 

1. The assessed value as of 1/1/80 Its $1,200,000. | © 
2. The mill rate Is assumed to Increase slightly (approximately 1%) after several years of decrease. > 
3. Taxes will continue to Increase due to inflated city budgets and decreasing state alds. a g 

ft 
> 
c 
(D 

= 

w 
CO



EXHIBIT 10 (Continued) ° 

4. Conversion of Net Income to Present Value 

The MRCAP program from the National EDUCARE library cf programs, 

previously described, is used to convert net income to a present 

value afters taxes as of April 30, 1980, for the Tenney Building 

at the end of a five-vear holding period. 

C. Assumoticns Used in MRCAP 

Tse MRCAP discounted cash flow program can solve for a justified 

project vaiue By specifying the ratio of net inccme to debt service 

acceptable to an institutional mortcage lender. Given the interest 

rate and term available as of April 30, 1980, the program will 

solve for the justified amount of mortgage and for justified cash 

equity, assuming typical before-tax cash-on-cash investor requirements 

for office buildings, with potential for inflation sensitive rents. 

Exhibit 28 igs a simplified flow chart depicting the steps in solving 

fer the justified project budget. 7 

On April 30, 1980, prudent lenders will require a minimun 

debt cover ratio of 1.3 and equity investors expect no less than 

6 percent cash-on-cash. | 

1. Inputs into MRCAP Program 

a. Debt cover ratic # 1.3 

b. Before tax cash-on-casn requirements = 6% 

¢. Project holding period = 5 years



EXHIBIT 11 
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EXHIBIT 11 (Continued) 4 

d. Real estate taxes = historical pattern suqgests 
real estate taxes at $.4 percent of first vear's 
gress with an annual inflation factcr of 53 (see 
assumptions discussed below) , 

e. Discount rate = 13% (present value factor used 
to discount cash flew) : 

f. Reinvestment rate = 6% after tax rate applied 
to after tax cash flow 

g. Resale price = 10 tizes net oterating income in 
year of sale 

h. Resale cost rate = 4% 

i. Working capital reserves from equity to cover 
Gone month's expenses = $30,000 

j. Investor marginal income tax rate = 50% 

ke. Land = $240,000, as of most recent appraisal for 
IRS 

1. Buildings = 60% of total improvement value 

m. Mechanicals and site improvements = 40% of total 
improvement value 

me. Elevators = remaining book value of $73,000 

Oo. Improvements for Energy Conservation = a total 
ef $54,000 which includes $43,000 for storm windows 
and $11,000 for natural gas conversion unit. 

p. Tenant Improvements = $50,000 for carpeting and 
partitions as neecéed to upgrade vacant office space 

q. Investment Credit Dummy = t: allow for tax benefit 
of investment credit in first year for capital improvement 
For energy conservation 

cr. Mortgage # principal amount determined by debt 
cover ratio; interest rate a minimum of 12% with a 

20-year term, paid monthly, on the first mortcage and 

13% interest and an 8-year term for the second mortgage
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EXHIBIT 11 (Continued) 

2. Real Estate Tax Assumptions 

Real estate taxes are a function of assessed value (or fair 

market value when assessed value is 100 percent of market value) 

and tne net mill rate; therefore, real estate taxes are estimated 

as a function of gross rental income. During the past two years, 

real estate taxes have been between 5 percent and 6 percent of 

the Building's potential gross rental income. As a result 

of tests of several values between 5 percent and 6 percent, it 

is determined that 5.4 percent of gross rental revenues best represents 

the historical pattern of the Building's real estate taxes. 

MRCAP is programmed to use 5.4 percent of the first year's gross 

rental income to compute the first year's real estate taxes and 

then provides for a growth factor of 5 percent to increase the 

taxes each year thereafter. 

D. Analvsis of Test Results 

Four runs of the MRCAP program were done using different 

assumptions about the amount of real estate taxes that would be 

paid on the subject property. Taxes and net mill rates for the 

past three years on the subject property have been: 

Year 1977 1978 1979, 
Real Estate Taxes $33,118.75 $29,951.95 $25,340.93 

Net Mill Rate .026495 .024153 022036 

Real estate taxes estimated at various percentages of the 

first year's projected gross and inflated 5 percent a year gave 

these results in the MRCAP runs:



| ee 4 
EXHIBIT 11. (Continued) ; 

Percentace of Pirst Real Estate Taxes 
Year's Gross nental } 

revenue 1980 1981 1982 1983 15984 

5.0 $24,698 $25,933 $27,230 $28,591 $230,021 
5.4 $26,674 $28,008 $29,408 $30,878 $22,422 
5.8 $28,650 $30,082 $31,586 $33,166 $34,824 
6.0 $29,638 $31,119 $32,675 $24,309 $36,025 

The real estate taxes estimated at 5.4 percent of the first 

year's gress rent best aporoximates the shift from a decreasing . 

to an increasing net mill rate that can now be expected due to. 

an anticipated decrease in state aids to cities. Rising costs : 

of local government can be expected to be borne by the local taxvaver. 

The input and output for the MRCAP program using real estate 

taxes estimaced at 5.4 percent of gross rental revenue are found 

in Exhibit 29. 

If taxes are a conservative 5.4 percent of gross rental revenue, 

MRCAP substantiates the fair market value of $1,150,000 estimated 

by the market comparison approach to value.



Reprinted with permission of Dr. Michael L. Robbins, CRE, President GRAASroot Real Estate Counseling, Inc. 

| EXHIBIT 12 Lk 

MRCAP INPUT AND QUTPUT-- 
JUSTIFIED CAPITAL BUDGET WITH 

REAL ESTATE TAXES AT 5.4% OF 

FIRST YEAR'S GROSS RENT 

ARCAP Q9:39CST 12/20/80 

ENTER INPUT FILE 4aME? TENNEY 

THE PROGRAM MRCAP IS THE PROPERTY OF 
MICHAEL L. ROBBINS 

C/Q REAL ESTATE DYNANICS IAC. 

4701 WINNEQGUAH RD. 

MONONA, WISE. 

USER AQ. 36 

(608 )-221-1129 

NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS OR 

COMPUTATIGNAL FORMAT USED IN THIS PROJECTION WILL 

BE ACCEPTABLE TO TaRXING AUTHORITIES. 

*$190.00 LIB CHG APPLIED 

REPQRT S@&EctTtroar NUn BER 1 PRaue 1 
SRRVBERBWISSTAZBSSBSUEBAWSTSASTBIA~ABETSBZG ATT TZ A322 Ts SVT TART -EN 

*# GROSS RENT $ $54379. #* RATE OF GROUTH OF GROSS SEN 9.94322 

* EXPENSES $ S302Z354. * RATE GF GROUTH OF EXPEASES 0.9930 

* R E TaXxES $§ 2947d. %& RATE GF GROWTH OF R E TAKES 9.3590 

INCOME TAX RATE 9.5000 PROJECT VALUE GROUTH OF 2.0909 

* VACANCY RATE 0.1373 UORXING CaPlTal Loan RATE Qty 

EQUITY DISCOUNT 9.1306 EXTRAORDLHARY EXPENSES $ Q. 

RESALES COST 0.0406 RELHVESTMENT RATE . 2.24990 

UKG CaP[Tal RS $ 36090. CaP lTaAlL REScR TATEREST RATE De 

INITIAL COST & 1871502. [TSIrlal EQUITY REQUIRED 3 $8690°%. 

mALL ***’ YRLUES aARmE aVERAGE AAQUNTS FOR AULSING FSRIGO. GF 3 YRS. 

THLITIaAl COST DERIVED THROUGH SHthduyk PiPe 3 USIAG. 2 AGRTSSGES



EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) ke 

PRO FORHS 

INVESTMENT ANSLYSIS OF 

BUILDING 

FOR 

re EP ORT Ss<cCTtied 4 Ung eR 2 FREE 1 

CORPOASE#T SUR ARY | 

TITLE PCT, YEGIN USEFUL DBEPR 
BEPR USE LIFE sETHOD COST SCH 

TLAAD 9, : 25. 2 $ 349020. 2 
ZUILZING 2.86 1 aa, 2 $  3sd221. 9 
HMAC 9.99 1 fy 2 $ 2254at. a 
SLEURTORS ee ee 4. % $ 73900. 9 
EXERGY CONSERUATION 0.93 3 5. 2 j $4900. 3 
TENMAT LAFSGVEsEATS O.%0 1 19. 4 z SOGOU. 0 

In@ESTHES! CREDIT $U 1.60 7 1. 2 i 19800. 4 

eaorRTGaGeE SUAMRARY 

TITLE INTR BEGIN END TERN BRIG PCT 
RATE IR. YR. alc  YaALUE 

FIRST aGRTGAGE 6.1290 1 24 270 8 2 »«-§31493. 0.487 
SESOQNS sORTGNGE 9.1300 1 3 2 & 194009. 6.095
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

PRO FORBKA 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS OF 

BUILDING 

FOR 

X5Pp QR T stcriaa NUMBER 3 PAGE | 
SS z SES SSB SABA SVS VSS A TP SB FS BPS SS SV TV SSSI TWAIN SS SSBB Bs ss 

Gagd FLOU adALTSIS 
tase tres azssV2=zzI=z 1739 {FQt {782 1343 | 13254 

{ GROSS THlOKE S$96929. S55080. S50720. 5F28450. 389274, 
z LESS Yncancy 125799. $5550. osd80. S28. 9 8FeI4, 
3 LESS REAL ESTATE TAXES 25674. 28008. 29398. §028973. | 32422. 

; LESS EXPENSES 272260. 3eStdd. 328810. IESFTIG. 337396, 
S$ NET INCOME BFi%6. F48562. 125672, 150972. 1359978. 
é LESS BDEPXECIATION 76323. 864398. 90535442. 8906628297. 23945513. 
? LESS INTEREST Fo472, FaSt5. 72298. af785. 66938. 
9 TAXABLE INCORE “65599, -20351. -10048. -1443. 26726. 
9 PLUS DEPRECIATION | 76323. 64398. 63442. 62629. 45513. 

10 LESS PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS 14730. 146687. 18904. 21417. £24263. 
11 CASH THROU-OFF “4006. 27361. 34490. 39770. 47974. 
12 LESS TAXES Oo. 0. o. 0. 13363. 
13 LESS RESERVES 0. Q. Q. QO. 0. 

14 CASH FROM GPERATIONS 0. 273561. 34490. 39770. 34415. 
15 WORKING CAPITAL LOAN 0. 0  @Q. 0. 0. 
14 DISTRIBUTABLE CASH AFR Tax QO. 27361. 34490. 39770. 34613. 
17 TAX SAVING ON GTHER INCOME 32797. 10175. 5024. 721. o. 
18 SPENDABLE CASH AFTER TAX 32799, «6 37536. 00 39514. | 40491. || 8b T 5.
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EXHIBIT 12 (Continued) 

anfh ET UaALUE & REVERS ON 

Casa FLOW afaALrSts 
tesotaoserstrc rsesrtz2z2 19RQ 1°31 1922 19933 1254 

72 CMD OF YEak maRKET VALUE G7t852, 2198425. 12SaO2Qs1. wSQeFIT. 1391779. 
23 (E53 RESALE COST 34873. 947425. $0277. $2589. SSeft. 
21 LESS LOAN BALANCES 620764. 504077. 585173. £63750. 529493. 
22 PLUS CUa. CASH RESERVES 25993, 25998, 25994, 259994, 25903, 

23. OSEFIRE TAx HET WORTH 242314. SAQUI7. 447460. 712460. 822508. 
230 CAPITAL Gein CIF SOLS) “161096. 182544. SiS8i1. 425719. $5158. 
28 CAPITAL GAINS TAX “36219. 50509. 9g 2702. «© 5344.0 110512. 
23 AINISUR PRES. TAK | Q. d. Qe 4, | d. 

27 INCOME Tax Gm EXCESS DES. 1500. 2433. 2897. 2950. 24687. 
2g TOTAL Tak ON SALE -feo!0. 38746. 65579. 88294. 112977. 
22. oAFTER TAX WET WORTH «258924. SQU71. 581847. 631273. 709632. 

BEFORE TAX RATIO ANALYSIS 
ERERASZSAPARESEZASTSEASEZEBRETARIAS 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
ESBRBEBZUBUSBAZLITIEZATELZIER 1 9890 1 781 ‘ 982 { 982 1 og4 

30. RETURM ON NET WORTH 3/4 TAX «0.5014 1.4265 0.2175 0.1728 = 0.2099 
31 CHANGE IN NET WORTH B/4 TAX 243696. 317803. a7349. 72100. 163042. 
32 ORIG EQUITY CASH RINB/4 TAX “0.0082 2.9563 0.0710 0.0818 ° 0.9987 

33. ORIG EQUITY PAYBACK B/4 TAX 9.0000 0.0563 0.1273 0.2091 0.23903 

34 B/4 TAX PRESENT VALUE 944386. 1092030. 1126000. 1142995. 1174589. 

AFTER TAX RATIO ANALYSIS 
BBESSEVPBSEZPLEBETITPARAEAAZATIAS 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
2S SSIS zL IT UESSzAASES 1980 1987 {¢9g2 1283 +784 

35 RETURN OM WET UGRTH AFR TAX “0.3999 1.1578 0.1923. 0.1545 6.1786 
36 CHANGE IN NET WORTH AFR TAX 227084. 2462248. ado%6. 49435. 73389. 

37 ORIG EQUITY CASH RTNAFR Tax 0.00735 9.0772 0.0813 9.9852 2.9712 

38 ORIG EQUITY PAYBACK AFR Tax 0.0675 0.1447 0.2260 9.5993 6.5846 

39 AFTER TAX PRESENT VALUE 893455. 11062037. 1124502. T1STSE7. Et SS27. 
qq 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
SESESBTELTAALA=ATULESE 197g9 1283 19932 TIRs ,3s4 

40 HET INCOME-SARKET YALUE RTO 0.1000 O.fdu3 S.tuey  detusd 2.7998 

$1 LENDER BONUS INTEREST RaTE 9.0000 9.9609 9.9009 uiduvd  vaddds 

42 DEFAULT RATIO 2.7635) 0.73894 09.8555 0.8252 8. EETF
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INPUT FILE 

09348CST 12/20/40 

110 1,. BUILDING. DAYIG 
129 19,1980.0,1,1.0.5.74000 
130 20.3.2.1.3..05.2.2 
190 $0, 493960 .522125.537256.545940.596219 
150 50,12950,12930. 12940, 14900. 14000 
t69 0.129790 .35550.49490.57740.57220 
170 7O..954..05.% | | 
189 80.372259.29513960 .329340.357790 ,399379 
199 199,.13..50, 206 
200 101.9.19.2 
210 102,.14.1,.094.3 

229 103.9.350609.0,9 
230 290.1. fLAND 
249 291,1,340090.9.3 
750 2962,1.1.28.¢ 
230 200.2, 3UILDING 
270 201,2..60..80,2 
280 2962.2.4.29.9 
290 260.3,HUAC 
300 201.3..40,.79.2 
310 202,5,1,729 
329 200,4. ELEVATORS 
330 201,4.73000,.970,2 
340 202,4,1.4,.90 
350 200.5, ENERGY CONSERVATION 
360 201,5,53000..90.2 
370 202.5,1,5.9 
380 200,8. TENANT IMPROVEMENTS 
390 201,4.50000,.99,4 
400 202.4.1,10.0 
410 2060,7, INVESTMENT CREDIT DUMMY 
420 201.7,10800.1.9,2 
$30 202,7,1.1.9 
4490 300.1,FIRST MORTGAGE 
$50 301.1.1.0..12.9,20 
460 302.1,12.1.20,0 
479 303.1,9.0.0,90 
480 300.2,SECOND MORTGAGE 
490 301.2.104000..13,9,8 
500 302,2,12,1.8.0 
510 303,2,0.0,0.0 
$20 400.9 
$30 403.99,1,2.304,5 
540 999.99
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D. Our firm makes heavy use of the backdoor 
approach on MRCAP for valuation. 
(See Exhibit 6.) 

VII. Because the client of the appraiser faces unique 
liabilities in the United States as a pension fund 
trustee (Employees Retirement Securities Act) or 
as a party to a partial sale of a real estate 
interest under the Securities Act of 1983, 
appraisal assignments are becoming the subject of 
highly detailed contract negotiations. These 
contracts specify appraisal content and method. 

A. Example of contract with specified format for 
information contained (PMI Exhibit 13). 

B. Example of contract controlling methods and 
assumptions (FARA Exhibit 14). 

C. Appraisal reform is occurring because 
customers contract for it rather than because 
of leadership from the professional society. 

D. After-tax cash flow models predominate for 
pension fund work where each lease is detailed 
(see Exhibit 15). 

E. For example of application of income approach 
to best use decision, see example in 
Exhibit 16 for reuse of vacant tower structure. 

F. Tower structure appraisal provided in 
Exhibit 17. 

G. Creative financing of investment syndications 
or mortgage loan defaults leads to extensive 
discounting of nominal price to arrive at cash 
equivalent price presumed at fair market 
value. 

1. See Exhibit 18 for cash price of seller 
finance sale. 

2. See Exhibits 19 and 20 for examples of 
bank resale of distressed property.



Reprinted with permission of First Asset Realty Advisors 

Exhibit 14 

| 63 
(ip First Asset 

Reality First Bank Place 
Advisors _ Minneapolis. MN 55480 

APPRAISAL ENGAGEMENT LETTER 

TO: 

RE: Property Identification 

Dear : 

On behalf of First Asset Realty Advisors (FARA), we would like to engage 
your services for the appraisal of the above property to determine the 
fair market value of the legal interests owned by a Commingled Fund as 
of (date of appraisal) | . 1a that end and before accepting the 
assignment, the appraiser should consider the following requirements as 
ta definition and procedure: 

1...Fair market value shall be defined as the most probable price 
at which the property would sell to a knowledgeable buyer on 
a given date if placed on the market for a reasonable length 
of time by a well informed seller assuming: 

a. Cash to the seller or cash plus debt owed or assumed by the 
buyer, where appropriate. 

b. Fee title will be encumbered by leases in place and possible 
other covenants. Appraiser must indicate remaining market 
value of these other leasehold or non-possessory interests. 

c. The appropriate exposure on the market has occurred prior 
. to the date of sale. | 

2. fee title may be encumbered by leases, mortgages, as well as 
possible conditional use permits and private covenants. FARA 
is obligated to provide access to all of the appropriate documents 
at the office of . located at 
during normal business hours. The appraiser Ts expected to read 
the leases, mortgage instruments and other encumbrances and relate 

* to them appropriately. If existing debt is assumable by another 
buyer, then the appraiser can value the sale as cash to the seller 
with the buyer accepting the mortgage(s) already in place if that 
would be consistent with the most probable buyer's self interest. 
Otherwise the trustees of the Commingled Fund management (FARA) 
are interested in a value which is the most probable cash price 
to the seller and with the buyer accepting the existing encumbrances 
in terms of leases and covenants, etc. 

Sudendiary of First Bank Minneapolis
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EXHIBIT 14 (Continued) 

=2- 

3. When using the market comparison approach, the appraiser must 
document each comparable sale as to grantor, grantee, public record, 
plot plan and photograph as well as basic details of construction 
and existing encumbrances, terms of sale, and seller motivation. 
Buyer motivation ts profiled as an assumption by the appraiser. 
All calculations necessary to adjust. engineered prices to cash 
equivalencies must be documented and explained as well as any and 
all adjustments to relate the comparable price to the subject 
property must be itemized and explained so that the reader can 
repeat the mathematical] adjustments. | 

4. The income approach must use discounted cash flow from a ten-year 
forecast (and your own forecast, if different) in which all the 
property's existing leases are detailed individually. The rationale 
for roll-over vacancies, absorptions, and expense projections must 
be itemized with a series of footnotes in the manner of a fully 
detailed accounting income and balance sheet statement. Income 
projections should account for current market lease rates with : 
explanations of all assumptions used. Normalized income methods 
including investment bond, Ellwood or net income multipliers are 
not acceptable. a 

5. The appraiser must document his opinion as to the appropriate 
discount rate applied to each segment of the cash throw-off and . 
after tax cash flow as appropriate, together with financing terms 
assumed. 

6. A cost approach based upon a responsible service or professiona! 
should be supplied with the initial appraisal. If it is not used 
in the final valuation, then a discussion on why it is not used is 
required. The appraiser is expected to carefully inspect the property 
and report his own independent views on the quality of maintenance, 
deferred maintenance, and tenant housekeeping. 

7. The appraiser is regarded as the eyes and property inspector of 
FARA. To put the property in context, the appraiser must supply 
@ separate market analysis section to include current market 
conditions, an evaluation of projects which are competitive alter- 
natives in the market area of the appraiser, an indication of rent 
structures, vacancy and absorption rates, and in the case of a new 
building, some indication as to rentup success and source of tenants. 
Wherever possible, the appraiser is to indicate the ownership and 

character of investment position in competitive properties and the 
property management or leasing term involved with each. The 
appraiser should include in his market analysis section an evaluation 
of the future projected market conditions over the ten-year holding 

period. 

Following the initial appraisal at the time of acquisition, the appraiser 

will be asked to submit a letter of review 180 days after the date of the 
original appraisal indicating if he would modify any of his critial
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<3- 

assumptions at that time and, if so, indicating how this might affect his 
original value estimate as a specific dollar dajustment. up or down. 

At the end of 360 days, the appraiser would be expected to perform a 
thorough review of his original appraisal, specifically focusing on the 
market approach (item 3), adjustments indicated for the income approach 
(items 4 and 5), and additions and amendpents to market data {item 7). 
Aside from the specific instructions prdvided in paragraphs 1-7 above, it 
is anticipated that all work will be done according to the standards of 
the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, and it is further 
understood that the client for whom the appraisal is done for purposes 
of professional accountability is both First Asset Realty Advisors, Inc., 
and its operations agent, The Center Companies of Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Purpose of the appraisal is to meet the asset valuation requirements of 
an open-ended, commingled real estate fund suitabie for investment by 
pension fund programs subjéct to ERISA. 

Please return both copies of this letter together with an indication of | 
your fee for the appraisal services above by (date) with a separate 
quote for the initial appraisal, the 180 day review, and a 360 day 
reappraisal and an estimate of the date the appraisal will be compieted. 
If this is your first assignment for FARA, please include a sample of your 
work, preferably of a similar property, in which you have provided for the 
necessary cash flow projections. 

Yours very truly,



Ma i,t 
Puge 2 of 2 

Reet Moll and juaue Srennuc les 
. dune wd, 1942 

Mo, of ° 
Twin Hase 

Spuce tity Tenant (ha lease Term Huge Rental) 
Mo. Tenant tures Kating Sq.ft, Fron ‘ta Yeac Kental Sy.ft. 2 Kent Formula /Sq.Ft. 

14. Total Sporta 3 Nacionwl 10,000 TN/1/78 1/11/94 15 yes. Yr. 1-3 $50,000 $5.00 9 4% over $1,250,000 ($125) . 
Jaw. Ye. 4-7 oO O00 $6.10) GL over S13en oon (Rast 

Yr. 8-10 $70,000 $7.00 42 over $1,750,000 ($175) 
: ( Ye. VI-15 $80,000 $8.00 4h over $3/000'0uy ($200) 

17. Ortencal Acts, Inc. 1 local 1,066 2/t/8t 1/31/89 2yee. Ye. 1 $8,925 $8.37 6% over $148,750 ($140) 
Yc, 2 $9,975 $9.35 1% over $161,250 = ($458) 

18. thessigned = ws oe (732) + we ee $9,856 $8.00 1% over $166,250 (5156) 
6% over $164,267 133) 

19, Unassigned we me A8)* we -- $ 7,000 $15.59 10% over $70,000 ($156) 
20. Unassigned -2 we ( 873) -- o~ a “- $12,000 = $13.75 SR over $70,000 = ($275) 

21.  Photomill (3) 5 bocal 1,536 10/1/78 1/31/89 10 yrs. Ye. 1-3 $6,164 $4.00 6% over $102,400 ($671). t 
Jmos. Yr. 4-7 $12,268 $46.00 66 over $204, B00 ($143) x 

¥r. 8-10 $18,432 $12.00 64 over 307,200 ($20u) = 

22. teerah 8 National 1,632 2/1/79 1/31/89 lO yee. -- $11,424 $7.00 6% over $190,400 ($177) rf 
23. te: 24 Reg. 4,966 Ui/i/78 1/31/94 , yra, ~- $32,279 $6.50 6% ower $537,983 ($108) on 

mos. 

24. Great ! 5 Mat ional 1,037 10/1/78 1/31/84 Syre. Yr. 1 $10,000 $9.64 & over $125,000 ($121) 
Jmos. Yr. 2-5 $15,000 $14.46 &% over $187,500 ($181) 

25. The Book Center t Reg. b,200) 6/1/79) «1/31/87 Dyes. Yr. 1-2 $9,608 $8.00 64 over $160,133 ($100) 
Bmos. Ye. 3-8 $12,010 $10.00 6% over $200,167 ($167) 

27. Import s ' Local 788 12/1/80 1/31/84 3 yea, 2 $10,200 $12.00 6% aver $170,000 ($241) 
2 mos. 

Tocal 66, 142 

(3) Assigned Co Photomiil as of April 1, 1941 

Rental Suwnary 

C.L.A. - §.F. 

Leased Space $6,364 (85.2%) 

Unassigned Space 9,778 (14.8%) 

oN 
Totals b6,142 (100.04) Oo



HALL 
“te Lud Tenant” by Tenet lease Rent Project fone 

re Lease Step-ups (1) and Reletting Activity (2) 

Ne Tenant sire, dns, 198) 1941085585878 8188] Hae, 
1. Footweat 5,745 $19,964 $39,927 $39,927 $39,427 § 39,927 $45,016 § 51,705 § 51,705 § 51,705 $51,705 § 25,835 

2. Fabcic «10,179 $27,993 $55,985 $55,985 $55,985 § 55,985 § 55,985 «$55,985 $ 55,985 $55,985 $55,985 § 27,993 
3. thaastgned 81} § 3,062. § 7,724 § 7,726 § 7,724 § 7,726 $ 7,72 § 9,858 § 9,058 § 9,058 $ 9,858 § 4,929 © 
4. Cede ics 1,586 $ 5,155 $10,309 $11,895 $11,895 $11,895 $11,895 $11,895 § 108,089 § 18,083 $18,003 § 9,002 = 

$.  Unesstgned 2,100 § 7,875 $15,750 '§ 15,750 $15,750 §$ 15,750 § 20,101 $79,101 § 20,101 $20,101 $20,108 $12,877 = = 

6. Unassigned gg 288 $1,528) $29,056 $23,056 $23,056 § 23,056 § 10,897 § 30,897 $30,897 $30,897 $30,897 $19.77 
7. Northwestern Hook 5,495 $13,738 $27,475 $27,475 $27,475 § 33,068 $38,660 § 28,660 $38,660 $38,660 $38,060 § 74,6 = 5 
8. Body Shoppe 1,795 $16,360 $14,360 $17,950 $17,950 $17,950 § 20,695 § 20,635 § 20,635 $ 20,635 $20,635 $12,238 3 
9. Richards 1612 6,045 § 12,090 § 12,090 § 12,090 $15,430 $15,430 § 15,430 § 15,430. $15,430 $19,603 § 9,66 | 2 

10, Unassigned 1,255 $4,993 § 8,785 § 8,785 $8,785 § 8,785 $4L772 F1LI SUI $12 sum s 752 & 

11, ttouse of Large Sizes 1,332 § 4,329 § 8,658 § 9,990 § 9,990 § 9,990 § 9,990 § 9,990 $11,322 $11,322. $11,322 § 5,661, 

12. Video 2,186 §$ 8,744 $17,488 $19,674 $ 19,674 § 19,674 $26,365 § 26,365 $26,365 -$ 26,365 $ 26,365 § 16,824 

no Pizze 2,976 $ 8,793 $17,586 $17,586 $20,832 § 20,832 § 20,832 § 20,832 § 20,832 . § 20,892 $33,856 § 16,928 

14, Total Sports 10,000 $10,000 $60,000 $60,000 $ 60,000 § 70,000 $ 20,000 $ 70,000 $80,000 $80,000 $80,000 $4 40,000 

17, Oriental 1,066 § 4,988 $10,412 $10,412 $ 10,612 $ 10,412 § 10,412 $13,290 $ 13,290 $12,290 $19,290. § 6,645 

18. Unassigned 1.232 $ 4,928 §$ 9,856 § 9,856 § 9,856 § 9,856 $19,208 $13,208 $13,208 $13,208 $19,208 § 8,428 

19. Shirt 469 $ 3,500 § 7,00 $ 8,996 § 8,596 § 8934 § 8,934 § 8,994 $11,402 $11,402 $11,602 § 5,701 

3



MALL 

. Tenant by Tenant Base Rant Feo ject tons 
Including Lease Step-ups (1) and Reletting Activity (2) 

| $< 
Space Area 1982 1992 = 

No. Tenant Sq.ft, Gms, 1983 1964 1985 1586 1987., 1588 1983 1990 135 J 

20. Diamond Center 873 $ 6,000 $12,000 $12,000 § 12,000 § 16,085 § 16,685 § 16,685 §$ 16,005 $16,885 $23,759 § 11,880 4 

21. Photonlll 1.5% § 6,144 $12,268 § 12,288 $12,268 $12,288 § 10,432 § 18,452 § 20,016. § 20,016 § 20,016 $1000 “ 
o— 

22. hurrah 1,632 § 5,212 $1,426 FUL A2H FARA F-10426 $10,424 § 12,626 § 18,608 8 § 18,608 § 18,608 § 9,5K oO 
. =. - = : . 5 

2}. . 4,966 § 16,1460 $32,279 $32,279) $32,279) «= $32,279) = § 32,279) $92,279) § 32,279 $12,279 $ 32,2 $16,160 7 
- 3 

24, Great . 1,037 § 7,500 $125,000 $17,068 $17,068 $17,068 $17,068 $17,868 § 22,806 § 22,004 $22,006 «$11,400 & 
2 .. oO. 

25. Book Center | 1,201 -$ 6,005 $12,010 § 12,010 § 12,010 $12,010 § 180,347. $ 18,3447 § 18,347 “§ 18,347 § 18,347) $ Ut, 700 — 

2?. Impact « 788 § 5,100 $10,200 $ 11,807 § 11,607 $10,807 § 11,807 $11,807 § 13,669 (§ 13,669 3 19,669 $6,835 

66,1462 $233,396 $451,662 $466,765 9 §400, 011 $493,829 9 $545,698 ($556,599 $592,153 $592,153 ~~ $616,316 $293,061 

(i) Mose lease anniversaries end W3i of any particular year. For cash flow projection purposes, wa've assumed lease anniversary detes to be 12/31 of the 

preceding yeac, No matetial charge cesutts from this minoc ciming adjustment. | 

(2) Relet cental rates aasuee @ 52 annual growth ovec the average rent cuccently generated from the existing tenant. 

on 
CO



HALL 

ZL Rent Comput at lone 

Tenwne toe 1) Nh ss Skt get 082 im 
. Fabrice Mi) Lo 622 3,192 5,987 8965 7,70) 19H 4,975 19,0522, 546 = 

Northweatern Sook -- Se -< 55! 1, 3% “= “- -- 2,500 5,883 “= = 

Pizza “ “ 1309 =e 1,207. 2,97) 4878 ON -- Luo, a 

itouse of Large Sizes “0 ~- “< on a~ 578 1,424 2,337 199% = 3,056. 4,206 => 

Whucrab - -- 707 1,678 2,726 3,858 5,0 643 2,083 3, Bb 3 
‘we a 1,791 4,518 7,462 10,6462 14,075 17,7842, 79 26, 11K 0, 785 a 

Great 3,420 4894 3,617 5,337,199 9,197,639, 701 16,227 18,955 22,208, & 

o



MALO, 

| Tf to 12/3 | I/l to 6/30 

Reveswes 4982 1983 (966 4985 1366 198) 1988 1989 1990 194 41992 

Base Rents (1) §233,396 «51,662 466,765 70,011 593,029 545,698 9 $556,599 $592,159 =F 592,153 G16, IAF 333,063 

Grou) Rent (2) $14,453 $28,907 $20,907 $39,263) $39,243 $33,263 $38,229 $38,229 $38,228 F 9,HA F982 

i Rent (3) $10,593 $12,060 § 19,016 § 28,090 $34,056 §.47,074 § 58,515 $67,783 $§ 77,572 § 98,563 § 56,681 

Real Estote Tax $69, Jot $495,300 $121,400 $122,000 $139,400 $146,900 $157,300 $165,200 § 173,300 § 182,000 § 95,600 

Recovery (4) 
| 

Recovecad Exp. (5) $45,310 $95,100 $99,800 $104,800 $110,000 $115,600 $171,300 | $127,400 = §_ 133,700 §_ 60,400 § 73,700 

Total Grose Reveruse «373,492 «$704,629 $735,988 $769,684 §A10,918 $887,915 $99,943 $990,765 = $1,014,954 = $1,081,243 § 581,026 be 

Leas Vecency (6) $43,935 $39,307 B6L,775 $42,566 $44,809 $50,081 $19,200 $41,900 $46,500 $45,500 $24,700 @ 
| + 

Percentage (17%) (122) (12) (#8) (8) (&) (63) (64) (6%) (6X) (6%) a 
Wi 

Ef fective Gross $320,558 $645,322 $674,219 $727,318 $766,029 $037,894 $892,743 $948,065 = $970,454 $1,095,743 $956, 126 _ 

Rew 
. oO 

: g 
Expenses ; 

> 

heel Eatete Taxen (7) $04,000 $153, 0008" $198,000 $144,500 $152,00 $159,000 $167,300 $175,700 § 184,400 § 193,700 § «(101,700 c 
(D 

kecuvereble Exp. () $39,400 = § 82,700 $ 86,800 $91,100 $95,700 $100,500 $105,500 $1ld,800 116,300 $ 122,100 § 64,100 a 

Mymc. (5%) (9) $12,900 $24, 200 -$ 25,700 § 26,600 § 28,000 § 31,300 $32,000 $34,500 8 8=9§ «(35,400 § «(37,500 § 20,600 

Reserves for - 
Tenunt Work (12) 0 $ 3,30, $ 1,500 0 $ 6,nu $ 4,000 $ 800 § 6,600 0 $ 1,200 §$ ~~ 7,500 

Reserves far 

Repalrs (10) $ 3,500 $ 7,.W0 $ 7,0 §$ 8,000 § Sour 3 8,9u § 9,300 § 9,800 $ to,wn ¢ 10,8m § 13,500 

Losing feea (U1) 0 $ t0,300 § 4,500 u $2,800 § 14,20 §$ 2,200 $§ 19,0 0 $ 900 ¢ 21,20 

Tuc ot Expenses $129,000 $200, Men $264,200 $270,200 SIU Gu $918, 0 $987,800 $357,500 $146, AOU $976, NO $292,600 

Bit tperating Income — $189,758 164,022 $410,013 S70 54,429 $519,994 574,947 $591,765 $ 624,056 § 659,0%3 § 123,72 

* Inmituden mectale of $21,604.82 
a& inclulen eeectals of $22,000.00) 

‘mn, ] 
©
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1982 RECOVERABLE EXPENSES ANNUALIZED 

For Mall. - 

Recoverable expenses for 1982 are shown below in the 1982 annualized 
gec: 

Recoverable Expenses 

Insurarce $ 8,400 

Utilities 

Electric $19,900 
Water and Sewer $ 3,200 
Gas $3,200 

$26 , 300 

Maintenance Services 
Snow Removal $10,500 
Janitorial $12,600 
Parking Lot Sweep $ 3,000 
Trash $ 400 
Rodent Control $ 1,100 
Landscaping $ 3,800 | 
.Mall Music $ 300 

$31, 700 

- Overload Security $ 1,300 

Supplies 
Maintenance $ 3,000 
Electric $ 600 
Landscapirg $ 1,300 | 

. $ 4,900 

Repairs 
Electricity $ 3,1 
Equippenc $ 2,500 
Plumbirg $ 600 

- $ 6,200 

TOTAL RECOVERABLES $78,800 

Recoverable expenses have been increased at 5% per year, conpounded.



EXHIBIT 15 (Continued) 

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS TO CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS 

Revenues 

1. In completing the financial analysis, we projected a ten-year (from 
July I, 1982 to July 1, 1992) cash flow projection. Rental revenues 
ace based upon actual leases giving full recognition to all step-up 
rental provisions. For vacant space, economic rents were estimated 
based upon renc Levels at competitive. properties. Upon relecting, 
rental rates are projected as increasing 54 per year over current 
levels. A five-year term was assumed for all new leases. 

2. The ground rent is adjusted according to the CPI change for all 
cities every three years. For example, the 1982 rent is based upon 
the CPI change from February 1978 to February 1981 (see Exhibit D 
in addenda). A 5% annual rate of inflation is asswmed for each 
subsequent rental adjustment. | | 

3. For * tenants in occupancy for a year or more, historical 
sales were used as a benchmark for projected sales. For | 
tenants, the calendar years 1982 through 1992 sales volumes were 
escalated at 8% per year. Percentage rent was calculated on a 
tenant-by-tenant snd ‘year-by-year basis using the percentage rent 
formula outlined in each lease. 

4. The standard lease provides for all tenants to pay their pro-rat3 
share of taxes. Since the projected vacancy allowance varies, 
tenant reimbursement is as follows: - 

° | ‘Vacancy ° Tax Reimbursement 

1982 (6 mos) 7 | 834 002~CO~* 
1983-84 12 | 8&7 
1984=87 - . 8 97% 
1988-91 6 944 

"§. ‘The standard lease provides for 100% of all recoverable expenses to 
be reimbursed to the Landlord by the tenants, collectively. Unlike 
the tax clause, the pro-rata share each tenant contributes is 
allocated hetween the gross leased and occupied space; consequently 
100% of all recoverable expenses are paid collectively by the 
existing tenants. A 15% administrative charge is added to ail 
reimbursable expenses (per the leases). Furthermors, based upon 

- experience, 754 of the “Reserves for Structural 
Repairs” are reimbursable expenses. _ 

6. A discussion for vacancy allowance is detailed in Item #4.
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EXHIBIT 15 (Continued) 

Basic Assumptions to Cash Flow Projections - Continued 

Expenses | 

7. Real estate taxes for 1982 are detailed on page 1 of this report. 
For 1983 and thereafter, taxes have been escalated ac a 5% amnual 
Tace of increase. OS , 

Finally, in 1982 about $43, 000 of ‘spectal assessments will be billed 
to Burnhaven, ine Luding interest payable at 8%. Approximacely. 
one-half of the $43, is to be paid in 1982 and the balance in 
1983 as scheduled in the cash flow projection. : 

3. Recoverable e ses for 1982 are shown in the 1982 annualized 
budget on the Following page. | 

9. Property management expense ‘is 5% of base, ground and percentage 
rents. oo 

10. As per our discussions with | .--~ properties, reserves for 
structural repairs are estimated at $.10 per square fooc for the 
firse three years and are increased at 5% per year thereafter. 

Ll. For 1982, leasing fees are $2.25 per square Foot of leased space. 
The fee is increased 5% per year, consistent with che increase in 
base rents. Leasing fees are expensed in the year incurred. | 

2. According to~ _ properties, tenant work is minimal for 
‘this ctype of mall. The cost is estimated at $.70 per square foot 
for 1982 and escalated at 8% per year thereafter. Tenant work is 
expensed in the year incurred. . |



EXHIBIT 15 (Continued) a 

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis - Continued 

| Annual Cash Flow Discount a L7Z ‘Present Worth | 

Last - : 
6 mos. 1982 $ 189,758 x 924500 = $ 175,431 

1983 $ 364,022 «x | 790171 = $ 287,640 

198% $ 410,013 x 675360 ‘= $ 276,906 
1985 $ 457,118 x 577230 = $§ 263,862 

1986 $ 454,429 x 493359 = $ 224,197 

1987 $ $79,334 x% — 421674 = $ 244,290 

1988 $ 574,943 x 360405 = $ 207,212 

1989 $ 591,365 x 308039 ° = § 182,163 

1990 $ 624,054 x .263281 = $ 164,302 

1991 $ 659,043 x 225026 = $ 148,302 

Ist | | . 

6 mos. 1992 $ 323,726 x .208037 = $ 67,347 

*Rev. $4,839,000 x .208037 = $1,006,000 

| $3,267,652 
Rounded to 

“$3,200, 000 

* Projected 1992 Resale Price | 

’ The 1992 resale orice was estimated by edding the last six months | 

incove of 1991 and the first six months income of 1992 and capitalizing 

the total incane at B-V/2. 

$329,522 -- 1991 (last six monchs) 
$323,726 = 1992 (first six months) 

$553,248 = Capitalized @ 13-1/Z% $4,838,866 
Estic-red 1992 Sale Price $4,838,900
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EXHIBIT 16 

VALTEST 

A DEMONSTRATION PACKET 

PREPARED BY 

LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

PREPARED FOR 

THE REAL ESTATE ANALYSTS NORTHSTAR USERS GROUP 

SEPTEMBER 24 AND 25, 1982 | 

COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

76 

VALTEST 

DEMONSTRATION 1 

INPUT ASSUME TIONS 
APEAREREEEALS AEN TERED 

1. ENTER PROJECT NAME ? J 
2. ENTER PROJECTION PERION ? 5 
3. DD YOU WANT TO ENTER EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE INSTEAD OF NDI? N 

TO REPEAT PREVIOUS YEAR’S NOI/EGR FOR BAL DF PROJECTION ENTER 0 
N.O.I. YEAR 17 5000 | 
N.0.1. YEAR 27 5000 | 
N.0.I. YEAR 37 6000 | 
N.D.1. YEAR 47 6000 
N.O0.1. YEAR 5S? 7000 

4. ACQUISITION COST: 7 50000 
5. TO YOU WANT TO USE STANIARD FINANCING? Y OE N?Y 

MTG. RATIO OR AMOUNT, INT., TERM, NO FAYZYR 7 .8, .72, 25, 12 
&. ENTER RATIO OF IMF H1/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMP #17 .8, 15 

1S THERE A SECOND IMPROVEMENT? Y OR NY ON 
7. DEPRECIATION METHDD, IMPROVEMENT 41 7 2 

ENTER DB. 2%: % 175 
IS PROPERTY SUBSIDIZED HOUSING 7 Y OR N 7?N 
IS PROPERTY RESIDENTIAL? Y OR N? Y 

8. IS OWNER A TAXABLE CORPORATION? Y O8 N PY 
CORPORATE FEDERAL ORDINARY TAX RATE COULD BE : 

172 - 46% (1978 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1979) 
16% ~ 46% (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1982) 
15% - 46% (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1983 & THEREAFTER) 

MAXIMUM CORPORATE CAPITAL GAIN ALTERNATIVE TAX RATE 15 28% 

(FLUS STATE RATE) 

ENTER: 
1) EFFECTIVE OREINARY RATE 2) EFFECTIVE ORDINARY RATE (YEAR OF SALE) 

2 ab, 146 
9, RESALE PRICE (NET OF SALE COSTS) 7? 60000 
40. IS THERE LENDER PARTICIPATIOK ?N 
Ti. ENTER GUNER’S AFTER TAX REINVESTMERT RATE (20% 9 
12, ENTER USKER‘S AFTER TAX OFFORTUNITY COST GF EQUITY FUNIS (%)? 9 

FILE = JEAN LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC.



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 77 

DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

AFTER TAX CASH FLOW PROJECTION 

DATE 9/14/82 

BATA SUMNARY 
ESE EE4EAEEEE 

ACQUISTN COST: $50,000. TG. ANT.: $40,000. 
NOI 1ST YR: $5,000. ATG. INTs: 7 19e 
ORG. EQUITY: $10,000. MIG. TERM: 25. YRS 
CTO 1ST YEAR: $-55. DEBT SERVICE 157 YEAR: $5,055. 

MTG. CONST.: 11263849 
IMP. #1 VALUE: $40,000. IMP. W1 LIFE: 15. 
INC. TX RATE: 46% 
SALE YR RATE: 46% OWNER: CORPORATION 

DEFRECIATION IMPROVEMENT 41 : 175% DB. 
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

LEKIIER PARTICIFATION: CASH THROU-DFF: RONE REVERSIGN: NONE 

NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS PROVIDED BY JEAN 
ARE PROPER DP THAT THE CURRENT TAX ESTIMATES USED IN THIS | 
PROJECTION WILL BE ACCEFTABLE-TO TAXING AUTHORITIES. NO ESTIMATE 
H&S BEEN MADE OF MINIMUM FREFERENCE TAX. CAPITAL LOSSES IN YEAR OF 
SALE ARE TREATED AS ORBINARY LOSSES (SECTION 1231 PROPERTY) ANU 
ARE CREDITED AGAINST TAXES PAID AT THE 
ORUINARY RATE AT THE TIME OF SALE. 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (M.I.R.R.) 
CALCULATION, NEGATIVE CASH IN ANY ONE PERIOD IS COVERED 
BY A CONTRIBUTION FROM EQUITY IN THAT PERIOD 

MTG INT 8 TAX TAXABLE INCOHE AFTER TAX 
YEAR NOI LENDERS X DEF INCOME TAX CASH FLOU 

1. 5000. 4785. 4667. ~4453, ~2049. 1994, 
2. 5000. 4751. 4122. ~3874, ~17g3. 1728, 
2. 6000. 4713. 3641, 2355, -1084, 2029, 
4. 6000. AGES, 3216, -~1857. ~G6°. 1814, 
5. 7000. 4620. 2641, 862, 244, 2159, 

$29000. $23539. $1848.  $-13031. $-5999, $9722.
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

| RESALE PRICE: $49,000. 1ST YR B4 TAX EG DIV: ~-.55482 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $38,261. AVG DEBT COVER RATIO: 1.1473 
PROCEEBS BEFORE TAXES: $21,739. 
LESS LENTER’S 2: #0. 
NET SALES PROCEELS en 
BEFORE TAXES: $21,739. 

RESALE PRICE: $460,000. 
LESS LENDER‘’S 2: $0. 
NET RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 
LESS BASIS: $31,512. 
TOTAL GAIN: $28,485. 
EXCESS DEFRECIATION: $5,155. 
CAPITAL GAIN: $23,333. 
ORDINARY GAIN: $5,155. 

TAX ON ORDINARY GAIN: $2,371. 
TAX ON CAPITAL GAIN: $4,533. 
PLUS MORTGAGE BAL: $38,261. 
TOTAL DEDUCTIGNS FRO 
NET RESALE PRICE: $47,146. 

NET SALES PROCEEDS 
AFTER TAX: $12,834. 

IF PURCHASED AS AKOVE, HELD 5 YEARS & SOLD FOR $49,000. | 
THE MOGIFIED ILR.R. BEFORE TAXES IS 20.64872 AND AFTER TAXES IS 19.56052 
ASSUMING AN AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE OF 92, ANI GPFORTUNITY COST OF 92 |
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRAT ION 1 (Cont. ) 

HORIGAGE ANALYSIS 
J 

TTT ETICCTELICTCOCL CLL £ 

MORT NORT DEBT | MTG. 
YEAR NOI INT. AMORT SERV DCR BAL. 

1. 5000. 4785. 270. 5055. = 989 39730. 
2. 5000. 4751. 304, 5055. 989 39426. 
3. 6000. A713. 343, 5055. 1.187 39083. 
4, £000. 4669. 386. 5055. 1.18? 38697. 
5, 7000. 4620. 435. 5055. 12385 38261. 

AVE $5,800. 1.147 

DISTRIBUTION OF CASH THROW-OFF 
J 

CASH THROW-OFF CASH THROU-DFF CASH BONUS 
YEAR TOTAL TD EQUITY TO LENDER 

1. -55. -455. 0. 

2. ~55. OE 

3. 945. 945. Qo. 
4. 945. 945, 0. 
5. 1945. 1945. 0. 

3723. 3723. 6. 

RESALE PRICE: $40,000. 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $38,261. 

, PROCEEDS BEFORE TAXES: $21,739. 
| LESS LENDER’S 2%: $0. 

NET SALES PROCEEDS 
BEFORE TAXES: $21,739. | 

CASH THROW-OFF = 0% RENERSION = 02



EXHIBIT 16 (continued) 80 

DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

DEPRECIATION SCHEBULE 
J | 

IMFROVEMENT # 1 
1752 DB. 

RESIDENTIAL | 
WET EET TEETER EAT ELE EELS EET E 

YEAR TAX DEP. S.L. DEP. EXCESS DEP BALANCE 
1. 4456.7 2666.7 2000.0 35333.3 
2. Ai22.2 2666.7 4455.6 3121101 
3. 3641.3 2666.7 974.4 27549 .8 
A. 3214.5 256607 549.8 24353.3 
5. 2841.2 2666.7 174.6 21512.14 

TOTAL 18487.9 13333.3 5154.4 

EQUITY ANALYSIS | 
J 

SASK ES CHERHEEE ES 

BEFORE TAX EQUITY DIVIDEND 
YR END “CASH RETURN 

YR NOI EQUITY AMOUNT ORG EQ CUR EQ 
1. $5,000. $10,325.  §<§-55.  -.0055 -.0654 
2. 5,000. 10,685. -55. -.0055 -.0052 
3. 6,000. 11,028. 945. .0945 .0856 
4. 6,000, 11,414. 945. 1.0945 0827 
5, 7,000. 11,850. 1,945. 1945 9 21644 

QRIGINAL EQUITY: $ 10000 |



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) oI 

VALTEST 

DEMONSTRATION 2 

INPUT ASSUMPTIONS 
SSR ET EES EE EEE EES 

1. ENTER PROJECT NAME ? CARDINAL-2 
2. ENTER PROJECTION PERIOD ? 5 
3. BO YOU WANT TO ENTER EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE INSTEAD OF NOI? N 

TO REFEAT PREVIOUS YEAR’S NOIJ/EGR FOR BAL OF PROJECTION ENTER 0 
N.0.1. YEAR 17 81745 | 
N.O.1. YEAR 2? 81920 
N.O.I. YEAR 37 98910 
N.O.1. YEAR 47 108809 
N.O.I. YEAR 5? 119686 

4, ACQUISITION COST: ?% 1007000 
a. BO YOU WANT TO USE STANDARD FINANCING? Y QR NY | , 

MTG. RATIO OR AMOUNT, INT., TERM, NO PAY/YR 2 647000, .15236, 30, 12 
| G&. ENTER RATIO OF IMF Wi/TGTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMF #17 0149, 15 

IS THERE & SECOND IMPROVEMENT? Y DR N? Y 

ENTER RATIO OF IMP €2/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMP #2? .781, 15 
ENTER REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT FOR IMP H2s 496425 

IS STRUCTURE A CERTIFIED HISTORICAL LANDMARK? Y DR N?Y 

7. DEFRECTATION METHOD, IMPROVEMENT 81 7 1 

DEPRECIATION METHOD, IMFROVENENT #2 7 1 

IS PROPERTY SUBSIDIZED HOUSING ¥ Y OR N 7K 

IS PROFERTY RESIDENTIAL? Y OR N? Y 

8. IS OWNER A TAXABLE EORPORATION? Y OR N @N 

THE MAXIMUM FEDERAL INDIVIBUAL ORDINARY RATE COULD BEs 

70Z (PRE-1981 LAW) 

S0z (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1982) 

(PLUS STATE RATE) 

ENTER: 
1) EFFECTIVE ORDINGRY RATE 2) EFFECTIVE ORDINARY RATE (YEAR OF SALE) 

7 5, 25 
9. RESALE PRICE (NET OF SALE COSTS) ? 1258750 
10. IS THERE LENDER PARTICIFATION ?N 
Ti. ENTER QUNER’S AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE (Z)7 11 

12. ENTER OWNERS AFTER TAX OFPORTUNITY COST OF EQUITY FUNDS (Z)? 11 

FILE = CARD2A LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC.



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 82 

DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

AFTER TAX CASH FLOW PROJECTION 
CARBINAL-2 

DATE 9/14/82 

BATA SUMMARY 
Sts $¥4E4E4444 

ACQUISTN COST: $1,007,000. | MTG. ANT.: $647,000. 
NOI 1ST YR: $81,745. MIG. INT.: 15.256% 
ORG. EQUITY: $360,000. MTG. TERM: 30. YRS 
CTO 1ST YEAR: $-17,893. EBT SERVICE 1ST YEAR: $979,438. 

MTG. CONST.: .15400037 — 
IMP. ®1 VALUE: $150,043. IMF. #1 LIFE: 15. 
IHP. #2 VALUE: $786,467. IMP, #2 LIFE: 15. 
INC. TX RATE: 50% 
SALE YR RATE: 50% QUNER: INDIVIDUAL 

DEPRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #1 + STRAIGHT LINE 
DEFRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #2 : STRAIGHT LINE 
RESIDENTIAL PROFERTY a 
CERTIFIED HISTORICAL STRUCTURE | 
LENDER PARTICIPATION: CASH THROW-OFFs NONE REVERSION: NOXE 

NO REPRESENTATION 1S MADE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS PROVIDED BY JEAN 
ARE PROPER OR THAT THE CURRENT TAX ESTIMATES USED IN THIS | 
PROJECTION WILL BE ACCEPTABLE TO TAXING AUTHORITIES. NO ESTIMATE 
HAS BEEN MADE OF MINIMUM FREFERENCE TAX. CAPITAL LOSSES IN YEAR OF 
SALE ARE TREATED AS GROINARY LOSSES (SECTION 1231 PROPERTY) ANE 
ARE CREDITED AGAINST TAXES PAID AT - THE 
ORDINARY RATE AT THE TIME OF SALE. | 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (M.I.R.R.? 
CALCULATION, NEGATIVE CASH IN ANY ONE PERIOD 1S COVERED 
BY A CONTRIBUTION FROM EQUITY IN THAT PERIOD 

HTG INT 2 TAX TAXABLE INCOME AFTER TAX 
YEAR NOI LENDERS % DEF INCOME TAX CASH FLOK 
1. 81745, 98500. 62434, -79190. 236271, 218328. 
2. 81920. 98313. 62434, -78828. ~39415. 21697. 
3. 98910. 98697. 62434, 81622, ~-30812. 36084. 
4. 108800. 97845. 62434, -51460. -25741. 34903. 
S. 119680. 97552. 62434, -40307, ~20154. 40196. 

$491055. $490307, 8312170. €-371427. $-352343. $345207. 

NCTE: 1ST YEARS TAX REDUCED BY £196,625. FOR TAX CRERIT (IMF #2)
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

RESALE PRICE: $1,258,750. 1ST YR BA TAX EQ DIN: ~4.9703% 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $639,115. AVG DEBT COVER RATIO:  .9857 
PROCEELS BEFORE TAXES: $619,435. 
LESS LENDER’S 2: $9, 
NET SALES FROCEEDS 
BEFORE TAXES: $419,635. 

RESALE PRICE: $1,258,750. 
LESS LENDER’S 2: $0. 
NET RESALE PRICE: $1,252,750. 
LESS BASIS: $594,830. 
TOTAL GAIR: $563,929. 
EXCESS DEPRECIATION: $9. 
CAFITAL GAIN: $563,920. 
ORDINARY GAIN: $0. 

TAX DN ORPIKARY GAIN: $0. 
TAX ON CAFITAL GAIN: $112,784. 
PLUS MORTGAGE BAL: $439,115. 
TDTAL DEBUCTIONS FROM 
NET RESALE PRICE: $751,899. 

NET SALES PROCEEDS 
AFTER TAX: $506,851. 

IF PURCHASED AS AROVE, HELD 5 YEARS & SOLD FOR $1,258,750. 
THE MODIFIED I.R.R. BEFORE TAXES IS 10.50052% AND AFTER TAXES IS 22.27447 
ASSUMING AN AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE OF 112%, AND OPPORTUNITY COST OF 112



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 8h 

DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

DISTRIBUTION GF CASH THROU-OFF 
| CARDINAL-2 

CASH THROU-OFF CASH THROW-OFF © CASH BONUS 
YEAR TOTAL TO EQUITY TO LENDER 

1. -17853. —  N7B93. 0. 
2. 17718. “17718. 0. 
3. ~728. -728. 0 0. 
4. 9162. 9162. o. 
5. 20042. 20042. 0. 

-7136. 7136. QO. 

RESALE PRICE: $1,258,750. 
LESS-MGRTGAGE BALANCE: $639,115. 
PROCEEDS BEFORE TAXES: $419,635. 
LESS LENDER‘S Zs $0. 
NET SALES PROCEEDS 
BEFORE TAXES: $619,435. 

CASH THROW-OFF = OZ REVERSION = 2 

MORTGAGE ANALYSIS 
CAKDINAL-2 

SPRERAEELAEEET EAR ET AY 

WORT NDRT REBT MTG. 
YEAR NOI IkT. AMORT SERV DCR —Ss: BAL. 

1. 81745. 98500. 1139. 95636. 829 645661. 
2. 81920. 98313. 1325. 99638. .822 644537. 
3. 98910. 95097. 1541. 97638. .993 642995, 
4. 108800. 97845. 1793. 99638. 1.092 641202, 
5. 119460. 97552. 2086. 97638. 1.201 639115. 

AVES $96,211. PEs 

EQUITY ANALYSIS 
CARDINAL -2 

SEER EEE ETE 

BEFORE TAX EQUITY BIVIBEND 
YR END CASH RETURK 

YR NOI EQUITY AMOUNT ORG EQ CUR EG 
1. $81,745. 9 $379,032. $-17,893. -.0457 -.0472 
2. 81,920. 398,075. -17,718. -.0492 -.0445 
3. 98,910. 409,345. ~726. -.0520 -.0018 

| 4. 106,890. 402,138, $,162. 0254 = 0228 
Se NN9,6EC. «= 404, 224, 20,042. .0557 .04%¢ 

ORIGIKAL EQUITY: $ 3EoosG
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

DEPRECIATION SCHEBULE 
CARDINAL -2 

INFROVEMENT H 1 
STRAIGHT LINE 
RESIDENTIAL 

EEE a aE a OTe Te EEE ET 

YEAR TAX BEF. S.L. BEP. EXCESS DEP BALANCE 
1. 10002.9 10002.9 0 140040.1 
2, 10002.9 10002.9 -0 130937.3 
3, 10602.9 10002.9 .O 1$20034.4 
4. 10092.9 10202.3 0 410031.5 
5. {0002.9 10002.9 0 100928.7 

SUB-TOTAL 50014.3 0014.3 0 

DEFRECIATION SCHEDULE 
| CARDINAL-2 

IMPROVEMENT # 2 
STRAIGHT LINE 
RESIDENTIAL 

HEE SE KG EEE EE EES ¥: 

YEAR TAX BEF. S.t. UEP. EXCESS DEF BALANCE 
1. 52431.1 52431.1 9 734035.9 
2. 52431.1 52431.1 0 681604.7 
3. 5243121 52431.4 0 629173.6 
4, 5243121 5243121 0 576742.5 
5. 5243101 2431.1 0 524311.3 

SUB-TOTAL 2627155.7 262155.7 20 

TOTAL 3127 70.8 $12176.0 nr’ oe



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

V ALT EST ~ DEMONSTRATION 3 86 

INFUT ASSUSF TIONS 
REERREEEE TEETER E TEE 

1. ENTER FROJECT NAME ? SELL AT LOSS TEST 
2. ENTER FROJECTION FERION 7? 5 
3. DO YOU WANT TO EXTER EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE INSTEAD OF NOI? Y” 

TO REFEAT PREVIOUS YEARS NOI/EGR FOR RAL OF PROJECTION ENTER 0 

EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 1? 13800 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 27 14210 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 37 1000 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 47 15089 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 57 15530 | 

VAR OF EXPENSE (%) YEAR 17 6 
VAR DPF EXFENSE (%) YEAR 27 5 
VAR OP EXFENSE (%) YEAR 37 0 

FIXEL OF EXFENSE YEAR 17 3700 
FIXED OF EXPENSE YEAR 27 3929 
FIXED OF EXEENSE YEGE 37 4169 
FIXED OF EXFENSE YEAR 47 4410 
FIXER OF EXFENSE YEAR 5? 4670 

4. ACQUISITION COST: % 46000 . | 
5. [0 YOU WANT TG USE STANDARD) FINANCING? Y OR NY 

MTG. RATIO OR AMOUNT, INT., TERN, NO PAY/YR 7 49500, .18, 25, 12 
&. ENTER RATIO OF IMF #i/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMF #17 125, 15 

IS THERE A SECORI IMPROVEMENT? Y GR N? Y | 
EXTER RATIO OF IMP W2/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMF #27 .55, 15 
EXTER REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT FOR IMP H2: 9075 
IS STRUCTURE A CERTIFIER HISTORICAL LANDMARK? Y GR N?Y * 

7. DEFRECIATION METHDB, IMPROVEMENT #1! 2? 2 ~ 
EXTER DR. 2: 7? [75% . 
DEPRECIATION METHOD, INFROVEMENT #2 7 2 
ENTER PLB. Z: 7? {75% *For Illustrative 
IS PROFERTY SUBSIDIZED HOUSING ? Y OR N PN Purposes Only 
IS PROPERTY RESIDENTIAL? Y OR N? N 

8. 15 OWNER A TAXABLE CORFORATION? Y GEN 7¥ 
CORPORATE FENERAL GRDINARY TAX RATE COULD BE : 

17% - 46% (1978 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1979; 
16% - 46% (1981 LAK, EFFECTIVE 1982) 
15% - 46% (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1983 & THEREAFTER) 

MAXIMUM CORFORATE CAPITAL GAIN ALTERNATIVE TAX KATE IS 28% 

(PLUS STATE RATE) 

ENTER: 

1) EFFECTIVE ORDINARY RATE 2) EFFECTIVE ORHINARY RATE CYEAR OF SALE) 
2? 4, o4 
9. RESALE FRILE (kET GF SALE COSTS) ? 60800 
10. IS THERE LENUEE PARTICIEATION 7Y 

EXTER CASH THROU-OFF (2), FEQSEENS EESGRE TAXES (li 5, 5 
ii. ENTER GUNEF S AFTER TAX REINVESTMERT RATE (237 9 
12. EXTER DOWNES S ASTER TAX OFFGETUNITY COST OF EQUITY FURES (is? 

| 

FILE = SALTEST4 LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC.



EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 87 

DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

AFTER TAX CASH FLOW PROJECTION 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

DATE 9/14/82 

DATA SUAMARY 
SECEDE EHE HR Att 

ACDUISTN COST: $64,000. NIG. ANT.: $49,500, 
NCI 1ST YR: $9,272. MTG. INT. 18% 
ORG. EGUITY: $16,500. MTG. TERA: 25. YRS 
CT 1ST YEAR: $258. DEET SERVICE 1ST YEAR: $9,014, 

MTG. CONST.: .1820916 
IMF. €1 VALUE: $16,500. IMP. #1 LIFE: 158. 
IMF. #2 VALUE: $34,300. IMP. #2 LIFE: 15. 
INC. TX RATE: 402 | . 
SALE YR RATE: 402 OUNER: CORPORATION 

DEFRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #1 2 175% DLR. 
DEFRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #2 + 175% BE, 
NOW-RESTUERTIAL PROPERTY 
CERTIFIED HISTORICAL STRUCTURE 
LENHKER PARTICIPATION: CASH THROU-OFF: 52 REVERSION: 5% 

NG REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS PROVINED BY JEAN 
ARE FROFER GR THAT THE CURRENT TAX ESTIMATES USED IN THIS 
PROJECTION WILL BE ACCEPTABLE TO TAXING AUTHORITIES. NO ESTIMATE 
HAS BEEN MATE OF MINIMUM PREFERENCE TAX. CAPITAL LOSSES IN YEAR OF 
SALE ARE TREATED AS GREINARY LOSSES (SECTION 1231 PROFERTY) ARE 
ARE CREDITED AGAINST TAXES PAID AT THE 
ORDINARY RATE AT THE TIME OF SALE. 
FO THE PURFOSE OF THE MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (N.I.R.R.) 
CALCULATION, NEGATIVE CASE IN ANY ONE PERION IS COVERED 
BY A CONTRIBUTION FROM EQUITY IN THAT PERIOD 

MTG INT 2 TAX TAXABLE INCOME AFTER TAX 
YEAR NOI LENDERS Z DEF INCOME TAX CaSH FLOW 

1. 9272. Go14, 6160, -5803. -11397. 11643. 
2. 9580, 8907. 5441, -4770. ~1907, 2447, 
3. -3210. B853. 4607. -16876. “6745, -5475. 
4. 9916, 8866. 4246, -3197. -1280. 2137, 
5. 10054. BE3?. 3750. -2505. -1003. 2019, 

35641. $44377. $24464, $-33145. §-2233¢. $12771. 

NOTE: 187 YEARS TAY REDUCED EY e9,075. FOR TAX CREDIT (Iae #23
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

RESALE PRICE: $40,000. 1ST YR #4 TAX EG DIV: 1.48812 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $49,670, AVG DEBT COVER RATIO: -7908 
PROCEELS BEFORE TAXES: $11,330. AVG DEFAULT RATIO: 1.1581 
LESS LENDER‘S Y: $547. 
NET SALES PROCEEDS | 
BEFORE TAXES: $10,764. 

RESALE PRICE: $40,000. 
LESS LENIER’S Ys $547. 
NET RESALE PRICE: $59,433. 
LESS BASIS: $41,596. 
TOTAL GAIN: $17,838. 
TAX DEPRECIATION: $24,404. 
CAPITAL GAIN: €0. 
ORDINARY GAIN: $17,838. 

TAX ON ORNINARY GAIN: $7,135. 
TAX ON CAPITAL GAIN: | $0. 
PLUS MORTGAGE BAL: $45,470. 
TOTAL BEBUCTIONS FROM 
NET RESALE PRICE: $55,805. 

NET SALES PROCEEDS | 
AFTER TAX: $3,629. 

IF PURCHASED AS ABOVE, HELD 5 YEARS & SOLD FOR $60,900. | 
THE MODIFIED IR.R. BEFORE TAXES 15 -12.4777% AND AFTER TAXES 1S 5.47512 
ASSUMING Ak AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE GF 92%, ANT UPRORIUNIT: COST DF 9h
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DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

DISTRIBUTION OF CASH THROW-OFF 
‘BELL AT LOSS TEST 

CASH THROW-OFF © CASH THROU-GFF CASH BONUS 
YEAR ~ TOTAL TO EQUITY TO LENDER 

1. 258. 246. NE 
2. 544. 338. 28. 
3. -12224, -12224, O. 
4. 902. 857. a5. 
5. 1070. | 1014. 35. 

9427," -9567. 140. 

RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $40,670. 
PROCEEUS BEFORE TAXES: $11,330. 
LESS LEKDER‘S %: $567. 
NET SALES PROCEEDS | 
BEFQRE TAXES: $10,744. 

CASH THROW-OFF = 52 REVERSION = 5% 

EQUITY ANALYSIS | 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

KEKE STEERS EEE 

BEFORE TAX EQUITY DIVIDEND 
YR ENB CASH RETURN 

YR NOI EQUITY AMOUNT ORG EG CUR EQ 
1. $9,272. $16,613. $246. 0147 .0148 
2. 9,580. 16,747. 538. .0326 .0321 
3. ~3,210. 27,131. -12,224. -~.7406 ~.4196 

4. 9,916. 29,324, B57. .0520 .0292 
5. 10,084. 29,554. 1,016. .0616 .0344 

ORIGINAL EQUITY: $ 146500
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

MORTGAGE ANALYSIS 
SELL AT LOSS TEST — 

SESE EEE YEE EEE EEE EEE 

HORT NORT DEBT HTS. DEFAULT 
YEAR NOI INT. AMORT SERV DCR BAL. RATIO 

1. 9272. 8901. 113. 9014. 1.029 45387. 981 
2. 9580. @879. 135. 9614. 1.063 49253. 960 
3, -3210. 8853. 161. 9014. -.35¢4 49092. 13.224 
4. 9916. 8871. 192. 9014. 1.100 4B900. 740 
5. 10084. 87B4. 230. 9014, 1.119 45670. 931 

AVG $7,128. 75 1.158 

REVENUE AND EXPENSE REPORT 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

DATE 9/14/82 
RARE ERE GARALESEREAE EEDA ERLORGH 

YEAR EFF GROSS REV 2 RATE 2 VAR OP. $ FIXED OF NOI 
1. $13,800. 6.2 $828. $3,700. $9,272. 
2. $14,210. 5.2 $711. $3,920. $9,580. 
3, $1,000. 5.2 €50. $4,160. $-3,216. 
a, $15,080. 5.4 $754. $4,410. $9,916. 
5. $15,530, 5.2 $777. $4,670. $19,084. 

$59,620. $3,119. $20,840. $35,641.
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EXHIBIT 16 (Continued) 

DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

DEPRECIATION SCHEBULE | 
SELL AT LOSS TEST — 

IMPROVEMENT # 1 
175% D.B. 

NON-RESIDENTIAL 
SERRE SE EEE EEE TEES CEE EE 

YEAR TAX DEF. SL. DEP. TAX EP BALANCE 
1. 1925.0 1100.0 1925.0 14575.0 
2. 1700.4 1100.0 1700.4 12874.6 
3. 1502.0 1100.0 1502.0 14372.5 
4. 1326.8 1100.0 1326.8 "10045.8 
5. 1172.0 1100.0 1172.0 8873.7 

SUB-TOTAL 7626.3 5500.0 7624.3 

DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE _ 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

IMPROVEMENT #® 2 
175% D.B. | 

~ NON-RESIDENTIAL 
MEET REET ERE ER EAE 4054844 

YEAR TAX DEP. S.L. DEP. TAX DEF BALANCE 
1. 4235.0 2420.0 4235.0 32065.0 
2. - 3740.9 2420.0 3740.9 28324.1 
3. 3304.5 2420.0 3304.5 25019.6 
4. 2919.0 2420,0 2919.0 | 22100.7 
5. 2578.4 2420.0 2578.4 19522,2 

SUB-TOTAL 16777.8 ° 12100.9 16777.8 

TOTAL 24404.0 17600.0 24404.0
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EXHIBIT 17 

DEMONSTRATION OF SELECTION OF BEST USE SCENARIO FOR 
VACANT OFFICE TOWER REQUIRING © | 
COMPLETE MECHANICAL RENOVATION 

B. Alternative Uses for Pyare Square 

A combination of the physical characteristics of the property and the 
general demand characteristics of the Hilidale area suggest the foilowing 
alternative scenarios for use of the subject property (Appendix D): 

Scenario #1: The building would be remodeled into multi-tenant office 

space of class A on floors 4 to 14 and class B on floors 1 to 3. 

Scenario #2: The building would be modified into residential apart- 

ments on floors 4 to 14 and class B office space on floors 1 to 3. 

Scenario #3: The building would be modified into residential condomin- 
| iums on floors 4 to 14 and class B office space on floors 1 to 3. 

Scenario #4: The building would be modified into a hotel facility 

with hotel rooms on floors 4 to 14, a restaurant on floor 3, and | 

seminar and office space on the remainder. 

C. Economic Ranking of Alternatives . 

The alternative uses that might be plausible for the subject property 
can first be ranked in terms of the general budget parameters inherent in 
revenues and expenses for each. The best financial alternatives must then 
be screened for effective demand, political acceptability, and risk. In order 
to reveal the general range of justified investment on the existing property, 

the appraiser developed a logic of converting rents to justified investment 
by determining a market rent for each use and assuming an acceptable cash 
breakeven pointl for financial planning and budgeting. This process capital- 
izes funds available for debt service or cash dividends into amounts of justified 

investment. This residual approach can be misleading if there are small errors 
in the cash-flow forecast, but if estimating bias is consistent when applied 

to the alternative uses, it does rank the alternatives in terms of their ability 
to pay for the subject property as is. The logic of this process is provided 
in Exhibit 15; the cost assumptions and calculations are provided in Appendix D. ; | 

1 , 
The ratio of cash expenses, real estate taxes, and debt service to 

potential gross income.
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BASIC LOGIC FOR RANKING ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM SCENARIOS BY JUSTIFIED 

PURCHASE BUDGET | | 

| Rent/Unit | | Rent/Unit | | Rent/Unit | 

x aj. x + x 

l Number of Units | | Number of Units | Number of Units 

Potential ly Default Point ) - h £ ed 

| Gross Income | a oan Cash for Operations 

x 
: _ 

| 1-Defauit Point | Operating Expenses 

| Equity Cash Margin | 

| Cepital Replacement | 

| Vacancy Loss | 

| Real Estate Taxes | 

1 CORE angency —___ [Cash Available | 
= | £or Debt Service 

Cash Throw-Off | + 
(B/4 Tax) 

+ | Mortgage Constant | 

| Equity Cash Constant | 

| Justified Equity | 
(B/4 Tax Cffecr) + | Justified Mortgage | 

Total Justified 

Project Budget 

i Construction Outlays | 

| | Budget for Purchase |



EXHIBIT 17 (Continued) 

git 
A summary of these calculations from the Append ix are provided in Exhibit 16. 
A preliminary ranking based on a cash-justified investment (Line 3, Exhibit 16), 
without regard to future reversion value, demonstrates that Scenario I is the 
preferable use of the structure as is. | 

D. Ranking of Alternatives 

In terms of estimating risks, Scenario 1 offers more certainty in 
regard to construction budget because multi-tenant office use is more similar 
to the previous use. Less extensive remodeling plans imply that fewer 
problems will arise. In Scenarios 2, 3, and 4, all new plumbing facilities 
and windows are required for floors 4 to 14. The same improvements simply 

need refurbishing if the building remains office use. In addition, the market 
for a high-rise residential or hotel facility is largely untested in the 
Hilidaile area, but office use has been expanding. A change from office use 
of Pyare Square carries business risks that are difficult to ascertain, and 
the costs incurred in those risks could be great. | 

E. Political Compatibility of Alternatives 

According to the village administrator of Shorewood Hills, all four 
of the scenarios would be politically acceptable because the village wants 
to see improvement of the building. However, Scenarios 2, 3, and 4 require 
a zoning change that must be approved by the village--an effort that is likely 
to be more time-consuming than futile. 

Although condominiums are a relatively new idea to Shorewood Hills, the 
community boasts of being a residential suburb, and so a weil-conceived plan 
should pass the board. A hotel use, however, is questionable and would be 

subject to serious scrutiny because demand is not evident. Office use appears 
to be most probable-in light of the fact that costs are lower, zoning is proper, 
and demand is evident. 

F. Conclusions 

Since the estimated residual justified purchase prices of Scenarios l 
and 3 are fairly close, the choice in determining the most probable fitting 
use relates to the higher costs of converting to residential coupled with 
the risks involved in tapping an untested market. A prudent investor would 
seek to stabilize his income by choosing the less speculative scenario. A 
review of the summary feasibility data in Exhibit 17 supports the conclusion 
that the most probable use of the subject property in the opinion of the appraiser 
is Scenario l,. 

| 

The most probable use of the subject property would be 
renovation to a multi-tenant office building.
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SUMMARY OF BUDGETS FOR ALTERNATIVE USE SCENARIOS = 

enter tt penn nn irons ay eng een ttre ne aerate pi taaaantnenee 5 

Budget Stem Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3 Scenario #4 a 

aaa : 
1. Cost to construct — (2,509,975) (2,414,225) (2,668,140) (2,569,600) . a 

; . a 

2. Justified investment for 2,897, 566 1,409,513 2,868,983 (4,662,172). e 

property as is me 

3. Total justified investment 387,591 (1,004,712) 200, 843 (7,231,772) 
in subject property as is 

\O 
wn



SUMMARY MATRIX OF FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVE USES 

Feasibility Factor Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3 Scenario #4 

Justified Investment 
| 

i 

o 

Remodeling Risks Moderate Significant Significant Serious = 

| 
= 

Effective Market Positive Positive Questionable Soft  ) 

demands 
: 9 

| , , | 4 

Political 
3 

Mixed 

Financial Risk Depends on market- Depends on desire | Depends on desire | Financial risk 

ing ability in pro~| to live in a high-| to own a home in is great-~- 

jecting new image rise a high-rise Hilldale is not 

for the building 
a major office 

center nor a 

stop for 

E 
travellers. 

\O 
on
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B. Most Probable Price 

A number of transactions involving the sale and purchase of multi- 
story office facilities have occurred in the greater Madison metropolitan 
area. This makes it possible to infer from past transactions the probable 
price and range of sales price involving the subject property and the most 
probable buyer defined above. In order to reconcile the important differences 
between the subject property and past transactions, a ranking system will be 

used. This system, shown fn Exhibit 13, yields a weighted score point total 
for each property. The weighting of the features distinguishes the most 
prebable buyer. The point totals are a measure of the desirability of the 
given property to the most probable buyer. The time~adjusted cash equivalent 

price of each comparable can then we weighted for a property point total that 

provides a common denominator for comparison purposes. The common denominator 

can be further refined by weighting it for net rentable area. The resuit is 
a cash equivalent dollar/point square foot figure, which is then related to 
the cash equivalent sales price by computing the mean price per point. This 
statistical process produces the predicted price per unit, or central tendency, 
and therefore a means to estimate the range and reliability of the sale price 

prediction, or standard error. 

SCALE FOR SCORING COMPARABLES ON PROBABLE BUYER CONSIDERATIONS | 

Location 5 «= Neighborhood of stable or increasing 

. prices . : 
3 = Neighborhood of stagnant prices 

1 = Neighborhood of declining or 

. deteriorating prices 

Vacancy at sale 5 = Mostly occupied, 10% or less vacancy 
3 = Partially occupied . 

I = Vacant at time of sale 
oe 7 | 

Building condition and 5 = Minimal improvements required, good 
remodeling required condition : 

3 = Average renovation, fair condition 
1 = Empty shell, major renovation 

required, poor condition | 
: | 

Accessibility . - § = Easily accessible, visible entrance 
or ertrances 

: 3 = Some accessibility problems _ 
1 = Very difficult access, one-way 

streets or no islands | 

Parking 5 = Adequate, available parking ~ 
3 = Limited, expensive parking 

| 1 = No parking 
. |
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| C. Market Comparison Apvroach to Probable Price 

The first problem in real estate market comparison is to define the 

unit by which the comparison proceeds. Recent comparable sales that were 
arm'’s-length transactions, located in office or retail nodes, ordinary mid/ 
high-rise construction types, and preferably sold as vacant shells were 

collected. Exhibit 14 summarizes the comparable sales selected for use in 

predicting the most probable price for the subject property. Of the eight 
sales, one was for cash, the balance required some type of nonmarket seller-~ 

financing. 

SUMMARY OF COMPARABLE SALES 
wo ™ m “. - | 

Property Date of Sale Terms of Sale 

110 E. Main 10/76 land contract 

149 E. Wilson 8/78 seller-financing 
| 

16 N. Carroll 9/74 installment 

137 E. Wilson 10/78 cash 

301 N. Broom 11/79 land contract 

212 E. Washington 12/77 seller~financing 

102-110 N. Hamilton 7177 land contract 

202 N. Henry 3/79 Land contract 
a LS SS SS Sp SS pp ra tS 

For each of the eight selected comparables, shown in Exhibits 15 to 

22, attributes thought to greatly influence buyer behavior were scored. 
Location in a neighborhood of stable or increasing prices was believed to be 
desired by the prudent investor. Vacancy presented a depressing effect on 

price and was therefore viewed as a negative factor. The amount of renova- 

tion required to bring the building into compliance with codes was recognized 

as a negative influence on price. Well-maintained, concrete structures were 

preferred over those with poor maintenance or ordinary congctrucrion. Accessi- 

bility also affects price with a negative influence recognized for those 

buildings with difficult access paths, constrained by poor visibility. 

Inadequate on-site or off-site parking is an important factor thar impacts 
on price. The final weighted matrix is presented in Exhibic 23. 

Exhibit 24 displays the calculations used to obtain the predicted 
price for the subject property and an estimate of the reliability or the 

prediction.



‘WEIGHTED MATRIX FOR COMPARABLE PROPERTIES OF 4610 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

a 
Weight/Weighted Ratings 

110 E. 149 E. 16 N. 137 E. 301N., 212 E. 102-110 202 Pyare 

Feature Weight Main Wilson Carroll Wilson Broom Washington Hamilton Henry Square 
nt 

Location 10 3/.3 3/.3 3/.3 3/.3 5/.5 3/.3 3/.3 5/.5 5/.5 

Vacancy 20 3/.6 1/.2 §/1.0 1/.2 1/.2 1/.2 3/.6 ° 1/.2 1/.2 

Rullding condition & 953/15) 1/.35 0/2615 /.35)1/.35 1/35 3/1.15 1/.35 1/.35 B 
remodeling required . ° ° " ° x 

Accessibility 215 1/.15 ‘1/.15 1/.15 1/.15 9 -1/.15 3/.45 1/.15 1/.15  3/.45 ~ 

Parking . 20 1/.2 1/.2 1/.2 1/.2 5/1.0 5/1.0 1/.2 1/.2 3/.6 & 

Total weighted score 100Z = =2.4 1,2 2.8 1,2 2.2 2.3 2.4 1.4 2.1 o 

Ttme-adjusted cash . 0 64 $262 a 
equivalent (TACE) price! $1,391,008 $270,694 $781,741 $271,200 $96,570 $574,209 $395,464 $262,933... 

¢ : a. 

Total net rentable 76,000 32,000 35,725 25,500 5,760 38 ,000 28,000 24,000 84,969 
area (NRA) . 

TACE peice per sq.ft.(NRA) $18.30 $8.46 $21.88 $10.64 $16.77 $15.11 $14.12 $10.96... 

Mean price per point $7.63 $7.05 $7.82 $8.86 $7.62 $6.57 $4.88 $7.82 ... 
per sq. £t. en nn 

See Appendix F for cash equivalency calculations. 

\9 
Wo)
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EXHIBIT 18 (Continued) 

CALCULATION OF MOST PROBABLE PRICE USING 
MEAN PRICE PER POINT EQUATION METHOD 

Comparable Selling Price Weighted | Price per NRA | = (x) 

Property . per NRA Point Score Weighted Point Score 

1 $18.30 2.4 97.63 
yd 8.46 1.2 — 7.05 
3 21.88 2.8 7.82 
4 10.64 1.2 8.86 
5 16.77 2.2 7.62 
§ 15.11 2.3 6.57 
7 14.12 = 2.4 5.88 
8 10.96 1.4 7.82 

Total $59.25 

Central tendency (x) = +z 2.2 . 7.41 

f ues f 

Dispersion (std. dev.=s) = to" 2:15 90 

where: 

x x | (x-x) | (x-x) ¢ . n n=1 

7.63 -~ 7.41 = ~22 O05 8 7 
7.05 . 7.41 36 | 13 
7.82 7.41 41 Ll? 
8.86 7.41 1.45 2.10 
7.62 7.41 ~21 04 
6.57 7.41 84 71 
5.88 7.41 1.53 2.34 
7.82 7.41 41 17 

5.71 

Value range: xt+s = 7.41 + .90 (8.31,6.51} 

Estimate of value of subject property = 

: {Sample mean of price per NRA 
NRA of subject =< Weighted point score x per total weighted score = s] 

(84,969) x (2.1) x [7.41 + .90] 

High escimate:! $1,480,000 
Central tendency: $1,320,000 

Low estimate: $1,160,000 

tall value estimates are rounded.
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EXHIBIT 18 (Continued) 

NET PRESENT VALUE UNOER 
L.C. FINANCING AND BALLOON PAYOUT 
ACCORDING TO CONTRACT ON 12/31/85 

1979 1980 7981 1982 - 84 
a oo, 4 years 

Down $580 ,000 $250 ,000 $250 ,000 

Payment 3,576 (2A) 5,364 (3A} 11,%45 (38) $ 67,710 (12C) 
$503,578 33.435 (98) 50,787 (SC) | 

$288,799 $311,922 | 
Balance 2,459,0C0 

$2,517,710 

NET PRESENT VALUE CONVENTIONAL LOAN 

19793 | 

Sewn $362,000 
Payment -- Balance 2.404 022 

Cash year 1 $503,576 $288 , 799 $211,932 
884666 ~796455 

Cash year 2 255,491 $255,491 

Cash year 3 248 4406 248 , 440 
Cash year 4 48,551 $67,710 
Cash year 5 43,710 67,710 

Cash year 6 39,351 67,710 
Cash year 7 $1,317,332 : $2,517.710 

$2,456,451 Total Cash Equivalency 
: (Versus $3,450,000 nominal selling price) 

INCOME PREPORTED GROSS INCOME $499,249 

(Contract) NET INCOME — 196 ,548 

MARKET RENT LEVELS — 
At least gross $450 ,000 

Lass 40% expense 180 ,000 
NO! $270,000 

OAR = 270,000 = .109915 

2,456 5453 

SP/Unit 22,456,451 = 14,622 
; 16a
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Example Problem: Cash Equivalent Price - Existing Mortgage plus | 

Purchase Money Mortgage | oo | 

Given the following information, determine the cash ecuivalent 
price of the transaction: | 

Sale Price - $1,000,000 

Existing Mortgage (assumed) Balance $682,052 
Mo. Pmt. $6,039.20 
Contract rate 8.5% — 

, Exoired Term 6 years | 
Remaining Term 19 years © 

Purchase Money Mortgage $700,000 3 10% 
Amortization over 20 
years, balloon in 10 years 

Current Financing 14,53, 20 year 
amortization with . 

10 year balloon 

A. What is the equity tnvestment? 
B. What is the balance outstanding on the existing (assumed) 

mortgage in JO years? 
C. What is the payment on the PMM? 

What fs the balance outstanding E0Y 10? - . 

D. What is the cash equivalent price of the transaction? 

Suggested Solution ~ Il 

Existing Mortgage plus PMM 

A. $117,948 | 

B. $454,781 

C. 3 1,930 | 
$146,049 

D. Equity $117,948 

Assumed Existing Mortgage 

PW $6,039.20, 120 mos. 

@ 14.5% $381,535 
PW $454,781, EOY 10 

@ 14.5% 
Purchase Money Mortgage 

PW $1,930, 120 mos. $121,931 

Q 14. 5% 

PW $146,049, EOY 10 

@ 14.5% § 24,558 

Total (Cash Equivalent Price) $763,581 

* Courtesy of Byrl Boyce
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1X. PROBLEM (CASH EQUIVALENCY) « a 

*Courtesy of A. Robert Parente, SREA, MAI. 

An Income producing property (special purpose) was resold by the 
Midland National Bank on a “workout.'! The terms of the sale were 
as follows: 

Sale Price: ™ $1,178,808, mo cash by purchaser, 

Lee., 100% debt financing | 

Terms of Financing: First year - interest only at a 
| rate of 4-1/2% and payable 

monthly - 
Second year - [Interest only at a 

rate of 6% and pavable monthly 

For the next 23 years - principal 
and interest at 8-1/2%, payable 
monthly | 

The property (a 12,000 sq. ft., 3-year old restaurant buflding) 
was purchased on November 10, 1977 for $1,178,808. Typical terms 
of financing at that time (11/77) were 9-3/4% interest for 25 years 
on a 75% loan-to-value ratio. It is estimated that equity required 
a 12-15% return. 

Questions: 

A. What are the monthly interest costs in years 1 and 2? 

5. What is the constant on the amortized portion of the mor tgage? 

C. What is the monthly payment on the mortgage? 

D. What is the unadjusted sales price per square foct for use in the 
DSC approach? 

E. What Is the cash equivalent price assuming 100% financing were 
typical in the market? 

F. What is the cash equivalent price assuming an equity yield require- 
ment of 12% 1937 | 

G. What is the adjusted sales price per square foot under each of the 
conditions set forth above?



EXHIBIT 20 (Continued) 1Oh 

Suggested Sotution - IX 
Problem (Cash Equivalency) 

A. Year 1: $4,420.53 

Year 2: $5,894.04 

B. Ff = .099]3 

C. $93,737.97 

D. $1,178,808 = 12,000 = $98.23/sq. ft. 

E. PW i Costs Year 1 @ 9-3/2% = $ 50,347.92 
PW i Costs Year 2 & 9-3/4% = 60,918.28 
PW Amortization payments 

Years 3-25 @ 9-3/45 = 881,198.63 

Cash Equivalent Price : | 
(100% Financing) = §992,464.83* 

*$186,343.17 Tess than face value of note 

$992,464.83 = 12,000 = $82.71/sq. ft. 

F. Discount Rates given Y = 12%, Y = 153, m = 75% 7 = 9.75% 

¥Y = 12% Y= 15% 

Mortgage .75 x .0975 = .073125 75 x .0975 = .073125 
Equity .25 x .12 = .03 25 x .15 = .0375 

Discount Rate (r) = .103125 Discount rate (r) = .110625 

PWCF @ 10.3125% PWOF @ 11.0625% 

Year | $ 50,198.33 $ 49,999.88 
Year 2 60,399.42 $3,715.07 

Years 3-25 835,796. 73 780,188.86 

$946,394. 48% $889,903. 81*+% | 

**$232,413.52 below face ¥***$288,904.19 below face 

G. $946,394.48 = 12,000 = $78.87/sq. ft. 

$889,903.81 = 12,000 = $74.16/sq. ft. 

* Courtesy of Byr! Boyce
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EXHIBIT 21 

CASH EQUIVALENCY EXAMPLE 

NAKOMA HEIGHTS — 
168 APARTMENT UNITS |. 

SOLD NOVEMBER 1, 1979 
NOMINAL SALES PRICE $3,450,000 

A. One appraisal reviewed recently contained the following summary analysis. 

it is used as it protably parallels the Madison Assessor's Office perception 

of the transaction: 
| | - income S.P. 

Date Price Gross Net Gim = Expense =—s Unit DAR 

7/79 $3,450,000 $449,249 $196,548 7.68 = 56.3 $20,536 5.7 

8. Cash Equivalency - Monthly payment differentia! 

1f 25% down with 75% L/V at 10.55 for 25 years. Down 862,000 

Mortgage 52,588 ,000 
$3,450,900 

Monthly payment $24,528; Annual payment $294 ,335 

1979 ~ 4/80 Conv. Mortgage $294 ,335 
L.C. (9.25) 272,875 

5 21, 460/12 = $1,788 (A) 

4/80 - 4/81 a 

$2,350,000 Conv. Mortgage $294,335 

250 ,O00 L.C. = 249,750 

$2,700,000 X .0925 § 44,505/12 = $3,715 (B) | 

4/81 

$2, 700 ,000 | $294 ,335 

250 ,000 226 ,625 

$2,450,000 X .0125 $ 67,710/12 = $5,643 (C)
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3. See Exhibit 21 for example of converting 
purchase price and terms for syndicator. 

H. Cash equivalency to be consistent with | | 
definition of fair market value is the subject 
of major debate: 

1. Strictly enforced, it tends to 
over~discount prices to a point where the 
seller would not have sold. 

2. Typically represents sale of financing to 
benefit both parties. . 

3. There is growing evidence that in many 
cases the buyer and seller have shared the 
costs of seller financing so that fair 
market value is closer to the midpoint 
between nominal sales price and deferred 
points discounted for institutional 
interest rates. 

VIII. Critique of a Real Estate Appraisal requires some 
understanding of the institutions of appraisal, 
the normative economic logic of appraisal, and the 
elements of reform of the appraisal process 
already at work. 

A. Political compromises in the 1930s led to the 
appraisal doctrine which defined fair market 
value as that which results from synthesis of 
three normative approaches to value based on 
the economics of before tax income. 

B. Marshallian economics presumes stability of 
currency and interest rates. Appraisers and 
their customers confuse normative models to 
establish a fair price with behavior models 
that would predict the most probable price at 

which a property would sell. 

C. Normative methods are not predictive of price 
but nine times out of ten appraisers are 
supposed to predict the price at which a 
property would sell under specific 
circumstances,
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D. If the appraisal is to serve as a benchmark 
for a decision under specific circumstances, 
or purposes, then it should not be governed by 
conditions characteristic of an efficient. 
market since real estate is not known for 
market efficiency. 

E. Widespread acceptance of appraisal models is a 
funetion of the cost of reeducation, on-the- 
job training, word processing, and data 
processing, and that is being drastically 
altered by electronics and communication 
advances. 

F, A consistent theory for reconstructing 
appraisal has been prepared by Professor 
R. U. Ratcliff but its tenets are being 
adapted at the grassroots level by 
individuals rather than considered by the 
controlling committee of the professional 
societies. 

G. Factors which have delayed appraisal reforms 
include: 

1. Compensation system which separates 
responsibility for payment of appraisal 
fee from beneficiary of objective useful 
analysis with a corresponding decline on 
reliance by financial institutions in the 
lending process, etc. | 

2. Lack of understanding of the variety of 
services in terms of appraisal, 
feasibility analysis, or consulting which 
a professionally designated appraiser 
might offer. The right product depends on 
asking the right questions. © 

3. Fear of appraisal societies that a retreat 
from old principles will discredit 
appraisal designations and existing 
regulatory monopolies and therefore 
contribute toward further competitive 
erosion by the accountants and the 
engineers and the investment bankers.
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4, Postponement of reform pending merger of 
the major appraisal societies, an effort 
recently frustrated by a membership vote 

'  4n March, which will trigger significant 
competition and public efforts which lack 
the benfit of significant reform of the 
profession and its out-of-date educational | 

programs. 

H. A common sense appraisal outline representing 
the Ratcliff approach would be as follows: 

1. What is the issue? 

2, What are the basic appraisal problems in 
the issue? 

3. What definition of value is most 
appropriate? | 

4. 0 6What implicit assumptions are inherent in 
the value definitions? | 

5. What explicit assumptions are provided by 
others? | 

6. What is the most probable use of the 
property? 

7. What is a profile of the most probable 
buyer of the property? 

8. What level of behavioral transaction 
forecasting can be applied? 

ae Inference from market sales | 

b. Simulation from actual buyer calculus 
c. Standard normative models for prudent 

buyers 

9. What externalities should be considered | 
| as modifying the expected transaction 

range? | | | 

10. How does the most probable price test in 
light of criteria presumed in the buyer 

profile?
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I. To eritique an appraisal provided as a 
benchmark of a mortgage loan and to classify 
the appraiser as contemporary or old guard, 
the reader should look to the following 

elements. | 

1. Definition of value - is it the classic 
definition or defined as the most probable 
price at which it would sell subject to 
specific financing terms? 

2. Does the interest to be appraised | 
represent fee title encumbered or does it 
include entitlement to the financing 
requested or subject to financing 
appropriate to regulated institutional | 
standard? | 

3. For a proposed project does the appraisal 
assume completion and therefore a future 
appraisal date and does it assume | 
absorption of the units into the market in 
a stated period of time. If so, it must 
prove absorption, capture rate, and 
construction as reasonable assumptions or 
it has sidestepped the critical issue of 
indirect cost. 

4. Does it discard any of the three 
approaches at the outset as inappropriate 
or does it wait until the report reaches 
the section called synthesis? 

5. In using the market approach for an 
appraisal, does the report indicate buyer 
motivation on comparable sales or current 
status of the comparable? Does the 
appraiser use basic statistics for 
adjustment or arbitrary percentage or flat 
dollar shifts in value? Does it provide 
the standard error of the investment or 
the mean price? 

6. In using the market approach for an 
appraisal, does the report indicate buyer 
motivation on comparable sales or current 
status of the comparable? Does the | 
appraiser use basic statistics for
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adjustment or arbitrary percentage of flat 
dollar shifts in value? Does it provide 
the standard error of the investment or 
the mean price? 

1. In doing the income approach, does the 
appraiser use normalized income or cash 
flows over time, and in capitalizing the 
income does he use market rates, Ellwood 
rates, or cash on cash mortgage equity. 
Only the latter is reliable for mortgage 
loan purposes. | 

8. In doing the cost approach, does the 
appraiser show the entrepreneurial 
compensation or is that buried in | 
over-estimated construction costs? Hard 
dollar costs should be the lowest of three 
estimates, not the highest as advocated by 
appraisal textbooks. The spread is the 
developer's fee for the entrepreneurial 
contribution to land, labor, and capital. 

G9. Does the appraiser provide a test on the 
after tax basis of either his resale | 
assumptions on which his income approach 
depends or his conclusion as to most _ 
probable price at which it would sell? 
These tests might include something like 
VALTEST. The resulting financial ratios 
discussed previously, or a front door. 
approach to demonstrate the rents implied 
by a given cost of acquisition. 

10. Check the statement of limiting conditions 
to see what applies relative to underlying 
assumptions and limitations on use.



_ FOURTH MODULE 

REAL ESTATE FEASIBILITY 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

FIRST HOUR 

IL. Basic Concepts and Definitions 

A. Real estate is & tangible product - defined as 

artificially delineated space with a fourth dimension of 

time referenced to a fixed point on the face of the 

earth. 
| 

1. Real estate is a apace-time unit, room per night, 

apartment per month, square foot per year, tennis 

court hours, or a condominium for two weeks in 

January at a ski slope. | 

2 To the space-time abstraction can be added special 

attributes to house some form of activity. 

3. Improvements from survey market to city layouts to 

structures define space. 

&. Legal contracts and precedents define time. 

5. Rights of use are defined by public values, court 

opinions. | | 

6. Private rights to use are those which remain after 

the public has exercised its rights to control, to 

tax, or to condemn. 

B. A real estate project is a cash cycle business enterprise 

which combines a space~time product with certain types of 

management services to meet the needs of a specific user. 

It is the process of converting space-time needs to 

money-time dimensions in a cash economy. . 

1. A real estate business is any business which provides 

expertise necessary to relate Space-time need to 

money—time requirements and includes architects, 

brokers, city planners, mortgage bankers, and all 

other special skills. | 

2. The true profit centers in real estate are in the 

delivery of services and cash capital. Money is an 

energy transfer system. 

3. Equity ownership is the degree to which one 

enterprise controls or diverts cash from another real 

estate enterprise. |
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4. Public has direct ownership to the degree real estate 
taxes take a percentage of tenant income in excess of 

service cost. | Co | 

3 « Consumer must view space as a total consumption 

system involving direct cost, surface cost, 

transportation cost and negative income of risk. 
6. The best real estate project is the one which has the 

lowest net present value of cost as the sum of cost 

to the consumer production sector and public sector. 
| 

Cc. The real estate process is the dynamic interaction of 

three groups, space users (consumers), space producers, 

and the various public agencies Cinfrastructures) which 

provide services and capital to support the consumer 

needs. (See Exhibit 1.) | 

| 1. Each of these three decision groups represent an 

enterprise, an organized undertaking. All are cash 

cycle enterprises constrained by a need for cash 

solvency, both short and long term. | 

2. A desirable real estate solution occurs when the 

process permits maximum satisfaction to the consumer 

at a price that he can afford within the 

environmental limits of land while permitting the 

consumer, producer, and the government cash cycle to 

achieve solvency--cash breakeven at a minimum, after 

full payment for services rendered. 

3. Solvency of the total process, not value, is the 

critical issue. | | 

4. Land ts an environmental constraint and not a profit 

center. | 
5. Land provides access to a real estate business 

| opportunity and is not the opportunity itself. Real 

estate business wants to control land to create a 

captive market for services. | 
| 

D. Land is the point where demand and supply forces find 

cash solvency. Location is a manufactured attribute. 
Site attributes are exploited to reduce outlays and to 
increase receipts and include: 

1. Physical attributes 

2. Legal-political attributes 

3. Linkage attributes 

4. Dynamic attributes 

5. Environmental attributes 

E. Recognition of the fact that profit maximization must be 

limited by concerns for physical environment, and 

community priorities for land use has resulted in 
redefinition of the most basic concept in appraisal;
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f.e., highest and best use, in the authorized 

terminology handbook sponsored by the American Institute 

of Real Estate Appraisers and the Society of Real Estate 

Appraisers. Compare the 1971 definition with that for 

1975: 

Highest and best use concept - 

“A valuation concept that can be applied to either 

the land or improvements. It normally is used to 

mean that use of a parcel of land (without regard 

to any improvements upon it) that will maximize 

the owner's wealth by being the most profitable 

use of the land. The concept of highest and best 

use can also be applied to a property which has 

some improvements upon it that have a remaining 

economic life. In this context, highest and best 

use can refer to that use of the existing 

improvements which is most profitable to the 

owner. It is possible to have two different 

highest and best uses for the same property: one 

for the land ignoring the improvements; and 

another that recognizes the presence of the 

improvements. 

P. 57, Real Estate Appraisal Principles and 
Terminology, Second Edition, Society of Real 

Estate Appraisers 1971. 

“Highest and Best Use: That reasonable and 

probable use that will support the highest present 

| value, as defined, as of the effective date of the 

appraisal. Alternatively, that use, from among 

reasonably probable and legal alternative uses, 

found to be Physically possible, appropriately 

supported, financially feasible, and which results 

in highest land value. The definition immediately 

above applies specifically to the highest and best 

use of land. It is to be recognized that in cases 

where a site has existing improvements on it, the 

highest and best use may very well be determined 

to be different from the existing use. The 

existing use will continue, however, unless and 

until land value in its highest and best use 

exceeds the total value of the property in its 

existing use. Implied within these definitions is 
recognition of the contribution of that specific 
use to community environment or to community 

development goals in addition to wealth 
maximization of individual property owners. Also 
implied is that the determination of highest and 

best use results from the appraiser's judgment and 

analytical skill, i.e., that the use determined
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from analysis represents an opinion, not a fact to 

be found. In appraisal practice, the concept of 

highest and best use represents the premise upon 

which value is based. In the context of most 

probable selling price (market value) another 

appropriate term to reflect highest and best use 
would be most probabie use. In the context of 

investment value an alternative term would be most 

profitable use." 

Real Estate Appraisal Terminology, Edited by Byrl 
Boyce, Ph.D., SRPA, Baliinger Publishing Co., 

Cambridge, Mass., 1975. CEmphasis added.) 

Fe. The purchase of a piece of real estate today involves the 
acceptance of a great many assumptions about the future. 

Those who take care to validate these assumptions in a 

period of transition as to public land use control tend to 

have the most successful investment. 

1. Business decisions today make explicit recognition of 

their assumptions and the need to act under conditions 

of uncertainty. 

2. Business risk is the difference between assumptions 

about the future and realizations, and the proforma 

budget and the end of the year income statement. | 
3 Risk management is the control of variance between key 

assumptions and realizations. 

4. An appraisal is a set of assumptions about the future 

productivity of a property under conditions of 

uncertainty. 

G. The concept of highest and best use of land was a 

commodity concept which did not consider externalities 

adequately. It is being replaced by concepts of most 

fitting use and the concept of most probable use. 

1. The most fitting use is that use which is the optimal 

reconciliation of effective consumer demand, the cost 

of production, and the fiscal and environmental 

impact on third parties. 

2. Reconciliation involves financial impact analysis on 

"who pays" and “who benefits" - thus the rash of 
debate on how to do impact studies. 

3. The most probable use will be something less than the 
most fitting use depending upon topical constraints 

imposed by current political factors, the state of 
real estate technology, and short-term solvency 

pressures on consumer, producer, or public agency. 

4. Most probable use means that an appraisal is first a 

feasibility study of alternative uses for a site in 

search of a user, an investor, and of public consent.
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H. In seeking the most fitting and most probable use, the 

inner city planner and private property appraiser must 

interact to determine how community objectives and 

consumer production sector solvency can 0be achieved 

simultaneously. | 

1. A real estate decision has only two basic forms. 

Either a site is in search of a use and consumer with 

the ability to pay, or a consumer, need or use with a 

defined ability to pay is seeking some combination of 

space-time attributes he can afford. 

2. The individual consumer with needs and budget is the 
drive wheel. | 

3. The public sector represents the community owned 

consumer service delivery system, seeking to minimize 

marginal cost to the consumer and average cost to the 

community at large. | 

4. The production sector responds to a derivative demand 

for engineering and management expertise. 

I. Critiquing the form and adequacy of a real estate solution 

is analogous to the artistic concept of judging the 

success of an art object by relating form of the solution 

to the context to which it was created. 

1. Context includes those elements which are fixed, 

given, or objective, and to which any solution must 

adapt. 

2. Form-giving elements are those variables within the 

artists control, i{.e., options or alternatives at 8 

particular time. 

3. A solution is judged for its correctness or success in 

terms of the degree of fit of the form proposed to the 

content. : 

4. Feasibility analysis is concerned with the degree of 

fit or the extent of misfit between a proposed course 

of action and the context within which it must operate 

or fit. 

5. Success therefore depends on how appropriately the 

problem is defined; testing feasibility depends 

primarily upon accurate and comprehensive definition 

of the context. |
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J. An enterprise is any organized undertaking, anda real 

estate problem or project always begins from the viewpoint 

of some enterprise relative to its environment. | 

1. The systems engineer sees the eventuai form of an 

enterprise, in terms of both its configuration and 

behavior, as representing a negotiated consensus 

between two general sources of power--the power of the 

environment to dictate form and behavior of the 

organization on the one hand, and the power of the 

organization to decide for itself what its 

characteristics and behavior will be on the other. 

2. The systems engineer uses "power of the environment" 
as a dynamic alternative to the static implications of 

context and adds dynamic element of behavior to the 

elective responses of the form-giver.
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REAL ESTATE FEASIBILITY 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

SECOND HOUR 

I. Feasibility Analysis 

A. The concept of feasibility is elusive and much abused. 

Combining the systems concept of enterprise under 

conditions of uncertainty and the physical design 

concept of fit leads to the following definition: 

"A real estate project is ‘feasible’ when the 

real estate analyst determines that there is a 

reasonable likelihood of satisfying explicit 

objectives when a selected course of action is 

tested for fit to a context of specific 

constraints and limited resources." 

B. The problem of defining objectives and measuring success 

depends almost entirely on correctly defining the 

problem and values of the client. 

1. The nature of a decision process must be made 

explicit. 

2. Defining a problem in terms of inherent 

characteristics must be addressed today. 

3. The nature of risk and risk management must be made 

explicit because the definition implies uncertainty 

by means of a subjective probability, “reasonable 
likelihood of succeeding." 

4. There is a need to identify and measure the weight 

elements of success. 

5. There is a need to identify and dimension the 

limited resources of the client in terms of 

personnel, expertise, cash, and time for commitment 

and completion. | 

6. Definition of decision process and problem lead to 

proper description of work project for the analyst.
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Cc. The general theory of the management process for any 

enterprise can be converted to real estate semantics for 

feasibility: | 

Values, objectives, policy Strategic format 

Search for opportunity 

alternatives Market trend analysis 

Selection of an opportunity Merchandising target with 

monopoly character 
Program to capture opportunity Legal-political constraints 

Ethical-aesthetic constraints 

Physical-technical constraints 

Financial constraints 

Construction of program Project development 

Operation of program | Property management 

Monitoring and feedback Real estate research 

D. These basic elements and definitions then lead to the 

requirement of a correct report title. Most 

feasibility reports go wrong on the title page because 

the analyst did not clearly understand to which elements 

of context and form his report was to be addressed. 

Seldom does the analyst do a complete feasibility study 

ag a single report on his own. Components may be 

provided by others and the sequence of set may differ in 

each case depending on how the consultant understands 

the client. Therefore, a report should be entitled as 

one of the following: 

1. Strategy study: selection of objectives, tactics, and 

decision criteria. 

2. Market analysis: Economic base studies or other 

related aggregate data review. 

3. Merchandising studies: consumer surveys, competitive 

property analysis, marketability evaluation, etc. 

4. Legal studies: opinion on potential legal 

constraints, model contracts of forms of organization, 
and politician briefs. 

5- Architectural and engineering studies: alternative 
building envelopes, structural solutions, and net 

usable space and space relationships, together with 

technical resolutions of problems in the physical 

context adequate for budgeting and marketing work. 
6. Compatibility studies: project impact on various 

groups affected in terms of their attitudes, 

expectations and vested interests in the status quo 

and community goals. 

7. Financial studies: cash flow budgets, potential risk 

and sensitivity analysis, fiscal impact analysis, and 

alternative sources of capital, tax implications, 

@etc.
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E. Feasibdility analysis is a sub-topic within the generally 

expanding literature of problem solving. Any Counselor or 

problem solver is urged to read the following: 

1. The Art of Problem Solving, Russell L. Ackoff, John 
Wiley & Sons, New York, 1978. | 

2. The Complete Problem Solver, John R. Hayes, The 
Franklin Institute Press, Philadelphia, 1981. 

3. Strategic Planning in Emerging Companies, Steven C. 
Brandt, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1981. 

Ackoff subdivides any problem into five types of 

components: 

1. The decision maker~--the person or persons faced with 

the problem as a group or individual. 

2 The controllable variables--those aspects of the 

problem situation the decision maker can control. 

| 

3. The uncontrolled variables--those aspects of the 

problem situation the decision maker cannot control 

but those which, together with the controlled 

variables can effect the outcome of his choice. The 

uncontrolled variables may be quantitative or 

qualitative, but together they define the problem 

environment, in the language of Ackoff, or the 

context in the language of Christopher Alexander. 

4. Constraints imposed from within or without on the 

values of the controlled and uncontrolled variables. 

For example, the consumer places a limit on how much 

he is willing to pay for rent, although rent levels 

themselves are often set by cost factors beyond his 

control. 

3. The possible outcomes produced jointly by the 

decision makers choice and the uncontrolled variable. 

Ackoff further refines problem solving: 

A problem is said to be solved when the decision maker 

selects those values of the controlled variables which 

maximize the value of the outcome; that is, when he has 

optimized. If he selects values of the controlled 

variables that do not maximize the value of the outcome 

but produce an outcome that is good enough, he has 

resolved the problem by satisficing. There is a third 

possibility: he may dissolve the problem. This is 

accomplished by changing his values so that the choices 

available are no longer meaningful. For example, the
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problem of selecting anew car may be dissolved by 

deciding that the use of public transportation is better 

than driving oneself. {t may also be dissolved by moving 

to within walking distance from work so that driving is 

no longer required. We use “solving” loosely to cover 

all three alternatives. 

Ackoff also points out that many problem solvers are reactive 

responding to the immediate irritation which leads us "to 

walk into the future facing the past - we move away from, 

rather than toward something. This often results in 

unforeseen consequences that are more distasteful than 

the deficiencies removed.“ Recall D.D.T. Problem should 

be proactive by specifying the ideal outcome and looking 

for ways to move in that direction. "The chances of 

overlooking relevant consequences are minimized when we 

formulate a problem in terms of approaching ideals eee 

focusing on an ideal reveais the relationships between 

things that can be done in the future and tends to make 

us feel simultaneously with sets of interacting threats 

and opportunities, to treat them as a whole, as a system 

of problems. 

From that it is important to learn that: 

Planning is dealing with sets of interacting problems 

Problem solving is finding alternative routes to approach 

an ideal solution 

Feasibility analysis is testing a specified course of 

action for its likelihood of fulfilling the ideal 

An appraisal is a ficticious feasibility study in which 

human behavior is assumed to be normative 

F. The Hayes text is a rich collection of problem solving 

and decision making methods. Hayes believes that 

problems should be represented with doodles, flow charts, 

simple diagrams, or other graphics. He sees the problem 

solving process as correctly representing the goal, 

correctly specifying the initial state of affairs, 

correctly specifying the differences between the current 

state of affairs and the goal, the restrictions in moving 

toward the goal and operators available to advance 

affairs to the goal. He defines decision technique for 

conditions of certainty, uncertainty, or competitive 

conflict. Hayes develops for strategic viewpoints: 

lL. The mini-max strategy which assumes that "nature is 

against us" so that the object is to choose the 

strategy that will minimize the disaster, although it 

has the unfortunate property that may also eliminate 

the best possible outcome.
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2. The maxi-max strategy chooses the course of action 

which could provide the best of the best possible 

outcomes, but it does not defend you against the 

possibility of enjoying the worst possible outcome. 

3. The Hurwitz strategy allows a compromise between the 

pessimistic and the very optimistic strategies above 

while allowing one to modify the probabilities with a 

factor for the level of optimism or pessimism of the 

decision maker. | _ 

4. Minimizing maximum regret strategy may be most 
significant for real estate investors as in phasing 
the project or buying standby credit at an 
exorbitant rate. | | 

G. Hayes describes four general types of decisions which 

require different decision procedures: decisions under 

certainty, under risk, under uncertainty, and under 
conflict. In the case of certainty the facts are known 

and static, and it is only necessary to rank in terms of 

desirability. Consider four student apartments as 

described in Exhibit 2. Hayes demonstrates five 

different methods which may be useful for making 

decisions under certainty: 
| 

1. Dominance which determines that one alternative 

dominates if it is at least as good as the other 

properties and is better in one attribute on at least 

one property. (See Exhibit 3.) 

2. The lexicographic method which ranks Like a 

dictionary specifying the most important attributes 

first and then resolving ties in ranking by going to 

the second most important attribute second. The 

weakness is that the selection process ignores all 

but the most important attributes 80 that the 

selection may have serious unattractive secondary 

attributes. 

3. Additive weighting takes all attributes into account 

but gives them different weights depending on value 

systems of observer. It does not recognize 

interactions of attributes 80 it can lead to 

inappropriate decisions by ignoring interactions 
just a8 lexicographics ignore minor attributes. 

(See Exhibit 4.) 

4a. Effectiveness indices take into account 

interactions, such as the profitability index which 
takes present value of premises relative to total 

capital budget.
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EXHIBIT 2 

Student Apartments 

Al A2 

brightness: always needs artificial size of rooms: cramped 
lighting 

noise level: usually quiet 

cleanliness: needs vacuuming 

general repairs: needs no repairs 
kitchen: new stove, sink, and | 

refrigerator brightness: very bright through- 
out the day 

noise level: Frequently noisy 
cleanliness: needs vacuuming 

size of rooms: average 
landlord 

general repair: needs no repairs attitude: cordial] 

distance from distance from 
place of place of 
emp loyment: 15 minutes employment: 60 minutes 

landlord kitchen: stove, sink, and 

attitude: indifferent refrigerator in 
good condition 

A3 Au 

distance from general repair: needs no repairs 
place of 
emp loyment: 20 minutes brightness: very bright 

brightness: fairly bright : noise level: often quiet 

landlord size of rooms: sma] ] 
attitude: very friendly 

distance from 
cleanliness: ready to move fn place of 

employment: LS minutes 
kitchen stove, sink, & refriger- 

ator, old but useable kitchen: stove & refrigera- 
tor in good condition 

nofse level: sometimes noisy 

landlord 

general repair: needs one week repair attitude: cordial 
work 

: cleanliness: ready to move in 
size of rooms: comfortable |
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EXHIBIT 3 

Alternatives 

1 2 3 ye eee 

Distance in 15 Min 60 Min 20 Min AS Min 
‘Mfnutes . 

eee 

Size of Average Cramped Comfortable Smal] 
Rooms | a : 

eee 

Kitchen New stove, Stove, etc. Stove, etc. Stove, etc. In 
etc. in good con- old but good cond{i- 

dition useable tion 

I Rt 

Genera] Needs no Needs no Needs one Needs no 
Repair Repair Repair Week work Repair 

ee, 

Cleanliness Needs Needs Ready to Ready to 
Vacuuming Vacuuming Move [tn Move in 

—_——— 

Noise Frequently Often Quiet Sometimes Often Quiet 
Leve] Noisy Noisy 

ee 

Brightness Always needs Very Bright Fairly Very Bright 
artificial Bright , 
light . 

a 

Landlord Indifferent Cordial Very Cordial 
Frfendly 

A 

Only one alternative dominates another in this problem: Alternative 4& dominates 
Alternative 2. Alternative 4 is as good as Alternative 2 in "kitchen,'! ‘general 
repair,'' "noise ltevel,'' 'brightness,'' and "landlord,'' and ft is better in "distance," 
"size,'' and ''cleanliness.'' Alternative 1 does not dominate Alternative 2 because, 
while it ts better in some properties, such as ‘'distance,"' it fs worse in others.
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EXHIBIT 4 

Alternative Apartments 

1 _2 3 l Weight 

Distance in 15 Min (4) _ 60 Min (1) 20 Min (3) 4S Min (2) 7 
Minutes . . | 

28 7 _21 | 14 

Size of Average (3) Cramped (1) Comfortable(4) Small (2) L 
Rooms 

12 b 16 8 

Kitchen New stove, Stove, etc. Stove, etc. Stove,etc. in 

etc. (5) in good con- old but good condi- 
dition (4) useable (3) tion (4) 3 

a 
General Needs no Needs no Needs one Needs no 
Repair Repair (5) Repair (5) Week work (2) Repair (5) 2 

10 10 4 10 

Cleanliness Needs Needs Ready to Ready to 
: Vacuuming (4) Vacuuming (4) Move In (5) Move in (5) 1 

hy Ly 5 5 

Noise Frequently Often quiet (4) Sometimes Often quiet 
Level Noisy (2) Noisy (3) (4) 1 

2 4 3 4 

Brightness Always needs Very bright Fairly Very Bright 
artificial (5) Bright (3) (5) 1 

| light (1) 
_ 1 5 3 2 

Landlord Indifferent(3) Cordial (5) Very Cordial (5) 
Friendly (4) 1 

_ 3 | 5 4 5 

Sum of 
Value X | 75 51 65 63 

Weight |
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3. Satisficing approach requires the decision maker to 

identify the minimum value he is willing to accept 

for each of the attributes, rejecting alternatives 

which fail the test, and accepting the first 

alternative which meets all the minimal values tests. 

(For example, a building with a debt cover ratio no 

less than 1.2, a cash on cash yield of 92, leasable 

area no less than 60,000 square feet in an office 

building no more than five years old with one parking 

stall per 300 saquare feet of G.L.A.) (See Exhibit 5.) 

H. Summary of systems in Exhibit 6 

Success may be measured by any of the above systems with 

lists of attributes selected by the analyst as relevant 

tests of alternative courses of action, such as: 

1. A check list of physical attributes 

2. A check list of critical linkage attributes 

3. A check list of dynamic behavioral attributes 

4. A check list of attributes or services (given 

weighted point scores) 

3. Financial ratios measuring risk, such as cash 

breakeven, rate of capital recapture, loan ratios or 

sensitivity to specified contingencies | 

6. Probability distributions of alternative outcomes and 

standard error 

7. Psychological gratifications 

8. Specified legal attributes 

9. Measures of impact on environment 

I. Data base management on personal computersa will require 

that you learn to use decision rules dealing with 

certainty, conflict, and difference by understanding the 

advantages and disadvantages of each rule.
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EXHIBIT 5 

Worksheet Containing MUSTS and WANTS, 

With Appropriate Weights Added, For a House-Purchase 

MUST OBJECTIVES: Resource Limits and Reauirements 

Down payment not to exceed $10,000 
Monthly payment (principal, interest, taxes, and insurance) 

not to exceed $300 
Minimum of four bedrooms 
Minimum of two bathrooms 
Location outside of downtown area, within 45-minutes driving 

time to office parking lot 
Occupancy within 60 days 

WANT OBJECTIVES: Best use of resources, maximum results and returns, 
minimum disadvantage 

Weight Minimum down payment... ......2....2.... - 6 Lowest monthly payment .......2... oe oe ew ee 10 Location conveniently close to work ..... oe ew ee 7 
Able to use present furnishings, drapes ........ 5 shelter for two cars. ........,.2..2..2... se ee 4 Public transportation nearby ........... oe 4 
Location convenient to elementary and high schools ... 8 
Location convenient to shopping center, stores ..... 7 
Workshop and storage space available ......4.2.2. 2 Stable resale value .......... o 8 ee ew ew 7 Attractive; modern style and appearance .....4.2.~, 5 Good landscaping; trees, shrubs ......... we k 
Large play area for kids ......... oe ew ew ee 5 
Large, modern kitchen with a view ... rn 2 
Large, comfortable family room ...... ce ew et ee 3 Location on quiet street, in good neighborhood ..... 4 | Minimum maintenance cost to house ... oe ee ew ee 7 
Minimum risk - tax increase or special assessments ... 4 

Source: Page 198, The Rational Manager by Charles H. Kepner and 
Benjamin B. Tregoe. 

:
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EXHIBIT 6 

Decisfon Making Methods 

Method Type Use this Cost of com- Number of 
method putation alternatives 

required - examined 

Domi- - Optimizing for prelimi- low all 

nance nary screen- 
Ing of alter- : 
natives 

Lexicog- Optimizing when attri- very low al] 
raphy butes are very 

different in 
weight 

Additive Optimizing when it is im- high all 
Weighting portant to find 

| the best alter- 

native 

Effective- Optimizing when it is very high all 

ness Index very impor- 

tant to get 

best alterna- 
tive 

Satisficing Non- when the cost very low some 
optimizing of examining 

the whole set 
of alternatives 
is very high
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REAL ESTATE FEASIBILITY 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D, CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

THIRD HOUR 

I. Problem Perceived by the Client 

The original problem as perceived by the client is generally 

ill-defined or misdirected as the probiem becomes understood 

by the analyst. 

A. There are several reasons for the shift in perception by 

both parties, such as: 

1. Implicit assumptions by the client as to the services 

offered by a real estate appraiser 

2. Implicit assumptions and poor zequencing in the 

decision process 

3. The bias of viewpoint, because everyone is an expert 

on real estate 

Aa. A bias introduced by training, previous experience, 

or peer group controlling the client 

B. The consultant must begin by attempting to discover the 

sequence or protocol of decisions which have brought the 

client to that point to discover what has been taken for 

granted, what has been overlooked, and what will be 

needed. 

Cc. Education can't provide the tools for this critical 

initial step in the relationship between counselor and 

client. Ackoff pointed out that educators generally 

produce only competence, communicativeness, and concern 

while the characteristics that makes for outstanding 

managers are courage and creativity. Hayes goes on to 

define creativity as "A special kind of problem solving, 

that is the act of solving an ill-defined problem. Ill- 

defined problems are those which require problem solvers 

to contribute to the definition of the problem from 

their own resources."
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Dd. The consultant must structure the initial interview and 

subsequent intermediate report sessions to ask the client 

explicitly about the following: 

1. His concept as to the “essence” of his business 

Ze His preferred method of meeting entrepreneurial risk 

3. His preferred method of dealing with governmental 

regulation and news media OO | 
4A. His preferred method of personnel compensation 

5. His style of value decision trade-offs between 

qualitative and quantitative issues | | 

6. His perception of his risk position and his risk 

utility “curve™ | | 
7. His personal non-business objective 
&. His reasons for being involved with real estate Ca 

simple question revealing, in most cases, tremendous 

naivete and lack of in-depth preparation by the 

client) 

E. In the process of developing the assignment with the 

| client, keep in mind the following questions: 

1. What is the Problem at hand? 

2. From what Viewpoint or Perspective should the problem 

be analyzed? 

3. What Judgments seem to be appropriate? 

4. What Assumptions should be adopted? 

5 e Is the resulting Premise realistic? 

6. What Derivation Process should be applied? 
7. What Conclusion results? | 

8. What Alternative choices are available? 

FEF. Since the problem perceived by the client may be poorly 

defined, the analyst needs to convert the stated problem 

into a sequence of issues which relate to. the 

enterprise decision process outlined earlier. (See Exhibit 7.) 

l. That stated question, “How much should I pay for the 

land?" is a step in implementation of the program. 

Go back to the statement of objectives, “Why do I 

need to invest in land?" and the search for 

opportunities, "How did we choose this piece of 

land?" 

2» In general, you must discover what has been done, 

what explicit assumptions have been made, what 

implicit assumptions seem to be operating, and who 

made the decisions thus far. (See Exhibit 8.)
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EXHIBIT 7 

_ SCOPE OF SERVICES 

SH SSS HSH SR RSS SS SK SSS SSS SR SS TVS SS SAR ASSRASSOT SIH SANTA ISSAT SSH STS NA PLS SVP BTS Sees rrr srr esse se 2rrzzy 

BASIC BASIC COMPONENT 
BUSINESS SERVICES ACTIVITIES _ INFORMATION TRACTS & CRITICAL DETAILS 

Analysis of Economic Context Re: 

Development Planning & Programing Past, Growth Trends 
Coordination Economic Base & Volatility 

Strengths & Weaknesses 
Site & Use Analysis Recent Trends & Changes 

Future Economic Outlook including 
- Growth Potential 

Econanic Analysis of Region - Growth Constraints 
| - Investment Considerations 

Construction Cast Analysis Analysis of Specific Property Types Re: 

Development Past Directions of Growth 
Feasibility— Highest & Best Use Analysis Major Growth Factors 
Analysis Future Growth Areas 

Sub-Area Differentiation 
Market Analysis Historic Supply/Demand Relationships 

Future Demand Trends 
Absorption Capacity 

Marketability Analysis Recent Trends & Projected Construction 

Apprai sal——j-4 Location Analysis Analysis of Specific Property Types Re: 

Rent Levels & Trends 
Rent & Vacancy Survey Vacancy Levels & Trends 

Quality Differences 

Locational Differences 
Market Price Analysis Lease Terms & Differences 

Income Analysis of a Specific Property Re: 
Property Value-Price Determination 

Real Analysis Revenue Assumptions (1st year & Growth) 
Estate (potential Expense Assumptions (1st year & Growth) 
Investment | or previous Financial Return Analysis Reserves and Capital Replacement fReq'ts 

Analysis acquisitions Financing Assumptions 
& problem Depreciation Assumptions 
properties) Transaction Structuring Resale Assumptions 

Return Comparisons 

Acquisition, Hold/Sell/Refinance/Evaluation {Formulation of Investment Criteria Re: 
Sale, Trade, 
Ref inancing Economic expectations (nat'l & local) 
Assistance Investment Strategy Formulation Realistic Return Levels for alternate 

markets and property types 

Risk/return tradeoffs 
Acquisition Negotiation Diversification (geographic & prop. type) 

Management Strategies 
Alternate investment vehicles 

Sale & Debt Packaging 
Formulation of Search Methodology fe: 

Property 

Management —H Property Search & Evaluation Canparison/Selection of Markets 

& Analysis Identification/Solicitation of 

available properties 

Buyer Identification Contact with Owners and/or Brokers 
Management Determination of Market Preference Points 
Assistance (Cap rates, cash-on cash returns, 

Management Analysis & Planning expense ratios, and market trends) 
Approximation of Value to Buyer 
Determination of Upside Potential
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EXHIBIT 8 
| 22 

FEASIBILITY ASSIGNMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY WORKSHEET 
XYZ APPRAISAL COMPANY 

XXX STREET ANYWHERE, U.S.A. 

Name of Client: a Date: oo 

Assignment Description: 

PROVIDED {| APPROVED {| SEQUENCE AND 

FEASIBIITY INPUT BY BY DATE AVAILABLE 

1. Definition of questions and 

strategic objectives 

2. Definition of success criterion 

3. Ranking of criteria by priority 

4. Definition of specific site 

5. Definition of market opportunity 

6. Space user profile | 

7. Space consumer preference survey 

8. Space product definition 

9. Aggregate and market forecast 
and absorption rate 

16. Merchandising capture rate by 
product mix 

11. Legal and political constraints 
assumed for user and investor 

12. Site constraints and site 
development plan 

13. Architectural constraints and plans 

14. Environmental impact assumptions 

15. School district impact assumption 

16. Municipal infrastructure and 
revenue impact 

17. Aesthetic and social impact 

18. Land cost assumptions 

19. Improvement cost assumptions 

20. Indirect cost assumptions 

21. Operational cash-flow budget 
assumptions 

22. Income tax liability assumptions 

23. Financing and refinancing assumption 

e4, Other 

Accepted by Client __ 

(Date) 

Worksheet suggested in part by John Rasmussen, Feasibility Research Group, 

210 Michigan Theater Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108.
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3. A useful technique is always to reverse the question 

or place it in some hierarchy of values. 

a. For industrial real estate assume that working 

capital is preferrable to fixed assets. 

Therefore, | 

b. Own no real estate - shift real estate problems 

by purchasing procedures. 

c. If you can't shift space needs, lease short term 

d. If you want the option of long term leases, 

negotiate a long term lease for rental discount 

and then give back part of the discount if you 

cancel under a change of conditions clause. 

e. Own or build only as last resort 

4. One creative think system recommends conversion of 

new problem by analogy to old format; retail 

location is useful for any multi-tenant space just 

as commodity terms made describe a mortgage. 

Familiar problems may need a purge of conventional 

answers by conversion to strange analogies. 

G. Another way of understanding the problem is to relate it 

to scope of services you can offer, as in Exhibit 8, or 

the ideal way to approach a solution for the client. 
For example: 

1. It is preferred to identify locational need and use 

requirements of a user before searching for a 

specific site. (See Exhibit 9.) 

2 If the site is already owned by a specific client, 

it is then necessary to adapt the use to the 

specific limitations of the site. (See Exhibit 10.) 

3. In the absence of a site in search of a use or a use 

in search of a site, the problem is to search for an 

investment opportunity in real estate. (See Exhibit 11.) 

4&. Limitations of a site owned may require the 

consultant to solve both a disposition and an 

acquisition problem. 

H. Definition of a report medium and viewpoint of an 

intended audience is critical in the early stages of 

defining the assignment. 

I. In distinguishing between judgment and assumptions, the 

analyst may need to be an expert on experts, helping to 

select members of a team of specialists under the 

control of a generalist.
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EXHIBIT 9 

_ Figure 6 

‘Analysis Process: {n Search of a Use({s) For a Site | 

Physical Attributes: Physical profile 
® Physical 

@ Legal 
@ Linkage 

@ Environmental 

Building Envelope and Orienta->»— 
tion of Technical Alternatives 

Solvency Tests: Alternative revenue 
Justified private capital justified capital 

— Required capital investment budgets and sources 

+ Public capital subsidy and application 

= Net private capital financing structure 

exposure 

Workable Alternative Uses > 

Market Attributes: Consumer profiles, 

e Genera! market patterns price range, and 
@ Micro markets product description 
@ Collective consumer 

expectations 

@ Future market potential 

Possible Alternative Use > 
Scenarios 

infrastructure Tests: Preliminary environ- 

@ Fiscal impact mental, political, 
@ Public service capacity and fiscal 
@ Environmental tolerance constraints 
@ Public priorities and 

subsidy 

Financially Solvent Most > 

Fitting Use 

investment Tests: After-tax cash flows, 

@ investor limitations financial ratios, 

and objectives and qualitative 

@ Acceptible risk sensi- test 

tivity parameters 

Most Probable Use of Site
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EXHIBIT 10 

Figure 5 

Analysis Process: The Search For a Site For a Use(s) 

Profile Attributes: 
@ Linkages 

1. To markets 
2. To empioyees Use location 

3. To supplies profile 
4. To ancillary services 

@ Legal-political limitations 
1. On use 
2. On site 
3. On investors 

@ Site functions and size 
* Neighborhood and community requirements 
@ improvement functions and size 

® Environment impact of activities 

Definition of site _- 
search parameters 

Preliminary Screening of Alternatives 

With Use Profile Criteria: Preliminary 
@ Qualitative criteria rejection of 

© Quantitative criteria (nonfinancial) majority of 
@ Subjective preferences alternatives 

Acceptable physical jm 

sites 

Financial impact Forecasts: . 

‘Revenue Capita! Investment 
@ Sales revenue @ Nat Jand investment Preliminary 
e Operating costs ¢ Net tenant improvements financial impact 
® Labor costs @ Net buiiding investment of acceptabie 

e Occupancy cost ® Reiocation cost alternatives 
@ Management cost ® Less: 
@ Net income Government grant 
@ Less: ' Subsidized foan . 

Debt service New debt , 
Taxes / New capital 

' Net cash return Net capital exposure 

Financially viable jy». 

and workable sites " 

User Trade-Off Values: 
e Capita! efficiency vs. employee security 
@ Marketing edge vs. raw material sources Decision matrix, 
@ Community obligations vs. campany efficiency scoring systems, or 

@ Location capita! vs. future advertising expense game plans applied 

e Current business practice vs. long-term changes in to final selection 
: technique 

@ Etc. 

Ranking of alternatives 
for acquisition > 

,
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EXHIBIT 11 

Figure 7 

Process for Investor Selection of Real Estate 

Profile Attributes: 

® Legal constraints on acceptable investments 

@ Tax law constraints on acceptable investments ; él 

® Estate planning objectives nvestor profile 

© Diversification requiremenis 
@ Passive active management 

® Regular income capital appreciation 

e Safety of principal/potental yreid 

on investments 

Limitations on search for 
real estate opportunity 

Property Type: Property Productivity Phase: Form of Ownership: 
© Degree of political risk @ Raw land speculation to antigi- @ Sole ownership in fee 

@ Degree of political exposure pate future need @ Joint venture interest 

1. zoning and building con- @ Packaging ot master plan, gov- @ Mortgage ‘ender with contin- 
trois emment aoprovals, ard mar- gent participation 

2. potential government sub- ket research to create feasi- @ Limited partnership interest 

sidized competition bie development of raw land @ Subchapter S corporation 
3. dependence on subsidized © Suddivision and installation of © Controlled corporate shell 

demand infrastructure critical toe © Real estate trust interests 

@ Channeled demand master pian for sale cf par- ® Minority position in commin- 
1. locked-in rent roil ceils gied fund 
2. degree of monopoly © Subdivision inte fots and con- © Minonty interest in publicly 

3. degree of reciprocity struction of buridings for rent held corporation 
4. edge from market re- or sale 

Search @ Ownership and management of 
e Management intensiveness established duilding sites and 

1. types of management rentai structures by acquisi- 

2. dependency on unique tion 
talents @ Purchase of security interests 

@ Financial parameters in a portfolio of ongoing 

1. cost of acquisition procerties 

2. sources of capital . 

3. revenue forecast 
4. expense forecast 

§. resale once forecast 
§. income tax forecast 

7. measures of risk 

8. measures of yield 

Investment search and ee Defauit ratio 
negotiation mits Payback ratios 

Tax crossover points 
Saivency Test Comparisons of Site and other risk tests 

. Matched to Use 

Acceptable risk > After tax cash flow 
investments and appreciation with 

Matched tc Use 

Best investments ranked a= } 

by probable yeld 

Most Probable Real Estate Investment 

Selection
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REAL ESTATE FEASIBILITY 

Presented by 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 

University of Wisconsin, School of Business 

FOURTH HOUR 

I. Although macro-economic theory argues a tendency toward 

perfect competition, the individual project should be 

striving toward a monopoly. Market analysis is the research 

necessary to create and maintain a competitive edge in order 

to stabilize investment performance against the profit 

decline of perfect competition, against inadvertent clash 

with community attitudes, and against future user rejection. 

A. Given that premise, market research is risk management. 

The levels of market research would be: 

i. Intuitive positioning to reflect attitudes about the 

future long-term trends of society, demographics, the 
| 

economy, etc. | 

a. For example, if government, education, and high 

tech are attitudes, then positioning might lead 

one to focus on state capitais with universities 

having technical rather than liberal arts 

emphasis. . 

b. Attitudes might be set by futuristic books such 

as Megatrends, Third Wave, or The Ten Countries 
of North America. 

c- An old precept is “sell if everybody's buying, 

market to the gap that everyone overlooks." Thus 

Market positioning might take an established idea 

in first and second tier cities and introduce it 

in the third and fourth tier cities. 

2. Next, marketing would stratify within a narrow band 

of broader demographic market of intuitive 

positioning. 

3 Stratification would consist of several segments of 

the broader band of preference Celderly breakdown or 

thirteen housing segments). | 

4. Identifying issues and symbols which would trigger 

adverse reactions of the collective consumer.
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5. Evaluating demand/supply relationships to determine 

need for sensitivity to specialized consumer needs. 

6. Focusing the project to provide relief from anxiety, 

a reduction in physical discomfort, improved 

efficiency of an activity house, or improvement of 
self-esteem of the targeted user/customer group. 

7. Defining and controlling the window for presentation 
of the concept Cthe approach zone, the sales center 

office, the formal introduction and interview, etc.). 

8. Identifying alternative markets and basic product 

features necessary to permit marketing campaign for 
an alternative second course, a fallback position. 

B. The real estate project marketing program must keep in 

mind the features required to neutralize the collective 
consumer who might oppose entitlements, the features and 

codes which will motivate the space consumer at a price 

which provides financial viability, and the overall six 

strategic attributes to be marketed to the investor. At 

the very least, market and merchandising research should 

be able to eventually produce a marketing program which 

suggests: 

1. Where the developer/investor should position his 

effort relative to demographic and economic trends 

given a desired scale of operation. 

2. The unmet needs in the marketplace in terms of most 

probable user groups, their total number, and their 

effective demand constraints. 

3 The time Span of their effective demand in the 

marketplace. | | 

4. The competitive standard product minimum required for 
entry into the market. oe 

5. The competitive product/service/margin necessary for 

monopoly advantage. | 

6. The project image most likely to neutralize 

collective opposition. 

7. Essential media and themes required for promotion | 

programs. . | 

8. Financial parameters required to attract investors, 

mortgage or equity.
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II. The first step is to reduce aggregate data about user groups 

which is plausible but overly general information to a scale 

which will focus on a sub-segment with a proper rationale or 

hierarchy. To do that requires an analytical model and in 

most cases, each situation requires the analyst to create his 

own model with which to structure the data available and to 
discover the missing links in the logic diagram which must be 

researched. | | 

Ae Models organize the analyst, the report, and the client 

i. Models explain what you are going to do. 

2- Models make relationships and key assumptions 

explicit. 

3. Models permit clients to understand logic of 
conciusions and to test his own set of assumptions. 

B. A market research model should be careful to recognize? 

1. What are the questions? 

Ze What data is available which is relevant? 

3. What theory is available to focus data on the 

questions? 

4. How will the results be communicated? | 

5. What are the abilities of the analyst? 

| 6. What is the cost benefit ratio between the model 

method and the question? 

Ce. Merchandising data is generally primary information 

generated by the analyst about specific competitive 

projects and specific user groups which will permit an 

estimate of what percentage of the opportunity group can 

be captured for a specific project. 

1. Absorption rates apply to aggregate market data to 

determine the total size or amount of market activity 

in terms of how many lots were sold, how many 

apartments ina rental range were newly rented, or 

how many square feet of leased office Space were 

occupied.
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2. Capture rates are the product of merchandise research 

and are the ratio of the total opportunity potential 

which might be secured for a project or must be 

gecured to achieve financial goals. The capture rate 

will reflect a careful judgment of product mix, 

amenities, pricing, and timing. 

D. A flow chart of the market research process igs provided 

in Exhibits 12 and 13. 

E. Most multi-tenant or multi-user land uses are susceptible 

to a retail trade area model. A retail model is a device 

analogous to establishing a retail trade area perimeter 

for a super market to segregate households which have a 

reasonable probability of using the outlet from those who 

don*~t because of convenience, distance, age, or income. 

Thus the analyst should establish a preliminary 

hypothesis for: 

i. Primary market area to be served. 

2. Secondary market area to be served. 

3. Principal competitors. | 

F. Consider Exhibit i4 as a simple market model to define 

the size of an opportunity area in a selected county for 

elderly persons requiring residential care units. 

1. For lines with asterisks the key ratios for reduction 

were derived from a survey of the elderly generating 

primary data for this county. | 

2 For example, while 37% of the elderly were 

financially qualified, only about 60% of those were 

interested in considering a residential, minimal care 

facility or 22% of those in the conventional housing 

market - hence the reduction from 19,700 to only 

4,200. This chart should have showed the ratios from 

the survey. 

3. Failure to convert serious interest into action was a 

round number based on experience of those who had 

marketed similar developments in the past, as was an 

allowance for potential customers coming from outside 

the county to be closer to relatives, etc. |
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EXHIBIT 12 

SEGMENTATION LOGIC TREE 

PROJECT PRODUCT MIX, 
ATTRIBUTES PRICE & CAPTURE 

RATES OF SUBJECT 

POTENTIAL COMPETITIVE EDGE 

USES OF SUBJECT 

POTENTIAL — RATIO OF SEGMENT 
USERS WHO CAN AFFORD 

SUBJECT 

TIO MH 
SIZE OF OPPORTUNITY RA OF SEGMENT 

USER GROUPS INTERESTED IN 
SUBJECT
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EXHIBIT 13 32 

FOCUSING IN ON THE VARIOUS SEGMENTS OF THE ELDERLY POPULATION 

TO DETERMINE RELATIVE LEVELS OF HOUSING NEED 

- AND THE URGENCY OF THAT NEED | 

Total Ann Arbor Population 

| Total Population of 

| Elderly Citizens 

Total Population of | 

Low & Moderate Income Elderly 

3rd level priority 

2nd level priority 

Ist level priority 

Iderly citizens demonstrating 

greatest unmet housing need . 

--What specifically are their needs? 

-~How many are there in this segment?
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EXHIBIT 14 (Cont inued) 

MODEL FOR SELECTION OF : 
PRIMARY MARKET GROUP 
FROM SURVEY SAMPLE 

N = 170 

ALL 
170 SURVEYED 

(SCREEN FOR 
AGE > 75 

N = 81 

| RESPONDENTS 
OVER 75 YEARS 

SCREEN FOR 
HOME 

OWNERSHIP 

N= 31 

HOMEOWNERS 
OVER 75 YEARS 

SCREEN FOR 
INCOME 

> $10,000 

N = 19 

PRIMARY FOCUS GROUP 
-OVER 75 

-~HOMEOWNER 
-~INCOME OVER 

$10,000
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Tit. Market data provides a measure of potential scale of a 

market opportunity; the most important aspect of market 

analysis is forecasting the degree of market penetration or 

capture rate of remedial development. 

A. To reduce aggregate market data to a merchandising 

hypothesis, the first clue to segmentation may be found 

in correctly understanding the essence of buyer 
motivation or of the activity to be housed. 

i. Retailing is a break point for goods (a warehouse 

grocery), or a service industry, or a theater using 
lighting, staging, and mood to reinforce a role 

played by the buyer. | 

2. A restaurant may be to provide a quick food break 

Chigh turnover, pedestrian flow, conditioned 
ordering), or to provide recreational entertainment 

and consumption of an evening, or to provide a 

staging for business, social, or publicity roles. 

3. &A motel for transients, for resorts, or for 

terminal traffic uses all of its facilities and 

Location to sell a Troom-night” of occupancy 

because that is an 80% gross margin. Anything done 
after that is justified by its contribution to 

"room-night"” sales or its reduction of average cost 

to capture a customer per “room-night." | 
, | 

4. The revenue unit may be related to the method of 

measuring profit of the project in question such as 

per acre, per camper pad, per event, per front foot 

of shoreline, per stool or table, etc., not to 
mention sq. ft., per frame at a bowling alley or | 
per tennis court hours, or per hour of ice time. 

> Sometimes the prospect is identified by who really 

signs the check for a particular type of real 

estate. 

Ae The salesman or the management paying his 

travel costs 

b. The doctor or the clinic | 

Ce The district manager or the corporate real 

estate manager 

d. The ticket buyer or the promoter 
. @. The bowling league, team business manager, 

travel agency tour guide
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6. The market segment may be defined initially by the 

source for a prospective user list - people who 

share a common address, hobby, professional 

specialty or some other identifier. | 

; ; | 

A. A reverse directory or criss-cross telephone 

book - | 
b. Building directories of comparables 

c. Mailing lists of speciality publications 

d. License number spotting 

e. Guest registers 

f. Charge account mailing addresses 

B. The objective of these approaches, revenue unit, the 
decision maker, the prospect list source, is to segment 

the user market to a specific and relatively smail 
group of potential customers who can be surveyed to 

generate original and relevant information about their 

space needs and motivations. Unlike most consumer 

markets, the number of prospects is always low; think 

small! 

i. Real estate is a series of micro-markets. A 24- 

unit building with one, two, three bedroom units 

has at least three sub-markets. | 

2. A 24-unit building is a $500,000 enterprise with a 

$75,000 Zross sales potential from only 24 
customers! | 

Cc. Consider alternatives for segmentation of macro market 

models in Exhibit 15 using a branch diagram and 

definitions of detached family housing unit consumers 

in Exhibit 16. | 

D. The ratio sought by the survey follow a precise 

reduction pattern: 

1. How many will consider moving? | 

2. Of those, how many would consider staying in town? 

3. Of those, how many would consider an apartment? 

4. Of those remaining, who would consider an apartment 

in town, how many would consider a specific 

location? | 

5. Notice the reduction process defines a subset of 

the elderly market - a micro-market.
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I. Singles — Unmarried, active, mobile, many interests, entertain 
informally, few financial burdens, recreation oriented. “Buy 
basic furniture, basic kitchen equipment, cars, stereos, and 
vacations. 

II. Young Marrieds, #1 —~ Young couple, working wife, entertain 
informally, amateur gardeners, planning on family. Better off 
financially than they will be in the "famfly formation" future. 
Buy durables -— cars, kitchen equipment, furniture, and 

| vacations. Rate housing as a need for-more living space. 

III. Young Marrieds, #2 — Discretionary income available, deferring 
family, active, entertain informally and often, some formal 
entertaining, independent, dual-person working household, do-it- 
yourself buffs, sports car. Rate housing as an investment. 

IV. Compact Family/Move Dow —— Discretionary income available, 

interested in no maintenance, informal living, some formal 
entertainment. Away from home often, occasional visits from 

family or guests, focus on both active and passive recreation. 

Y. Divorcees/With Children —— Family oriented activity, limited 

entertainment, informal lifestyle, limited maintenance. 

VI. Full Nest, #1 — Home purchasing at its peak, even though liquid 

assets are low. Dissatisfied with financifal position, and amount 

of money saved. Conscious of monthly payments, family activities. 

Unemployed female with numerous interests, mostly child oriented. 

. Lifestyle is casual and informal. Interested in new products, 

buy washers, dryers, T.V.'s, baby food, dolls, wagons, etc. 

VII. Full Nest, #2 -- Family move-up market, as financial position 

gets better, some wives work. Interested in larger sized 
packages. The most price/size sensitive group. 

VIII. Established Family -~ Making monthly payment comfortably, some 
discretionary income as more wives work, approaching peak of 

economic and social lifestyle curve, some formal entertaining, 
older children and teenagers, many interests. 

Ir. Luxury Families -- Have arrived, tremendous discretionary income, 
very formal house, don't entertain often, but when they do, it's 
formal, dine out often, no maintenance, privacy mandatory. _
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x. Empty Nester ~- Home ownership at its peak, more satisfied with 
financial position. Small or no debt. Famtly is often away 
from home, occasional visits from family. Mobfile in attitude, 
but permanent in residence, near grandchildren, many hobbies, 
one child in college, one or two children married, self- 
sufficient couple. 

XI. Active Retired -—- Still working two or three days per week, 
| active either socially or politically in community or church 

affairs, self-sufficient, many hours away from home, do not 

entertain often, but when they do, it's semi-formal. Winter/ 
summer residences. Likely to sell home before retirement. 

XII. Retired — Drastic cut in income, dependent, limited activities 
outside commmity. Winter/summer residences.
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BE. Each of these ratios suggests a specific calculation or © 

perhaps a short table of statistics. The specific 

title on the table of data and its sub-columns should 

be written before the questions are drafted and the 

collection of data begun. Notice the research begins 

with careful definition of the questions to be 

answered. All answers become: relevant and all 

unnecessary questions are avoided. These types of 

questions depend on knowing the precise character of 

secondary data available to which the ratios must be 

applied in the systematic model devised for the 

problem. | 

1. Confine vocabulary to basic 1000 words; avoid 

lingo. | 

2 Structure questions to permit check-off, or 

branching to get up subsets. (See Exhibit 17.) 

3. Always test the questionnaire on half a dozen 

prospects or friends to reveal misunderstandings 

before using on the market. | 

4&. Questions may take different formats. (See 

Exhibit 17.) 

F. The second type of question is generally attempting to 

measure either anxieties or preferences. Both are 

dangerous gurvey areas for amateurs as well as 

professionals and it is often cheaper to subcontract 

these particular functions to consumer research 

specialists. Nevertheless, a little common sense can 

generate considerable useful information on the 

competitive edge. 

i. Probe for dissatisfaction with existing space or 

life style. 

2. Probe for anxieties about uncontrollable trends and 

events. | 

3. Probe For desired social structure ties, real or 

imagined.



EXHIBIT 17 1 

Simple Survey Formats 

for Classification of Subsets & iNeasurement of Preference 

L°d like to ask you a fer questions ssout the place you lived just before 

you moved into this apertaent. 

5. Aout how many years ¢id you Ifve In your former hove? 

_.. #8 than } yese _. 10 to 15 years 
_. ' year + UT. 2 years = -_s mare then 15 years. 
—_- to L.T. 5 years . 

ww 2 tO bet. 10 years 

g, Did you live in « house of ia on spartment building Just before your sove bere? 

house ~~ Sse tment | _ other, 

Le about how aany apartments, tncluding yours 
were there ia the bul tding? 

, L.T. 4 _~ 17 ta 28 
[= — 2h te 32 
“__ 9 ce t6 __ are thea 32 

About bow much rest ¢id you pay per nocta, ineloding 

utilities but not teleghone? $0 

L.T. $50 _. $100 ta L.2. S125 
~_ {50 ta Let. $73 $125 to S150 
_. 973 ta LT. $100 __ tore Shas $350 

"ote you am. or reat the house? 

oun _— TARE 

Bid you rent a room, @ filet or Zloor, or entire 
souse? 

l _ room fist/Tloor = ett ize 
¢ how cuch rent d{d jou pay per sexth, icelndicg 

utilities tut not telepbose? $ 
_. Lt. $50 _.. $200 ta LT. $225 
_. $50 to L.t. $75 «$125 ta $150 
ww. 973 to &.5. $100 __ more than Slog 

Zow I'd like to eak you some gemeral questions sbont your deeisicon te seve 
te this cpartzeat. 

7. How 414 you first find oat about them? | 

_ faaily _ newspeper 
—. friends — radia 
a. *ursk _ *elevisioa 
_. Movaing luthority_ other, 

26. How important are the following items to you? 
Very " Somewhat Somewhat Not 

Important Important Indifferent Unimrortant iInrcertant 

Private Balconies ( } { ) ( >. ( ) Cj 
or patios : 

Launiry facilities ( ) ( ) ( ) ( } () 
in each building 

Washer/dryer connecticn ( ) () ( ) () ( ) 
in your apartment . 

Extra storage space { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
More than 1 bath ( ) { ) ( ) ( 3) ( ) 
Carpeted stairways & ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) ( ) 

hallways in common 

areas of apt. bldg. 
(Areas shared by all residents) 

Master T.V. Antenna ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Systen . | | 

Children's day care { ) { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
center ard/or . | | 
nursery school nearby | |
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th. What type of building features would you prefer in the layout of the condom! nium, 

unit? (choose only one of each of the following sets of alternatives) 

{ ) Two bedrooms with larger living area or/ 
( ) Three bedrooms . 

{ ) Three bedrooms, or/ 
( ) Four bedrooms, or/ 
( ) Large master bedroom and two 4-bed bunk rooms 

( ) Tworstory Hving room with Inside balcony, or/ | 
( ) Living room with beamed cathedral! ceiling 

( ) Full dining room, or | 
( ) Dining "L'' plus family-sized kitchen 

{ ) Sundeck balcony for living room or/ | 
( ) Outdoer patio at ground level | | 

{ ) Walk-in closets in each room orf ~— OO 
( ) Large work room plus laundry room in each unit & standard closets 

{ ) One car garage attached to unit or/ 7 
( ) Two car garage in group parking complex, or/ 
( ) Carport and lower price 

{ ) Central afr conditioning or/ 
{ ) Weodburning masonry fireplace or/ 
{ ) Gas-log flreplace and window air conditioning unit 

( ) Contemporary natural decor with wood and rock materials, or/ | 
{ ) Maintenance-free modern masonry and aluminum exteriors, or/ 
( ) Well styled colonial detailing | 

( ) Extensive outside landscaping, or/ 
( ) More floor space In each room
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G. The real estate analyst can choose between systematic 
telephone interviews, direct mail questionnaires, and 

personal interviews in depth. | | 

1. The telephone interview may be less expensive per 
question and fastest but is limited in the type and — 

amount of questions which can be asked. Rifled to 
a project known to the analyst, it tells much about 
the user profile for a good comparable without 
having to ask about the product which the analyst 
can inspect for himself. _ | / 

2 A telephone survey is also useful to disaggregate 

census data or to estimate market penetration of a 

competitor (such as a retail store) into an area. 

3. Direct mail questionnaires may cost from 5 cents to 
$3 or more for each successful question; they take 
at least a week to prepare and test and perhaps 

three weeks before cutoff of additional responses. 
The type of question is broader and can be graphic 

such as alternative site maps and simple fioor 

plans; response depends on careful construction of 

the mailing List, avery time consuming process. 

Consider the following types of questions: 

4. The double barreled question occurs when two or 
more questions are combined in one so that the 

answer is always ambiguous as to the significance 

of each item but often occurs in the effort to 

shorten an interview or a question. | 

+ Would you be at alliuneasy if people of a 

different religion or race were to move in next 
to your home? 

. As you see it, what are some of the good points 
and the bad points of the present Governor of 

this state? 

5- Sensitive questions on family income should be 

asked at the end of the interview while the opening 

questions should be of more general interest. When 
a question about income is asked, the response 

should permit some degree of obliqueness by the 

respondent. 

- The respondent can select a range of income or 
perhaps enter the answer with a letter A, 1, B, 

etc. in place of a dollar amount. |
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. If socio-economic questions are generally short 
and direct, they are a welcome contrast to the 
time consuming and thought provoking questions 

which preceded them. © | 

6. Consider the following elderly housing study survey 

and market model in Exhibits 18 and 19 or the 

apartment market questionnaire in Exhibit 20. 

H. A survey of existing properties and alternatives 

available to a selected market segment defines only the 

competitive standard - namely the minimum product and 

price necessary to be in the market. 

l. Comparison shopping further identifies where there 

may be gaps in the supply of alternatives, a market 
opportunity gap, or where the oversupply is sO 

significant as to portend the last competitive 

alternative before bankruptcy —- namely price 

cutting. 

2. Comparison shopping should not only identify the 

physical characteristics of the product and price 
but the nature of the promotion effort as well. 

3. Promotion comparison should consider pedestrian and 

vehicle approaches, model location, furnishings, 

and sales people. | 

4. Review of the promotion campaign should reveal whom 

the competitors believe to be their prospect. 

I. A survey of users, is designed to reveal or to identify 

the competitive differential attributes which would 
provide that monopoly element required of every 

successful project. 

1. A second product of consumer survey is the ability 

to develop localiy relevant ratios which permit 

disaggregation of market data into market segments 

and the conversion of potential numbers of people 

into potential dollar saies over time. 

2 Survey questions to create ratios require previous 

construction of a market model hypothesis. 

3. Survey questions can discover latent political 

issues or provide a calm base for citizen input 

| from those who rightfully dislike public hearings. 

4a. Survey questions and execution should not be done 

by planners or appraisers.
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LOGIC FOR ESTIMATION OF EFFECTIVE DEMAND 
FOR PROPOSED RETIREMENT CENTER 

STEP 1: | 

Number of households in sample 
with interested, qualified respondent(s) 

ee eee == Sample ratio 

Number of households in sample 

STEP 2:3 

Number of households 
Number of households in population segmented 
in population * Sample ratio = by age, income/assets, 
segmented by age and degree of interest 

STEP 3:3 

Number of households in Estimate of number | 
population segmented by age | of units proposed 
income/assets and degree # Capture rate = project can capture 
of interest from identifiable 

groups 

STEP 4: 

Developer must assume total unit demand will be the sum of 
units estimated in STEP 3 plus some units unanticipated from 
other communities and market segments.
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| EXHIBIT 19 

ST. CATHERINE'S SURVEY 

I am responding for: 

__.. Myself; _._ My parent(s); _._ My friend(s) 

BACKGROUND AND HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION 

1. Which of the following best describes your present living 
arrangement? [I live: 

[ ] Alone | | 
{ ] With my spouse only 
{f ] With one of my children in my home 

{f ] In the home of one of my children 

{ ] With my children and my spouse 
[ ] With a friend or friends | 
{[ ] With relatives other than my spouse and children 
[ ] Other, please specify: ~~ 

2. What is your present marital status? Are you: 

[ ] Single [ ] Married [ ] A widow or widower 

3. Which of the following best describes your present housing 

type? | 

{ ] I own a single family home or a duplex: 
[ ] in which I presently reside 
{f } but do not presently reside there 

[ }] I own a condominium: ; | 

{ ] in which I presently reside 
{ ] but do not presently reside there 

[ ] I rent an apartment 
[ }] I have a room in someone else's house | 

{ } Other, please specify: -_v..__.. 

4, How long have you lived in your present home? 

[] Less than one year [ ] Five to ten years 
[ ] One to two years [ ] Ten to twenty years 

[ ] Two to five years [ }] More than twenty years 

"5. What is your age (your spouse's age)? 

Your Age __.__ Yor Spouse's Age _____
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EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

6. Are you: 

C ] Male [ } Female 

7. What is/was the main employment (work) for you or the 
head of your household over the years? (Example: auto 
worker, tool maker, clerk, lawyer, manager, carpenter, 
nurse, teacher, farmer, etc.) 

8. If you need any help in moving about or walking at this 
time, do you: 

C J] Use a cane [ ] Use a wheelchair 
{ ] Use a walker | [ ] Need no assistance at all 

9. Below is a list of activities that many of us have 
difficulty with as we grow older. Do you have: NO 
DIFFICULTY, SOME DIFFICULTY, or find you CANNOT DO 
these activities? | 

NO SOME CANNOT 

DIFFICULTY DIFFICULTY _2O_ IT 

Cooking . « « «= « «© e «+» ee [ ] [ ] C J. 
Shopping ....«.«.«-+-«-e-C[ J C ] C ] 
Housekeeping ....e«e-s([ J] { ] C J 
Personal care (bathing) .. [€ ] C ] { ] 
Hearing on the telephone. [ ] C J C ] 
Reading the newspaper... {[]- [ ] {t ] 
Taking medication .....[ ] Cc ] C ] 
Going up and down stairs. [ ] { J C J 
Taking care of 
personal finances ....I[ ] C ] [ ] 

Driving a car ....e.e« «s- [{ J C ] C ] 
Walking more than two 
blocks . 1. « © «© «© «© «© ee L J C ] {f ] 

10. In general, which of the following best describes your 
overall state of health? | 

[ ] Excellent (plenty of energy) 
[ ] Average (good health - no problems and enough energy) 
{ ] Fair (some health problems but able to live 

completely independently) 
[ ] Need some care or assistance 
[ ] Need full-time care and assistance
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EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

11. Do you currently use any of the following Community 
Support Services? | 

[ ] Kenosha Homecare, Inc. 
[ ] Nutrition site meals 
[ ] Mobile Meals - American Red Cross | 
{C ] Kenosha Visiting Nurse Association 
[ ] Tele-Care Program or Life-Line 
{f ] City Vans 
{ ] No, do not use support services 
{ ] Other, please specify: HH 

12. If you were to need help with activities of daily living, 
who would you depend upon? (Check as many as apply.) 

{ ] Family 
{[ ] Friends | 
[ ] Church group 
[ }] Could afford to hire people to help me in my home 
[ ] Would prefer to use community support services 

in my home 
[ ] Would prefer to live in a retirement facility where I 

could be closer to support services 
{ }] Others, please specify: a 

13. Retirement centers offer different plans to assist 
residents who need short-term or long-term nursing home 
care. If one of the following plans were available, which 
plan would you prefer? 

[ ] I would prefer only to be assured of assistance from 
the retirement center staff in transferring to a 
nursing home, if and when needed 

[ ] I would prefer assurance of priority entry to a | 
nursing home which is associated with the retirement 
center, if and when needed 

C ] I would be willing to pay a Significantly higher | 
Entry Fee for a retirement center which would 
guarantee access to a nursing home bed, if and when 

_ needed, for the same Monthly Service Charge I was 
paying for my apartment. (Of course, doctors! fees, 
medications, special treatment, and extra meals 
would be charged separately.) | 

[ ] Other, please specify: Sr a
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EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

14, There are many different reasons for moving into a 
residential facility designed especially to meet the needs 
of older adults. How would you rank the following reasons? 

VERY MODERATELY NOT 
“IMPORTANT. IMPORTANT. IMPORTANT 

a. For companionship 
with others of 
similar interests C J { J C J 

b. Freedom from the | | 
responsibility and 
maintenance of a 
Single family home [ ] c Cc ] 

c. Availability of a 
nutritious meal in 
a full-service 
dining room [ ] { ] [ ] 

ad. Need for a 
special diet { ] Cc ] f ] 

e. Security of knowing 
someone will check on 
me daily [ ] [ ] { ] 

f. Security of 24-hour 
emergency assistance 
nearby Cc ] { ] C ] 

g. Knowing supportive 
services such as 
house cleaning and 
personal care are 
available if needed f J Cc ] {[ ] 

h. Close to a nursing 
home to insure 
continuing care, 
if needed { ] [ ] C ] 

4. Close to a nursing | 
home to visit my 
spouse or friends, 
if needed C J [ J C ] 

j. Near a hospital c ] [1 C ] 

k. Other, please specify: 
ne C ] c ] C ]
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15. If you could choose a type of housing best suited for your 
current needs, would you: | 

[ ] Live in my own single family house. 

[ ] Live in my own condominiun. 

[ }] Live in an a government subsidized apartment, such as 
Villa Nova, Tuscan Villas, or Lakeside Towers. 

{ ] Live in a private apartment building, such as 
Imperial House, Wexford, or Capri, that rents to all 
age levels. 

[ ] Live in a private apartment building that only rents 
to older adults. 

{ } Live in a private retirement center designed especially 
for older adults which provides supportive services as 
needed but has no nursing home on the premises. 

[ }] Live in a private retirement center designed especially 
for older adults which provides supportive services as 
needed and has a nursing home on the premises. 

[ ] Live with my children. 

[ ] Live with a brother or sister. 

[ ] Other, please specify: _.... i 

16. In the future, which of the following event(s) might 
trigger the need to move? (Check as many as apply.) : 

{ ] Health problem [ ] Children moving away 
[ ] Death of a spouse [ ] Opportunity to sell 
[f ] Financial limitations home/farm 
[] Friction with ny { ] Selection of my name for 

relatives vacant apartment at 
[ ] Growing awareness of government subsidized 

loneliness elderly housing project 
[ ] Burden of home upkeep [ ] Other, please specify: 

17. Have you given any serious thought to moving from your 
present home? ' 

[ ] No [ ] Yes. For what reason? __..
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EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

18. If yes, how soon would you want to move? 

[ ] In less than one year 
[ ] In one to three years 
{[ ]}] In three years or more 

THE PROPOSED PROJECT 
AND THE 

RETIREMENT LIVING CONCEPT 

St. Catherine's Hospital is considering the development of a 
private retirement Living center in Kenosha which would not be 
subsidized by the government nor limited to any single 
religious denomination. The tentative location under 
consideration for the project is across from St. Catherine's 
Hospital and is adjacent to Pennoyer Park which fronts on Lake 
Michigan. 

The program being considered by St. Catherine's would provide 
private apartments for individuals and couples, plus meal 
service for one or more meals in a large family dining room, 
the use of community rooms, planned activities and programs, 
and a resident manager who would schedule supportive services 
as needed and who would be available for 24-hour emergency 
assistance. Transportation would be provided for shopping and. 
for other needs. All of these services would be included in the 
Monthly Service Charge. Retirement living emphasizes 
convenience, security, and freedom from the burden of home 
upkeep. 

To answer the next few questions, please PRETEND for a moment 
that you have the need or interest in the residential facility 
described above. Your responses are IMPORTANT since they will 
be used in planning the proposed facility. 

19. Are you familiar with this retirement living concept? 
(Please check as many as apply.) 

[ ] Yes, I have visited friends who live in 
retirement centers. 

[ ] I am familiar with Alexian Village and St. John's 
Tower in Milwaukee, Clement Manor in Greenfield, 
and/or Tudor Oaks in Muskego. 

C ] I am only familiar with subsidized developments such 
as Lakeside Towers and/or Villa Nova. 

C ] I am not familiar with this type of retirement living 
facility.
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EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

20. Which supportive services and facilities would YOU want to 
have included in your Monthly Service Charge and which of 
these would YOU want to have available on a separate fee 
basis? (The more services included in your Monthly Service 
Charge, the higher the charge.) 

INCLUDED AVAILABLE 
IN MONTHLY FOR A FEE NOT 
~_CHARGE $$$ AS NEEDED INIERESTED 

House cleaning 7 
services Cc ] | C Jy. Cc ] 

Laundry service - c ] { ] [ ] 
linens 

Laundry service - f Jj cf J cf 4] 
personal 

24-hour emergency | 
assistancee c J cf J f J] 

Personal care 
assistance Cc ] {f J Cc ] 

scheduled transportation | 
for shopping and 

personal appointments tf ] f J Cc J 

Garage parking C J Cc J] Cc ] 

Cable TV outlets [ ] - Cc ] C ] 

Tray service in my | | | 

room when I'm ill Cc J fc ] Cc ] 

Individual storage 
lockers within the 
building i J Cc J f ] 

Laundry room with 
washer and dryer Cc J Cc ] c ] 

Organized social and 
recreational programs cr | f ] c J 

21. A larger apartment is more expensive than a smaller unit. 
Which is more important to you? 7 

[ } Having as much space as possible. | 
[ ] Keeping costs as low as possible.
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- EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

22. To answer the next question, please refer to the drawings. 
There are four floor plans presented: 

Plan A is a studio apartment with 1 bath (400 sq.ft.), 
Plan B is a 1 bedroom apartment with 1 bath (600 sq.ft.), 
Plan C is a 2 bedroom apartment with 1 bath (800 sq.ft.), 
Plan D is a 2 bedroom apartment with 1-1/2 baths (830 sq.ft.) 

Fe peers 
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Op Kithes _ Roam Yr : th 

bivng al Kikehea Sc | oo 
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Planc Pian D | 
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{] Plana 

: { ] Plan B 
{ ] Planc 
{] Plan D
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EXHIBIT 19 (Continued) 

23. How many persons would be living in your apartment? 

[— ] Just myself oo 
{ ] Just myself, but I would want room for an 

occasional guest 
[ }] There would be two of us | 
[ ] There would be two of us, but we would want room for 

an occasional guest. 

24, There will be a kitchen in each apartment for meal 
' preparation. As currently planned, there also will be a 

central dining room for one or more daily meals. Which 
MEAL PLAN would you prefer included in your Monthly 
Service Charge? | 

[ ] I'd prefer to have ONE MEAL PER DAY PROVIDED in the 
central dining room. 

[ ] I'd prefer to have TWO MEALS PER DAY PROVIDED in the 
central dining room. | 

{ ] I'd prefer to have ALL THREE MEALS PER DAY PROVIDED 
in the central dining room. | 

{ ] Other, please specify: _.w.. 

25. After thinking about the concept of retirement living, as 
previously described, does this appeal to you as an 
alternative living arrangement? 

[ ] Yes, this would suit my needs now 
[ ] Yes, it looks interesting and I would explore it 

seriously for the future 
[ ] Yes, if and when needed 
{f }] Dontt know, it would depend on ___..._ 
[ ] No, it's nice but not for me 
[ ] No, it's not for me 

26. What do you like about this concept? 

eee ee ts cs ae ee ce er Ses ee Oe Ge NS em See are Oe UNE Es RD Snes ON SRS RR DO Se es TS ET Os SNP ae MS es ers re So Ge eee cs cans Lome ene 

27. j&Is there anything you particularly dislike about this 
concept?
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KENOSHA | | 

“he . MAJOR ANTERIAL STREETS - 

x/ BF 7. 
WW AE sree X / | 28. In what part of the 

./ if City or County do you 
| r : ae live: (Please refer to 

fF the map if you live in 
pots'o af oD, the City of Kenosha): 

BS Ne, | SECTION ~ @ | 

) © ! e z { J A - City of Kenosha 
rae) WY . {[ ] B - City of Kenosha 

| aa 8 C j C - City of Kenosha 
Ww? [] D- City of Kenosha 

| iN, oO { ] E - City of Kenosha 
: a Wl lw 4 Va [ ] F = City of Kenosha 

: ser meee u [ ] Town of 
owe = St. Pleasant Prairie 

: : Catherine's [ ] East of I-94 but not 
a ee vos i mS ospita in Kenosha or 

|) RRA ee Pleasant Prairie 
, : ee [] In Kenosha County but 

) a \ ue west of I-94 

, | ZIP . sae 29. What would be the best 
AY. d St. Bp Bt RY location for you in the 
eh A City of Kenosha for a 

=, pee \\ |... retirement living 
S Th hS us facility? (See Map) 

® tN Ms 
| : b | [ ] Section A 

. romes' 4 ie =| es “Fem {C ] Section B 

| / ZN a ° ' C ] section C 

— SF Lo —_ [] Section D 
, v ¥ ; [ ] Section E 
ft YR tf 7 _™ { } Section F 

we Ee Ee et Tg [ ] I would not want to 
' be in the City of 

a iL P| \M nenosne 
at | , 30. The tenatively proposed 

. ‘Pane . site for St. Catherine's 
\ Hospital residential 

, facility is shown in 
_ | S| | Section B of the map. If 

} you wanted to move from 
your present home, would 

; (7 you consider moving to 
Jet this area? 
fe (az 

~ a a’ 6U¢ { } Yes [f } No 

30th 
Ave.
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31. What do you like about this location for the proposed 
residential facility? 

32. What do you particularly dislike about this location? 

33. Do you own/drive a car? 

[ ] I own and drive a car 
[ ] I do not own a car 

34. If you own a car and were to move to the proposed 
retirement center, which of the following would you 
prefer? 

[ ] A heated and secure underground garage 
(for a monthly fee) 

C ] A covered stall (for a minimum monthly fee) 
[ ] A surface parking lot (no monthly fee) 
C ] I would sell my car and use public/private 

transportation as needed 
[ ] Other, please specify: __._.. 

35. What mode of transportation do you use for shopping and 
errands? 

[]} I use my car 
[ ] I use the bus 
{ ] I use a taxi 
[ }] I walk 
[ }] I catch a ride with friends 
[ ] My family drives me where I need to go 
[ ] Other, please specify: ___..._.
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36. Ideally, how close to your home would you want each of _ 
these facilities? Please check the distance that is best 
for you. 

WITHIN | i a 
WALKING WITHIN WITHIN DOES 
DISTANCE 1 MILE 2 MILES NOT | 

{2 blocks) FROM HOME EROM HOME MATTER 

Bus Stop { ] { ] Ci] tL ] 

Grocery store [ ] { ] { ] { ] 

Drug store C ] C ] C ] C ] 

Medical offices [ ] [ ] C1 [ ] 

Dental offices { ] { ] f ] { J 

Nursing home [ ] [ ] { ] [ ] 

Shopping center { ] f J f ] Cc ] 

Bank and/or 
Savings and Loan [ ] [ ] Cc J] Cc ] 

Recreational 
facilities C ] { ] { ] f ] 

Library f ] f ] { ] { J 

Churches { ] C7] [ ] C ] 

Hospital { J { ] { ] { J 

Other, please specify: 

a OY] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

37. People often have a number of sources of income. 
Which of the following are your main sources of 
income now? (Please check as many as are appropriate.) 

[ ] Salary/wages f ] Assistance from community 
[ ] Social security [ ] Interest/dividends on 
{ ] Pension/Annuity investments 
[ ] Assistance from {[ ] Income rental property 

family members 
[ ] Other, please specify: _.u.-o
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38. IF YOU OWN A HOME, what price do you think it would sell 
for today? Would it sell for... 

[ ] Less than $40,000 
[ } $40,000 to $50,000 
[ J] $50,000 to $60,000 
[ ] $60,000 to $70,000 
[ ] $70,000 to $80,000 
{ ] $80,000 to $90,000 
[ ] $90,000 or more 

How did you arrive at this figure? _._ 

39. Do you still have a mortgage on your home? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

For statistical purposes only, we need to know your TOTAL annual 
income for 1982. (Note: There is no way of knowing your identity.) 

40. What was your (and your spouse's) TOTAL ANNUAL gross 
income for 1982? 

[ ] Less than $12,500 [ ] $25,000 - $30,000 
[ ] $12,500 to $15,000 { ] $30,000 - $35,000 
[ ] $15,000 to $20,000 [ ] $40,000 or more 
[ ] $20,000 to $25,000 

41. What percentage of your gross income would you consider to 
be a reasonable Monthly Service Charge for your retirement 
apartment which would also include all utilities (except 
phone), a daily meal, scheduled transportation, 24-hour 
emergency assistance, and the use of community rooms? 

C ] less than 30 percent [ ] 40 to 50 percent 
[ ] 30 to 40 percent [ ] 50 percent or more 

42, Are you able to pay your current ordinary living expenses 
each month without going into savings? | 

[ ] Yes 
[f ] No oo 

[ ] Oecasionally need to go into savings for ordinary 
living expenses 

[ }] Occasionally need to go into savings for major 
purchases, taxes, or emergencies
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43, The payment plan being considered includes a one-time _ 
Entry Fee which may be partially refundable when you leave 
and a Monthly Service Charge. 

The Entry Fee is applied to financing the construction © 
eosts which, in turn, reduces the amount of the mortgage 
required and the monthly interest and principal payments. 
A higher Entry Fee can permit a lower Monthly Service 
Charge. In most cases, the resident will obtain money for 
the Entry Fee payment from the sale of a home or from 
savings. 

How much would you be willing and able to pay as an 
Entry Fee to live in the proposed retirement center. 

[ ] Under $15,000 

{[ ] $15,000 - $20,000 

[ ] $20,000 - $25,000 

[ ] $25 ,000 - $30,000 

[ ] Over $30,000 

HH, Ag currently envisioned, the Monthly Service Charge would 
include the apartment of your choice with all utilities 
provided, except telephone; a daily meal served in the 
main dining room; a 24-hour emergency response and 
building security; scheduled opportunities for 
transportation; and social and leisure time activities. 

If your Monthly Service Charge included all of the items 
listed above, what would you be willing and able to pay 
each month: 

[ } Under $600 

[] $600 - $650 

{ } $650 - $700 

[ ] $700 - $750 

[ ] $750 - $800 

[ }] Over $800
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WS. Sound fiscal management requires that the payment plan 
include both a partially refundable Entry Fee and a 
Monthly Service Charge. Some people prefer to pay a 
higher Entry Fee and a lower Monthly Service Charge while 
others prefer a lower Entry Fee and a higher Monthly 
Service Charge. A typical one bedroom apartment in a 
retirement center might have the following alternative 
combinations. Please indicate which combinations would be 
most suitable for you: 

C ] A partially refundable Entry Fee between $10,000 
and $20,000 could result in a Monthly Service Charge 
between $800 and $725. 

[ ] A partially refundable Entry Fee between $20,000 
and $30,000 could result in a Monthly Service Charge 
between $725 and $650. 

(C ] A partially refundable Entry Fee between $30,000 
and $40,000 could result in a Monthly Service Charge 
between $650 and $575. 

{ }] A partially refundable Entry Fee between $40,000 and 
$60,000 could result in a Monthly Service Charge 
between $575 and $425. 

[ }] Could not afford any of these. 

46. The refund policy for the proposed facility is in the 
planning stage. The proportion of the Entry Fee which 
would be refundable when you leave would also affect the 
amount of the Monthly Service Charge. Which of the 
following refund policies would be acceptable to you? 

{f ] A NO REFUND policy which would REDUCE the Monthly 
Service Charge (as described in Question 45) 
by approximately 10%. 

f ] A FULL REFUND policy which would INCREASE the Monthly 
Service Charge (as described in Question 45) 
by approximately 10%. | 

[ ] A PARTIAL REFUND policy which would help keep the 
Monthly Service Charge at the levels described in 
Question 45. 

{[ }] Other, please specify: UU
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47. If this retirement living concept appeals to you as an 
alternative to your present living arrangement, when would 
you seriously consider a move? | | 

[ ] I would like to seriously explore the possibility of 
moving to St. Catherine's proposed retirement center 
now. | | 

[ ] I might consider living in such a facility in a year 
or so. | oo , . 

[ ] I might be interested, but I would want to wait to . 
see how others liked it first. | 

f ] I would be interested ONLY if something happened to 
me so that I needed the extra help with daily living 
activities. . | 

{ ] I would never be interested in such a facility. 
If never, why? Please specify: ee 

eee 

48. If you currently live in your own home, is the sale of 
your house critical to your decision and/or readiness to 
move into the planned retirement center? 

[ ] Yes, the house would have to be sold before a final 
decision could be made to move 

[f ] No, the decision to move is not necessarily dependent 
upon the sale of my house 

[ } The nouse would not be sold even if I decided to 
move to the planned retirement center 

[ ] Other, please specify: _.oUow 

Additional Comments: Wo 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT AS IT 
EVOLVES, PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX QN THE ENCLOSED 
RETURN POSTCARD AND RETURN IT TO US. 

Remember: DO NOT SIGN the questionnaire. Please return the 
questionnaire in the postage paid envelope as soon as possible. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP!
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C. Model Used for Calculation 
of Effective Demand 

According to the 1980 Census, there are 2,971 elderly in 

Oshkosh who are 75 years’ or older. Of these, approximately 

2,117 elderly live in non-subsidized housing and are not in 

nursing homes. (See Appendix for adjustments made to sample and 

population base.) As discussed previously, it is assumed that 

the most probable immediate users of the proposed congregate 

facility will be found in this segment of the population. 

From the survey sample, in general, and the primary focus 

group, in particular, estimates can be made about the potential 

market for the proposed facility. Given the nonprobabilistic 

judgement survey sample used (necessitated by the cautious, 

conservative nature of the Oshkosh elderly) it can be assumed 

that the sample contains a somewhat higher | proportion of 

potential users than exists in the total Oshkosh 75 + year old 

population. | 

Only those people with an interest in or curiosity about 

the proposed facility would respond to the newspaper 

advertisement, would sign up at a meeting to receive a 

questionnaire, and/or would be a part “of a captive audience 

such as on the Simeanna waiting list or a current resident 

there,
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Even though an annual income of $10,000 and homeownership 

are considered minimum income/asset thresholds for eligibility 

in Carmel Residence, there will be some in this group who will 

be unwilling to put the necessary cash into an entry fee and 

there will be some in lower income levels who have assets 

beyond the levels disclosed in the questionnaire. Questions 

regarding entry fees were eliminated to avoid prejudicing 

potential users. so tolerance levels are not known. Also there 

will be a few elderly in the secondary focus group (65 to 7&4 

years) (see Exhibit 12) who will be ready to move into the 

facility in the near future. And, of course, there will be 

those who meet all of the income/asset/age qualifications of 

the primary focus group and yet will choose an alternative 

facility. 

It must be remembered that no matter what segment of the 

Sample is analyzed, the majority of respondents who found ‘the 

concept of congregate living appealing, (Question #26) would 

consider a move to such a facility ONLY IF SOMETHING HAPPENED 

TO ME...-(Question #35). The trigger event most likely to 

precipitate such a need for. the total Sample and for the 

primary focus group would be the following:



SCREENS USED TO SUBSET MOST PROBABLE USERS 
OF PROPOSED RETIREMENT CENTER 

Respondents 
65 Years + 

N= 326 

Age Age ssn 
N=209 N=117 

cS Cone Co a6 

= 

N=I 2 — e101 ; . 
© 

>$12,500 $15,000 12.500 >$15,000 rt 
J 

Secondary . Primary | 5 

)N=120 Focus Group N=4 Focus Group NSB = 

High inter igh inter\(1) 
est level est level | ast level est level 

ce Ce 
(1) High degree of interest in project ts defined as those who answered Question #47 with a 1, 2, or 3 

response. These respondents are interpreted as having serious interest now or interest in a year on 

or so. See questionnaire in Appendix for exact wording of the question. =
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TOTAL SAMPLE PRIMARY FOCUS GROUP 
All_ respondents 75_+ and homeowners 

| Income > 
$10,000 

N= 170 N=27 Nz19 
Health problems 62% 82% 100% 
Death of a spouse 21% 33% 42% 

(Multiple answers possible -—- See Appendix for all 
responses.) 

An analysis of Question #35, “If this congregate living 

concept appeals to you as an alternative to your present living 

arrangement, when would you seriously consider a move?", 

reveals that only a small fraction of those interested would 

consider a move in the near future. 

A summary of the results from the total sample and the 

primary focus group are as follows:
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TOTAL SAMPLE PRIMARY FOCUS GROUP 

| a Income > 
$10,000 

N= 170 N= 27 N= 19 

Serious now 6% 7.5% 5% 

Might ina 
year or so 14% | 26% 32% 

Might, but 
wait and see 3% 7.5% 10.5% 

Only when & if 53% Kg 42% 

No response 17% 15% 10.5% 

Never 4 04% —O%_ _ 

100% 100% 100% 

A potential market exists, but apparently only a fraction 

of that market is ready to move immediately. 

Unpredictable events, in the form of a growing awareness of 

health problems and the heightened recognition of the need for 

assistance, hold the key to the long term effective demand for 

units in the proposed Carmel Residence, 

To make inferences from the sample results to the 

population the following calculations are made: 

60
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| _ OSHKOSH ee I 

Age | | 

2 175 years 54 2,117 

Homeowners 31 

Homeowners who | 
responded to | 
income question 2T 

Homeowners with 
income > $10,000 19 

Application of 2,117 x 35% = 741 
Ratio 19 Primary potential 

54 = 35% market for Carmel 
Residence 

Of the 741 elderly Oshkosh residents who are 75 years or 

older, own a home, and have an income > $10,000, and who 
- - - | 

constitute the primary potential market for Carmel Residence, 

only a fraction will need and/or desire to become a resident at 

the proposed facility. 

It is assumed that over the next five years the proposed 

Carmel Residence can expect to capture from 15 ‘percent to 20 
. / | 

percent of the potential elderly market. A five year frame is 

used because today's 75 year old will become more and “~*more 
| 

vulnerable to the health problems that will trigger the need 

for a congregate living facility. The proposed project must’ be 

scaled to meet this very specialized demand. | 

If 20 percent of the potential market can be captured over 

five years, the rate per year would be four percent; if 15 

61
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percent of the potential market can be captured, the annual 

capture rate would be three percent. © | 

Therefore, given the estimated capture rates and = a 

potential market of 741 persons, the following number of units 

could be absorbed in the first year: 

ANNUAL ABSORPTION RATE FROM 
__ PRIMARY POTENTIAL MARKET 

34 ug 

Units Absorbed | 
per Year 22 30 

This conclusion is supported by a review of the survey 

results from the primary and secondary focus grups indicate the 

following interest in moving into a congregate living facility: 

| ‘PRIMARY SECONDARY 
FOCUS GROUP FOCUS GROUP 

N= 19 N= 24 

Serious —- now N= 1 7 N = 1 

Might - 1 year or so N= 6 N = 3 

Might - wait and see N= 2 N= 1 

If and when needed N= 8 N= 15 

No response N= 2 N= A&A 

A total of 316 questionnaires were mailed and 170 were 

returned; when adjusted to exclude Simeanna residents, the 

G2
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totals are 237 mailed and 130 returned. The 107 of this group 

who did not return the questionnaire are considered not 

interested in the concept for a multitude of reasons. The 237 

potential respondents are considered representative of the 

elderly population in Oshkosh who are not in subsidized housing 

or in nursing homes. | 

As previously discussed, by the nature of the sample 

selection process, the sample is skewed toward those most 

interested in the project. In the primary focus group (N=19) 

there are seven people who are inclined to move to the proposed 

facility in the near future. When those who are interested but 

will wait and see if they like the facility are included, the 
number increases to nine individuals who represent the sample 

effective demand for Carmel Residence in the first year. When 

those who are serious now or might be ina year are combined 

from both age groups, there are 11 who can be _ considered 

serious candidates for the facility. Based on the sample 

results, several estimates of the absorption rate follow: 
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ANNUAL ABSORPTION 
MARKET SEGMENT —_—_._._RATE 

Primary Focus Group 

serious and 
Might - 1 year N= 7 3.0% 

serious, Might - 
1 year, and Might - 
wait and see Nez 9 3.8% 

Serious and | 
Might - 1 year N= 11 4.6% 

Thus, the estimated five year capture rate of 15 percent to 

20 percent of the potential market is substantiated by the 

Survey sample results. | 

The primary market in Oshkosh needs only 22 to 30 units in | 

Phase I. However, even the conservative estimate of 22 must be 

supplemented by the secondary market outside of Oshkosh which 

in the case of Evergreen Manor is 33 percent of their total 

occupancy. | 

Therefore, the consultant recommends that Lutheran Homes of 

Oshkosh build no more than 30 units in the first phase of 

construction to serve both the primary and secondary markets 

identified above. Given an even rate of absorption the first 

year, Lutheran Homes of Oshkosh will have to carry one-quarter 

of the inventory for almost one year. If 30 units are built in 
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6. Final stage was to write up a series of 
specifications or profiles on tenants, product 

design and components, and a cash flow analysis of 

the entire project from the viewpoint of the 
developer so he could see how much money there was 

to make. Then he would know that the city knew the 

financial aspects of the project. Developers were 

then asked to bid. | 

B. In the case of Santa Maria, three developers bid and the 

city picked Ernest Hahn to build the project. There was 

no demolition or site acquisition before the start of 

the EMAS. The entire project was done within a four 

year period. For the first six months of complete 

operation, June 1976 through December 1976, sales were 

approximately 15.6 million and is 702 leased. The Mali 
did 4.9 million, Sears - 6.9 million, and a local 

department store -—- 3.7 million. | 

V. Generalized Format of Merchandising Report Summary 

Cash flows ultimately depend on sales or rental revenues and 

further refinements of the frontdoor—-backdoor approaches 

depend on establishing an explicit set of assumptions about 

the geographical market area, the user segment within that 

market area, and so on. All you buy in areal estate 

investment is a set of assumptions about the market. 

Therefore, the analyst should provide and tdentify a 

Marketing assumption checklist for the reader: 

A. Definition of geographic and demographic market 

i. Primary trade area to be served 

2. Profile of prospects by current location, status, 

income, etc. in primary carefully segmented area. 
3. Secondary trde area to be served | 

4. Profile of prospects by current location, status, 

income, etc. in secondary carefully segmented area. 

B. Definition of principal competitors 

1. Existing supply 

2« Prospective supply with timeline advantage 

3. Competitive standard package of project features 

4. Unique features of successful competitors | 

3 probable cause of unsuccessful competitors 

6. Merchandising appeals of competitors 

7 Definition of market penetration and competitive gap
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IV. A good example of modeling market data through segmentation 

and survey for renovation in a small community is a project 

by Gruen Gruen + Associates for Santa Maria, California. 

The study was begun in 1972. Project is operating as the 

Santa Maria Town Center with retail sales ahead of 
forecasts. . | oo | a | 

A. The Gruen's were able to convince the redevelopment 

agency to avoid any physical planning until a detailed 

analysis of the demand for alternative services that 

could attract people back to the downtown area was done. 

This EMAS study (economic market analysis study) flow 

chart is in Exhibit 21 and had the following outputs: 

1. First, a full analysis of economic data and retail 

data was utilized to generate information about the 

type of tenancies that could realistically be 
expected to penetrate downtown markets. 

2. With a lead on tenancies, the Gruen's worked with an 
architect to provide sketches of alternative 

architectural styles and concepts to show 

residence in survey to see what type of treatments 
might strike the most positive response. (See 

Exhibit 22.) ee | | 

3. The EMAS should then be able to indicate the kind of 

tenancies that could survive downtown, suggest their 

doliar gales potential, and indicate at a 
preliminary level a design scheme. 

| } | . | 

&. At the same time, back door financial studies are 

done from rents from capital budgets to discover 
what would be feasible for the private developer and 

what components may need to be subsidized by the 
public. 

De Appraisers use the EMAS and suggested tenant mix as 

the basis for their value estimate in the after 
condition.
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EXHIBIT 21 , 

fopulation Farecast 
(tIne Trade Arcas) | 

Converted tu Households 

Converted to Disposable 

income for Retall Purchases 
& Services 

Potential for Region | 

| Clothing Home Durables Food & 
Furnishing Entertainnent 

B 

Actual Actual Actual | Actual C89 Actual Actuat C80 

C80 C8D Home cso Food §& CBO Other Recaiil 

Cothiag furnishing | Oucadles | Entertainment! Services 

B/A = Captuce Rate 

What can be done to [{mprove 

capture rate? 

Survey for household apinfon 
1. Current Irritation with downtown 
2. Current preferences for transportation 
3. Current shopping patterns and alternatives to Cad 

&. Design preferences 
5. Shopping mix preferences 

Remedial development [Impact on 

capture rate 

x 

Forecasted disposable income 

by trade area 

C80 sales In selected future 
years by categary 

= 

| Sales per sq. ft. per category | 

Supply of rectal! and service space 
by category 

| Existing suoply which is servicable | 

| Sq. faatage and type of new sgmce required !
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| 7k 
Exhibit 22 

Excerpt With Permission From — _ 
Economic & Market Analysis Study for Downtown Santa Maria 

Prepared for City of Santa Maria Redevelopment Agency 
by Gruen Gruen + Associates 

Thus, the relationship between survey derived Indications of satisfaction | 
and current expenditure patterns were sufficiently significant to warrant 
the use of survey responses to suggest the change In relative preferences 
that would be caused by an appropriately developed new shopping agglomeration 
In downtown Santa Maria. However, the rapid deterioration of this relation- 
ship with distance suggested that it be used very cautiously In Trade Areas 5 
through 9. Therefore, In addition to considering the percentage of respondents 

who made no complaints, we also analyzed into the following three categories 
all the comments that were made In response to the [Interview question concerning 
the reasons for not shopping in downtown Santa Maria: 

1. Complaints about physical deficiencies of the existing downtown 

that we have assumed the redevelopment will alleviate. (Remediable 
complaints) 

2. Complaints concerning limited selection such as requests for a 
department store or more stores. (Remediable complaints) 

3. Complaints about prices, the lack of a supermarket or other contemporar 
situations that we do not think the redevelopment programs will 
alter. (Irremediable complaints) | 

Table 10 presents the percentage of respondents making remediable complaints .~ 
These complaints were used in conjunction with the Information about the 
relationship between the indications of satisfaction discussed above to adjust 
the present Indicators of the proportion of expenditures on various items 
in downtown Santa Maria (the S varfables originally presented in Table 4) : 
to reflect the Increase in consumer preferences for downtown Santa Maria 
that would result from the completion of a sales optimizing redevelopment 
program. We did not think the evidence warranted using these percentages 
of remediable complaints (%RC) directly by adding them to the previously 
revealed preference percentages ($1970) to get s new percentage ($1975, 
1980, 1985). Instead, we adopted the following rules to get the new 
estimates of this preference variable: 

Trade Areas | through 4 Trade Areas 5 through 9 

For | | | 
“Clothing % RC x .964 + Sig7 Use % RC instead of Sy97, 

For Home / 
Furnishings % RC x .861 + 31970 Use % RC instead of Sigzq 

For Other 
: i : + + | Retail % RCO x .017 S197 1% $1970
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Table 10 

Percentage of Respondents Making Complaints 
About Remediable Features of the Present Downtown | 

(Complaints About Physical Problems 
or Inadequate Selection of Stores and Goods) 

sf 
Trade Area Remedfable Complaints 

1 | 62.7 
2 53.8 
3 65.8 
f 53.3 
5 19.3 
6 22.2 

7 14.3 
8 20.0 
9 10.2 

Source: Gruen Gruen + Associates telephone survey 

Computations following these rules permitted us to develop the estimates 
of maximum percentage effective preference or penetration presented below 
in Table Il. The insertion of these percentages in the sales estimate 
generating equations we have been using throughout permits us to make the 
forecasts of potential sales summarized In Table 12. The forecast sales 
potential of almost $42 million in 1975 would have downtown Santa Maria 
capturing 26.4% of the region's sales. By 1985 potential sales climb to 
almost $58 million in spite of the fact that our model has downtown 
Santa Marfa's share of the region's sales dropping slightly to 25.4%. 

Table II 

Estimated Maximum Effective Preference (S) 
or Percentage Penetration Possible 

After Appropriate Redevelopment 

Trade Area Clothing Home Furnishings Other Retail 

1 76.2 74.5 19.9 
2 74.3 69.1 10.4 
3 76.3 72.2 12.9 
4 56.9 53.0 8.6 
5 19.3 19.3 2.1 
6 22.2 22.2 1.5 
7 14.3 14.3 1.6 
8 20.0 20.0 2.8 
3 10.2 10.2 1.5 

Source: Gruen Gruen + Associates



Estimated Downtown Santa Maria Future Sales Potential 
(In Thousands of Dol Jars) 

$ Available Potential $ $ Available Potential $ $ Available Potential $ &% of 
yrade in oegon salet ae NDP in Reglon sates ao. NDP In i a rt NDP Regional Sales 

l 21,347 12,520 23,950 14,047 26,764 15,693 58.6 

2 9,159 4,940 10,665 5,753 12,369 6,673 53.9 

3 —s-18, 852 8,916 18,705 10,521 22,956 12,912 56.2 

h 6,759 2,806. 7,949 3,300 9,473 3,933 41.5 p 

5 19,676 . 2,756 22,963 3,217 26,613 3,728: 14.0 = 

6 18,030 2,854 20,878 3,305 2h 042 3,806 15.8 7 

7 9,065 9h2 10,920 = * «1,135 13,106 1362 10.4 ~ 

8. 25,355 3,729 31,043 © 4, 566 38,198 5,618 («44.7 2 

9 33,589 2,527 42,857 3,224 53,925 4 057 7.5 5 

Total 158,831 41,990 189,931 49,068 227,447 57,782 ~ 

Source: Gruen Gruen + Associates 

a
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EXHIBIT 22 (Continued) 

Fable 30 

Prosortion of Exxenditures in Downtown 

, ar et 
Trade % Home Other & 
aren Clothing. Purnisainss Retatl Service 

1 15.9 29.5 18.3 33.3 
2 22.6 22.8 925 35.9 
3 13.1 15.5 11.2 22.0 
+ 5.7 T.C Tot 5.3 
5 5.4 45 LiL ALG 
5 2.9 CLS 0.5 1.8 
T 2.5 1.5 5.6 C.& 
3 6.5 4c 1.3 3.5 

3 2.¢ C.6 0.5 0.5 

source: Gruen Gruen + Associates teleonon? survey 

Tadle 31 | 

Banking, Reoair, Beauty Parlor /Sarber Shop 
and Similar Services Chtainsd Downtown 

By Consumers of Differing Incomes 

GS f . $ sousenold Income Generally Occasionally Seldom 

Unéer $7,0cc 43.7 22.9 16.0 

SiG, 900-15, 009 69.7 12.2.5 26.3 
Over $15,000 61.5 21.2 17.3 

source: Gruen Gruen + Assoclates doxntoun s3TVey
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Cc. Establishment of merchandising strategy logic 

1. Competition 

. Standard product | 

. Price and quality | 

. Competitive edge opportunity 

2- Positioning strategy 

. Sales themes 

- Name and byline 

. Site and unit features 

. Strong sales points . 

3. Construction and architecture 

: Sales area . | 

. Models 

° Entrance and signs 

° Project amenities 

« Roads and paving 

e Site plan 

. Construction schedule _ 

D. Definition of prospect target for subject property 

i. Recommendations on site location 

2. Recommendations on site linkages and dynamics 

3. Recommendations on building types and numbers 

4. Recommendations on basic unit features 

5. Recommendations on basic unit options 

6. Recommendations on level of quality 

7 « Recommendations on basic price targets 

E.~ Structuring the feasibility report 

Ultimately the budget established for analysis and the 

need to communicate the findings represent a severe 

constraint on the feasibility process. Priorities and 
critical assumptions necessary to achieve the desired 

outcome must be separated from the great mass of detail 

and presented tersely. 

1. Format of the report should rely on three elements: 

a. An executive summary which tersely identifies 

alternative courses of action © and 

recommendations as to how client can make the 

choice.
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b. A basic reference document which includes all 

the detail analysis. 

ce. A collection of reports by contributing 

professionals incorporated by reference. 

2 To be terse the executive summary should depend on: 

A. Simple charts of choices of alternative outcomes 

b. Simple flow charts 

Ce Specific criteria used to measure "Liklihood of 

success" 

3. Statement of limiting conditions should first begin 

with a definition of the word “feasible": (as per 

Institute of Appraisal Terminology Handbook), and 

then state that it was the purpose of the study to 

define the context of the situation and the 

parameters within which a solution might be found to 

fit the major constraints with a4 reasonable 

Liklihood of success. It should carefully point out 

that the generalist has made a series of explicit 

assumptions which may, nevertheless, | need 

confirmation by more detailed study best done by 

specialists. The statement of limiting conditions 

should further emphasize the constraints and 

objectives placed on the study by identifying who: 

a. Defined the constraints 

b. Defined success 

Ce Provided the data and assumptions | 

d. Permitted key assumptions to remain untested for 
economy or speed 

@. Accepted assumptions of conditions of 

uncertainty 

f. Assembled proforma financial statements and 

projections 

g3- Executed feasibility confirmation of key 

assumptions with aid of specialists 

h. Placed limitations on use and confidentiality



FIFTH MODULE 

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 

Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

FIRST HOUR : 

I. STRATEGIC PARAMETERS 

Investment planning begins with certain strategic 
limitations and objectives of the investor which are 
well defined, systematic, and rational, as well as 
certain attitudes about the future which represent a 
less well defined web of bias controlling selection. 
These biases may, nevertheless, be rational 
anticipations about social, political, technological, 

| or historical trends. | | 

There is a hierarchy of real estate investment 
strategy screens which are always implicit in investor 
attitudes which are better utilized if they are made 
explicit as investors debate within their team or in 
the silence of their own den as to thrust of their 
real estate efforts. 

A. Personality, religious persuasion, or logic lie 
behind investor attitudes about the future, 
particularly perceptions of long-term socio- 
economic trends for which forecasting is 
impossible and for which contingent events lead to 
alternative outcomes for our society whose broad, 
structural outlines we take for granted. 

1. America and the threat of expropriation, 
progressive isolation of war. 

e. The American response to the energy question. 

3. The American response to the resource 
conservation question. | 

4. The American response to demographic shifts 
affecting housing, education, size of work 
force, community growth, etc.
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5. The American response to shortage of capital 
in an era when most problems require capital 
intensive solutions. | 

6. The American response to the dilemma of 
incentive for expertise versus income 
stability for those without skills. 

B. In approaching real estate investment, the 
investor has to make a couple of clear axioms from 
which he proceeds to operate: 

1. Does portfolio theory and reasonable market 
efficiency of the securities market extend to 
real estate or does real estate have a great 
necessity and opportunity for those willing to 
incur the expense of property selection? 

2. Is the investor going to be an activist 
providing some levels of expertise and 
investment product creation or is he a 
passivist who will provide only capital. 

C. Given some investor mindset to the above factors 
and other anxieties, it is possible to formulate 
both broad strategic and selective tactical | 
criteria. Such criteria should be developed in a 
systematic way in a general rank order of 
importance suggested as follows: 

1. Political exposure 

2. Degree of market control 

3. Management intensiveness 

4. Financial attributes from which investment 
classification can be drawn. 

5. Alternative decision points and liquidity 

6. Income tax strategy 

{. Estate planning and tax implications 

D. The non-financial aspects of a business must be 
understood before the numbers make any sense and 
before risk can be identified or evaluated. Thus,
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the criteria in Section C can be expanded as 
follows: 

1. Political exposure 

a. Land use controls 
b. Price controls (rent control, agricultural 

parity, FMR, etc. 
ec. Subsidy of effective demand 
d. Controls of supply costs (wages, building 

cades, specifications, etc.) 

2. Degree of market control 
a. Control of customer (contract, terrain, 

creation of tenancy) 
b. Reciprocity 
c. Monopolistic control of supply 
d. Profile of consumer through market 

research 

3. Management intensiveness 

a. Development skills for the emerging real 
estate enterprise 

b. Operating skills 
ec. Fungibility vs. personality (restaurant 

formulas vs. culinary) 
d. Mortality of skills 

4. Financial attributes 

ae Trading property 
b. Emerging developemnt or technology 

investment 
c. Special situation investments 
d. Cash return investments 
e. Purchasing power preservation through tax 

Shelter and retail indices 
f. Financial position in terms of any of the 

above relative to liquidity, control, and 
Cime line 

5. Alternative decision points and liquidity 

a. Sunk cost of search and acquisition 
b. Investment escape alternatives 
ec. Capacity for investment procrastination 
d. Liquidity
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6. Income tax strategy 

a. Regulatory trade-offs | 

b. Shift from single conduit to split between 
operating profit centers and capital gain 
centers a 

ec. Erosion of general tax subsidy and | 
substitution of selective national priority 
incentive 

7. Estate planning 

a. Continuity of management 
b. Liquidity for tax and bequest requirements 
ec. Gradual loss of the stepped-up basis 

d. Careful separation of business associations 
and family involvements
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REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSTS 

Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

SECOND HOUR 

II. FINANCIAL PARAMETERS AND ANALYSIS 

The forecasting of future money returns to a present 
investment is the ultimate business problem and the 
dynamics of these problems explains the actions of | 
consumer, producer, and the society. 

A. An investment in a bond can be defined as to when it 
begins in time, when it is sold, when coupons are 
collectible, and total costs and total receipts 
under alternative outcomes. Thus, yield is easily 
computed and risk depends on whether you can rely on 
the promisor. 

B. Real estate financial forecasting seldom enjoys 
such a rigid set of financial specifications and 
therefore seldom enjoys conservative conditions of 
certainty. An investment in real estate really 

means somebody “bought" a set of assumptions. 

1. Risk is the potential variance between | 
assumptions and realizations between proforma 
prospects and the historical balance sheet and 
P& L statements. 

2. Degree of professionalism is measured, 
ultimately, by the care with which assumptions 
are made and supported by careful research. 

C. Basic cash flow analysis depends on four essential 
set of assumptions: | 

1. Schedule of cash outlays (capital costs and 
expenses.) | 

2. schedule of cash receipts (periodic and 
reversions). 

3. Net cash flows for each period (negative and 
positive). 

4. Devices for comparison of alternatives
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5. However, it quickly becomes apparent when 
accounting for the dollars "in and out" that not 
all dollars are the same. Some are current 
expenses while others represent acquisition of 
assets and many are shared with local and 
federal government through various tax 
processes. 

D. A Single period proforma is the first test of 
financial parameters. 

1. A given purchase price can be converted toa 
necessary rent level in the market (Front Door 
Approach, see Exhibit 1). 

2. A given market rent level can be converted to a 
justified capital budget (Back Door Approach, 
see Exhibit 2). 

3. While lenders prefer debt cover ratios for back 
door approach, equity investors should prefer 
risk orienated Default Ratio Approach (Exhibit 
3). : | 

Ee. Basic elements of proforma can then be expanded over 
time to include the following assumptions: 

1. Definition of desired profit centers 

2. Definition of time line over which events will 
still take place 

3. .Assumptions on the capital budget and sequence 
of source and application of funds. 

a. Direct construction or purehase cost 
b. Indirect and capitalized carrying cost 

4. Financial plan 

a. Credit amounts and terms 
b. Equity amounts and terms 

ec. Holding power
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EXHIBIT | 

" FFE a EE Ee ee ee wee oe tea. ower Se a a ae ET MY ee, =~ eps em we. “J 

| Figure 8 

: Loan to Cost Ratio Approach 3 

(Frontdoor Approach) : 

i. | 

t 
aie Site Acquisition Cost: $100,000 oa 80.000 sq. ft. land i 

HEISE = Construction Budget: $960.00 FESEE2} = 32.000 x $30/sq. ft. , 
eee + Saas : 

Sriieete Seeeees . i 
iisNSE se Indirect Cost and eats fees, interest, etc. . 
HAsiEe Development Fees: $180,000 Sscsesess 
Soe Rae | : 
“or ,eetee ts +c ee : 
Sa - Me 

° SasteiasE] Tatts 
" seree{ —Totaf Capital Budget: $1,240,000 tee 74 

Sauer beeen reese 

i : - ) 
¢ 1 — Loan to Cost Ratio = .2 Loan to Cost Ratio: 8 ; 

7 : matiesicarastecee ss : 

i. Cash Equity Required: $248.000 Mortgage Loan: $992.000 “3 

> wrote nee onan eae ee sectors . 
t — 

. Required Pre-Tax Cash 20 yr. 1172" Service Constant: .127968 : 
} | Distribution Rate: 6% monthiy pay Debt ica Co , 3 

; 
tee ee Oe ete 

Ot at ete tee as 
* 

: _ Cash Throw Off Debt Service (Cash Required j 
: Required for Equity: $14.880 —w $141.824 ~<—<—— for Mortgage Lender): $126,944 ° 

} ei apberas ee? rr Seen eee " 

i: Se Net Operating income sea : 
! as ecerrers Sos 
. Debt cover ratio: I akan oe 
i c: Operating Expenses: $80.000 ae $2.50 x 32,000 : 
: Net Operating income Rieoraeoes Mine 
i EES + Pd “4 
. Debt Sermce a ~an - 
t Real Estate Taxes: $32,176 i 

S181 824 = 1.11 (too low} BESS + eee 
i $126,944 sauenna “aan | ; 
5 Cash Replacements: $1.000 } 
r we fae = eat artes te 7 

{ 
Effective Gross Revanue Required: : 

‘ Oefauilt ratio: $255.000 
i SS 

; - sate ate eee oo seeet a ‘ Op. Exp. + RE Tax + Oebdt Serv. ieee . pag i 

f Gross Rent a <a i 
1 - Vacancy Loss 5% = (.95) : 

265,421 ane mB Sata I 
} $ Gross Potantiat Revenue: $268.421 : 

ote oe ote se oe 4 

Net Leasable Units: 27.200 GLA . 

Sethe HE 
> ‘ert, “2? fe 

¥ Rent Raquired Per Unit | 

. $9.87/sq. ft. GLA ; 

bed ay eb LE ak Wh cee wee eee . She Ac ~~. ee Be Ye wee ee ee ene ae ede ae li, ee a atte eB me ary tee



EXHIBIT 2 

Pen mes eee = ve . ee mare a re ee we ed 

*. Figure 9 

E Debt Cover Ratio Approach 
(A Backdoor Approach) 

Lender’s Point of View | 

: ME Gross Rent Potential: $251,600 Ze, _-27.200 sq. ft. GLA x $9.25 

| Stic: eiizirese 
> Tees 5% Vacancy Loss: $12.600 TREY 

Berieesss <. o4 50. yaet wseetoctal Seetsk 

SES Effective Gross Revenue: $239.000 Se 
Bote eerect Risto sateee 

Heceieceay Coes 
- Wes - aie ne : 

a ZEEE? Operating Expenses: $80.000 See | 
ete ag eles ween . - . 

‘. Sas - eee 

2582223 Real Estate Taxes: $32.000 Seas i 
ert ee Sileetes 4 
SoSe reece sicopes retettoviee coeees 

pS uuseaueicenes - gaaiiasatte 
. eieess Cash Replacements: $1.000 nresaseses | 

: ISTE derrete: meprrree, 
SEARS = eieherenrened . SAT ae escese Petertec ire s eters ties ot 

, Net Operating Income Available 
. For Debt Payment. Income Tax, Cash Dividends: . 
“ $126,000 

: . . ¢ 

¢ ~ Sete Required By Lenders: 1.2 : 

f asesectecwassentteee ; 

. Danes cstea ees ak i 
: Cash Available For foresee = i 
: Income Tax and Investors: ieee ‘ 

: 1,000 . 
~ Cash Available for i 

. : bas iiicsceyeeesiocae, Debt Service: $105.000 j 
f Tt Tees Seieeecees ‘ 

‘ | paises : 
, Required Pre-Tax Cash se eeeresent scenes gi } 

Distribution Rate: 6% ; 
t , Debt Service Constant: .127968 ‘ 

F _ Pate S3iSCERETS = ‘ 
E - 2a Seer Wieser tei atts - { 

‘ Justified Cash 2 { 
y Equity Investment: Justified Mortgage Loan: $820.500 | 

t $350.000 —jee §=$1.170.500 —ae— 
a TTA, ee pe 

< a 

Totat Justified Investment { 

- RBissere a eee soi ir secretes 
- “HRS, - stent eoneieses oi - j 

_ Existing Claims or Planned 
- improvement Budget: Land & indirect Costs 

. $280,000 

: No - Sere 
PORES ~ aoc ceeet ee 

Proceeds Available for 

. Property Purchase As is: Funds for Construction Budget 
. $890.500 { 

Sst 

: _ $890.500__ 227 sa/sq. ft. justified buitding budget 
* . 32,000 sq. ft.



EXHIBIT 3 

‘ , . ‘ " | - 4 4 -- . ; Figure 10 
a we 

; Default Ratio Approach 

t : (Another Backdoor Approach) 

to Developer's Point of View - i. 

{ secs Gross Rent Patentiai: $251,600 te - 

} eee a =o et Oe ee ey te Met . 

¥ ae? “ era ter eet e eeeeael oe . 

: - ae ss ste ceeet as ceeseee sci aaee - ' = cert WEEE ~ | 

} Cash Budget Outlays: $213.860 | 
- Risk Variables And nee 

| Equity Casi: $37.740 - RR iessiitie - : 

t - pie Operating Expenses: $80,000 ' 

5% Vacancy Loss: $12.580 REE - 
c wea ore te seese. I 
¢ ~ Sees Rea! Estate Taxes: $32.000 i 

i Risk Reserve: 0 SURESH SESS - 1 
‘ Serres a — ‘ 
; = SRE SEES Cash Replacements: $1,000 1 

x Cash Avaiabie SENS = i 

} For Investors: $25,160 ; 

t Cash Available for * 
i + ofrtces sittieee ets Debt Service: $100.860 ; 

2 SES 3 

| SoS 4 
t Required Pre-Tax Cash Nene hn sos ccce sis ve i 

Distribution Rate: 6% Debt Service Constant: .127968 : 

€ Setar t ae wees se Se et ee tate et Tt ele i 

t 
: Justified Cash Justified Mortgage : 
r Equity investments: $419,333 wr 1.207.499 Loan: $788.166 { 

: Total Justified Investment . | _ 

: Existing Claims or Planned Land & Indirect Costs 
< Improvement Budget: $280,000 

Pro Proceeds Availabie for 500 Available for : 
. tty Purchase “As is”: $927, , | pery Construction Budget | 

ar , 

( $37/sq. ft. of gross area for justified building budget 
é .
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5. Profits classified as to type and tax 

a. Cash from operations | 

b. Cash from capital gains 
ec. Cash surplus from financing 
d. Cash from tax savings on other income 

6. Selected measures of profitability 

a. Definition of investment | 
b. Definition of profit 
ec. selected ratios of profit to investment 

7. selected measures of risk 

a. Payback periods 
b. Capacity for variance 

ec. Variance controls 

E. For a rental investment property, the general 
format for determining after-tax cash flows for 
each period or year would generally be as follows: 

PART I. ANNUAL CPERIODIC) RETURNS TO INVESTORS 

1. Estimate potential gross cash income; Cash 
income from space sales 

ec. Deductions from potential gross 

a. Normal vacancy 
b. Seasonal income loss 
c. Collection losses 
d. Franchise fees, deposits returned, etc. 

3. Add "other" income from service sales 

4, Derive effective gross_income 

5. Deduct operating expenses (on expected cash 
outlay without accrual reserves) 

a. Fixed expenses 

b. Variable expenses 
c. Repairs and maintenance 
d. Replacements
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6. Derive net operating income (NOI) 

7. Deduct annual debt service 

a. Contract interest 
b. Supplementary variable interest 
c. Principal amortization 

8. Derive cash _throw-off 

9. Add back principal_payments_and_replacements 

10. Deduct tax depreciation allowance 

11. Derive taxable income 

12. Determine marginal income tax on real estate 
income 

13. Deduct income tax from cash throw-off (H) 

| 14. Derive after-tax cash flow 

15. Add tax _savings_on other income (if K is 
negative) 

16. Add surplus. _from_refinancing 

17. Derive spendable after-tax cash 

PART II. RESALE (REVERSION) RETURNS TO INVESTOR 

1. Estimated resale price (end of period) 

2. Deduct broker's commission and other 

transaction costs 

3. Derive effective gross proceeds from sale
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4. Deduct all credit claims outstanding (end 
of period) 

a. Short and long term note balances due 
b. Prepayment penalties 
ec. Deduct equity shares to non-owner interest 

5. Derive pre-tax reversion to equity 

6. Deduct tax claims on ownership interest 

a. Deduct capital gains tax 
b. Deduct income tax on disallowed accelerated 

depreciation 
c. Deduct surtax on taxable preferential 

income 

{. Derive after-tax resale proceeds to investor 

(See Exhibit 4) 

G. Financial risk is the variance between proforma 
budgets and historical accounting of results. 
Since loss of assets or of income expectations from 
static perils can be minimized by means of 
insurance devices for prediction and leveling of 
shock losses, financial risk management then 
becomes a matter of shaping incentives to reduce 
dynamic risks and provide a cushion or tolerance 
for surprise in the financial parameters of the 
enterprise. 

H. The first level of risk analysis are gross 
Statements of the maximum potential loss and the 
cushion for partial losses. | 

1. The loan to value ratio is an inexact measure 
of the maximum potential loss to the lender to 
a presumed salvage value of an asset. One 
minus the LTV plus the amount of personal 
guarantee is the measure of the borrower's 
maximum potential loss. 

2. Financial judgment expects that the maximum 

potential loss would be only a fraction of net 
worth of either party.
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EXHIBIT 4 

PR Q FORMA 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS OF 

FOR 

DEMO.PROBLERM 

REPORT SEECTIaN NUMBER 1 PAGE { 

* GROSS RENT $ 74368. * RATE OF GROWTH OF GROSS RENT 0.0000 

* EXPENSES $ 4738. * RATE OF GRONTH OF EXPENSES 9.0000 

* R E TAXES $ 58468. * RATE OF GRONTH OF R E TAXES 0.0000 

* INCOME TAX RATE 0.90090 PROJECT VALUE GRONTH OF 5.00090 

* VACANCY RATE 0.0688 WORKING CAPITAL LOAN RATE 0.1200 

EQUITY DISCOUNT 0.9979 EXTRAGRBINARKY EXPENSES $ 9. 

RESALE COST 0.90659 REINVESTMENT RATE 0.077090 

WKG CAPITAL RS $ 0. CAPITAL KESER INTEREST RATE 0.0000 

INITIAL COST $ 429674. INITIAL EQUITY REQUIRED $ 107419. 

ALL “3% VALUES ARE AVERAGE AMOUNTS FOR HOLDING PERIOD. GF 5 YRS. 

REPORT SECTIQN NUMA BER 2 PAGE { 

COMPONENT SUNHARY 

TITLE PCT. BEGIN USEFUL DEPR 

DEPR USE LIFE METHOD COST SCH 

LAND 0.090 j 0. 0 $ 87304. QO 

TMHPROVEMENTS 0.99 { 33. 4 $ 342379. Q 

HA ORTGAGE SUMMAAR Y 

TITLE INTR BEGIN END TERM ORIG PCT 

RATE YR. YR. | BALC VALUE 

CTRCT KNRTRAGE 0.0949 1 947 927g) Oo AUt99SL OO 78a
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PR Q FQRHWA 

INVESTMENT ANALYSIS OF 

FOR 

DENO.PROBLES 

REPORT S&€cTftidoan NUM BER 3 PAGE 1 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
tatrsscessasasssszseeze 19,9 19890 1981 1792 

1 GROSS RENT 74368. 74368. 74368. P4368. 

2 LESS VACANCY 9114. sil4. shia. sit4. 

3 LESS REAL ESTATE TAXES 3868. 7968. 2868. 3368. 

4 LESS EXPENSES 4738. 4738. 4738. 4738. 

a WET INCOME 38648. 98448. 33648. 78448. 

fr) LESS DEPRECIATION 15962. 14835. 14180. 13555. 

? LESS INTEREST $0903. 30638. 30346. 30025. 

§ TAXABLE INCOME 12183. 13155. 14122. 13088. 

9 PLUS DEPRECIATION 15562. 14855. 14180. 13535. 

10 LESS PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS 2434. 2899. Sift. $3142. 

11 CASH THROW-OFF evili. 251it. Zoiii. 251i. 

12 LESS TAXES 6091. 6578. 7Q461. 7544. 

13 LESS RESERVES AT 730.000 730. 730. 730. 730. 

14 CASH FROM OPERATIONS 18270. 17803. 17320. 16837. 

153 WORKING CAPITAL LOAN(CUM &) 0, 0. Q. 9. 

14 DISTRIBUTABLE CASH AFR TAX 18299. 17803. 173290. 16837. 

17 TAX SAVING ON QTHER INCOME Q. Q. 0. Q. 

18 SPENTABLE CASH AFTER TAXES 18290. 17803. 17320. 146837.



REP GRT SECTION NUMBER 4 FAGE 1 

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
sesesstsstesssesssrst=== 1979 1966 — $981 1932 

MARKET VALUE 
19 BY HETHOD - 5 - AT 0.9000 (429674, 429674. 429674. 429674. 
20 LESS RESALE COST 27929, 27929. 27929. 27929. 
21 LESS LOAN BALANCES 319621. 316722. 313531. 310019. 
22 PLUS CUM. CASH RESERVES 730, 1460. 2190. 2920, 

23 B/4 TAX NET WORTH 82854. 86483. 90404. 94644. 

24 CAPITAL GAIN (IF SOLB) “18591. -9254. 83. 9424. 
25. CAPITAL GAINS TAX “3718. -1851. 17. 1884. 
24 TAX PREFERENCE Tax 0. 0. 0. 0. 
27 INCOME TAX ON EXCESS DEF 3112. 5871. 8292. 10391. 
28 TOTAL TAX ON SALE 1253. 4946. 8309. 12275. 

o sO 

29 AFTER TAX NET WORTH 81601. 81537. 82095. 92370. 

REFORT SECTION NUNABER 5 PAGE | 

YEAR OF ANALYSIS 
mrsoseestssrSssscssrsa 1979 19890 1781 1792 

BEFORE TAX RATIO ANALYSIS 

30 RETURN ON NET UORTH B/4 TAX 0.0051 0.3469 0.3357 9.3247 
31 CHANGE IN NET WORTH B/4 TAX -24565. 3629. 3921. 4242, 
32 CASH RIN ON ORIG CASH EQUIY 0.2338 0.2338 0.2338 0.2338 
33. FERCENT ORIG EQUITY FAYHACK 0.1703 0.3360 0.4972 0.6549 
34 PRESENT VALUE OF PROJECT 420878. 437687. 453529. 467748.
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REPORT SECTION NUMBER 4 PAGE 1 

YEAR OF ANALYSIS | 
were 2te2zsttszszsstZzz= {979 1980 1981 1982 

AFTER TAX RATIO ANALYSIS | | 

35 RETURN ON NEW WORTH AFT TAX -0.0701 0.2174 0.2193 0.2084 
36 CHANGE IN NET WORTH AFT TAX -25818. -63. 558. 276. 
37. CASH RTN ON ORIG CASH EQUIY 0.1703 0.1657 0.1612 0.1567 
38 PERCENT ORIG EQUITY PAYBACK 0.1703 0.3360 0.4972 0.6540 
39 PRESENT VALUE OF PROJECT 413317. 421485. 429041. 435362. 

40 NET INCOME-MARKET VALUE RTO 0.1365 0.1365 0.1365 0.1365 
41 LENDER BONUS INTEREST RATE 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
42 DEFAULT RATIO 0.5936 0.5936 0.5936 0.593% 

REPORT SECTION WUHBER 2 PAGE 1 
ses 2233222 ae we eo ae eaethe ee eee eee eee eI 2eA Ss SA SSS STS TT ZT sz 

YEAR OF ANALYSIS 
S2tsrrzs22st rst 2zs22=z= 1979 {980 1981 1992 

MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS 

RETURN ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE 

41 CUM. AFT TAX SPENDABLE CASH 18290. 37373. 957309. 78159. 
44 MOD. I.R.R. ON ORIG EQUITY -0.8297 -0.4102 -0.1889 ~0.0764 
45 MOD. I.R.R. ON CUM. EQUITY -0.8297 -0.4102 -0.1889 -0.0764 

RETURN ANALYSIS WITH SALE 

4& CUM. CASH LESS ORIG EQUITY -7§28. 11492. 31985. 53110. 
47? CUM. CASH LESS CUM. EQUITY “7528. 11492. «31985. = 53110. 
48 MOD I.R.R. ON GRIG EQUITY -0.0701 0.0521 0.0708 0.1057 
49 MOD I.R.R. ON CUM. EQUITY -0.0701 0.0521 0.0908 0.1057
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REPORT SECTION 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ANALYSIS YEAR 1S 2 = 1980 

DEFAULT RATE - NEEDED - 0.8300 0.8300 0.8300 0.8300 
DEFAULT RATE - ACTUAL - 0.7979 0.7979 0.7979 0.7979 

“DIFFER - 0.0321 0.0321 0.0321 0.0321 | 

TO CHANGE THE DEFAULT RATE .01 | 
CHANGE ANY GNE OF THE FOLLGWING 

CASH GUTLAYS 1979 1980 1981 1992 

REAL ESTATE TAXES BY 0.0917 0.0917 0.0917 0.0917 
TOTAL EXPENSES BY 0.1135 0.1135 0.1135 0.1135 
FIXED EXPENSES BY O.1135 0.1135 0.1135 0.1135 
VARIABLE EXPENSES BY 0.0000 0.0000 06.0000 9.0000 
TOTAL INTEREST PMTS. BY 0.0181 0.0182 0.0184 0.0186 
TOTAL PRINCIPAL PMTS. BY 0.2119 0.1926 0.1750 0.1590 
WORKING CAPITAL LOAN BY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
GROSS INCOHE BY -0.0080 -0.0080 -0.0080 -0.0080 
FIXED INCOME BY -0.0080 -0.0080 -0.0080 -0.0080 
VARIABLE INCOME BY 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9000 

COMPONENTS | 
ze=scsszs 1979 1989 1981 1982 

INITIAL INVESTMENT BY 0.0917 0.0917 0.0917 0.0917 

LAND BY 0.4452 0.4452 0.4452 0.4452 
IMPROVEMENTS BY 0.1033 0.1033 0.1033 0.1033 
ENTREPRENEURIAL SKIL BY -0.9864 -0.9846 -0.9866 -0.9966 

MORTGAGES 
sasns=sss 1979 1980 1981 1992 

FLRST MORIGAGE BY 0.9164 0.0166 0.0166 0.90166
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REF ORT SECTION 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

ANALYSIS YEAR IS 2 = 1980 

TO CHANGE CASH RETURN BEFORE TAXES &Y 1000. 
CHANGE ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 

CASH OUTLAYS 1979 1980 1981 19982 

REAL ESTATE TAXES BY 0.0415 0.0415 0.0415 0.0415 
TOTAL EXPENSES BY 0.0514 0.0514 0.0514 0.0514 
FIXED EXPENSES BY 0.0514 0.0514 0.0514 0.0514 
VARIABLE EXPENSES BY 0.0000 06.0000 0.9000 0.0090 
TOTAL INTEREST PHTS. BY 0.0082 06.0082 0.0083 0.0084 
TOTAL PRINCIPAL PMTS. BY 0.0960 0.0872 0.0792 9.0720 
WORKING CAPITAL LOAN BY 0.0000 0.0000 90.0000 9.0000 
GROSS INCOME BY 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 

FIXED INCOME BY 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 
VARIABLE INCOME BY 0.0000 0.0000 06.0000 4%.0006 

COMPONENTS : 
ssesseece= {979 1980 1981 1982 

INITIAL INVESTHENT BY 0.0415 0.0415 0.0415 0.0415 

LAND BY 0.2015 0.2015 0.2015 0.2015 
LHPROVEMENTS BY 0.0468 0.0448 0.0468 0.0468 
ENTREPRENEURIAL SKIL BY -0.4466 -0.4466 -0.4446 -0.4466 

MORTGAGES | 
saancsss: 1779 19890 198) 1982 

FIRST MORTGAGE BY 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075
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3. Conventional wisdom of the lender is that the 
pain of loss for the equity position will be 

sufficient to generate payment in almost all 
events or that the guarantees will be adequate 
to reduce minimum loss to zero. 

4, Net income ratio: | 

woe Net income. 
Purchase price + additional cost - Overall rate 
or cap rate should reveal danger of reversed 

leverage 

5. The fallacy of such first level, over- 
simplified regulatory ratios is that 
value is the same as cash, that paper capital 
is as significant as cash available to meet 
the monthly payment, and that investor 
incentives are found solely or primarily 
below the net income level. 

I. Second level ratios begin to analyze and 
measure the relationship of specific 
assumptions one to another and in a way which 
provides relative measures of incentive, 
importance, and contribution to financial 
insecurity. 

1. Construction loan to marginal cash cost of 
Che borrower is such a balance sheet fest 
ratio. The increment in risk of maximum 
loss for the borrower is the increase in 
his maximum potential loss as a result of 
financing the project. 

2. Debt cover ratio: 

Net_operafting income 
Debt service 

3. Default ratio: 

Operating expenses + real estate taxes + short 

term debt _+ interest + principal. payments_____ 
Gross rent



4. Payback ratio: 

__Cumulative spendable cash. __ 
Original budget - original debt 
+ amount of personal guarantees 

5. Spendable cash = distributable cash from 
operations + refinancing surplus + tax 
Savings to other income + cash profits for 
services rendered. 

6. All of these second level ratios assume a | 
revenue stream called effective gross rent 

Will simply be reallocated by the natural 
heirarchy of the income statement. That 
premise involves the major assumption of 
any enterprise, i.e., there are an adequate 
number of customers who prefer and who can 
afford the enterprise product. | 

Jd. Third level risk ratios are those which link 
the space-—-Cime product to the money-—Ctime 
reflections in balance sheets and P & L | 
statements. These ratios require some primary 

research. | 

1. Building efficiency ratio: 

Gross_leasable. area ____Usable area _ 
Gross buildng area or Gross leasable area 

or 

Gross _ leasable area Rentable_area 
Total site area or Usable area 

or 

Building surface area 
Gross leasable area
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2. Vacancy ratio: 

Space unit x # of units x rental payment 
periods per year x turnover rate x rental 

___ payments lost x_ rent _ 
# of units x # of payments x rent per 

period = (gross rent) 

1-bedroom apartments x 20 x 50% turnover 
x 1 month lost x $200/mo. 

20_x._50%_x_i_x 200 
20 x 12 x 200 

_2000 = _1 = 4.2% 
48000 24 

3. Absorption rate; 

Units sold or leased per period 
Total supply of units available 

for sale or lease 

4. Capture rate: 

Units in specific project 
sold_or leased per period 
Total competitive units 

sold or leased per period 

5. Sensitivity models or tables permit 
measurement of a change in one variable as 
compared to all other variables to establish 
the parameters of tolerance or to identify 
the most useful areas for further 
modification of the financial structure. 

6. <A signiticant weakness of second level ratios 
is the fact that they do not deal with time 
or the opportunity costs of money for 
comparison of investments with alternative 
patterns of cash outlays and receipts. 

K. Third level ratios modify comparisons for the 
influence of time, between one period and another 
or for cumulative periods of time. Prospective 
rates of return compare one time period with 
another while retrospective rates are concerned



ay 

with cumulative results. Probability models 
display the frequency distribution over time of 
alternative outcomes when certain variables are 
permitted to vary according to some pattern and 
parameter. 

Prospective rates 

1. Return on net worth before tax: | 

Cash throw-off + change in net worth 
Net worth at end of previous period 

2. Return on net worth after tax: 

Spendable cash + (change in net worth - 

change in taxes _on sale or transfer) __ 
Net worth at end of previous period - 
taxes on sale or transfer 

3. Cash on cash before taxes: 

_________ fash _throw-off oo 
Total cash budget less original debt 

4. Cash on cash after tax: 

Distributable cash + tax savings to other income 
Total cash budget less original debt 

Retrospective rates | 

5. Internal rate of return is that rate which 
makes the net present value difference © 
between the present value of outlays and the 
present value of receipts equal to zero. 

6. The modified internal rate of return 
(weighted average portfolio return) is the 
internal rate of return which makes the net 
present value difference of the outlays 
discounted at the opportunity cost of money 
and the cumulative receipts compounded at 
the reinvestment rate equal to zero. (The 
only difference between MIRR and the 
financial management rate of return FMRR is 
that the latter uses an average cost of
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capital rather than recognizing short-term 

financing of deficit operations.) 

7. Profitability index: 

Net present value of return 
Total cost of acquisition 

8. Net cumulative cash after taxes less original 
investment with and without resale proceeds 
after taxes on sale or transfer. 

Le. Sensitivity analysis involves fine tuning of 
controllable variables and testing of tolerance 
of project for variance or surprise. There are 
many computer systems which permit testing of 
physical plan (Exhibit 5) or tax and finance 
implications (Exhibit 6). 

M. New attempts to create real estate indexes of 
performance by property type over time are now 
experimental. 

1. Problems in accounting standardization. 

2. Problems in accounting/appraisal interface. 

3. Problems in appraisal standard practice.



EXHIBIT 5 an 

INPUT BATA LISTING 

BUILDING ID 
HATE 3 4 79 

TITLES 

TITLES SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

SQ FT IN TRACT 255698.00 

RUN NO. 1 | 

CONSTRUCTION-SHELL 0. SQFT AT S$ 0. ; 
CONSTRUCTION-INTERIOR 0. SQFT ATS 0. $ 
TOTAL BUILDING COST 60242. SQFT AT $19.69 = $ 

GRADE PARKING  454.55SQFT  275.00SPACES @ $ 0.50 

STRUCT. PKING 0. SQFT 0. SPACES @$ 0. 

LANDSCAPING 0. 
FF AND E 0. 

RESTAURANT 74538.00 

FEES . | 
ARCHITECTURE 0. 
ENGINEERING 0. 
LOAN FEES 20000.00 
CLOSING COSTS 0. 
TAXES AND INS 0. 
OPTIONAL TITLE OFTIONAL EXPENSES 
LEASING FEES 10640.00 

CONSTRUCTION INTERIN RATE 10.060 PCT 
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD § MONTHS 
LAND INTERIM RATE IS 0. PCT 

255698.00 SQUARE FEET aT $ 1.30 

INTERIM RATE 0. PCT FOR 0. MONTHS 

COST PER MONTH 0. FOR 0. HGNTHS 

OTHER LAND COSTS 0. |



CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE. 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STULY 

DATE: 3/11/79 
BLDG: 1 | 
RUN 3: { 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS DOLLARS 

TOTAL BUILDING COST 60242. SQ FT AT $ 19.49 $ 1186165. 
GRADE PARKING 275. SPACES AT $ 327. 90001. 
RESTAURANT 74538. 

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION 1350794. 

LOAN ORIGINATION FEES AT 1.5 PCT 20000. 
LEASING FEES AT 0.8 PCT 10640. 

CUMULATIVE SUBTOTAL 1381344. 

INTERIM INTEREST-CONSTRUCTION 
$ 1381344. AT 10.0 PCT FOR 8 HONTHS COMPOUNDED 52820. 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 1434144. 

LAND COSTS 

255698. SQFT AT $ 1.30 332407. 
INTERIM INTEREST-LAND 

| TOTAL LAND COST | 332407. 

TOTAL LAND AND CONSTRUCTION COST 1764571.
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PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOFPING CENTER CASE STUDY — 

FIXED PARAMETERS | PAGE = 1:«OF*12 

SITE : 255698. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-li- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLOG { 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT( 60242. SQ FT) 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571- 
LOAN 5 $ «61324929, 
EQUITY > $ 441643. 
FINANCING : 27. YEARS 9.425 PCT 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 
EXPENSES : $ 0.77 PER SQ FT 

ANNUAL CASH FLOUS 

VACANCY ALLOWANCE 

3.00 PCT 3.77 FCT 4.00 PCT 5.00 PCT 6.00 FCT 

RENTAL KATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

$ 3.225 5441. 4134. 3683. 1726. -232. 

$ 3.50 20250. 18526. 18142. 14033. 13925. 

$ 3.67 30184. 28492. 27973. 25762. 23551. 

$ 3.75 34859. 33119. 32600. 30341. 28081. 

$ 4.00 49467. 47612. 47058. 44649, 42238. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

VACANCY ALLOWANCE 

3.00 PCT 3.77 FCT 4.90 PCT 5.00 PCT 6.90 FCT 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

3.15 3.18 3.19 3.22 3.25
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PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TARLE 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARANETERS PAGE 2 OF 12 

SITE s 255698. SQUARE FEET RATE 3-lt- 79 
BUILDING : 60242, SQUARE FEET BLDG 1 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT( 60242. SQ FT) 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571. 
LOAN > $ 1324929. 
EQUITY > 6 $)~|— (441643. 
FINANCING : 27. YEARS 9.625 PCT 
VACANCY: 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 1 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

ANNUAL EXPENSE RATES FER SQ FT 

$ 0.70 $0.77 $ 9.30 $0.90 $ 1.96 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SO FT 

$ 3.25 8351. 4134. 2326. -3698. ~9722, 

$ 3.50 22843. 184626. 16819. 10795. A771. 

$ 3.67 32698. 28482. 26674, 20650. 14624. 

$ 3.75 37336. 33119. 31312. 25238. 19284, 

$ 4.00 51829. 47612. 45805. 39780. 33756. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

ANNUAL EXPENSE RATES PER SQ FT 

$ 0.70 $ 0.77 $ 9.80 $ 9.90 $ 1.090 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

3.41 3.18 3.21 3.31 3.42
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PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE = =—-.3:*OF*=*12 

SITE : 255698. SQUARE FEET — DATE 3-ti- 79 
BUILDING =: 60242. SQUARE FEET BLDG { 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT( 60242. SQ FT) 
LDAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571. 
LOAN © 86$ ©«61324929. | 
EQUITY > $ 441643. 
VACANCY: 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE | 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY | RUN 1 
EXPENSES : ¢$ 0.77 PER SQ FT | 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

FINANCING PARAMETERS 

27. YEARS 27. YEARS 27. YEARS 30. YEARS 25. YEARS 
9.62 PCT 9.75 PCT 10.00 PCT 10.25 PCT 9.50 PCT 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

$ 3.25 4134, 2716. -135. -453, 3109. 

$ 3.50 18624. 17208. 14358. 14039. 17601. 

$ 3.67 28492. 27063. 24213. 23994. 27456. 

$ 3.75 33119. 31701. 28851. 28532. 32094. 

$ 4.00 A7612. 44194, 43343. 43025. 46587. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

FINANCING PARAMETERS 

27. YEARS 27. YEARS 27. YEARS 30. YEARS 25. YEARS 
9.62 PCT 9.75 PCT 10.00 PCT 10.25 PCT 9.50 FCT 

RENTAL RATES . 
ANNUAL $/SQ@ FT 

3.18 3.20 3.25 3.264 3.20
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FRO FORHA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOFPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE: 4 0F 12 

SITE >: 255698. SQUARE FEET DATE  3-11- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET ELUG 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571. 
LOAN > $ 1324929, 
EQUITY > $$ 441643. 
FINANCING : 27. YEARS 9.625 PCT 
VACANCY: 3.77 PCT GF LEASEABLE 
OTK INCONE: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 1 
EXPENSES : ¢$ 0.77 PER SQ FT 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

BUILDING EFFICIENCY (FCT OF GROSS) 

99.40 PCT10G.00 PCT102.92 PCT106.24 FCTI09.56 FCT 
LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 PCT 80.00 FCT 

RENTAL RATES | 
ANNUAL $/5Q@ FT 

$ 3.25 17708. 12993. 3543. 4134, 9278. 

| $ 3.50 33586. 28390. 17998. 19476. 23194. 

$ 3.6? 44383. 38960. 27813. 28482, 33336. 

$ 3.75 49464, 43787. 32432. 33119. 38109. 

$ 4.00 65342. 59184. 46867. 47612. 53025. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

BUILDING EFFICIENCY (FCT GF GROSS) 

99.460 PCT100.00 PCTI92.92 PCT106.24 PCTI09.S6 FCT 
| LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 FCT 30.00 FCT 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ0 FT 

2 3.04 3.19 3.18 Se



FRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOPFING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE 5 OF 12 

SITE >: 255698. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-11- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLING 
EFFICIENCY: 100.90 PCT( 60242. S@ FT) 
FINANCING : 27. YEARS 9.625 PCT 
VACANCY: 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
GTR INCOME: $ O. ANNUALLY RUN 
EXPENSES : $ 0.77 FER SQ FT 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 PCT 30.00 PCT 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

$ 3.25 13326. 9649, 4134. -1382. -5059. 

$ 3.50 27819. 24142, 18626. 13111. 9434, 

$ 3.47 37674. 33997. - 28482. 22966. 19299. 

$ 3.75 42312. 33635. 33119. 27604. 23927. 

$ 4.00 56804. 53127. 47612. 42096. 39420. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

LGAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 FET 75.00 PCT 79.00 FCT 90.00 PCT 

RENTAL RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

3.02 3.08. 3.19 3.27 3.34



PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE 6 OF 12 

SITE : 255698. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-11- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLDG 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT( 60242. S@ FT) 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571. 
LOAN 2 $ 1324929, 
EQUITY s  $ 441643. 
REVENUE : $ 3.67 PER SQ FT 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 
EXPENSES : ¢$ 0.77 PER SQ FT 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

FINANCING PARAMETERS 

27. YEARS 27. YEARS 27. YEARS 30. YEARS 25. YEARS 
9.62 PCT 9.75 PCT 10.00 PCT 10.25 PCT 9.50 PCT 

VACANCY RATES 

3.00 PCT 30184. «= 28766. =o 25915. = 25597. «= 29159. 

3.77 PCT 29482. 27063. 24213. 23894. 27456. 

4.00 PCT 27973. 26555. 23704. 23384. 26948. 

5.00 PCT 25762. 24344. 21494. 21175. 24737. 

6.00 PCT 23551. 22133. 19283. 18964, 22526. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

FINANCING PARAMETERS 

27. YEARS 27. YEARS 27. YEAKS 30. YEARS 25. YEARS 
9.62 PCT 9.75 PCT 10.00 PCT 10.25 PCT 9.50 PCT 

VACANCY RATES 

3.00 FCT 3.15 3.18 3.23 3.23 3.17 

3.77 PCT 3.18 3.20 3.25 3.26 3.20 

4.00 PCT 3.19 3.21 3.26 3.27 3.20 

5.00 PCT 3.22 3.24 3.29 3.30 3.24 

| 5.00 PCT 3.25 3.29 3.330 3.54 3.27



PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 9 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE 7? OF 12 

SITE s 255698. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-11- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLDG { 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT{- 60242. SQ FT) 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571. 
LOAN > 6 $)«61324929. 
EQUITY >: $)~| (441643. 
REVENUE : ¢ 3.47 PER SQ@ FT | 
VACANCY = ¢ 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 1 

ANNUAL CASH FLOUS 

FINANCING PARAMETERS 

27. YEARS 27. YEARS 27. YEARS 30. YEARS 25. YEARS 
9.62 PCT 9.75 PCT 10.00 PCT 10.25 PCT 9.50 PCT 

EXPENSE RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ@ FT 

$ 0.70 32699. 31280. 28430. 28111. 31673. 

$ 0.77 29482. 27043. 24213. 23894, 27456. 

$ 0.80 26474. 25256. 22406. 22087. 25649. 

$ 0.90 20650. 19232, 16381. 16063. 194625. 

$ 1.00 14626. 13208. 10357. 10039. 13401. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

FINANCING PARAMETERS 

27. YEARS 27. YEARS 27. YEARS 30. YEARS 25. YEARS 
9.62 PCT 9.75 PCT 10.00 PCT 10.25 PCT 9.50 PCT 

EXPENSE RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

$ 0.70 3.41 3.13 3.18 3.99 3.12 

$ 0.77 3.18 3.20 3.25 3.26 3.20 

$ 0.80 3.21 3.23 3.28 3.29 3.23 

$ 0.99 3.31 3.34 3.39 3.39 3.33 

$ 1.00 3.42 3044 3.49 3.50 3.44



“RO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOFPING CENTER CASE STULY 

FIXED PARAKETERS FAGE 8 OF 12 

SITE -; 955498. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-ti- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLUG i 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1746571. 
LOAN > $ «1524929, 
EQUITY > o$)~| (441643. 
FINANCING : 27. YEARS 9.625 FCT 
REVENUE =: ¢ 3.67 PER SQ FT 
VACANCY : 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

BUILDING EFFICIENCY (PCT OF GROSS) 

99.60 PCT100.00 PCTI02.92 PCT106.24 PCT109.56 FCT 
LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.90 FCT 73.00 PCT 80.00 FCT 

EXPENSE RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ@ FT 

$ 0.70 49003. 43340. 32013. 32498. 37676. 

$0.77 44383. 38860. 27813. 28482. 33336. 

$ 0.80 42403. 34940. 26013. 26674. F147. 

$ 0.90 35803. 30540. 20013, 29650. 25276. 

$ 1.00 29203. 24140. 14013. 14626. 19075. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

BUILDING EFFICIENCY (PCT OF GROSS) 

99.60 PCTI00.00 PCTI02.92 PCT106.24 PCTI09.54 PCT 
LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 FCT 75.00 FCT 78.00 PLT 86.90 PET 

EXPENSE RATES | 
ANNUAL $/S@ FT 

$ 0.70 2.90 2.97 3.12 3.1 3.04 

$ 0.7? 2.97 3.04 3.19 3.18 3.1t 

$ 0.80 3.00 3.07 3.22 3.21 3.14 

$ 0.90 3.11 “37? 3.31 3.25 

ss mom 77 AT? 3.35



PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STULY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE 9? OF 12 

SITE ; _ 255498. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-11-79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLDG 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT( 60242. SQ FT) | 
FINANCING : 27. TEARS 9.625 PCT / 
REVENUE : ¢ 3.67 PER SQ FT | 
VACANCY: 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
OTR INCOME: ¢$ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS = | 

LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 PCT 80.00 PCT 

EXPENSE RATES 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

$ 0.70 41891. 38214. 32698. 27183. 23506. 

$ 0.77 37474. 33997. 29482. 22966. 19289. 

$ 0.80 35867. 32190. 26674, 21159. 17482, 

$ 0.90 29942. 26165. 20650. 15135. 11458. 

$ 1.00 23818. 20141. 14426. 9110. 5434. 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

LOAN TO COST RATIC 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 FCT 30.00 PCT 

EXPENSE RATES | 
ANNUAL $/SQ FT 

$ 0.70 2.95 3.91 3.44 3.29 3.25 

$ 0.77 3.02 3.08 3.18 3.27 3.34 

$ 0.80 3.05 3.41 3.21 3.31 3.357 

$ 0.90 3.14 3.22 3.31 3.44 3.47 

$ 1.00 3.26 3.32 3.42 3.51 3.58
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PRO FORMA CASH FLOW TABLE 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE 10 OF 12 

SITE : 255698. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-11-79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET  —_—_—sBLDG 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT( 60242. SQ FT) 
REVENUE : $ 3.67 PER SQ FT | | 
VACANCY : 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
OTR INCOME: $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 
EXPENSES : $ 0.77 PER SQ FT 

ANNUAL CASH FLOWS 

LOAN TO COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 PCT 80.00 PCT 

FINANCING EEE EEE 

27.YR 9.62PCT 37674. «= «33997. «= 28482. «= 22946. 19289. 

27.YR 9.75PCT 34350. 32636. «27063. 21491. 17777. 

27.YR 10.00PCT 33690. «29899. «= 24213. «= 18527. :14736. 

30.YR 10.25PCT 33393. 29573. 23894. 18195. 14396. 

| 25.YR 9.50PCT 34717. 33013. 27456. = 21900. 18196, 

BREAKEVEN RENTAL RATES 

LOAN TG COST RATIO 

70.00 PCT 72.00 PCT 75.00 PCT 78.00 PCT 80.00 PCT 

FINANCING CO ne 

27.YR 9.62 PCT 3.02 3.08 3.18 3.27 3.34 

27.YR 9.75 PCT 3.04 3.11 3.20 3.30 3.36 

27.YR 10.00 PCT 3.09 3.15 3.25. 3.35 3.42 

30.YR 10.25 PCT 3.09 3.16 3.26 3.36 3.42 

25.YR 9.50 PCT 3.04 3.10 3.20 3.29 3.36



| 31 
SENSITIVITY TABLE 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUBY 

FIXED PARAMETERS PAGE 11 OF 12 

SITE : 2554698. SQUARE FEET DATE 3-l!- 79 
BUILDING : 60242. SQUARE FEET BLDG 
EFFICIENCY: 100.00 PCT OF GROSS 
LOAN RATIO: 75.00 PCT OF $ 1766571. 
EQUITY > $ 441643. 
FINANCING : 27. YEARS 9.625 PCT 
REVENUE : ¢$ 3.67 PER SQ FT 
VACANCY: 3.77 PCT OF LEASEABLE 
PARK/OTHER: = $ 0. ANNUALLY RUN 
EXPENSES +: $ 0.77 PER SQ@ FT 
CONSTRUCTION AND LAND COST 1766571. 
CONSTRUCTION INTERIN RATE 10.000 PCT 
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD 8 MONTHS 
LAND INTERIM RATE IS 0. PCT 

EFFECT OF SELECTED CHANGES IN PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER CHANGE INCREASE IN EFFECT ON 

CASH FLOW CONSTRUCTION 

DECREASE CONSTRUCTION COST $ 100,000 $ 11050. $ -106179. 
DECREASE CONSTRUCTION $ 1.00 PER SQ FT 6657. -63964, 
INCREASE CONSTRUCTION PERIOD 1 MONTH -1198, 11511. 
DECREASE CONST AND LAND INTERIM 1 PCT 590. -5473. 
DECREASE TOTAL LAND COST BY $ 332407. 34594, 
INCREASE BUILDING EFFICIENCY 1 PCT 1664. 
INCREASE RENTAL RATE $ .10 PER SQ FT 5797. 
DECREASE VACANCY RATE 1PCT : 221. 
DECREASE OPERATING RATE $ .10 PER SQ FT 6024, 
DECREASE PERMANENT RATE .25PCT 2821. 
DECREASE PERMANENT LOAN TERM BY 1 YEAR -1136. 
DECREASE PERMANENT LOAN TERM BY 5 YEARS -7252, 
DECREASE THE LOAN RATIO BY 5 PERCENT 9192. 

EQUIVALENT EFFECT TO YIELD 
A $ 5000. INCREASE IN ANNUAL CASH FLOW 

DECREASE CONSTRUCTION COSTS BY $ 45249, 
DECREASE CONSTRUCTION COST BY $ 0.75 PER SQ FT 
DECREASE LAND COST (NO INTERIM) BY $ 49045. 
DECREASE CONSTRUCTION PERION BY 4.2 MONTHS 
DECREASE INTERIM INTEREST BY 8.47 PCT 
INCREASE BUILDING EFFICIENCY BY 3.01 PCT 
INCREASE RENT RATE BY $ 0.09 PER SQ FT 
DECREASE VACANCY BY 2.26 PCT 
DECREASE EXPENSE RATE BY $ 0.08 PER SQ FT 
DECREASE PERMANENT RATE BY 0.44 PCT 
INCREASE PERMANENT LOAN TERM BY 3.4 YEARS 
DECREASE LOAN RATIO BY 2.7 PERCENT



CASH FLOW PRO FORMA USING FARAHETER NORMS dé 

SHOPPING CENTER CASE STUDY 

DATE: 3/11/ 79 
BLDG: 
RUN os 1 

GROSS SQUARE FEET IN BUILDING: 60242. 
BUILDING EFFICIENCY : 100.0 PCT 
NET LEASEABLE SQUARE FOOTAGE : $0242. 

_ LAND AND CONSTRUCTION COST : $ 1766571. 
LOAN TO COST RATIO : " 79.0 PCT 
ORIGINAL LOAN AMGUNT > $ 1324929, | 

EQUITY REQUIREMENT :$ - 441643. 

PERMANENT INTEREST RATE : 9.625 PCT 
TERM OF LOAN 27. YEARS 

ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE : $ 137885. 

ANNUAL DOLLARS 

| GROSS INCOME : 60242. SQ FT AT $ 3.67 221088. 
LESS: VACANCY GF 3.77 PCT 9335. 

GROSS EFFECTIVE INCOME 212753. 

QPERATING EXPENSES: 460242. SQ FT AT $ 0.77 44386. 

NET OPERATING INCOME 156367. 

| DEBT SERVICE (10.41 PCT CONSTANT) 137385. 

PRO FORMA CASH FLOW 23482, 

RETURN ON EQUITY 6.45 PERCENT 

DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE: 1.207 

DEFAULT RATIO : 83.35 PERCENT 

PROGRAM STOP AT 17870 

USED 17.97 UNITS 
/COST OFF 

ACCRUED CHARGES SINCE SIGNIN , 
$ 3.92 COMPUTER 

6.35 CONNECT 
5.70 CHARACTERS 

$ 15.87 TOTAL 
EFFICIENCY = 99.8 
00028.09 CRU 0600.44 TCH 0041.46 KC 

OFF AT 16:59CST 03/12/79
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EXHIBIT 6 

VALTEST 

A DEMONSTRATION PACKET 

PREPARED BY 

LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

PREPARED FOR 

THE REAL ESTATE ANALYSTS NORTHSTAR USERS GROUP 

SEPTEMBER 24 AND 25, 1982 

COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA |



140 

VALTEST 

DEMONSTRATION 1 

INFUT ASSUMETIONS 
REEL EEE ES EEK EEE 

1. ENTER PROJECT NAME 7 J 
3. EXTER PROJECTION PERION ? 5 
3. 10 YOU WANT TO ENTER EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE INSTEAD OF NOI? N 

TO REPEAT PREVIQUS YEAR’S NOI/EGR FOR BAL OF PROJECTION ENTER 0 
N.O.1. YEAR 17 59000 
N.O.1. YEAR 27 5000 
N.O.1. YEAR 37 6000 
N.O.1. YEAR 4? 6000 
N.O.1. YEAR §7 7000 

4. ACQUISITION COST: 7 50000 
5. [0 YOU WANT TO USE STANEASH FINANCING? Y OR N?Y 

MTG. RATIO OR AMOUNT, INTL, TERM, NO FAY/YR ? 1d, .72, 25. 12 
G. ENTER RATIO OF IMP WI/TOTAL VALUE. LIFE OF IM #17 .8. 15 

IS THERE A SECOND IKFROVEMENT? Y OR NT WN 
7. DEFRECIATION METHOD, IMPROVEMENT 41 7 2 

ENTER B.B. 2: % 175 
IS PROPERTY SUBSIDIZED HOUSING @ Y OR N 7N 
IS PROPERTY RESIDENTIAL? Y OR KN? Y 

8. IS OWNER A TAXAELE CORPORATIGN? Y OR N ZY 
CORPORATE FEDERAL. OREINARY TAX RATE COULD BE : 

17% - 46% (1978 Lau, EFFECTIVE 1979) 
16% - 46% (1981 LAW, EFFECTIVE 1982) | 
15% - 46% (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1983 & THEREGFTER) 

MAXIMUM CORFORATE CAFITAL GAIN ALTERNATIVE TAX RATE IS 28% 

(FLUS STATE RATE) 

ENTER: 

1) EFFECTIVE GREINARY RATE 2) ESFECTIVE ORDINARY RATE iYEAS OF SALE? 
2? 46, .46 
9, RESALE PRICE (NET OF SALE COSTS) 7? 60000 | 
10. IS THERE LENDER PARTICIPATION ?7N 
11. ENTER GUNER’S AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE (Ea 9 
12. EXTER GUNER‘S AFTER TAX OFFORTUNITY COST OF EBuITY FuNnS (yx? ¢ 

FILE = JEAN LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC.
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DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

AFTER TAX CASH FLOW PROJECTION 
J 

DATE 9/14/82 

DATA SUMMARY 
CHAE EERE ES EE EEE SE 

ACQUISTN COST: $50,006. MTG. AMT.: $49,090. 
NOI 1ST YR: $5,000. MIG. INTs: “1d 0 
ORG. EQUITY: $10,060. MTG. TERK: 25. YRS 
CTO {ST YEAR: $-55. DEET SERVICE 1ST YEAR: $5,055. 

MTG. CONST.: .1263869 
IMP. #1 VALUE: $40,000. IMP. #1 LIFE: 15. | 
INC. TX RATE: 46% | 
SALE YR RATE: 46% QUNER: CORPORATION | 

DEPRECIATION IMPROVEMENT 416: 175% DH. 
RESIDENTIAL PROFERTY 

LENIER PARTICIFATION: CASH THROU-OFF: NONE REVERSIGH: AGRE 

NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS PROVIDED BY JEAN 
ARE PROFER OR THAT THE CURRENT TAX ESTIMATES USED IN THIS 
PROJECTION WILL BE ACCEFTABLE-TG TAXING AUTHORITIES. NO ESTIMATE 
HAS KEEN MADE OF MINIMUM PREFERENCE TAX. CAFITAL LOSSES IN YEAR OF 
SALE ARE TREATED AS ORDINARY LOSSES (SECTION 1231 PROPERTY) AND 
ARE CREDITED AGAINST TAXES PAID AT THE 
ORLINARY RATE AT THE TIME OF SALE. | 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (N.ILR.R.) 
CALCULATION, NEGATIVE CASH IN ANY GNE FERICD IS COVERED 
BY A CONTRIBUTION FROM EQUITY IN THAT PERIOD 

MIG INT & TAX T&XABLE  INCGME AFTER Tax 

YEAR NOI LENDERS x LEP INCOME Tax CASH FLOU 
1. 5000. 4785. Abb? ~4453. -2649, 1994. 
2. 5000. 4751. 4122, ~3B74, -1783. 1728, 
3. 6000. 4713, 3641. -2355, ~1024, IGIS 
4. £200. AGL. 3216. -{S57. -Sc?. 1814. 
5, 7000. 4620. 2541, ~452, ~214, 1459, 

$29000. $23539. $19488. $-13031. $-5999. $9722.



DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

RESALE PRICE: $49,009. 1ST YK B4 TAX EG DIV: -.59548% 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $38,261. AVG BERT COVER RATIO: 1.1473 
PROCEEDS BEFGRE TAXES: $21,739. 
LESS LENDER‘’S Z: $0. 
NET SALES PROCEELS 
BEFORE TAXES: $21,737. 

RESALE PRICE: $69,000. 
LESS LENDER’S Z: $0. 
NEY RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 
LESS BASIS: $31,512. 
TOTAL GAIN: $28,488. 
EXCESS DEFRECIATION: $5,155. 
CAFITAL GAIN: $23,333. 
ORDINARY GAIN: $5,155. 

TAX GON GRDINARY GAIN: $2,371. 
TAX ON CAPITAL GAIN: $6,533. 
PLUS MORTGAGE BAL: $38,261. 
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM 
NET RESALE FRICE: $47,164. 

NET SALES FPROCEERS 
AFTER TAX: $12,834. 

IF FURCHASED AS AHOVE, HELE 5 YEARS & SOLU FOR $69,060. 
THE MOGIFIED ILR.K. BEFORE TAXES IS 20.4487% AND AFTER TAXES IS 19.5605% 
ASSUMING AN AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE OF 92, AND GPEORTUNITY COST OF 92
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DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

MORTGAGE ANALYSIS ; | 

MERE EEE EEE EEE EE EEE K 

MORT MORT DEBT MTG. 
YEAR NOY INT. AMORT SERV DCR BAL. | 

1. 5000. 4785. 270. 5055. .989 39730. 
2. 5000. 4751. 304. 5055. 989 39426. 
3. 6000. 4713. 343. 5055. 1.197 39083. 
4. 6000, 46469. 386. 5055. 1.187 38697. 
5. 7000. 4420. 435. 5055. 1.385 38261. 

AVG $5,800. 1.147 

DISTRIBUTIGN GF CASH THROU-OFF 
J 

CASH THROW-OFF CASH THROW-OFF CASH BONUS 
YEAR TOTAL TO EQUITY TO LENDER 

1. -55. -55. 0. 
2. -55. “55.00 ¢0—— 
3. 945. 945. 0. 
4. 945. 945. 0. 
5. 19745. 1945. Q. 

3723. 3723. 0. 

RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $38,241. 
PROCEEDS BEFORE TAXES: $21,739. 
LESS LENDER’S X: $0. 
NET SALES FROCEELS 
BEFORE TAXES: $21,739. 

CASH THROW-OFF = 62% REVERSION = OX



DEMONSTRATION 1 (Cont.) 

- DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE von ! 

IMPROVEMENT t 1 
175% DB. 

RESIDENTIAL 
HR K ERE EE EASE EE ESE EEE EE 

YEAR TAX BEP. S.L. DEP. EXCESS DEP BALANCE 
1. 4656.7 2666.7 2000.0 35333.3 
2. 4122.2 2666.7 1455.4 3121.1 
3. 3641.3 2666.7 974.4 27569 .8 
A. 3216.5 2666.7 549.8 24353.3 
5. 2841.2 2656.7 174.4 2512.1 

TOTAL 18487.9 13333.3 5154.6 

EQUITY ANALYSIS 
J 

FEREEEET EEE EEE EEE 

BEFORE TAX EQUITY DIVIDEND 
YR ENB CASH RETURK : 

YR NOI EQUITY AMOUNT ORG EQ CUR EQ 
t. $5,000. $10,325. $-55. -.0055 -.0054 
2. 5,000. 10,685. -55. -.0055 -.0052 
3. 4,090. 11,028, 945. .0745 .085¢ 
4, 6,020, 11,414. 945. .0745 0227 
5. 7,000. 11,2850. 1,945. .1945 11641 

QRIGINAL EQUITY: § 10000
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VALTEST 

DEMONSTRATION 2 

INPUT ASSUMPTIONS 
SFE ee Pee EEE LEE EEE 

1. ENTER FROJECT NAME ? CARDINAL-2 

a. EXTER PROJECTION PERIOS % 45 

3. DO YOU WANT TO ENTER EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE INSTEAD GF NOI? N 
TO REPEAT PREVIOUS YEAR’S NOI/EGR FOR BAL OF PROJECTION ENTER 0 

H.O.2. YEAR 17 81745 

N.O.1. YEAR 2? 81920 

N.G.1. YEAR 37 98910 
N.G.1. YEAR 4? 108809 

N.O.2. YEAR GS? 117689 

4. ACQUISITION COST: ? 1607000 

D2. 2O YOU WANT 19 USE STANDARD FINANCING? Y GR NY 

MTG. RATIO OR AMOUNT, INT., TERM, NO PAY/YR ? 647060, .1523é, 30, 12 
G&. ENTER RATIO OF TMP Wi/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMF #17 8149, 15 

IS THERE A SECOND IMPROVEMENT? Y OR N? Y 

ENTER RATIO OF IMP ®2/TOTAL VALUE, LITE OF IMP #27 .781, 15 

ENTER REHARILITATION TAX CREDIT FOR IMP #25 1976425 

1S STRUCTURE A CERTIFIED HISTORICAL LANDMARK? Y OR NY 

fe DEFRECTATION METHOL, IMPROVEMENT &1 7 1 

DEPRECIATION METHOD, IMPROVEMENT #2 7 1 

IS PROPERTY SUBSIBIZED HOUSING 7 Y GR N TN 

IS FROPERTY RESILENTIAL? Y OR N? Y 

S. IS QUNER A TAXABLE CORPORATION? Y GR N ?N 

| THE MAXIMUM FEBERAL INDIVIDUAL GROUINARY RATE COULD BE: 

7OZ (PRE-1781 LAW) 

S0Z (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1982) 

(PLUS STATE RATE) 

| ENTERS 
1) EFFECTIVE GROINARY RATE 2) EFFECTIVE ORDINARY RATE (YEAR OF SALE) 

P65, eS 
9. RESALE PRICE (NET GF SALE COSTS) ? 1258750 

10. IS THERE LENDER FARTICIFPATION @N 

Ti. ENTER GUNER’S AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE (24)? 11 

12. ENTER QUNER’S AFTER TAX QFFORTUNITY COST OF EQUITY FURDS (2)? 11 

FILE = CARD2A LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC.
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DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

AFTER TAX CASH FLOW PROJECTION 
CARBINAL-2 

DATE 9/14/82 

BATA SUANARY | 
KOE E ESE SEE EEE ES 

ACQUISTN COST: $1,007,000. NTG. ANT.s $647,900. 
NOI 1ST YRs $81,745. MTG. INT. 15.2346% 
ORG. EQUITY: $360,000. MTG. TERS: 30. YRS 
CTO 1ST YEAR: $-17,893. REBT SERVICE 1ST YEAR: $97,638. 

MTG. CONST.: .15400037 
IMP. #1 VALUE: $150,043. IMF. #1 LIFEs 15. 
IMP. #2 VALUE: $786,467. IMP. #2 LIFE: 15. 
INC. TX RATEs 50% 
SALE YR RATE: 502% QUNER: INDIVIDUAL 

DEPRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #1 = STRAIGHT LINE 
DEPRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #2 = STRAIGHT LINE 
RESIDENTIAL PROFERTY 
CERTIFIED HISTORICAL STRUCTURE 
LENDER PARTICIPATION: CASH THROW-OGFF: NONE REVERSION: NONE 

NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS PROVIDED BY JEAN 
ARE PROPER OR THAT THE CURRENT TAX ESTIMATES USEG IN THIS 
PROJECTION WILL BE ACCEPTABLE TO TAXING AUTHORITIES. NO ESTIMATE 
HAS BEEN MALE OF MINIMUM PREFERENCE TAX. CAPITAL LOSSES IW YEAR OF 
SALE ARE TREATED AS ORDINARY LOSSES (SECTION 1231 PROPERTY) ANE 
ARE CREDITED AGAINST TAXES PAID AT - TRE 
ORDINARY RATE AT THE TIME OF SALE. 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE MODIFIES INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (M.I-R.R.) 
CALCULATION, NEGATIVE CASH IN ANY ONE PERIOD IS COVERED 
BY A CONTRIBUTION FROM EQUITY IN THAT PERIOD 

MTG INT & TAX TAXABLE INCOME AFTER TAX 
YEAR NOI LENDERS z DEF INCOME TAX CASH FLOW 

1. 81745. 98500. 62434. ~79199. -236271, 2198328. 
2. 81920. 98313. 62434, -78928. -39415. 21697, 
3. 98910. 9BG97. 62434. -61622, -39312. 3o0s4. 
4. 08800. 97845. 62434, -51480, -25741. SAIGT. 
5S. 119889. 97552. 62434, -40307. -20154. 40195. 

$491055. S$470307, S$3I2I7G.  €-371427. | $-352543. $345207,. 

NOTE: 1ST YEAS S TAX REDUCED HY £195,625. SOR TAY CRENIT Giar 42)
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DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

RESALE PRICE: $1,258,750. 1ST YR B4 TAX EQ DIVNe  -4.9703% 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $639,115. AVG DEBT COVER RATIGC: 9857 
PROCEEDS BEFORE TAXES: $619,635. 
LESS LENDER‘S Zs: $9. 
NET SALES FROCEEBS | 
BEFORE TAXES: $419,635. 

RESALE PRICE: $1,258,750. 
LESS LENBER’S ds $0. 
NET RESALE FRICE: $1,258,750. - 
LESS BASIS: $494,830. 
TOTAL GAIN: $543,929. 
EXCESS DEFRECIATION: $9. 
CAPITAL GAIN: $543,920. 
ORDINARY GAIN: $0. 

TAX ON ORDINARY GAIN: $0. 
TAX ON CAPITAL GAIN: $112,784. 
PLUS MORTGAGE BAL: $639,115. 
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM 
NET RESALE PRICE: $751,899. - 

NET SALES PROCEEDS 
AFTER TAX: $506,851. 

IF PURCHASEL AS ABOVE, HELD 5S YEARS & SCLD FOR $1,259,750. 
THE MODIFIER IRR. BEFORE TAXES 19 10.5095% AXD AFTER TAXES IS 22.27744% 
ASSUMING AN AFTER TAX REINVESTHENT RATE GF 112, ANG GPFORTUNITY COST OF ii%



DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

PISTRIZUTION CF CASH THRGU-CEF 
CARDINAL-2 | 

CASH THROU-OFF CASH THROU-OFF CASH BONUS 
YEAR TOTAL TO EQUITY TO LENDER 

1. -17893. -17893. 0. 
2. ~1?718. -17718. G. 
3. -728. -728. 0. 
4. 9162. 9182. 0. 
5. 20042. 20042, 0. 

~7136. ~7136. 0. 

RESALE PRICE: $1,258,750. | 
LESS -MORTGAGE BALANCE: $639,115. 
PROCEEDS BEFORE TAXES: $419,635. 
LESS LENDER’S 2: $0. 
NET SALES PROCEEDS 
BEFORE TAXES: $619,435. 

CASH THROU-OFF = 02% REVERSION = 02 

MORTGAGE ANALYSIS 
CARLINAL-2 

SEES ESET ESE AA ESE EEE 

MORT MORT NEBT NIG. 
YEAR NOI INT. AMORT SERY DCR RAL. 

1. 81745. 98500. 1139. 99438. -820 645661. 
2. 81920. 98313. 1325, 99638. 822 644537, 
3. 98910. 96097. 154}. 99438. 993 642995. 
4, 108800. 97845. 1793. 99438. 1.992 641292, , 
5. 119480. 97552. 2086. 994638. 1.201 639115. 

AVG $95,211. 98S 

EQUITY ANALYSIS 
 CARLINAL-2 

SV E4-5 85 4225: 4 4 

BEFORE TAX EQUITY DIVIDEND 
YE EXD CASH RETURN 

YR NOI EQUITY ANOUNT ORG EQ CUs ED 
1. $81,745. $379,032. $-17,893. -.0457 -.0472 
2. 81, 92¢. 3TE, 075, “17,718. -.0492 - 0445 
3. 98,910. 490,345. -F26. -.0620 -.G018 
4. 108,896. AN2,13S. G,182. .0253  e22¢ 
5. 119,466. 404,224, 20,042, .0557 .04%6 

ORIGINAL EDUITY: § 360226



DEMONSTRATION 2 (Cont.) 

BEPRECIATIGN SCHEBULE 
CARDINAL-2 

IMPROVEMENT # 1 
STRAIGHT LINE 
RESIDENTIAL 

SEES E SEE EEE ESE 4 0:59 $4 ££ 

YEAR TAX DEP. Seb. BEP. EXCESS DEP BALANCE 
1. 10002.9 $0002.69 .0 140940.1 
2. 10002.9 10002.9 0 $30937.3 
3. 10002.9 10002.9 0 129024.4 
4. 10002.9 1002.9 0 119931.5 
5. 10002.9 1600229 0 £00328.7 

SUB-TOTAL 5001423 50014.3 0 

DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE 
CARDINAL -2 

IMPRGVENENT # 2 
STRAISHT LINE 
RESIBENTIAL 

SESE EEE EEF 54 EEE EEE EEK 

YEAR TAX BEF. S.L. DEP. EXCESS DEF BALANCE 
1. 5243161 524311 0 734635.9 
2. 52431.1 52431.1 0 681604.7 
3. 5243161 5243161 0 62917326 
4. 5 2431.1 5243161 0 5726742.5 
5. 5243101 5243161 0 S7A311.3 

SUB-TOTAL - 2621557 26215567 9 

TOTAL 312170.8 $1217 6.9 Sg



5D 
VALTEST - DEMONSTRATION 3 

INPUT ASSUMETIONS 
AEELEEET EEE TE REELED 

1. ENTER PROJECT NAME ? SELL AT LOSS TEST 
2. ENTER PROJECTION PERIOD ? § | | 
3. HO YOU WANT TO EXTER EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE INSTEAD OF NOI? Y 

TO REPEAT FREVIGUS YEARS NOI/EGR FOR RAL OF FROUECTION ENTER 0 

FFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 17 13800 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 27 14216 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 37 1990 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 47 15989 
EFFECTIVE GROSS REVENUE YEAR 57 15530 

VAR OF EXPENSE (%) YEAR 17? 6 
VAR OF EXFENSE (Z) YEAR 27 5 
VAR OP EXFENSE (Z) YEAR 37 0 

FIXED OF EXPENSE YEAR 17 37090 
FIXED OF EXFENSE YEAR 27 39206 
FIXED OF EXFENSE YEAR 37 4760 
FIXED GF EXFENSE YEAR 47 4470 
FIXEN OF EXPENSE YEAR 5S? 44670 

A. ACQUISITION COST: ? 646000 | 
S. 00 YOU WANT TO USE STANDARD FINANCING? Y OR Nay 

MTG. RATIO OR AMOUNT, INT., TERM, NO PAY/YR ? 49500, .18, 25, 12 
4. ENTER RATIO OF IMF #i/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMF #1? 1.25. 15 

IS THERE A SECOND IMPROVEMENT? Y GR N? Y 
ENTER RATIO OF IMP W2/TOTAL VALUE, LIFE OF IMF #27 .55, 15 
EXTER REHABILITATION TAX CREBIT FOR IMP HZ: 99075 
IS STRUCTURE A CERTIFIER HISTORICAL LANDHARK? Y GR N7Y * 

7. DWEFRECIATION METHOD, IMPROVEMENT Ht 7? 2 ~ 
ENTER DLR. %s 7 175% 
DEPRECIATION METHOD, INPFROVENENT H2 7 2 
EXTER DR. Z: ? 175% *For Hlustrative 
IS PROFERTY SUESIDIZED HOUSING 7 Y OR N ?N Purposes Only 
IS FROFERTY RESIDENTIAL? Y OR A? N 

8. IS OWNER & TAXABLE CORFGRATION? Y GEN 7Y 
CGORFORATE FEDERAL ORBINARY TAX FATE COULD BE : 

17% - 46% (1978 Lau, EFFECTIVE 1279) 
162 - 44% (1981 LAL, EFFECTIVE 1992) 
152 - 46% (1981 LAU, EFFECTIVE 1983 &% THEREAFTER) 

MAXIMUM CORFOSATE CAFITAL GAIN ALTERNATIVE TAX RATE IS 287 

(PLUS STATE RATE) 

ENTER: 

1) EFFECTIVE Q&2iNARY RATE 2) EFFECTIVE GRLINARY RATE CYESR GS SALED 
7 4, 44 
9. RESALE FRICE (n&? GF SALE COSTS) 7? 60005 
10. IS THERE LENDES PARTICIPATION ?Y¥ 

ENTek CASH THRGE-GFr C2}, FROQLESHS EESGRE TAXES (432 5, 5 

71. ENTES GUNER'S AFTER TA REINVESTMENT RATE (257 9 
12. ENTER OWNER S AFTER TAR OFFOSTURITY COST OF EQUITY FURES (z17 9 

FILE = SALTEST4 LANDMARK RESEARCH, INC.
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DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

AFTER TAX CASH FLDU FROUECTIGN 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

BATE 7/14/82 

DATA SUMMARY — 
SEER REECE EEE 

ACQUISTN COST: $46,000. ATG. ANT. $49,500. 
NOL {ST YR: $9,272. MTG. INT.: 18% 
GRG. EQUITY: $16,500. MTG. TERM: 25. YRS 
C10 1ST YEAR: $258. DEBT SERVICE 1ST YEAR: $9,014. 

MTG. CONST.: .1920916 
IMP. #1 VALUE: $16,500. IMP. #1 LIFE: 15. 
IMP. #2 VALUE: $36,300. IMP. #2 LIFE: 15. 
INC. TX RATE: 40% 
SALE YR RATE: 402 OUNER: CORPORATION 

DEFRECIATION IMFROVEMENT #1 2 175% D.R. 
DEPRECIATION IMPROVEMENT #2 = 175% D.H. 
NON-RESIBENTIAL PROFERTY 
CERTIFIER HISTORICAL STRUCTURE 
LENDER PARTICIPATION: CASH THROU-OGFF: 52% REVERSION: 5% 

NO REFRESENTATION IS MALE THAT THE ASSUMPTIONS PROVIDED BY USAN 
ARE PROFER OR THAT THE CURRENT TAX ESTIMATES USED IN THIS 
PROJECTION WILL BE ACCEPTABLE TO TAXING AUTHORITIES. NO ESTIMATE 
HAS BEEN MABE OF MINIMUM PREFERENCE TAX. CAPITAL LOSSES IN YEAR OF 
SALE ARE TREATED AS ORDINARY LOSSES (SECTION 1231 PROPERTY) ANE 
ARE CREDITED AGAINST TAXES PAID aT THE 
ORDINARY RATE AT THE TIME GF SALE. 
FOR THE PURFOSE OF THE MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE GF RETURN (N.I.R.R.? 
CALCULATION, NEGATIVE CASH IN ANY ONE PERIOD IS COVERED 
BY A CONTRIBUTION FROM EQUITY IN THAT PERIOD 

MTG INT & TAX TAXABLE INCOME AFTER TAX 
YEAR NOI LENDERS % DEF INCOME TAX CASH FLOW 

1. 9272. 8914. 6160. -5863, -11397. 11443. 
2. 9580. 8907. S441, -4770. ~1909. 2447, 
3. -3210. 8953. 4807, -16870. 6749, -5475. 
4. 9916. 8846. A246. ~3197. -1280. 2137, 
5. 10084. 8837. 3750. -2505. -1003. 2919. 

$35441. $44377. $24404, $-23145. $-22338. $12771. 

NOTE: 1ST YEAR’S TAX REBUCED BY $7,075. FOR Tax CREDIT CIA® #2)
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DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 1ST YR 4 TAX EQ DIV: 1.48312 
LESS MORTGAGE BALANCE: $48,470. AVG DEBT COVER RATIO: 7908 
PROCEENS BEFORE TAXES: $11,330. AVG DEFAULT RATIO: 1.1581 
LESS LENDER‘S Xs $547. 
NET SALES PROCEEDS 
BEFORE TAXES: $10,764. 

RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 
LESS LENDER’S Zs $567. 
NET RESALE PRICE: $59,433. 
LESS BASIS: $41,596. 
TOTAL GAIN: $17,938. 
TAX DEPRECIATION: $24,404. 
CAPITAL GAIN: $0. 
ORDINARY GAIN: $17,938. 

TAX ON ORDINARY GAIN: $7,135. 
TAX ON CAPITAL GAIN: $0. 
PLUS MORTGAGE BAL: $43,470. 
TCTAL DEDUCTIONS FROM 
NET RESALE PRICE: $55,805. 

NET SALES PROCEEDS 
AFTER TAX: $3,629. 

IF PURCHASED AS ABOVE, HELD 5 YEARS & SOLD FOR $60,000. 
THE MODIFIED I.R.R. BEFORE TAYES IS -12.4777% AND AFTER TAXES IS 5.4951% 
ASSUMING AN AFTER TAX REINVESTMENT RATE OF 92, AND GPEOR{uRlTY CUST GF 4%



DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

DISTRIBUTION OF CASH THRGW-OFF 
SELL AT LOSS TEST | 

CASH THROU-OFF CASH THROW-GFF CASH BONUS 
YEAR TQTAL TO EQUITY TQ LENDER 

1. 258. «246. oo BE 
2. 566. 538. 28. 
3. ~42224, -12224, | 0. 
4. 902. 857. Ss. 
5. 1070. 1016. 53. 

~9427.° -9567. 140. 

RESALE PRICE: $60,000. 
LESS MOKTGAGE BALANCE: $46,670. 
PROCEEDS BEFORE TAXES: $11,330. 
LESS LERDER’S 2: $567. 
NET SALES PROCEEDS 
BEFORE TAXES: $10,764. 

CASH THRQU-GFF = 5% RENERSION = 5% 

EQUITY ANALYSIS 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

MEKESL EEE EEE EEE 

BEFGRE TAX EQUITY DIVIDEND 
YR END CASH RETURN 

YR NOI EQUITY AMOUNT ORG EQ CUR EQ 
1. $9,272. $16,613. $246. 1.0149 .0143 
2, 9,580. 16,747. S38. .0326 .0321 
3. -3,210. 27,131. 12,224. -.7408 -.4196 
4. 9,916. 29,324, 857. .0520 .G292 
5. 10,084. 29,554. 1,016. .0616 .0344 

ORIGINAL EQUITY: $ 16500



DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

MORTGAGE ANALYSIS 
SELL AT LOSS TEST | 

SCE EESEETEEEE ETE EEF 

MORT HORT DEBT M16. DEFAULT 

YEAR NOI INT. AMORT SERV DCR BAL. RATIO 

1. 9272. 8901. 113. 9014. 1.029 49387. 981 

2. 9580. 8879. . AGS. 9014. 1.063 49253.  .940 

3. -3210. 8853. 141. 9014. -.354 A9Q92. 13.224 

4. 9916. 8821. 192. 9014. 1.109 48900. .940 

5. 10084. 8784. 230. 9014. 1.119 45470. 931 

AVG ($7,128. 794 1.158 

REVENUE AND EXPENSE REPORT 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

BATE 9/14/82 
EREREREEEEATERER HEA E OEEEERLGE ES 

YEAR EFF GROSS REV 2 RATE 2 VAR OP. $¢ FIXED OF NOI 

1. $13,800. 6.2 $928. $3,700. $9,272. 
2. $14,210. 5.2% $711. $3,920. $7,580. 

3. $1,000. 5.2 $50. $4,160. $-2,216. 

4, $15,080. 5.2 $754. $4,410. $9,916. 

5. $15,530. 5.2 $777. $4,670. $19,084. 

$59,620. $3,119. $20,840. $35,441.



DEMONSTRATION 3 (Cont.) 

DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

IMPROVEMENT 4 1 
 *- 775% D.B. | 
NON-RESIDENTIAL 

HEREC EE EE EE EER SA EEE EEE EES 

YEAR TAX BEF. S.t. DEP. TAX DEP BALANCE | 
1. 1925.0 1100.0 1925.0 14575.90 
2. 1700.4 1106.0 1700.4 12874.6 

3. 1502.0 1100.0 1502.0 11372.5 
: 4. 1326.8 1100.9 1324.8 16045.8 

5. 1172.0 1106.0 1172.6 8873.7 

SUB-TOTAL 7626.3 5500.0 7626.3 

DEPRECIATION SCHEBULE 
SELL AT LOSS TEST 

IMPROVEMENT # 2 
175% OD.8. 

NON-RESIDENTIAL 
SEES EES FEE EEE EAE EEE H¢ -* E-KE 

YEAR TAX DEP. S.L. DEP. TAX BEF RALANCE 
1. 4235.0 2420.0 4235.0 32045.9 
2. 3740.9 2420.6 3749.9 26324.1 
3. 3304.5 2420.0 3394.5 25019.4 
4. 2919.0 2420.0 2917.9 23100.7 
Ss. 7578.4 2420.0 2578.4 19522.2 

SUB-TOTAL 16777.8 "$2100.90 {6777.8 

TOTAL 28404.0 17600.0 24494.9



REAL ESTATE INVESTEMENT ANALYSIS 

Presented By | 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

THIRD HOUR 

III. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT 

Investment is a real estate enterprise, as a mortgage 
lender or equity investor is simply buying a set of 

financial assumptions about the interaction of the 
project to its context, of the firm to its 
environment. Real estate analysis is to control the 
variance between expectations and realization, between 
proforma prospects and historical balance sheets and 
profit and loss statements. 

A. Analysis is risk management, control of variance. 

B. There are essentially two types of risk exposures: 

1. Static risks (uncontrollable, or external 
events) are those which can only cause a loss 
due to surprise upset of a plan. 

2. Dynamic risks (partially controllable internal 
events) can produce profit or loss and are 
best controlled by the finesse of management 
execution of a plan. 

C. Risk evaluation or comparison grows out of the 
function of risk management for an enterprise. 

1. Risk management has two objectives: 

a. First priority - conservation of existing 
enterprise assets despite surprise events. 

b. Second priority -—- realization of budgeted 
expectations despite surprise events.
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2. The process of risk management involves 
systematic and continuous: | 

a. Identification of significant exposure to 
loss 

b. Estimation of potential loss frequency and 
severity 

c. Identification of alternative methods to 
avoid loss | , | 

d. Selection of a risk management method 
e, Monitoring execution of risk management 

' plan | 

3. The risk management process is both a 
philosophy of inquiry or analysis and a check- 
list of management concern, which is 
attempting to answer systematically "WHAT 
IF...?" questions, to anticipate surprise and 

to provide for a response or adjustment in 

advance of the contingency. 

D. Identification of significant exposures to 10855 

can begin by using standard business documents as 
reminders, such as: 

1. Review of balance sheet accounts 

2. Review of profit and loss statement accounts 

3. Review of business organization or function 
chart 

i. =6Review of elements of financial feasibility 

analysis 

E. Signficant has to do with potential loss 
frequency, loss severity, and degree of 
uncertainty. 

1. Very frequent and minor become expense accounts 
2. Less frequent but predictable and major become 

reserves or budget allowances. 

3. Infrequent, uncertain but very severe become 
issues of risk management. 

4“. A 50/50 probability is the most uncertain 
outcome.
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F. The alternative methods of avoiding loss which. 
everyone subconsciously uses include: | 

: 1. Eliminate risk exposure 
2. Reduce frequency or severity of loss 

(diversification or mortgage loan cloSing 
process) | | | 

3. Combine risks to increase predictability _ 
(reserves for expense) | 

i. Shift risk by contract (subcontracts or 
escalator clauses) a 

5. Shift risk by combination (diversification) by 
contract (insurance) 

6. Limit maximum loss (corporate shell or limited 
partnership) 

7. Hedging (sale and leaseback, options, 
contingent sales) | 

G. Risk management concepts leads to understanding of 
the true essence of a mortgage contract and an 
equity commitment. 

1. Given constant dollars and stable interest 
rates the mortage agreement laid off the static 
risks of insurance and controlled the dynamic 
risks by providing adequate cash throw-off for 
the borrower, pain through foreclosure and loss 
of borrower equity dollars, and a bailout based 
on conservative loan to economic productivity 
value ratio. 

2. Given inflation, devaluation of the dollar, 
and rising interest rates, the mortgage has 
become a risk management instrument for the 
borrower, particularly with common usage of the 
esculpatory clause and recognition of 
non-productive values in real estate ownership. 
The mortgage is a classic straddle in two 
commodity markets. | 

a. In the space-time commodity it is a call on 
appreciation, if any, and a put to the 
lender if appreciation or income in future 
markets becomes inadequate. 

b. It is a short position in the money market 
which creates value should interest rates 
rise or dollars devalue. 

; Ct ; .. | 

: OM a pe a - - |
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ec. The confusion of real estate as a produc- 
tive economic asset with real estate as a 
speculative commodity has permitted the 
distortion of appraisal values. A high 
loan-to-value ratio mortgage is a purchase 
of a commodity on margin without giving 
the lender the right to call for 
additional collateral. 

3. The cash profit centers in real estate are no 
longer available to secure the mortgage loan as 
they take the form of outlays for expertise and 
material rather than classic net income. | 
Moreover the tax shelter is applied to other 
income which is not available as collateral for 
the mortgage loan even though present value of 
those tax savings contributes to the market 
Value on which the loan is based. 

4. Equity ownership is the degree to which cash 
flow can be willfully diverted by maintaining 

| control while avoiding risk of variance beyond 
acceptable levels. 

H. Long-term lenders have suddenly realized that: 

1. They are selling puts in the commodity market 
of long-term real estate space, and in the case 
of construction loans, space for future 
delivery. 

2. A mortgage is a long position in an unstable 
market when everybody is going short. 

3. With rising prices, the penalties of risk are 
loss of credibility and loss of opportunity 
income due to the inability to roll invested 
dollars on time. There is a timing risk to 
income and to purchasing power in place of 
significant risk of loss to historical 
principal. 

4. The ability of the banks to submerge losses in 
future income and the desires of the pension 
funds to submerge profits until future benefits 
must be paid is leading to significant 
rethinking of the real estate loan process and 
the dichotomy between credit and equity and 

| | , 
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compensation for static versus dynamic risk 
taking. 

5. Emerging concepts of risk management of the 
dynamic risks of time, interest, and money as 
compared to solvency and collateral are 
leading to strategic shifts in real estate 
capital markets. 

I. Solvency risk was controlled with debt cover and 
default point, occupancy clauses and gap loans. 
Diversion of collateral was partially offset with 
letters of credit, escrows, and personal guarantees 
on construction loans, but what about commodity 
speculation and interest rate risk? 

1. Interest cost plus a loading? - Variable 
interest in the solvency problem - residential 
and commercial. 

2. Equity participation and the accounting problem 
of a submerged asset or killing the goose that 
laid the golden egg -—- market value accounting 
problems. 

3. Inflation versus obsolescence of location and 
structure due to energy and demographics - 

enterprise or systems risks? 

4. Portfolio concepts are now in vogue because 
risk management theory has come of age.
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FIFTH MODULE 

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 

Presented By 

Professor James A. Graaskamp, Ph.D., CRE, SREA 
University of Wisconsin School of Business 

FOURTH HOUR | 

IV. TAX MATTERS FOR FOREIGN REAL ESTATE INVESTORS 

Tax matters for real estate investment in the United 
States distort all reasonable economic considerations 
for both domestic and foreign investors. It is 
important for the real estate investor to understand 
the real estate tax (which takes 15 - 20% gross 

‘income }¥as well as personal and corporate income 
taxes, state and federal estate and inheritance taxes, 
as well as the special registration laws and trade 
treaties which impact foreign investors. 

A. The approach today will not bog down in detail but 
rather underscore current pitfalls and trends, 
recognizing that: 

1. Tax planning is always best begun at the very 
initial stages of the foreign investor's 
approach to the U.S. market. 

2. Tax planning is most effective when done in 
the context of programs, not transactions. 

3. Tax planning is a continuous process and all 
tax plans should be reviewed periodically. 

4. Tax planning is a detailed and complex process 
Which should only be undertaken with the 

assistance of professional advice. 

B. The real estate tax may cost you more dollars and 
be less understood than the more publicized 
federal income taxes because every municipality 
reflects an individual assessment program and 
philosophy about imposition of real estate taxes.
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1. 70 to 85% of local government spending is 
financed by real estate taxes and in most 
states the school board receives 55 to 60% of 
all real estate taxes. 

2. Assessment of investment properties is a way 
of shifting the real estate tax burden away. 
from residential housing and large numbers of 
voters so that traditional assessment formulas 
are changing. : 

3. Assessments are supposed to be based on fair 
market value assuming cash sale without 
creative financing and assuming current ) 
economic rents. Market value is then 
multiplied by local equalization rate. 

a. Equalization would be the ratio of actual 
Sales to actual assessed value. 

b. In some states, the law permits different 
ratios for different classes of property 
reflecting historical political attitudes 
about home ownership, big business, 
outsiders, etc. 

4. Many local assessors are changing from market 
value to nominal price, ignoring impact of 
financing, sales, promotions, or confusion of 
revenue from business and real estate, personal 
property versus real property (hotel, shopping 
center, etc.) 

5. Practice of passing through real estate taxes 
to the tenants with net leases causes 
increased vacancies, depresses net rents at 
time of renegotiating, and prevents property 
from inflating in value. 

ae Since tax policies differ in an urban area 
among political subdivisions, demand and 
new construction shift across political 
boundaries causing significant changes in 
property value. 

b. Assessment appeais may be too sophisticated 
for court juries on appeal boards to 
understand.



c. Computers have made annual reassessments 

very feasible based on sales inflated by 
syndicators and pension funds. 

6. A real estate purchase/sale or a listing will 
trigger reappraisal so that many investors buy 
interests rather than title to avoid creating 
public record in a change of ownership. 

ae Partnership interests 
b. Corporate shares 
c. Land trusts with beneficial interests 

Tt. Investors must research both the assessment 

policy and local revenue needs for schools, 
pensions, and safety forces such as police, 
fire, and public heaith as well as local 
welfare obligations. 

8. Another factor is the increasing use of 
Special tax districts for special tax 
assessments which fall on benefitted property. 

a. Special assessments for replacing 
infrastructure (older cities have not 
maintained public capital). 

b. Tax incremental financing (TIF) of urban 
redevelopment (incentive to understate and 
then overstate tax assessment). 

ec. special districts to finance urban 

activities as well as improvements to 
attract people downtown, etc. | 

9. Real estate taxes will be worse in older 
communities without vacant land for growth or 
new communities that are growing too fast or 
offer Coo many services. 

C. In addition to local taxes, there are a variety of 
state and federal taxes which reflect the duality 
of regulation and reporting which are behind 
several special laws relating to foreign 
investment in an ownership of United States real 
estate, major federal laws are:
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1. Alien Land Act (ALA) permits only U.S. 
citizens and foreign investors who have 
formally declared intention to be come U.S. 
citizens, and foreign investors who have become 
bonafide U.S. residents to own or acquire title 
to real estate in U.S. territories including 
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Guam, and other 
small Pacific Islands (Washington D.C. exempt). 

2. Agricultural Foreign Investment Disclosure Act 
of 1978 (AFIDA) requires any foreign person 
who acquires or transters any interest (other 
than security interest) of 5% or more in land, 
capable of agricultural use, to report such 
ownership within 90 days. 

Ph / a. Exemptio ess than one (1) acre and 
$1,000 produce sales. 

b. Report requires legal description, 
transaction price, name, address, and _ 
relationship of investor's representative, 
and name, address, and country of all 
foreign persons or entities through third 
tier of ownership. 

ec. No conridentiality since forms are 
available ten (10) days after filing in 
D.C. and in county office of Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service, 
and treaty partner which requests 
information under mutual assistance treaty 

or fiscal evasion provision of a Tax 
treaty. 

d. Multi-tiered structuring can legally avoid 
or minimize reporting.
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. REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 
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FIRST HOUR 

I. OBJECTIVES OF A REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO APPROACH | 

Theoretical development in stock and bond investment 
management relative to risk and return characteristics 

of an investment portfolio have made it stylish to 
focus institutional real estate investment strategies 

in terms of portfolio concepts. There is a tendency 
to shift the concern of fund managers from the 
evaluation of individual real estate projects to the 
portfolio impact of real estate investment. 

A. Security investors have been brainwashed with 
theories developed by Markowitz and Sharp to the 
effect that security markets are very efficient 
and that market price of a given security reflects 
a return for the use of capital plus a return for 
compensation of risk. 

1. Risk is defined as variance in terms of market 
price of a specific security relative to an 
index of market prices for all securities. 

2. Risk is caused by systematic changes which 
affect all securities as a result of market 
related risks and non-systematic risks which 
were inherent in specific industries and 
businesses. 

B. Since risk was variance in price or value and 
market price was present value of collective 
expectations of future income, variance could be 
controlled by diversification within industry to 

reduce the mean variance of all investments and 
market related risks could be mitigated by 
arbritraging among different investment markets if 
a variance/co-variance relationship could be shown 

to exist. 

| a |
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C. Investors have always recognized that you 
shouldn't put all your eggs in one basket even 

; though it may be possible to have a higher return 
if you put your eggs in one basket and then watch 
the basket very closely. Safety in numbers and 
averaging of offsetting errors through safety in 
numbers is described as naive diversification, and 
that generally describes the state of art of 
portfolio management for real estate. 

D. Portfolio people in securities distinguish between 
safety in numbers and efficient diversification in 
which there is a scientific statistical tradeoff 
between measures of return and measures of risk 
which maximizes investment returns for a given 
level of investment risk. Ideally portfolio 

- Management could theoretically neutralize business 
—_ risk. 

E. To be relevant to real estate the efficient 
diversification concept would presumably require 
the following elements; 

1. Standardize time series data on net incomes 
and resale prices by property type. 

2. Efficient exchange of market information among 
knowledgable investors. 

3. Computed measures of systematic and 
non-systematic variance comparable to those 
available in the appropriate securities 

market. 

4. Availability of investment units representing 
a crossection of the real estate investment 
market. 

5. Liquidity of real estate investment to permit 
instant readjustment of the pricing model. 

6. All investors! choices based on expected 
return and risk relative to market means. 

7. Independent of business management from 
investment management for individual ownership 

interests.
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F, Naive diversification in real estate may, in fact, 
provide a high degree of co~variance between real 

_ estate investment and security investment, thereby 
Stabilizing market related risks rather than 
business risks over intermediate periods of time. 
(Professor Miles and Professor McCue -— preliminary 
data.) , 

G. Naive diversification may involve multiple levels 
of spreading of risks: 

1. Regional dispersion 

2. Urban neighborhoods | 

3. Property type . 

4. Property size 

5. Leasing mix 

6. Tenant mix by size and industry 

T. Age of property 

8. Duration of estimated holding period . 

9. Percent of ownership 

10. Degree of leverage 

H. Traditional methods of real estate risk management 
are from risk and insurance literature and 
include: 

1. Risk avoidance 

2. Combination of units to improve prediction of 
frequency and severity of gains and losses 

3. Shift by contract to insurance pool in 
exchange for small certain loss of premium 

4, Shift by contract to arbitrage skills or 
market position 

5. Limit liability by contract or ownership 
structure 

6. Hedge
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I. Thus, risk management in real estate has generally 
presumed active asset management by those 

; contracting the web of agreements, contracts, and 
defined interests in any given project, or by 
means of naive diversification. The shift toward 
passive institutional investment and the 
conditioning of money managers to the fads of 
portfolio theory have led to the hope that real 
estate can be treated like other security 
interests.
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SECOND HOUR 

I. OBJECTIVES OF SCIENTIFIC PORTFOLIO SELECTION 

Trustees of institutional funds need protection from 
losses from business and systematic upsets when those 
losses exceed the mean losses suffered for lack of 
clairvoyance by all trustees of the group. Trustees 
also want praise when they out-—perform the average 
profitability of their fellow trustees who are 
competing to expand the base of assets managed. 

A. The first requirement of such a system is basic 
agreement on definition of the ingredients of 
average performance statistics and a vehicle or 

institution for maintaining the sacred scrolls of 
such an index. 

B. For the first time in real estate there is an 
. - attempt to create such an index - the FRC Property 

Index sponsored by the Frank Russell Company of 

Tacoma, Washington, and the National Council of 
Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF). (See 
Exhibit 1.) 

C. Efforts to construct such an index are confronting 
a variety of major problems that distinguish real 
estate from securities: 

1. Most prices are set by appraisal rather than 
by actual transaction. 

2. Appraisal is expensive and therefore 
occasional. 

3. Appraisal is futuristic while accounting is 

historic. 

4. Securities accounting is cost or market, 
whichever is less while real estate values are 
cost or market, whichever is more. | 

5. Real estate accounting is controlled by the 
fund manager who controls operations. 

a |
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